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If the
Electro -Voice

Model 664
picks up

sound here...

The holes in the top, sides and
Y. rear of the Electro-Voice Model

664 make it one of the finest dynamic
cardioid microphones you can buy.
These holes reduce sound pickup at the
sides, and practically cancel sound arriv-
ing from the rear. Only an Electro-Voice
Variable -D® microphone has them.

Behind the slots on each side is a
tiny acoustic "window" that leads
directly to the back of the 664 Acoustal-
by® diaphragm. The route is short,
small, and designed to let only highs
get through. The path is so arranged
that when highs from the back of the
664 arrive, they are cut in loudness by
almost 20 db. Highs arriving from the
front aren't affected. Why two "win-
dows"? So that sound rejection is uni-
form and symmetrical regardless of
microphone placement.

The hole on top is for the mid-
range. It works the same, but with a
longer path and added filters to affect
only the mid -frequencies. And near
the rear is another hole for the lows,

What are
all these

other
holes
for?

with an even longer path and more
filtering that delays only the bass
sounds, again providing almost 20 db
of cancellation of sounds arriving from
the rear. This "three-way" system of
ports insures that the cancellation of
sound from the back is just as uniform
as the pickup of sound from the front-
without any loss of sensitivity. The re-
sult is uniform cardioid effectiveness at
every frequency for outstanding noise
and feedback control.

Most other cardioid-type micro-
phones have a single cancellation port
for all frequencies. At best, this is a
compromise, and indeed, many of
these "single -hole" cardioids are actu-
ally omnidirectional at one frequency
or another!

In addition to high sensitivity to
shock and wind noises, single -port car-
dioid microphones also suffer from
proximity effect. As you get ultra -close,
bass response rises. There's nothing
you can do about this varying bass
response - except use a Variable -D

microphone with multi -port design*
that eliminates this problem completely.

Because it works better, the E -V
664 Dynamic Cardioid is one of the
most popular directional microphones
on the market. It has both high and
low impedance outputs available at
the plug. Frequency range is peak -free
from 40 to 15,000 Hz (cps). Output is
-58 db. To learn more about Vari-
able -D microphones, write for our free
booklet, "The Directional Microphone
Story." Then see and try the E -V 664
at your nearby Electro-Voice micro-
phone headquarters. Just $85.00 in
satin chrome or non-reflecting gray, or
$90.00 in gold finish (list prices less
normal trade discounts).
*Pat. No. 3015,207

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 762N

629 Cecil Street, Buchanan Michigan 49107
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Incomparable

Performance Time -saving features of the new

at an
Hewlett-Packard 427A Multi -Function Meter include:
No need to change input connections to measure ac

Unbeatable and dc volts-just change the function
U switch. Only one zero set for dc and re-

p sistance measurements ... no need to re -zero when
LP switching from dc to ohms measurements ...

seldom "zero" on the 1 v range and above. Instantaneous
turn -on. Field -operate the compact hp 427A to typically 300
hours from one internal dry -cell battery (regulator included).
AC -battery operation available at $35 additional. All Hewlett-
Packard voltmeter accessories, such as dividers, adapters and
leads, available for flexible performance.

Pric

ACV

OHMS

r -
OCV

SATT.
1.8v MIN.

OFF

...the hp 421A Multi -Function Meter!

HEWLETT  PACKARD (9

FUNCTION

X1K

X100

X10

ONLY
AC

You can tell this is a measurement -packed instrument just
by looking at the front panel. To see the 427A run through its
paces, call your Hewlett-Packard field engineer. For complete
performance details, write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia 94304, Tel. (415) 326-7000; Europe: 54 Route des
Acacias, Geneva.

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory.

HEWLETTiip- PACKARDlip; PACKARD

.03

.01

Vorns

fv /

4et tir36./

427A VOLTMETER

RANGE

X1OK
3

10 X1OOK

30 XIM

100 XtOM

300

1000 -

DC 2ER0/11 OD

cro
ea// ri
401,0 usinfewr

1491
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The Messenger is Ageless

Year after year, the reliability built into Johnson Messengers
keep them on the air long after other units have departed.

Whether it's a compact hand-held Personal Messenger; a
portable field pack unit with rechargeable batteries; a popular
priced tube -type or solid state transceiver; the new Messenger
350 single sideband unit; or one of the many Johnson acces-
sories, Johnson's quality and reliability will insure your equip-
ment will enjoy a long and healthy life.

Look to Johnson for the most versatile, most reliable two-
way radio equipment and accessories available today! FCC
type accepted. Prices as low as $99.95.

MESSENGER
A best seller for years. Five
crystal controlled channels. For
115 Volts AC and either 6 or 12
Volts DC.

Now only $99.95 NET

MESSENGER TWO
Ten channels and tunable re-
ceiver. Full 5 -watt input. For
115 Volts AC and either 6 or 12
Volts DC.

Now only $149.95 NET

MESSENGER III
Use it base, mobile or portable!
All solid-state design through-
out. For 12 Volts DC. Accessory
115 Volt AC power supply avail-
able.

Now only 5189.95 NET

WRITE TODAY for free literature.

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
0-i) 113710th Ave. S.W.  Waseca, Minn. 56093
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Wink Amid

THIS MONTH'S COVER high-
lights some of the semicon-
ductor diodes discussed in
our special section on this
subject. The large assem-
bly that almost completely
fills the cover is an Interna-
tional Rectifier single-phase
bridge with four silicon rec-
tifier diodes on heat sinks.
It can deliver over 400 V at
200 A. The large rectangu-
lar unit within the circle is

a Sylvania waveguide-block-
mounted microwave mixer
diode designed for 50-100
GHz. The tiny RCA unit just
above it is a tunnel diode.
Immediately to the left and
right of the tunnel diode are
two Motorola varactor di-
odes. The two slender ver-
tical units are Texas Instru-
ments light -sensor diodes,
while the horizontal diodes
at the upper left and lower
right are TI low -power zen-
ers.
.. Photo: Bruce Pendleton
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ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN

ALL -TRANSISTOR

Ydteeei
ELECTRONIC ORGAN

3 NEW MODELS
Recital $1500
Consolette II 850
Spinet 550

This is the new, all -
transistor Schober
Consolette II...the
most luxurious

"home -size" organ available today.
Full 61 -note manuals, 17 pedals, 22 stops and
coupler, 3 pitch registers, and authentic theatre
voicing leave little to be desired. Comparable
to ready -built organs selling from $1800 to $2500.

The pride and satisfaction of building one of
these most pipe -like of electronic organs can
now be yours... starting for as low as $550.
The Schober Spinet, only 38 inches wide, fits
into the smallest living room. The all -new, all -
transistor Schober Recital Model actually
sounds like the finest pipe organ; its 32 voices,
6 couplers, 5 pitch registers delight professional
musicians...making learning easy for beginners.

AND YOU SAVE 50% OR MORE BECAUSE YOU'RE BUYING

DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER
AND PAYING ONLY FOR THE PARTS, NOT COSTLY LABOR.

It's easy to assemble a Schober Organ. No spe-
cial skills or experience needed. No technical
or musical knowledge either. Everything you
need is furnished, including the know-how. You
supply only simple hand tools and the time.
You can buy the organ section by section ... so
you needn't spend the whole amount at once.
You can begin playing in an hour, even if you've
never played before-with the ingenious Pointer
System, available from Schober.
Thousands of men and women-teen-agers, too
-have already assembled Schober Organs.
We're proud to say that many who could afford
to buy any organ have chosen Schober because
they preferred it musically.
Send for our free Schober Booklet, describing
in detail the exciting Schober Organs and op-
tional accessories; it includes a free 7 -inch
"sampler" record so you can hear before you buy.

IN OUR 12TH YEAR

THE erCittleeit eliyaM CORPORATION
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023

Also available in Canada, Australia, Hong Kong,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and the United Kingdom

r
THE SCHOBER ORGAN CORP., DEPT. RN -44

43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023
0 Please send me FREE Schober Booklet and

FREE 7 -inch "sampler" record.

0 Enclosed find $2.00 for 10 -inch quality LP
record of Schober Organ music. ($2.00 re
funded with purchase of first kit.)

Name

Address

City State Zip. No

101 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMING
NEXT

MONTH

ENCLOSURES FOR
HIGH -COMPLIANCE LOUDSPEAKERS
By using the practical graphs supplied
by Roger H. Russell of Sonotone, it is
possible to design and build a small,
completely sealed hi-fi speaker enclosure
to meet your special requirements.

ELECTROMECHANICAL CHOPPERS
Widely used in industrial electronic in-
strumentation, these contact modulators
convert slowly varying signals or
changes in d.c. levels into a.c. square
waves that can be handled more easily
by amplifiers. Sidney L. Silver discusses
the various types of choppers and sug-
gests some of their important applica-
tions.

SELECTING THE PROPER
INDICATING LIGHT
This article by Warren Walker of Dia-
light Corp. is a virtual encyclopedia of
information on these important compon-
ents and tells how to specify correctly
lamps and lamp housings for all types of
electronic equipment. This is an article

All these and many more interesting
in the August issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD . . . on sale July 19th.

to which you will refer time and time
again-one that you will want to keep.

DIRECTORY OF
BATTERY -OPERATED TAPE RECORDERS
A comprehensive guide to the recorders
of approximately 20 companies, includ-
ing electrical and mechanical specifica-
tions in tabular form for easy compari-
son of features. Prices, photographs, and
available accessories are also included.

RADIATION MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE
Our ability to detect and measure the
various types of radiation encountered
in space is vital to interplanetary travel
plans. How these measurements are
made is covered by Joseph H. Wujek, Jr.
in this timely and important article.

OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES
While probes are only an accessory to
the scope, they have a strong influence
on the accuracy of any measurement.
Choosing a probe and understanding its
characteristics are covered in this article
by Walter H. Buchsbaum.

and informative articles will be yours
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Every 40 seconds a burglary takes place in the United States.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The RADAR SENTRY ALARM is
a complete U.H.F. Doppler Ra-
dar System which saturates the
entire protected area with invis-
ible r.f. microwaves. It provides
complete wall to wall-floor to
ceiling protection for an area of
up to 5,000 square feet. Without
human movement in the pro-
tected area, the microwave sig-
nal remains stable. Any human
movement (operation is unaf-
fected by rodents and small ani-
mals)in the area causes the dop-
pler signal to change frequency
approximately 2 to 4 cps. An
ultra -stable low frequency de-
tector senses this small fre-
quency change, amplifies it and
triggers the police type siren-
which is heard up to a half mile
away.

In addition, the RADAR SEN-
TRY ALARM's protection can be
extended to other areas with the
use of the following optional ac-
cessories:
 remote detectors for extending

coverage to over 10,000 sq. ft.
 rate of rise fire detector U.L.
approved for 2,500 sq. ft. of
coverage each (no limit on the
number of remote detectors
that can be used)

 hold-up alarm
 central station or police station

transmitter and receiver (used
with a leased telephone line)

 relay unit for activating house
lights

 battery operated horn or bell
which sounds in the event of:
powerline failure; equipment
malfunction or tampering

July, 1966

At that rate, it's a multi -million
dollar a year business ...for bur-
glars.

And an even better business op-
portunity for you.

Why? Because burglary can be
stopped...with an effective alarm
system.

In fact, police and insurance
officials have proved that an alarm
system reduces, and in many cases,
eliminates losses-even helps po-
lice apprehend the criminal.

Here's where you come in.
Oniy a small percentage of the

more than 100 million buildings-
stores, offices, factories, schools,
churches and homes are protected
by an effective alarm system.

That means virtually every
home, every business is a prospect.

You can sell them!
And you don't have to be a

super -salesman to sell the best
protection available-a Radar Sen-
try Alarm unit. All you have to do
is demonstrate it...it sells itself.

A glance at the technical infor-
mation shows why.

RADAR SENTRY ALARM

It's the most unique and effec-
tive alarm system ever invented.

And here's the proof.
In the past six years, thousands

of RADAR SENTRY ALARM units
sold in the Detroit, Mich-

igan area alone-sold by men like
yourself on a part-time and full-
time basis.

Here are just a few customers
who are protected by RADAR
SENTRY ALARMS:

U.S. Government
U.S. Air Force
Detroit Board of Education
Hundreds of Churches,
Banks, Businesses and
Homes.

Everyone is a prospect.
So take advantage of your pro-

fession! Put your technical knowl-
edge and experience to work for
you in a totally new area-an area
that will make money for you!

Don't wait!
Let us prove that crime does

pay.
Become a distributor.
Write now for free details.

Mail to: RADAR DEVICES MANUFACTURING CORP.
22003 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080

Please tell me how I can have a business
of my own distributing Radar Sentry
Alarm Systems. I understand there is no
obligation.

Name
EW-7

Address

City

CIRCLE NO 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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buy Sony tape

just to Hi the
new6111111110

Ian Threader
tab!

It is a fact that each reel of
Sony Professional Recording
Tape contains two "easy
threader" tabs which make
any tape reel instantly and
effortlessly self -threading. D
But Sony (maker of the
best-selling tape recorders
in the world) also makes
the world's finest recording
tape. And we'd rather have
you buy it for that reason!
Sony tape captures the
strength and delicacy of
any sound. Sony tape repro-
duces those sounds for per-
fect playback, over and over
again. D Sony Professional
Recording Tape brings out
the best in a tape recorder.

And that's why we'd like you
to buy it.

SON'S( SUPERSCOPE ,

AMERICA FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS
CIRCLE NO. 95 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LETTERS
FROM OUR

READERS

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
To the Editors:

A recent issue (February) carried a
letter from Mr. Robert McGlynn regard-
ing the need for good training on numer-
ical control systems. The Cincinnati Mill-
ing Machine Co. has an excellent factory
course for training maintenance and op-
erating personnel.

Prior to taking the factory course, the
trainee is required to take a pre-test of
his ability from International Corre-
spondence Schools in Scranton, Pa. Any
parts of the pre-test that show lack of
fundamental training must then be
studied before the trainee is certified to
enter the factory course. If he has no
knowledge of this subject, he must study
a total of seven such lessons. All of these
seven lessons relate specifically to the
training a person needs on this subject.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.
benefits from this pre-test because the
factory course can then be devoted to-
tally to the specialized instruction
needed rather than bring everybody up
to date on fundamentals. We are sure
that Mr. McGlynn can get further infor-
mation on this useful seven -lesson course
on numerical control systems from ICS.

ROBERT MITRIN
Norwood, Ohio

* * *

SUPERSENSITIVE COMMUNICATIONS
To the Editors:

Regarding the article "Supersensitive
Communications Systems" in the Febru-
ary issue, I believe the author has erred
in stating the performance of these am-
plifiers. The phase -lock technique allows
much narrower bandwidths to be used
and correspondingly higher signal-to-
noise ratios, but the S/N ratio is still in-
versely proportional to the information
bandwidth used.

It is true that at bandwidths on the
order of 10 Hz there will be a great de-
crease in required received power. The
information could be code, digital info,
or greatly slowed voice modulation to
be later played speeded up. The state-
ment, ". . the systems can carry voice
modulation at signal levels that are im-
possible to detect with conventional ap-
proaches" is wrong in that it implies real-
time voice modulation.

Fig. 1 shows the low-pass filter to be

after the information detectors. As stated
above, the S/N ratio will still be in-
versely proportional to the information
bandwidth.

ARTHUR L. MARC
Cheyenne, Wyo.

Author Kyle's reply follows:

Mr. Marc's objection is typical of
many which I have received in discuss-
ing phase -lock reception with profes-
sional communications engineers. I'll
grant that the performance is "seem-
ingly impossible," but the fact remains
that systems of this type operating es-
sentially as described are currently pro-
ducing the performance described.

The particular statement (on page 43,
just above "Typical Circuits") with
which Mr. Marc takes issue as "im-
plying real-time voice modulation was
not intended as an implication; rather it
was intended as a statement. These
systems do carry voice in real time.

The contradiction between narrow
bandwidth and voice modulation dis-
appears when the first half of the state-
ment is restored: "Information band-
width rises rapidly with increase in sig-
nal strength." Note that no claim of
voice modulation within a 10 -Hz band-
width is implied. The whole key to these
systems' performance with wide -band
modulation is that they automatically
expand their information bandwidths to
suit the strength of the received signal.
Thus, a system which is capable of
locking onto a signal at - 200 dBm, for
example, may not ( probably will not)
be able to recover wide -band modula-
tion from this signal. Should signal
strength rise to -160 dBm, however,
wide -band signals could probably be
carried easily. In contrast, a conven-
tional receiving system would be hard
put to find the signal at -160 dBm.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 1 is
essential to the automatic widening of
the information bandwidth. The infor-
mation which passes through the low-
pass filter is indeed restricted to very
slow changes. That which does not see
the filter, however, has no such restric-
tion on its rate of change. Whenever
this information is at least as strong as

(Continued on page 12)
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Why solve electronics problems the
old-fashioned pencil and paper way?

This free booklet shows a faster way.

How to Solve Electronics Problems in Seconds
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With new Electronics Slide Rule and Instruction Course

Acclaimed by Editors, Educators
and Working Electronics Technicians

"It opens a whole new era of quick
calculations. Even if you never had
a slide rule in your hands before, the
four -lesson instruction course that is
included takes you by the hand and
leads you from simple calculations right
through resonance and reactance prob-
lems with hardly a hitch. If you already
use a slide rule, you'll find the lessons a
first rate refresher course. And they, ex-
plain in detail the shortcuts built into
this new rule." WAYNE LEMONS,

Radio -Electronics

"Why didn't someone think of this
before?...the slide rule saved me time
the very first day. The `refresher' course
is a marvel of clarity. I couldn't help
being amazed at how many standard
formula function) was performing the
hard way." OI,IVER P. FERRELL,

Editor, Popular Electronics
"I was very intrigued by the 'quickie'
electronics problem solutions. It is an
ingenious technique. The special scales
should be of decided value to any tech-
nician or engineer. Your slide rule is a
natural." JOSEPH J. DeFRANCE,

Head of Electrical Technology Dept.,
New York City Community College

"I am very impressed. I have shown
your slide rule to a number of my asso-
ciates, and in each case, their reaction
has been most favorable. There is no
question about this rule being a natural
for men in electronics." M. 0. PYLE,

Mgr. of TV and Radio Training,
RCA Service Company

IT JUST DOESN'T MAKE SENSE! A compli-
cated calculation can be solved by a com-

puter in milliseconds. But a relatively simple
problem in reactance is usually worked out
the old-fashioned pencil -and -paper way ...
and takes one or two minutes.

Now there is a better way. You can solve
many electronics problems in 20 seconds or
less without doing any figuring at all. Our
exclusive new, specially -designed electronics
slide rule does the figuring for you.

If you would like to learn more about this
remarkable slide rule, we will send you with-
out cost or obligation the 12 -page illustrated
booklet shown above. You will see close-ups
of the new inverse "H" scale that solves reso-
nant frequency problems ... the special 2 IT
scale you'll use, for inductive or capacitive
reactance problems... and the amazing Deci-
mal Locator Scales that show exactly where
to place the decimal point in your answers.

You'll also learn about the special 4 -lesson
home study course which accompanies the
slide rule. This course teaches you to use the
special scales so you can "whiz" through the
toughest problems.

Worth $50 - Costs Less Than $20
People in electronics tell us that our Slide
Rule and Course is worth at least $50. Yet
we offer it for less than $20.. Why? Our rea-
son is simple: we are looking for people in
electronics who are ambitious to improve

CIECleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street  Dept.EW-124 Cleveland, Ohio 44114

their skills ... and who know that this will re-
quire more training. If we can attract you
with the low price of our slide rule and
course-and impress you with its quality-
you are more likely to consider Cleveland
Institute of Electronics when you decide you
could use more electronics training.

Meanwhile, we can help you right now, es-
pecially if your work involves reactance, res-
onance or inductance problems. Send today
for the booklet about our Electronics Slide
Rule and Course. It costs you nothing. And
it can open your eyes to what Radio -Elec-
tronics called "a whole new era in quick
calculations."

JUST MAIL COUPON for this free booklet.
Or just send your name and address on a
postcard to the address below.
r

C I E Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without charge or obligation
the booklet describing the CIE Electronics
Slide Rule and Instruction Course. ALSO
FREE if I act at once: your handy pocket-size
Electronics Data Guide.

Name
(plea.. print)

Address

City

State Zip
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training ... Since 1934

EW-124
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Discover the ease
and excitement of NRI's

-DD :--1,'Hei-coDH

of ELECTRONICS
TV -RADIO TRAINING

10 HOME -STUDY PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

Ask men whose judgment you respect about
NRI's three dimensional method of home-

study training. Ask about the new, remarkable
NRI Achievement Kit. Ask about NRI custom -

designed training equipment, programmed
for the training of your choice to make Elec-
tronics come alive in an exciting, absorbing,
practical way. Ask about NRI -bite-size" texts,
as direct and easy to read as 50 years of
teaching experience can make them. Achieve-
ment Kit . . . training equipment . . . bite -size
texts . . . the three dimensions of home -study
training; the essentials you must have to make

OUR 50TH YEAR OF LEADERSHIP

learning easier, more interesting, more mean-
ingful. You get them all from NRI.

Whatever your interest . . . whatever your
need ... whatever your education ... pick the
field of your choice from NRI's 10 instruction
plans and mail the postage free card today
for your free NRI catalog. Discover just how
easy and exciting the NRI 3 -DIMENSIONAL
METHOD of training at home can be. Do it
today. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Elec-
tronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

BEGIN NOW AN ABSORBING

ADVENTURE-LEARN ELECTRONICS
THE EASY NRI WAY-MAIL CARD TODAY

IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING

8 ELECTRONICS WORLD



Start Fast with NRI's New
Remarkable Achievement Kit

The day you enroll with NRI this new starter kit
is on its way to you. Everything you need to make
a significant start in the Electronics field of your
choice is delivered to your door. It's an out-
standing way of introducing you to NRI training
methods . . . an unparalleled "first dimension"
that opens the way to new discoveries, new knowl-
edge, new opportunity. The Achievement Kit is
worth many times the small payment required
to start your training. No other school has any-
thing like it. Find out more about the NRI
Achievement Kit. Mail the postage -free card today.

NRI "Bite -Size" Lesson Texts
Program Your Training

Certainly, lesson texts are a necessary part of
any training program . . . but only a part. NRI's
"bite -size" texts are simple, direct, well illus-
trated, and carefully programmed to relate things
you read about to training equipment you build.
Here is the "second dimension" in NRI's training
method. Here are the fundamental laws of elec-
tronics, the theory, the training of your choice,
presented in a manner you'll appreciate. And in
addition to lesson texts, NRI courses include
valuable Reference Texts related to the subjects
you study, the field of most interest to you.

2 Custom -Designed Training Kits
Make Learning Come Alive

Electronics becomes a clear and understandable
force under your control as you get your hands
on actual parts and build, experiment, explore,
discover. Here is the "third dimension". . . the
practical demonstration of things you read about
in NRI texts. NRI pioneered and perfected the
use of training kits to aid in learning at home in
spare time. Nothing is as effective as learning
by doing. NRI invites comparison with equipment
offered by any other school, at any price. Prove
to yourself what three -quarters -of -a -million NRI
students could tell you ... that you get more for
your money from NRI than from any other home -
study Radio -TV, Electronics school. Mail postage
free card for your NRI catalog. (No salesman
will call.)

July, 1966 11



Extend the
of ANY C. B.

"Talk Power"
Transceiver

Delivers
omni-directional power

equivalent to what you'd get
with a 12.55 watt rig!

For maximum range and greatest reliability in CB communications, Hy -Gain's
CLR2 is the one all -directional non -rotating antenna that is built to do the job. It is
loaded with electrical and mechanical features that clearly put it in a class all of its
own. Take for example the electrically extended % wavelength vertical radiator.
Here we're talking basics but they're vitally important basics. In test after test
conducted by every authoritative source in the electronics field, a % wavelength
radiator has conclusively proven to deliver a stronger signal over a greater area
than either a i/4 wavelength or 1/2 wavelength radiator. The chart graphically shows
how power wasted in the atmosphere by 1/4 wavelength and Yz wavelength radiators
is concentrated into a lower, more ex-
tended arc close to the horizon by a %
wavelength radiator thus providing a
stronger signal over a greater area.
What else does the CLR2 have that makes it deliver maximum "Talk Power"? It has
the original static -removing "top hat" that drastically cuts receiver noise ...a
moistureproof matcher that insures total electrical reliability...a unique electrical
system that puts the entire antenna at DC ground for maximum static removal and
lightning protection ...rugged, heavy duty, all-weather construction rated to with-
stand winds up to 100 mph. For maximum all -directional "Talk Power" from any
CB transceiver...for greatest customer satisfaction...recommend or install Hy -
Gain's CLR2. Sensibly priced at $29.95 CB Net

Available from your Hy -Gain Distributor or write
HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

8475 N.E. Highway 6-Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
CIRCLE NO. 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW!

BOOSTER -COUPLER
from

wn VCIC,
Available now . . . a new 2 -tube, 4 -set
VHF -TV or FM Distribution Amplifier
that's ideal for deluxe home or small com-
mercial distribution systems. (Equipped
with Finco low loss splitters #3001 or
#3003, this BOOSTER -COUPLER can feed
16 or more sets!)

FEATURES: On -off switch, 117 volts, 60
cycles, 100% electronics tested, safe and
rugged commercial construction, mount
bracket and screws provided, AC recep-
tacle and UL listed cord, no strip termi-
nals. Minimum "snow". SIZE: 6%6 x 3%6
x 3%6. MODEL: #65-1. LIST: $29.95

Write for color brochure No. 20-338

The FINNEY Company Dept. 410  34 West Interstate Street/ 3edford, Ohio

(Continued front page 6)
the noise surrounding it, it can be de-
tected.

JIM KYLE
Oklahoma City, Okla.

4 *

OAO

To the Editors:
In the article "The Orbiting Astro-

nomical Observatory" (March issue),
Fig. 1 gives the impression that the OAO
actually takes photographs of the stars
under observation. Is this true, or is the
OAO a complex spectrum analyzer?

DAVID FREEMAN
Los Angeles, Calif.

Reader Freeman is correct. The OAO
is a scientific analysis satellite and does
not actually take photographs. However,
when the data from a given area under
OAO observation is compared with a
conventional earth -based optical photo-
graph of the same area, the effective re-
sults, it is hoped, will be as depicted.

Incidentally, the first OAO failed on
April 10, just two days after its launch
from Cape Kennedy. Three additional
OAO's will be launched.-Editors

* * *

CHROMA DEMODULATION
To the Editors:

An otherwise excellent article,
"Chroma Demodulation in Color Sets:
RCA" by Walter H. Buchsbaum in
ELECTRONICS WORLD (May, 1966 is-
sue), contains an obvious error and an-
other less apparent.

1. In Fig. 4, curve (A) represents the
grid coil response, while curve (C) rep-
resents the over-all chroma bandpass,
not vice versa. As far as I can determine,
coil L2 (Fig. 3) is resonated at about
4 MHz. The peaked response curve
shown at Fig. 4 (A) is the result of a
combination of this 4 -MHz peaking with
the high -frequency roll -off of the i.f.
response of the receiver.

2. The output of the chroma band-
pass amplifier consists principally of
3.58 -MHz sideband signals. The 3.58 -
MHz subcarrier is actually suppressed
at the transmitter and only the major
sidebands are transmitted. I believe,
therefore, that it would be more correct
to refer to the output of the bandpass
amplifier as the "3.58 -MHz signal" or
the "3.58 -MHz chrominance signal."
The 3.58 -MHz subcarrier is, in a sense,
reinserted by the chroma demodulator.
This is actually the signal labeled in
Fig. 5 as the "color sync."

In spite of small errors, this and other
articles in ELECTRONICS WORLD are, as
usual, top-notch. Keep 'em coming!

RAYMOND P. GHELARDI
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Actually, the figure itself is okay, but
the captions for parts (A) and (C) have
been transposed.-Editors

12 CIRCLE NO. $9 ON READER SERVICE CARD ELECTRONICS WORLD



Zowie! Here's big news for "Mister Right"-the independ-
ent service dealer who carries Sylvania tubes.

Every time you order Sylvania picture or receiving tubes
from a participating distributor, you receive Sylvania
Means Business (SMB)-Mister Right dealer certificates.
They're redeemable for an exciting selection of gifts. For
yourself, your family, your home.

You get certificates for your purchases of receiving
tubes and every SILVER SCREEN 85®, color bright 85T" or
COLOR SCREEN 85 picture tube.

So you're a winner in two ways: big profits and top-
quality prizes. Sylvania Means Business.

See your participating Sylvania Distributor for all the
details. Sylvania Electronic Tube Division, Electronic
Components Group, Seneca Falls, New York 13148.

VANIA
SUBSIDIARY OF

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS GTE
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LAB TESTED

HI -F1 PRODUCT
REPORT
TESTED BY HII?SCH-HOUCK LABS

Heath AR -14 Integrated Stereo Receiver
"Knight" KN-2380 Speaker System

Heath AR -14 Integrated Stereo Receiver

For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card.

INTEGRATED stereo receivers, con-
taining an FM multiplex tuner, pre-

amplifiers, and power amplifiers on a
single chassis, have proved to be one of
the most popular components in the
high-fidelity field. The reasons are ob-
vious-no problems of compatibility be-
tween separate components, compact
size, a minimum of interconnections, and
the economy resulting from the elimina-
tion of duplicated metal work and power
supplies.

Receiver prices have been dropping
steadily for several years. Even in kit
form, however, they were not to be had
for less than $150 to $200-and they are
among the most complex kits to assem-
ble. This price barrier has been broken
by the new Heath AR -14 solid-state re-
ceiver. Selling for only $99.95, this easy -
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z
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to -build kit offers good enough
performance and flexibility to satisfy all
but the most critical user.

The FM tuner of the AR -14 has a pre -
assembled and aligned front end, with
a grounded -base r.f. amplifier, mixer,
and oscillator. The a.f.c. is applied to the
oscillator by a silicon diode capacitor.
The FM i.f. amplifier and multiplex cir-
cuits are on a single large printed board.
The four i.f. stages limit successively on
strong signals, and are followed by a
ratio detector.

A 67 -kHz SCA filter precedes the
switching -type multiplex circuits. The
19 -kHz pilot carrier, separated from the
composite detected signal, locks a 38 -
kHz oscillator in the AR -14. The phase
of the 19 -kHz signal can be adjusted to
optimize stereo separation by means of

HEATH AR -14
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a front -panel control. Instead of the
usual diode -balanced modulator, the
AR -14 uses a two -transistor switch-
ing detector. The bases of the transistors
are driven in opposite phase by the 38 -
kHz oscillator signal, while the compo-
site detected signal (minus the 19 -kHz
pilot carrier) feeds the emitters in phase.
The collector circuits contain the left -

and right -channel programs, with de -

emphasis supplied by printed, encapsu-
lated filters.

The 19 -kHz pilot carrier, when pres-
ent, is amplified and used to light the
stereo indicator lamp on the panel. FM
mono/stereo switching is automatic,
since the 38 -kHz oscillator does not
function without the pilot signal, and
the switching detector acts as a pair of
amplifiers for the mono signal in the
absence of the switching signal.

All the audio circuits, except the out-
put transistors, are on another large
printed board. The preamplifiers are
equalized for the RIAA phono charac-
teristic. The six -position input selector
switch provides for FM, phono, and ex-
ternal high-level "Aux" inputs. The same
switch acts as a mode selector, since
each input has both mono and stereo
positions.

The tone controls are ganged for both
channels. The concentric volume con-
trols have slip clutches for balancing
channel levels. The audio amplifier uses
no transformers, large electrolytic block -

HEATH AR -14
BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
OR LOADS, 120V.A.C.LINE
(ONE CHANNEL MEASURED)

-I Hz TOTAL HARM. D ST.
----60/7000 H (4:1) IM DIST.

.... -........... ...,/

.k.,

14

SO 100 200 500 lk 2k
FREQUENCY -Hz

5k 10k 20k .2 .5 2 5 10 20 50
CONTINUOUS (EQUIV.) SINE -WAVE POWER OUTPUT PER CHANNEL-WATTS
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The new Sony Videocorder® is a com-
plete Home TV Studio': a video tape
recorder, built-in monitor, and optional
camera outfit. Takes TV pictures and
sound right off the air, and puts them on
tape. And with the TV camera attached,
and microphone plugged in, you can do
the same with live action. When you're
done-presto, switcho, rewind, playback!
And there, on the TV monitor screen, is
the same picture with the same sound,
as easy as operating an ordinary tape
recorder.

First Unit ever designed for the home.
There's nothing really new about taping
sight and sound. TV stations have been
doing it for years. But the equipment
costs tens of thousands of dollars. That's
a long way from home.

But, when you can bring the complete
system-recorder and monitor-down to
under $1000, plus an optional $350 for
the camera outfit, you're home. And
that's exactly what Sony did. They
achieved the most exciting home enter-
tainment concept since television.

New recording/playback technique.
Known as a pioneer in transistor devel-
opments, Sony is also one of the fore-
most producers of tape heads and tape
transport mechanisms and the tape itself.
Sony also manufactures TV picture tubes
and vidicon tubes. Sony drew from this
veritable storehouse of specialized ex-
perience to create this all -new, all -Sony
TV tape system for the home. It was out
of this same resourceful know-how that
the ingenious idea of alternate -field re-
cording and repeat -field playback was
conceived. Combining it with helical

THE VIDEOCORDER IS NOT TO BE USED TO RECORII, COPYRIGHTED WORKS.P.SCNY AND VIDEOCORDER ARE

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE SONY CORPORA -10N. VISIT OUR SHOWRO1185 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK.

Imagine.

Instant Movies in Sound
(produce your own
or tape them off the air)

tracking, it made possible the develop-
ment of a unit that would use standard
1/2 -inch video tape at conventional 71/2
ips speed, yet capable of storing more
than 60 minutes of program mate-
rial on a 7 -inch reel. The dream of
a home TV tape recorder became
a reality.

Unlimited applications. The Video -
corder adds a thrilling new dimension
to home entertainment. Want to relive
some telecast event? Watch a space
launch again? A ball game? Some se-
lected program? Tape it with your
Sony Home Videocorder. You can
even use a timer attachment to record
a program while you're out. For, once
it's on tape, you can watch it at any
time. And you can erase the recorded
material, and reuse the tape over and
over again. What's more, any tape re-
corded on one Sony Videocorder can be
played back on any other Sony Video -
corder.

Moreover, you're not limited to watch-
ing playback on the built-in Sony 9 -inch
screen monitor. You can connect the
Videocorder to any monitor, regardless
of size. A competent TV technician can
even adapt your Videocorder to work
with your TV set.

And with the optional camera outfit,
you can record picture and sound of live
events-family functions, social shindigs,
community activities-you name it. You
can also apply it to your business or
profession or your hobby interests.

Now available. Prices start under $1000.
The basic Sony Home Videocorder
(TCV-2010) is priced at $995 complete

with
9 -inch
screen moni-
tor/receiver. A
deluxe version
(TCV-2020) in oiled
walnut cabinet, and
equipped with built-in timer
for taping programs in your ab-
sence, is priced at $1150. Optional
camera outfit, including tripod, micro-
phone and cable, is $350. A full hour's
tape costs $39.95.

Visit your Sony dealer today for an un-
forgettable demonstration. For free booklet
describing the many uses for your Video -
corder write: Sony Corp. of America, 580
Fifth Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10036.
SONY® VIDEOCORDER®
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//... one of the finest stereo FM tuners
we have tested and...easily the best

kit -built tuner we have checked."
Hi Fi/Stereo Review April 1966

"The Scott LT -112 met or exceeded all its specifications that we were able to check.
Its sensitivity was 2.1 microvolts (rated 2.2). Harmonic distortion at 100 per -cent
modulation was about 0.5 percent (rated 0.8 per -cent). Capture ratio was 2.4 db
(rated 4 db). Hum was -66 db, which is the lowest we have ever measured on a
tuner ... it is a logical choice for anyone who wants the finest in FM reception at
a most reasonable price."
Build the stereo tuner that has won rave reviews from audio experts ... the Scott
LT -112. Here are the same features, performance, quality, and reliability you'd
expect from Scott's finest factory -wired solid-state tuners . . . the only difference
is, you build it. LT -112 price, $179.95.

SCOTT°
For complete information on the Scott LT -112 solidstate FM Stereo tuner kit, write: H. H. Scott,
Inc., Dept. 160-07, 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. Export: Scott International, Maynard,
Mass. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Prices slightly higher west
of Rockies.

CIRCLE NO. 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WALiftsiALKIE
KNIGHT KIT

$58!

Buy a pair for two-way fun.

 Tens of thousands sold at $8.88 each!
 No license needed; operates hours on

one battery.
 Complete with Ch. 7 transmit crystal.
 Fun to build yourself.

Even Allied has never before offered such
value in a walkie-talkie kit! Sends and re-
ceives messages up to 1/4 mile with 3 -

transistor circuit. Takes just a few hours to
assemble. Sensitive super -regenerative re-
ceiver, push -to -talk transmitter. Telescoping
antenna. Blue case 53/8 x 27/8 x PA". Add
27c for each battery.

 Use coupon below to order your kit now.
Check box to receive latest Allied catalog.

I Allied Radio, Dept. IG
100 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, III. 60680

Yes, send new free catalog!
Please send me Knight walkie-talkie kits
(83 PZ 804 RPW). I enclose $5.88 for each unit.
Also send batteries (83 PZ 005 RPW).

I enclose 27C for each battery. Satisfaction guar-
anteed or money back.
NAME

1

(please print)
ADDRESS

CITY, STATE ZIP

CIRCLE NO. 125 ON READER SERVICE CARD

'Cli.,1-17Eggr7.7.,
INTERNATIONAL
- First Choice of those
who demand the Best!

alli
-4 iik ilk.-

- IVA ' Mr Mr

2 OLIO
Model SS824 From

UTRTE 1/4 Track Stereo $1440

Unsurpassed Performance
ips db cps s/n

15 ±2 50-30,000 57
7-1/2 ±2 30-30,000 55
3-3/4 ±2 30-18,000 51

G....vs. International
ii), Box 1000, Dept. EW-7

,r, Elkhart, Indiana 46517

Put a c,..,.. in Your Future!
CIRCLE NO. 88 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ing capacitors isolate the speakers, which
may be from 4 to 16 ohms impedance,
from the output stages. The output tran-
sistors, which are mounted on the rear
of the chassis, will not be damaged by
brief short circuits of up to 30 seconds
duration. However, their exposed posi-
tion makes them vulnerable to accidental
grounding when connecting the antenna
wires, or if the chassis is pushed against
a conducting surface. We understand
that current AR -14 models are now sup-
plied with insulating covers for the
power transistors.

The new low price of the receiver was
made possible by eliminating unneces-
sary or little -used features, such as tape -
monitoring provisions, tuning indicator,
or multiple -input sources. The absence
of a tuning indicator is only briefly dis-
turbing. The a.f.c. is strong and tuning
for low distortion is non -critical. How-
ever, it cannot be switched off and
sometimes it is not possible to receive a
weak signal adjacent to a strong one be-
cause the stronger signal "captures" the
a.f.c.

The power is switched on by pulling
out the treble tone -control knob. Speak-
ers are switched off, for headphone
listening via the front -panel jack, by pull-
ing out the bass tone -control knob. The
FM pilot phase is adjusted by pulling out
a knob which removes the main channel
sound, leaving only the subcarrier in-
formation. It is turned for maximum
volume and pushed in. Re -adjustment is
rarely needed.

In our lab measurements, the receiver
delivered its rated 10 watts per channel
(continuous power) from 20 to 20,000
Hz, with less than 0.5% harmonic distor-
tion. Over most of this range the distor-
tion was less than 0.25% at full power. It
was only slightly higher at lower power
levels and never exceeded 0.5% even
with 1 -watt output.

At 1000 Hz, the harmonic distortion
was about 0.75% at 0.1 watt, falling to
0.17% between 5 and 12 watts and climb-
ing to 2% at about 15 watts. The IM dis-
tortion was similarly low, remaining un-
der 0.5% from 0.5 to 13 watts, rising to
only 1% at 15 watts. Frequency response
was flat within ± 1 dB from 20 to 20,000

(Continued on page 22 )
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New Professiona
DC 'Scope
Heathkite10-14

Assembled jFactory

$
e 99

Eighteen Years Ago Heath Broke The Price Barrier On Oscilloscopes
With A Low -Cost Scope For Hams, Hobbyists, And Service Techni-
cians. Now Heath Breaks The Price Barrier Again! . . . With A
Precision, Fast -Response, Triggered Sweep, Delay Line Oscilloscope
For The Serious Experimenter, Industrial Or Academic Laboratory,
And Medical Or Physiology Research Laboratory.

A high stability 5" DC oscilloscope with triggered sweep  DC
to 8 mc bandwidth and 40 nanosecond rise time  Vertical signal
delay through high linearity delay lines-capable of faithful repro-
duction of signal waveforms far beyond the bandwidth of the addi-
tional circuitry  Calibrated vertical attenuation-from 0.05 v, cm
to 600 volts P -P maximum input  Calibrated time base  5X sweep
magnifier  Forced air cooling  Input for Z axis modulation  Input
for direct access to vertical deflection plates  Easy circuit -board
construction & wiring harness assembly  Components are pack-
aged separately for each phase of construction  Easy to align
 Fulfills many production and laboratory requirements at far less
cost than comparable equipment-particularly scopes capable of
fast -rise waveform analysis  No special order for export version
required-wiring options enable 115/230 volt, 50-60 cycle operation

Here Is A Truly Sophisticated Instrument . . . designed with modern
circuitry, engineered with high quality, precision -tolerance compo-
nents, and capable of satisfying the most critical demands for per-
formance. The 10-14 features precision delay -line circuitry to allow
the horizontal sweep to trigger "ahead" of the incoming vertical sig-
nal. This allows the leading edge of the signal waveform to be
accurately displayed after the sweep is initiated.

r

The 10.14 Provides Features You Expect Only In High Priced
Oscilloscopes. For example, switches are quality, ball-detent type; all
major control potentiometers are precision, high -quality sealed com-
ponents; all critical resistors are 1% precision; and circuit boards are
low -loss fiber glass laminate. The I0 -14's cabinet is heavy gauge
aluminum. Its CR tube is shielded against stray magnetic fields, and
forced air ventilation allows the 10-14 to be operated under the
continuous demands of industrial and laboratory use.
Kit 10-14, 45 lbs $299.00
Assembled 10W-14, 45 lbs $399.00
10-14 SPECIFICATIONS-IVerticall Sensitivity: 0.05 v/cm AC or DC Frequency
response: DC to 5 mc, -1 db or less; DC to 8 mc, -3 db or less Rise time:
40 nsec (0.04 microseconds) or less. Input impedance: 1 megohm shunted by
15 uuf. Signal delay: 0.25 microsecond. Attenuator: 9 -position, compensated,
calibrated in I, 2, 5 sequence from 0.05 v/cm. Accuracy: ±3% on each step
with continuously variable control (uncalibrated) between each step. Maximum
input voltage: 600 volts peak-topeak; 120 volts provides full 6 cm pattern in
least sensitive position. (Horizontal) Time base: Triggered with 18 calibrated
rates in 1, 2, 5 sequence from 0.5 sec/cm to 1 microsecond/cm with ±3%
accuracy or continuously variable control position luncalibrated). Sweep mag-
nifier: X5, so that fastest sweep rate becomes 0.2 microseconds/cm with magnifier
on. (Overall time base accuracy -±-5% when magnifier is on.) Triggering
capability: Internal, external, or line signals may be switch selected. Switch
selection of + or - slope. Variable control on slope level. Either AC or DC
coupling. "Auto" position. Triggering requirements: Internal; y, cm to 6 cm
display. External: 0.5 volts to 120 volts peak -to -peak. Horizontal input: 1.0
v/cm sensitivity luncalibrated) continuous gain control. Bandwidth: DC to 200 kc
±3 db. General 5ADP31 or 5ADP2 Flat Face C.R.T. interchangeable with any
5AD or 5AB series tube for different phosphor characteristics. 4250 V. accelerat-
ing potential. 6 x 10 cm edge lighted graticule with 1 cm major divisions &
2 mm minor divisions. Power supply: All voltages electronically regulated over
range of 105-125 VAC or 210.250 VAC 50/60 cycle input. (Z Axis) Input
provided. DC coupled CRT unblanking for complete retrace suppression. Power
requirements: 285 watts. 115 or 230 VAC 50-60 cps. Cabinet dimensions: 15" H
x 10V," W x 22" D includes clearance for handle and knobs. Net weight: 40 lbs.

FREE! 1966 Heathkit Catalog
HEATHKIT 1966

108 pages ... many in
full color ... describe
over 250 Heathkits
for the lab, hobbyist,
and industry.

Heath Company, Dept. 15.7

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

El Enclosed is $ , plus shipping for model (s)

El Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog & full 10-14 specifications.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 11-142

L
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"Get more
education

or
get out of
electronics

...that's my advice:'
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Ask any man who really knows the electronics industry.
Opportunities are few for men without advanced technical
education. If you stay on that level, you'll never make much
money. And you'll be among the first to go in a layoff.

But, if you supplement your experience with more education
in electronics, you can become a specialist. You'll enjoy good
income and excellent security. You won't have to worry about
automation or advances in technology putting you out of a job.

How can you get the additional education you must have to
protect your future-and the future of those who depend on
you? Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a job
and family obligations.

CREI Home Study Programs offer you a practical way to get
more education without going back to school. You study at
home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. And you study
with the assurance that what you learn can be applied on the job
immediately to make you worth more money to your employer.

You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics
and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives
complete information. For your copy, airmail postpaid card
or write: CREI, Dept. 1107-D 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20010

Founded 1927

CREI
Accredited Member

of The National Home Study Council

NOW!
TWO NEW PROGRAMS!

 Industrial Electronics for Automation
 Computer Systems Technology
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110W...0 dozen tools

for limns of jobs

in a hip pocket sel

No. 99PS-50

Really compact, this new nutdriver/
screwdriver set features 12 interchange-
able blades and an amber plastic (UL)
handle. All are contained in a slim,
trim, see-thru plastic case which easily
fits hip pocket. Broad, flat base permits
case to be used as a bench stand.

Ideal for assembly and service work.

7 NUTDRIVERS:

3/16", 7/32". 1/4".
9/32", 5/16". 11/32",
3/8" hex openings.

2 SLOTTED

SCREWDRIVERS:

3/16" and 9/32" tips.

2 PHILLIPS
SCREWDRIVERS:

::".1 and sizes.

EXTENSION BLADE:

Adds 4" reach to
driving blades.

HANDLE:
Shockproof, breakproof. Exclusive, positive
locking device holds blades firmly for turn
mg, permits easy removal.

WRITE FOR
CATALOG 162

XCELITE, INC., 12 Bank St.. Orchard Park. N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.
CIRCLE NO. 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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(Continued from page 16)
Hz. RIAA phono equalization was very
accurate down to 100 Hz, falling off to
a -5 dB error at 30 Hz.

The FM tuner is designed to be oper-
able without an instrument alignment,
since all coils are pre -aligned. Out of
curiosity we checked tuner sensitivity
without touching any of the alignment
adjustments. We found it to be 20-p.V
IHF usable sensitivity. After the simple
touch-up adjustments on interstation
noise, as suggested in the manual, sensi-
tivity improved to 7.5 p.V. Instrument
alignment further improved this to 3.3
microvolts, which is better than the
rated 5 microvolts sensitivity.

FM -stereo separation was about 17.5
dB over most of the audio range prior to
alignment. Aligning for maximum sepa-
ration improved this to about 25 dB
(rated 30 dB). Even in the unaligned
state, the separation was more than ade-
quate for good stereo performance, and
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FREQUENCY- Hi

we do not consider multiplex alignment
by the user to be either necessary or de-
sirable.

In every respect, this compact receiver
proved to be an excellent performer.
We did not feel hampered by any lack
of flexibility. It sounded fine driving
medium -efficiency speakers, although
one cannot expect to play it at ear -shat-
tering levels. It is interesting to note that
in its general performance and distortion
levels, each channel of the AR -14 is
comparable to the famous Williamson
amplifier of a decade ago.

With its construction simplified by
extensive use of printed boards and its
thoroughly satisfying and honest per-
formance, we have no hesitation in rec-
ommending the receiver. It is hard to
see how the manufacturer has man-
aged to produce it for $99.95, but there
has certainly been no sacrifice of per-
formance. Cabinets cost $9.95 in walnut
or $3.95 in beige metal.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

5k i0k 20k

"Knight" KN-2380 Speaker System
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 21 on Reader Service Card.

THE KN-2380 is the finest speaker
system offered under the "Knight"

brandname by Allied Radio Corporation
of Chicago. It is a rather large three-way
system, which can be mounted on a
shelf or on the floor. A mounting base
is supplied and can be used for either
horizontal or vertical mounting.

The system measures 27" x 20r x
10

5

5

i0

15

20

14". The black satin -finished base is 334"
high making the total height either
30r or 2311", depending on whether
vertical or horizontal mounting is used.
The enclosure is made of hardwood
with oiled walnut veneer on four sides.
It has a tuned, ducted port for bass re-
inforcement.

(Continued on page 66)

PEAKS CAUSED BY ROOM RESONANCES

FLOOR MOUNTING
AVERAGE 8 RUNS

-SHELF MOUNTING
AVERAGE 6 RUNS

........

50 100 200

KNIGHT KN-2380 SPEAKER SYSTEM -FREQUENCY RESPONSE -
CORRECTED FOR ROOM RESPONSE BELOW 1000Hz

500 lk

TONE BURSTS

2k 5k 10k 20k

FREQUENCY -Hz
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CITIZENS RADIO (CO)

Classes of Service -What Call s..tgoo

Equipment Suggestion7Installatnin

EXCLUSIVE: List of 40001Clubs.

SHORT-WAVeUSTEIMIR
Which Receiver?--Essily Heard DX

Ali About Antenna- Making Reports

loin a Club-Gemini Frequencies

Collecting CISL's Get WPE

BUSINESS RADIO

To Gets License --Equipment

-Radio Common Carrier

Milliretage Chief CS-Repeater Stations

MATER RADIO
--Hettings License

bsThat Will Help with Code

---NOW o ate

4
FACT -PACKED SECTIONS

Short Wave Listening
Amateur Radio

Citizens Radio Service
Business Radio Service

148 PAGES . . .

All -new and better than ever, the 1966 COMMUNICATIONS
HANDBOOK brings you exclusive information on such vital
subjects as getting started in SWL-buying equipment and
station reporting; establishing your CB station, public service
activities; ham license applications procedures, learning the
code; typical business radio installations . . .

PLUS a special nation-wide listing of 250 amateur radio
clubs offering code and theory courses and a roster of
400 CB clubs-both lists available nowhere else!

... and much, much more. Everything you need to know about
your specialty is covered by a leading authority in the field-
from basic instruction for the beginner through the most ad-
vanced data and techniques.
Complete with charts, tables and illustrations galore, it's a
big, valuable "encyclopedia" of communications information
you'll use all year long.
Just what you've been looking for? Then clip the handy counon
below and send for your copy today!

tractive,

GET THE EXQUISITE
LEATHERFLEX-
ROUND EDITION
for Jost $3 POSTPAID!

The 1966 COMMUNICA-
TIONS HANDBOOK is
now available in an at -

gold -embossed, Leatherflex-bound edi-
tion-a superb addition to your library of per-
manent reference books. This deluxe volume will
be mailed to your home, postpaid, for just $3.00,
when you check the appropriate box on the order
form.

Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. CH
589 Broadway N.Y., N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 COMMUNICATIONS
HANDBOOK, as checked below:
1:1 $1.25 enclosed, plus 150 for shipping and handling.

Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside
the U.S.A.)

ID $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe Leatherflex-
bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside the
U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

N.N.

NAME EW-76

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.,
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A PUBLISHING FIRST
... THE ONLY COMPLETE GUIDE FOR SERVICEMEN AND HOBBYISTS
TO EVERY MAJOR PHASE OF CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SERVICING!

For the progressive serviceman who wants to find out
how to service better and faster ... how to expand his
business by handling a wider variety of electronics
equipment -
For the "do-it-yourself" hobbyist who wants to save
hundreds of dollars by installing and repairing his
own equipment -
The 1966 ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION &
SERVICING HANDBOOK has arrived! The only
comprehensive and authoritative guide to every major
phase of consumer electronics servicing. There's noth-
ing like it anywhere!
A handy, on -the -bench reference volume containing
128 pages-over 150 illustrations, charts and tables-
on how to spot, analyze and correct trouble ... quickly,
efficiently and economically!

GET THE EXQUISITE

LEATHERFLEXBOUND EDITION

for just $3 POSTPAID!

The 1966 ELECTRONICS IN-
STALLATION & SERVICING
HANDBOOK is also available
in an attractive, gold -embossed,
Leatherflex-bound edition - a
superb addition to your library of permanent reference
books. This deluxe volume will be mailed to your home,
postpaid, for just $3.00, when you check the appropriate
box on the order form.

Complete, in-depth coverage of: the fundamentals
of servicing servicing b/w & color TV  AM -
FM household radios stereo/hifi  CB equip-
ment  intercoms and PA systems  antennas 
transistorized ignition systems.

Hundreds of money -saving techniques and shortcuts.
Every up-to-date method and procedure. All in easy -
to -understand language for the novice...yet thorough
enough to answer the professional's most complex
question!
You'd have to purchase several expensive manuals to
equal this kind of incisive, all-inclusive coverage. But
now you get it all in the 1966 ELECTRONICS IN-
STALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK. A
small investment that will pay for itself many times
over with just one practical application. only 81.25

1966
ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION
& SERVICING

HANDBOOK

r--- FILL IN, CLIP & MAIL THIS FORM TODAY!
Ziff -Davis Service Division  Dept. IS
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION & SERVICING HANDBOOK, as
checked below:
 $1.25 enclosed, plus 16¢ for shipping and handling.
Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside
the U.S.A.)

$3.00 enclosed. Send me the DeLuxe Leatherflex-
bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside the
U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

name please print EW-76

address

city state zip code

-" PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER. ---4
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Time

and
Time Measurement
By JANE EVANS / Applications Engineer
Frequency & Time Division, Hewlett-Packard

T e. .most :nearly exact measurement man can make is of time, yet
there are many different time scales. One of these must change
if it is to indicate the time of day sensibly, because the earth's
rotation is not constant. The other should be fixed so measurements
will be precise no matter where or when they are made. The latter
scale is based on natural atomic resonance and is accessible only
by electronic instruments. A description of all the time scales
and how they are employed is the subject of the following story.

HOWEVER mysterious may be the inner nature of time,
its dimensions are measurable with more precision
than we have yet achieved for any other funda-

mental physical quantity. Since every unit of measurement,
including the familiar electrical ones like volts, ohms, and
amperes, is ultimately referenced to mass, distance, and time,
time measurements are basic to all science and engineering.
Therefore, the precision with which time measurements can
be achieved is an important element in man's understanding
of his universe.

Our concern in measuring time, as in measuring other quan-
tities, eventually comes down to agreement among ourselves
on what we mean by the expressions we use and to establish-
ing means of reproducing measurements precisely so that we
come up with exactly the same numbers when we measure
the same thing.

Much of science and engineering is concerned with meas-
uring time intervals, as in determining the duration of pulses,
the time to return a radar echo, or the period (duration) of a

single cycle of a train of waves. To do this, we must first
have a common agreement on the unit of measurement, in this
case the second of time. It is only by agreement, evolved from
hundreds of years of custom, that we assign 60 seconds to the
minute and 60 minutes to the hour. These are in no sense
"facts" which were "discovered," but rather agreements, that
have been based more or less accurately on divisions of the
length of the day and the year.

Seeking an Unvarying Reference
Some astronomers predict that the earth's momentum will

be altered by eons of tidal friction and by meteorite collisions.
As a result of this, it is felt that the earth must eventually
circle inward and plunge into the sun. Hence, the length of
the year can be presumed to be changing. This change, how-
ever, has thus far defied detection. We must agree, of course,
on what we mean by a "day" and a "year."

Astronomers have agreed upon a kind of time called
Ephemeris Time ( ET), based on the motion of the earth
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about the sun. The International Committee on Weights and
Measures in 1956 defined the second of Ephemeris Time as
the fraction of 1/31,556,925.9747 of the tropical year for
January 0 (Century Day), in the year we have agreed to
call 1900, at the hour we have agreed to call 12 hours. The
tropical year for that moment in time is the length of time
the year (measured at the equator) would be if the sun
continued to move at its then apparent instantaneous rate,
corrected for the eccentricity of the earth's orbit and for the
variations introduced by the nodding of the earth on its
polar axis. It took many, many years of careful astronomical
observation to collect data which, taken all together, estab-
lished to perhaps 12 significant figures (parts in 1012) that
the earth's rate of rotation about the sun is unvarying.

ET, then, appears to be a firm reference for measuring time
intervals. Using it, celestial bodies will appear in repeatable
astronomical relation to one another year after year. Insofar
as this time scale is accessible to observers everywhere with
the desired degree of precision, measurements of the same
things will produce the same numbers. There, however, is
the rub. Ephemeris Time, to many decimal places, is acces-
sible directly only by very long astronomical observations.
Furthermore, astronomers have reason to believe that the
earth's orbital velocity eventually will show a change.

Time -Measuring Instruments
Convenient generators of time information (clocks and, in

modern times, frequency standards) have been the object of
much human endeavor from time immemorial. The story of
sundials, waterclocks, and hourglasses has been told often.
The development of fine clockworks made an immense im-
provement in the precision with which observers could agree
on their measurements of time intervals, and this was a mat-
ter of great practical importance. The ultimate common
reference for all of man's time measurements remained as-

atomic scale was
adopted.

The impetus to develop precise clockworks was the prac-
tical necessity of navigating accurately. The most practical
way to determine longitude at sea is to compare the angle
overhead of an astronomical body with the angle it is known
at the same moment to be making at a known longitude. It
is again a matter of agreement that Western observations are

Back view of Harrison's timekeeper No. 4, constructed in 1759,
shows its beautiful design and workmanship. Forerunner of the
modern marine chronometer, the original version gained for Har-
rison 20,000 pounds offered by the British Parliament in 1714.

referred to a point near Greenwich, England. This involves
carrying a clock which agrees, to the required precision, with
Greenwich Time.

Navigation in early times was far from precise. In the
early 18th century, missing a landfall by 90 miles was no
scandal. The rate of the earth's rotation is the reference which
navigators basically must clock accurately. What was needed
was an artificial generator of time intervals, portable and
easily read, which would either keep precisely in step with
astronomical observations at Greenwich, or which would at
least have a uniform rate of deviation so that Greenwich Time
could readily be calculated from it.

No mechanical device or electronic oscillator itself gen-
erates unvarying time intervals, much less intervals which
will stay indefinitely in step with the most nearly unvarying
events we can observe (the bases of the Ephemeris and
atomic time scales). A simple difference in the rate of a time -
interval generator, in comparison with the agreed reference,
is only an inconvenience if it is steady and known, since under
these conditions the difference in their indications of time
can be calculated. But all artificial time -interval generators
drift in rate to some degree. Progress in measuring time in-
tervals has consisted, then, in improving the precision with
which this drift may be known or controlled.

The degree of precision with which time intervals must
be clocked to achieve safe navigation at sea can easily be
seen. The British government, in 1714, offered to pay what
was then a king's ransom, 20,000 pounds sterling, for any
device that would determine the longitude within 30 minutes
(2 minutes of time or 34 miles). It was the largest reward
ever offered. The full amount was to be paid when a ship
using the device sailed from Britain to a port in the West
Indies without erring by more than the specified figure. Such
a voyage, in those days, took about five months. To put the
matter in the terms we commonly use today to describe
the stability of time -interval generators, the British
ment, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, was calling
for a device whose stability would be known or calculable to
better than 1 part in 105!

This feat was accomplished and the prize finally paid,
after years of haggling, to an uneducated Yorkshire carpenter
named John Harrison. His magnificent marine chronometer
had erred, at the end of a five -month voyage in 1761-62, by
only 1 minute 53% seconds! It was the product of a lifetime's
labor and may be taken quite genuinely to have justified his
biographer's words about it: "By reason alike of its beauty,
its accuracy, and its historical interest, it must take pride of
place as the most famous chronometer that ever has been
or ever will be made." This instrument, made more than
200 years ago, performed at about the level we expect today
of a moderately good crystal -controlled electronic time-
interval counter. Only recently was there introduced a wrist-
watch, driven by a tuning -fork electronic oscillator, specified
to drift no more than 1 minute per month (2.3 parts in 105).
It appears typically to perform about twice that well, or at
roughly the same level as the Harrison chronometer.

Significant further improvement in the stability of time-
keeping devices came only in the 20th century with the
invention of tuned LC electronic oscillators and, a little later,
of quartz -crystal -controlled oscillators. These have gradually
been improved to the point where some of the very best of
the modern commercial quartz -controlled oscillators are speci-
fied stable to 5 parts in 1011 per day.

Stability vs Accuracy
It is important to realize that when we know the stability

limits of a time -signal generator, we have only one of the
facts we need to establish the accuracy of the signals which
it generates. Indeed, it is meaningless to state accuracy ex-
cept with respect to a standard which is known to be unvary-
ing (and even here, we mean unvarying except within limits
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1)
Quartz crystals are widely used in accurate electronic clocks. Cuts
of various sizes, shapes, and at different angles are obtained
from the larger mother quartz crystal, which is either found nat-
urally or grown artificially at high temperatures and pressures.

which are known to be too small to affect the comparison).
We have seen that there is one such scale for comparison,
the Ephemeris Time scale (ET).

If one of these superior modern quartz oscillators could
be compared with ET on a given day, and if its rate were set
so as to coincide exactly, we would know that, 24 hours later,
its rate will not have drifted more than 5 parts in 1011. There
is an uncertainty, but we know its outside limits. We still
can state with what accuracy the lime -signal generator is
delivering its signals at this later time because we know how
long a time has it was set correctly, and we
know what its maximum drift is. At the end of two days,
the limits of uncertainty are 1 part in 1010; at the end of
three days, 1.5 in 1010; at the end of four days, 2.0 in 1010;
and so forth.

In real practice we cannot set an oscillator to coincide "ex-
actly" with any outside source of time information, but only
to coincide within known and quite acceptable limits. In
real practice, too, a finely made quartz -crystal standard os-
cillator will rarely if ever drift (i.e., alter its rate) in a single
day as much as its specification will allow. Because of crystal
aging, these oscillators typically drift slowly downwards or
upwards, one or the other, over many days so that a trend
can be recorded and their rate at any time predicted. The
principle remains the same, however: all time -interval gen-
erators which are not referenced to any unvarying physical
phenomenon, like the Ephemeris year, drift in rate and grad-
ually become more or less accurate. Drift is the measure of
stability and is given as a fraction (like 1 part in 1011) per
unit of time (like 24 hours) . It is more conveniently stated
mathematically, as 1 x 10-11/24 hours. This becomes a state-
ment of accuracy only if the time period is indefinitely long.

Epochal Time
We have dealt thus far only with measurement of time

intervals and not with measurement of the time of day, such
as 12 o'clock noon. This most certainly is purely a matter of
agreement. The Western world for the most part has agreed
to reference the time of day (in scientific circles it is called
"epochal time") to observations made at the Greenwich Ob-
servatory in England. To keep a clock at any place in the
world precisely in time with Greenwich Mean Time (GMT),
we need yet another kind of time interval which has a dif-
ferent length second than the ET second. This is not an
arbitrary matter related to the desire of some ancient British
monarch but is really needed as the result of the instability
or drift in the rate of the earth's rotation about its own axis.

Before that effect became apparent, however, those whose
business it was to set up a time scale on which navigators
could all agree had to take several other factors into account.

A unit of time derived from apparent motions of the
sun will only be constant if the sun reappears over a fixed
point of observation at uniform intervals. Measurements
made with a sundial or sextant give apparent solar lime.
If the earth's orbit were a perfect circle, and if that orbit lay
in the same plane as the earth's equator, then the length
of an apparent day would remain constant throughout the
year. The earth's orbit, however, is elliptical. For this reason,
the earth moves faster along its orbit when it is closest to the
sun. At this time of the year, even if the earth's rotation were
uniform, the sun will appear to move through more angular
degrees in the sky during a single rotation of the earth. Fur-
thermore, the earth's axis is inclined with respect to its orbital
path around the sun, and this produces further variation in
the number of degrees through which the sun apparently
moves during one complete rotation of the earth. These regu-
lar variations can, of course, be averaged, and a time scale
can be set up so that navigators who know the date can
correct their data by means of a chart.

It developed, however, as more stable time -interval col-
lectors (clocks) were invented, that errors occurred. These
could only be attributed to variations in the earth's rotational
rate. Two subsequent Universal Time scales were invented,
each more useful than its predecessor. The first (called UTI)
recognized that the earth's pole is slowly shifting so that an
uncorrected astronomical observation will give a slightly
false reading of the earth's true angular rotation. The second
scale, UT2, added a correction for seasonal variations in the
earth's rotating rate which are apparently due to seasonal
displacements of matter over the earth's surface, such as
changes in the amount of ice in the polar packs.

This latter time scale is still in worldwide use as the scale
by which epochal time is clocked. It is the time scale by which
our daily lives are measured, which is collected and indicated
by clocks, and which most usefully gives longitude informa-
tion for navigators. Nevertheless, irregular changes in the
earth's rotation rate, by no means all understood, necessitate a
change in the agreed length of the UT2 second each year.
This change has been as great as 1.5 parts in 10s in a single
year; this surely makes it necessary, in scientific and engineer-
ing measurements of the highest precision to state what time
scale is in use. If UT2 is used, then we must state in what year
the measurement was made.

The trouble is that our earth does not revolve precisely
the same number of turns about its own axis every time it
makes one full orbit around the sun. The slowing is very

The Naval Observatory uses this dual -rate moon position camera
telescope to observe the position of the moon with respect to
background stars, thereby checking Ephemeris Time calculations.
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slight. In 200 years, not even a full second of difference has
collected. We need, for ordinary living, a time scale which,
when clocked, ticks off successive days and nights with pre-
cision. Navigators need a scale which will tell them with
uncomplicated corrections at what angle a body will appear
in the sky at a given ( epochal) time. Such a time scale must
be based on a unit whose length changes from time to time,
since it must be based on the changing rotational rate of
the earth. Scientists, however, need a time interval unit to
which reference may be made at any time, without correcting
the reading for the year in which the measurement was made.
Science, furthermore, needs a time scale to which reference
may easily and conveniently be made and not one which
takes years to define. It would be helpful, especially to as-
tronomers in correlating measurements recorded over long
periods, if this time scale were in near -perfect agreement
with the one astronomical scale (Ephemeris Time) which
thus far seems to be invariable. Astronomers, physicists, and
electronic scientists have contributed to devise such a scale.

Atomic Time
During this century it has been learned that within an

atom the electrons may assume various orbital arrangements
which may be described in quantum mechanical rules that
have been worked out. Some arrangements have more energy
than others. During a transition from a higher energy con-
figuration to one of lower energy, the surplus appears as
electromagnetic radiation. Each transition has its own char-
acteristic frequency, defined by a constant of nature which
appears to be invariable. There are many such transitions. To
be useful as a reference, the one chosen should be of a kind
that is easily observed, and its characteristic frequency should
be very high (in the microwave region) so as to increase the
resolution with which comparisons may be made to it in a
conveniently short space of time.

One such transition occurs in cesium 133. In the middle of
this century, physicists invented a practical device, the cesium
beam tube, which makes it possible to observe the charac-
teristic frequency of that transition. The national laboratories
of several countries have constructed splendid models of this
device. Extremely careful comparisons have been made
among them. To something on the order of a few parts in
1012, they are known to be in agreement in rate. Such tiny
differences as do exist are due to perturbations within the
tubes and not to variations in the atomic reference.

The National Bureau of Standards cesium beam atomic frequency
and time standard, which is the primary standard for the meas-
urement of time. Device operates at 9192.631 77 -MHz frequency.

Home of Greenwich Mean Time at Herstmonceux, near Greenwich, Eng.

Many considerations must be taken into account in de-
signing such tubes for minimum perturbation. Length tends
to reduce error and some of the standards used by national
laboratories are many feet long. Recent developments have
made it possible, however, to achieve agreement in the re-
gion of parts in 1011 or 1012 with instruments which can be
fitted into a standard rack cabinet. They may even be battery -
powered and transported about easily. What is exciting to
scientists and engineers about these devices is that they do
not drift. They continue to function within these very narrow
limits indefinitely. They may, therefore, be used individually
to define time intervals, without other reference. Thus they
are primary standards.

The first atomic oscillator to serve as a precise standard
was constructed at the British National Physical Laboratory
in June, 1955 by L. Essen and J. V. L. Parry. It was of the
cesium beam type.

The atomic transition exploited by the cesium beam tube
has now been adopted as the international standard of time
interval. In 1964, the Bureau International de l'Heure, a mul-
ti -nation standardizing body headquartered in Paris, reached
this agreement and declared it. W. Markowitz and R. G. Hall
at the U.S. Naval Observatory with L. Essen and J. V. L.
Parry of the British National Physical Laboratory established
in 1958 that the frequency of the chosen transition is 9,192,-
631,770 cycles per Ephemeris second, ±20 cycles. The in-
ternational standard of time interval is defined to be 9,192,-
631,770 periods of the natural electromagnetic oscillation
occurring during that transition of cesium 133 which is des-
ignated (F=4, mF = 0 ) ( F = 3, mF = 0) . The two parts of
this expression simply define two discretely different energy
states which may be taken by the orbiting electrons in an
atom of cesium 133, between which transitions may occur
and during which electromagnetic radiation of a constant fre-
quency is emitted.

By electronic arithmetic, as in frequency synthesizers, any
desired frequency can be derived from the unwieldy number
given above. With suitable care in the circuitry, a 100 -kHz
(kilocycles per second) standard frequency can be derived
(or one of any other desired frequency), and it can be known
to be steady with virtually the same certainty as the refer-
ence. This can be used to drive a clock, where absolute
accuracy is then known. Other needed time scales, such as
UT2, can be generated by appropriate arithmetic circuits.
The difference is given as an offset, described in parts per 1010
and issued yearly by international agreement.

Correlating Time Standards
The precision with which time intervals can be compared,

using Atomic Time (A1) as a reference, is equal to atomic -
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controlled oscillators' demonstrated long-term agreement
(parts in 1011 or 1012) . The precision with which clocks in
various places will agree on the time of day (epochal time)
is another matter, however. Greenwich Mean Time, or any
other nationally established standard, may be taken as the
reference. Every means, including reference to astronomy
and atomic standards, is used to keep national standards run-
ning together at the same rate so that the difference in their
indicated time of day at any given moment will remain sub-
stantially constant. Differences among timekeeping centers
on indicated time of day (epochal time) have been shown
to be many milliseconds.

There are some modern purposes for which exact knowl-
edge of these differences is important. One, for example,
might be determination of the exact position or velocity of
an interplanetary space vehicle by comparison, at two widely
separated known points on earth, of the exact time at which
the same signals from the vehicle arrive at each. In space
and at microwave frequencies, the velocity of signal trans-
mission may be taken as constant so that such a measurement
would make sense if agreement on time of day on earth were
sufficiently exact.

The uncertainty in our knowledge of the difference among
timekeeping centers on the time of day can be narrowed
only to a certain degree by ordinary radio means because
the speed with which radio waves propagate over the hori-
zon through long distances is variable, depending mainly on
ionospheric conditions. The uncertainty in our knowledge of
these differences, even after many radio comparisons, was
at least 50 microseconds.

Two ways have been used in recent years to narrow the
uncertainty. Each has been useful to check the other. One
is by microwave communications via satellite relay, whose
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transmission time is much less subject to ionospheric variation
than long-distance 1.f. or h.f. transmission. This was accom-
plished between England and the United States in 1962 with
government facilities and the Bell Telephone Company's Tel -
star II. It was accomplished again in 1965 between the United
States and Japan, using the U.S. Navy facilities in the Mojave
Desert of California, NASA's Relay II satellite, and the Radio
Research Laboratories of Japan. On this occasion a cross-
check was made by the second method, the "flying clock."

Cesium -controlled atomic clocks were synchronized at Mo-
jave and at Washington, D.C. with the U.S. Time Stardard.
These clocks, the first of their kind to be sufficiently compact
to fly conveniently in ordinary passenger airliners, were then
flown to japan where comparison was made with the Japa-
nese timekeeping center. Uncertainty over the offset between
the two time -of -day standards was reduced to a few micro-
seconds by these two kinds of measurement.

The same clocks were flown among 21 timekeeping fa-
cilities in 11 countries in 35 days, including centers in Canada,
England, France, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, and
Sweden. Similar reductions in the uncertainty over time dif-
ferences were made with each stop, and valuable informa-
tion was gained on the exactness with which standards of
time interval agree.

Techniques of Modern Timekeeping
In engineering and science, time interval is the most com-

monly wanted time measurement. Frequency measurements
are, of course, measurements of cycles ( which can be totaled,
one by one) per second of time interval. Electronic counters
which measure frequency, therefore, either have built-in
time bases or are connected to external time bases. These are
stable oscillators, (Continued on page 84)

The U.S. Naval Ob-
servatory, home of
U.S. standard on time
of day (epochal time).
W. Markowitz, right,
observes time compar-
ison by flying clocks.
Markowitz and R.G.
Hall, along with Es-
sen and J.V.L. Parry,
established in 1958
the precise frequency
of the atomic tran-
sition used in pri-
mary time standard.
-41

-44 Comparison between local standards and NBS
are conveniently made by automatic record-
ing. Phase of the received 60 -kHz NBS trans-
mission is continuously compared with
that of the local standard. Here a local
atomic standard is compared to the NBS
transmission. Since the local atomic stand-
ard is known to coincide with the NBS
transmission within a few parts in 1012,
the measurement being taken is actually
of the differences caused by propagation
between the transmitter in Boulder, Colo.,
and the receiving point which, in this
case, is located in Palo Alto, Calif.

Dr. L. Essen examines atomic clock in England. pp.
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Lathare N. Bodily, co -designer of atomic
standard which gives the flying clocks
their accuracy, adjusts his instruments.



RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS

IN ELECTRONICS

Computer Does Homework. (Above) A group of six New York City
high-school students are finding it easier to do their homework
these days, thanks to the use of an IBM computer located some
fifty miles away. The only extra equipment in the student,'
homes is an accessory "pad" connected to their telephones to
provide touch-tone dialing. The student first dials the spe-
cial number which connects the computer to his line. Then he
enters the numerical values and operations applying to his
problem by means of the "pad." The computer gives him an im-
mediate answer to the problem over the phone. Although the
computer's voice is that of an expressionless young lady, the
fact that the computer talks to the student makes the system
very effective. If a mistake is made in entering the problem,
the computer's voice tells the student that he has made an
error. The student must set up the problem properly; the com-
puter does the calculations. The program is an experimental
one conducted jointly by the Catholic Schools Diocese of Brook-
lyn and IBM. The computer manufacturer foresees the use of
centrally located computers that will share time with a large
number of users in homes, engineering and professional offices.

Integrated -Circuit Test Equipment. (Center) A tunnel -diode
voltmeter on the circuit board at the right has been shrunk
to a chip -sized integrated circuit by Boeing engineers as
part of the MITE (Microelectronic Integrated Test Equipment)
program. The idea is to build test equipment right into sub-
systems used in jet airliners or space vehicles, so that these
assemblies can be made self -checking. The circuits sample me-
chanical or electrical action and convert it to voltage readings.
Should the voltage fluctuate beyond certain limits, bells will
ring, red lights will flash, or a computer will be told that the
unit is in trouble. So far in the works, in addition to the tun-
nel -diode voltmeter, are "go/no-go" detector, chopper, converter
(frequency standard and gate), and reference voltage generator.

Giant Sonar Bow Dome. (Left) The large bubble at the bow of
U.S. Navy destroyer Willis A. Lee is a nine -ton molded rubber
sonar bow dome. It is used to protect sensitive sonar equip-
ment housed below the ship's water line. Inch -thick reinforced
rubber walls have acoustical properties similar to those of
sea water, permitting sound to pass through with minimum dis-
tortion for efficient submarine detection. The dome is the
largest product ever molded from rubber, according to B. F.

Goodrich Aerospace and Defense Products, the manufacturer.
The dome is 20 -feet wide, 10 -feet high, and 37 -feet long and
can withstand over 11,500 pounds pressure per square foot. It
is pressurized internally with sea water to withstand high
speeds and pressures. Streamlining is required to reduce the
turbulence of the water that would otherwise produce noise.
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Dual -Polarized FM -Stereo Antenna. (Right) A new dual -polarized
transmitting antenna, located 590 feet above the ground on Chi-
cago's Field Building, is now being used by WEFM of that city.
The eight circular bays provide the usual horizontal polarization,
while the eight vertical dipoles provide vertical polarization. By
using this dual polarization, the FM broadcast station expects to
improve its coverage, particularly for motorists with FM radios
and for listeners using radios with line -cord or hank antennas.

Wrap -Around Radiograph Checks Fuselage. (Center) Technicians
are shown laying out film for a full 360 -degree fuselage radio-
graph of a jet Clipper. The x-ray unit is inside the plane and is
lined up with the film. Exposure time is about one minute for the
full 360 degrees. After 5000 flight hours, a jet liner is inspected
and repaired in compliance with rigid requirements. Using
new x-ray equipment and long rolls of x-ray film, the previous
1500 man-hours required to open and inspect the plane visually
has been reduced by as much as approximately 80 percent.

Portable TV Camera and Tape Recorder. (Below left) The world's
first battery -powered transistor TV tape camera is shown here.
The new device will tape 30 minutes of broadcast -quality TV
with on -location sound. Seven -pound camera head permits the
operator to see and control TV picture and sound as he shoots.
The brief -case sized recording unit (on shoulder strap) weighs
only 23 pounds complete with rechargeable nickel -cadmium bat-
teries and magnetic tape. The tape recorder uses one -inch wide
magnetic tape driven at 10 ips around a three -section inverted
mandrel. The whole midsection, which houses the single record-
ing head, rotates against the tape. The entire system is made
by Westel Co., Redwood City, Calif, and sells for about $10,500.

Laser -Guided Tunnel Borer. (Below right) The 280 -ton tunnel
borer in the photo maintains direction with a unique laser -beam
guidance system. The giant machine, built by Hughes Tool Co.,
moves forward in 5 -foot steps as rotating cutting head bores into
stone face. Cuttings are removed by a bucket system on the ro-
tary head. An overhead conveyer belt carries the rock to the
back of the machine for removal. The use of the laser permits
the machine to cut 21 -foot diameter tunnels with a single pass
and with a high degree of straightness and accuracy. The laser
is a small, rugged helium -neon unit which produces a straight,
bright beam of red coherent light. This light source is set up
at a distant survey station point and the light is made to fall
on two photocell targets, each containing a grid of about 400
cells. One target is mounted at the front and the other is at
the rear of the tunnel borer. Corresponding lights are made
to glow on a display panel in view of the machine operator,
who is then able to correct for any deviations that may occur.



AUTOMATIC

STEREO MULTIPLEX

DEMODULATOR
By DANIEL R. von RECKLINGHAUSEN
Chief Research Engineer, H.H. Scott, Inc.

Design of a transistorized circuit for use in hi-fi

FM tuners in which demodulator diodes perform

wholly automatic switching from mono to stereo.

since the Federal Communications Commission
authorized the broadcasting of stereophonic sound
from FM stations, a number of circuits have been de-

veloped to demodulate the composite stereophonic signal into
left and right audio signals. A number of these circuits were
described by the author at that time and further develop-
ments have since been made.

The circuit we have found to be the most satisfactory has
been a switching circuit where the multiplex demodulator
alternately switches the composite signal from the FM de-
tector to the left and right audio outputs. Usually this in-
volves the use of an amplifier between the FM detector and
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Fig. 2. Control circuit employed for automatic switching.
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Automatic demodulator subassembly is pictured placed
over a mirror in order to show its printed circuitry.

the demodulator so that sufficient signal will be available
for demodulation. Furthermore, it also involves the use of
two audio amplifiers where the differential gain between
the two audio amplifiers is adjusted to obtain the best sepa-
ration.

All of the previous multiplex circuits had to be switched
from monophonic to stereophonic operation by connecting
the two audio amplifiers to either the stereo demodulator
diodes or to a separate network connected directly to the
detector of the composite signal amplifier. This required at
least the equivalent of a- double -pole, double -throw switch.

In order to have such circuits switch automatically from
monophonic to stereophonic operation, double -pole, double -
throw relays, or at least four diodes were used for this pur-
pose, adding further to the complexity of the circuit.

Basic Circuit Operation
Investigation and further development over the years

showed that the multiplex demodulator diodes themselves
could also perform the function of switching from mono to
stereo operation. Fig. 1 shows such a circuit. Here, the FM
detector is of the conventional wideband variety, except that
the detector circuit itself is floating and not grounded, so
that two terminals are available. Across the output of the
detector is a trap circuit tuned to 67 kHz to remove any
background music signal usually centered at this frequency.
This signal would cause undesirable audible whistles when
listening to FM -stereo if the station did broadcast such a
service.

The FM detector circuit is grounded with two groups of
resistors, an 18,000 -ohm fixed resistor and the two 10,000 -
ohm separation potentiometers. In this way a "high" and
a "low" output of opposite phase is obtained. The "high"
output is also connected to the center -tap of the secondary
of the 38 -kHz oscillator transformer. Here, the oscillator
voltage is, in effect, connected in series with the composite
signal and applied in opposite phase to two sets of detector
diodes.

At the moment the upper portion of the detector oscillator
secondary has a positive voltage, diodes D1 and D3 will
conduct to permit the composite signal from the "high" out-
put of the detector to pass through the secondary of the
38 -kHz oscillator transformer to the two 10,000 -ohm resistors
to the left output terminal. Whenever the polarity of the
38 -kHz signal is reversed, the opposite pair of diodes, D2
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Fig. 3. Complete circuit diagram of the automatic switching stereo demodulator used in current Scott FM tuners.

and D4, will conduct and permit the signal to pass to the
right output.

Since the switching efficiency for stereo demodulation is
not 100%, the composite signal is also fed to the left and
right outputs, but in opposite phase from the "low" detector
output. Here, the two 10,000 -ohm separation potentiometers
feed the opposite phase signal through two 10,000 -ohm re-
sistors to the left and right outputs, respectively. Hence, the
stereo separation at the left and at the right outputs can
be adjusted separately. These outputs are, of course, con-
nected to de -emphasis circuits and to further audio ampli-
fiers which also have very sharp cut-off 15 -kHz filters to
prevent any ultrasonic component from being recorded as
a whistle when employing a tape recorder.

The Switching Function
Whenever the FM station does not broadcast stereo, it

is desirable to switch the multiplex circuit to monophonic
operation, as shown in Fig. 1. In stereo operation, the switch
is, in effect, grounded and bias is applied to the 38 -kHz
oscillator to permit it to function. The 38 -kHz oscillator is
synchronized by the 19 -kHz pilot signal from the FM station.

In order to switch the multiplex circuit to mono, the
switch is connected to a positive voltage of approximately
12 volts. The voltage first biases the 38 -kHz oscillator in
reverse and thereby prevents a 38 -kHz output. Next, this
positive voltage applied to the 33-k9 resistor will also be
applied to the center -tap of the secondary of the oscillator
transformer. This allows both direct and signal current to
flow through diodes D1 and D4 and their associated resistors.
The d.c. control current flows to ground partly through the
left separation control and partly through 10,000 -ohm resis-
tors R1 and R2. Diodes D2 and D3 will be reverse biased.

Since in stereophonic operation the diodes conduct at
only alternate half -cycles, signal current from the FM de-
tector will appear at the left and right outputs only half the

time, but flowing through two 10,000 -ohm output resistors
in parallel. In mono operation, it will flow at all times through
only one 10,000 -ohm output resistor. Audio output level re-
mains constant in mono and stereo.

In order to have automatic switching from mono to stereo,
a control circuit is required, the schematic of which is given
in Fig. 2. Here, two transistors are arranged in a switching
circuit. In normal mono operation, the first switching tran-
sistor conducts to some degree, and the second transistor is
fully turned on with a voltage drop from collector to emitter
of almost zero.

When a multiplex signal is received, the 19 -kHz pilot
signal from the FM detector is amplified in a separate two-
stage amplifier (not shown), and the output of this 19 -kHz
amplifier is partially rectified to obtain a negative control
voltage with respect to the 25 -volt supply. This relatively
negative voltage is then fed through the two 10,000 -ohm
resistors to the base of the first switching transistor, causing
it to conduct more current. The voltage drop across its 10,-
000 -ohm collector resistor increases and reduces the base
current of the second transistor, thereby reducing its col-
lector current. In order to have this second transistor switch
off, positive d.c. feedback is applied from its emitter through
the 2200 -ohm resistor to the emitter of the first transistor,
thereby causing the first transistor to conduct more and
turning the second transistor off. Therefore, the voltage
drop at the collector of the second transistor has now de-
creased from 12 volts to almost zero volts.

The decrease in collector current of the second transistor
changes the voltage drop across the 1000 -ohm series col-
lector resistor which is used to turn on additional transistors
(not shown), causing a stereo indicator light to operate.

Further Refinements
These circuits could be used, without any further modi-

fication, to switch auto- (Continued on page 83)
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The Insulated Gate Transistore_
By DONALD E. LANCASTER

This new semiconductor, also called MOSFET, IGFET, or
MOST, has an input impedance much higher than most
vacuum tubes, simple geometry leading to inexpensive
fabrication, high current gain, and very small size.

THERE is a new type of semiconductor with such re-
markable properties that it promises to advance the
electronic art as significantly as did the junction tran-

sistor itself. This is the insulated gate transistor (IGT), with
an input impedance much higher than most vacuum tubes,
a simple geometry inherently cheaper to fabricate than a
junction transistor, essentially infinite current gain, and ex-
tremely small size.

Various designations for the device include the IGFET
(insulated gate field-effect transistor), the MOSFET (metal -
oxide silicon or semiconductor field-effect transistor), and
the MOST (metal -oxide silicon or semiconductor transistor).
All these devices are similar and simply represent the differ-
ent nomenclature each company has chosen for its particular
device. The IGT is not an ordinary junction field-effect de-
vice since it differs significantly in operating principle, bias-
ing, and performance from the ordinary junction FET.

The most prominent feature of all IGT's is the fantastic
input impedance which is typically 1015 ohms. The addition
of leads and a glass header drops this to a mere 1013 ohms
(that is 10 million megohms!). Considering surface con-
duction, ions, and grid current in vacuum tubes, this input
impedance is much higher than any but special electrometer
tubes. As an example, a 2-picofarad capacitor has enough
charge to keep an IGT running at constant output current
for several hours. This extreme input impedance opens new

Fig. 1. Basic construction and operation of "p" -channel IGT.
SOURCE- GATE -METALLIC FILM
P -TYPE GATE INSULATOR -ULTRA- GATESILICON THIN SILICON DIOXIDE
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(B) SYMBOL

(0) EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
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vistas for electronic circuits, particularly in ultra -sensitive
electronic instruments; timing, monitoring, and holding cir-
cuits; and various types of logic circuitry.

Operating Principles
An IGT consists of three terminals, the drain, the source,

and the gate. Between the gate and the rest of the transistor
is a nearly perfect insulator of ultra -thin silicon dioxide
(typical thickness =1500 A). This is the key to the extremely
high input impedance of the IGT. A voltage applied to the
gate of an IGT allows a current to flow between source and
drain. Any change in input voltage is reflected as a change
in output current.

Fig. 1 shows a typical IGT and the bias polarities required.
The device consists of an n -type substrate into which two
identical p -regions have been diffused. Contact is made to
these two p -regions, forming the source and drain terminals.
Between the two p -regions, a capacitor is formed out of the
n -type substrate, the silicon -dioxide insulator, and a metallic
gate terminal.

We connect the source and the substrate to ground and
bias the drain negatively, perhaps by - 20 volts. In the ab-
sence of a negative gate voltage, no current will flow between
source and drain because of the n substrate which forms a
reverse -biased junction and prevents conduction.

Suppose a negative voltage is applied to the gate terminal.
This places a negative charge on the gate terminal end of
the gate capacitor. Consequently, a positive charge must be
built up on the substrate end of the gate capacitor. The sub-
strate started out as n -type material. The presence of the
positive charge makes the material less and less n -type, until
there is more positive charge available than there are excess
electrons in the n -type material. At this instant, a portion
of the substrate changes from an n -type to a p -type, form-
ing a p -p -p junction or simply a connection of all p material
between source and drain.

Down to a certain threshold level, perhaps less than -5
volts, the input gate voltage has little effect and very little
output current flows (Fig. 1D). At inputs more negative
than the threshold voltage, the output current between drain
and source is a linear function of the negative gate voltage.
The threshold level is that point at which a portion of the
substrate switches from n- to p -type.

This type of operation is called "enhancement mode" for
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Fig. 2. Single resistor biasing of IGT. Since no gate current
is drawn in the absence of an input, there is no drop across
the 22-megohm biasing resistor, and the gate voltage equals
the drain voltage. A stable operating point may be chosen
on the curves anywhere the gate voltage equals the drain
voltage. The bias point is stable because a slight increase in
negative gate voltage produces an increase in source -drain
current and decreases the drain voltage. This, in turn, decreases
the gate voltage, returning to a stable operating point. Simi-
larly, a slight decrease in gate voltage decreases drain current,
increasing the drain and gate voltages, and returning the IGT
to a stable point. By proper choice of load resistance, tem-
perature drift of gate -to -source voltage can be made negligi-
ble. In this figure, operating point is chosen where Vgater=
Vdroin= - 9 V. Using a -20 V supply, we can construct load
line between operating point and supply axis. This intersects
current axis at 10 mA, dictating load resistance of 2000 ohms.

no output current flows unless a large enough input voltage
is present. As the gate voltage rises and falls, the charge on
the gate -to -substrate capacitor changes in proportion which,
in turn, causes a proportional change in output current.
Notice that no gate current is ever drawn. All the input
voltage has to do is charge up or discharge a nearly perfect
capacitor having a capacitance as low as 0.2 picofarad.

Some interesting features of the IGT should now become
apparent. There is only one diffusion required to simultan-
eously put down both p regions into the n substrate, com-
pared with a minimum of two diffusions required for any
junction device. Thus, fewer steps are required to build an
IGT, making it inherently cheaper than junction devices.
In one specific instance, 130 processing steps are required
for a junction -type device, while only 38 are required for
a similar IGT device.

The IGT can be made quite small. Typical designs re-
quire only two square mils for an IGT whose equivalent
junction device would take up forty-eight mils. In this ex-
ample, 24 IGT's can, in theory, be put in the space of a
single conventional transistor.

In the "on" (conducting) state, the IGT essentially con-
sists only of p -type material. There are no semiconductor
junctions, and no offset voltage is produced. The IGT will
easily switch signals as low as 1 microvolt without any offset
problem. The applied polarity doesn't really matter as long
as the gate is biased negatively with respect to the substrate.
Because of this, the IGT is bipolar and can accommodate
either polarity of output current.

Most devices are symmetrical and it makes no difference
which lead is called the source and which the drain.

The type of IGT we are describing and using in all the
diagrams is called a p -channel device because in the "on"
state the equivalent circuit is a single bar of p -material. Just
as we have p -n -p and n -p -n junction transistors, n -channel
IGT's which operate from opposite polarities are available.

Biasing Considerations
Only a single resistor is needed to bias an IGT compared

with several resistors and an electrolytic capacitor frequently
used for an ordinary junction transistor. Further, by the
correct choice of operating current, the biasing may be
made largely independent of temperature. Fig. 2 shows how
a biasing resistor is added from drain to gate. This resistor

Amelco Semiconductor

1300 Terra Bella Ave.

Mountain View, Calif.

Crystalonics Inc.

147 Sherman Street

Cambridge, Mass. 02140

Fairchild Semiconductor

313 Fairchild Drive

Mountain View, Calif.

General Instruments

Semiconductor Products

600 West John Street

Hicksville, New York

General Microelectronics Inc.

2920 San Ysidro Way

Santa Clara, Calif.

KMC Semiconductor Corp.

Parker Road, RD #2

Long Valley, N.J. 07853

Motorola Semiconductor

Box 955

Phoenix, Arizona 85001

Radio Corporation of America

Electronic Components and Devices

Harrison, New Jersey

Raytheon Company

Semiconductor Div.

350 Ellis Street

Mountain View, Calif.

Silconix Incorporated

1140 West Evelyn Ave.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Texas Instruments Inc.
P.O. Box 5012

Dallas 22, Texas

TRW Semiconductors Inc.

14520 Aviation Blvd.
Lawndale, Calif.

Union Carbide Corporation

365 Middlefield Rood

Mountain View, Calif.

Table 1. Directory of insulated gate transistor manufacturers.

may be any value as long as it is small compared to 1013 ohms,
and is chosen to be large enough to not significantly load
the input signal. A value of 22 megohms is typical.

For a given gate voltage, the IGT allows a certain current
to flow. If this current produces a drain voltage equal to the
gate voltage required for that current, the bias point is
stable. If not, the IGT quickly shifts to the correct bias
point. Optimum values of bias and load depend upon the
IGT. They are determined in exactly the same way as op-
erating load lines of a pentode are determined, as detailed
in Fig. 2.

IGT's have voltage gains from 1 to 15 or more. These fig-
ures are bound to improve with newer devices. The optimum
load resistor for an IGT is usually between 1 and 20,000
ohms. When a lower output impedance is needed, the IGT
may be cascaded with an ordinary emitter -follower, as in
Fig. 3A. The voltage gain of this circuit is around five,
while the current gain is around one million as the input
impedance is 22 megohms and the output impedance is
around 22 ohms. The resultant power gain under optimum
conditions is 5,000,000-quite a respectable figure for a
two -stage amplifier.

Today, the IGT is available in three forms, a single device
in a TO -5 or TO -18 can, matched pairs on the same substrate
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Fig. 3. (A) Adding an emitter -
follower results in low output
impedance. IB) "Catch and hold"
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Fig. 4. Circuit of extremely sensitive d.c. picoammeter.

in a similar package, or as the active elements in completely in-
tegrated circuits. Prices for a single unit range from $4 to $20,
depending upon the manufacturer and the performance specs.
The pricing trend is downward and much less expensive
IGT's should be readily available within a very few months.

Table 1 lists a number of IGT manufacturers. Data sheets,
application notes, and prices are available from most of
these sources upon written requests on company letterhead.

Applications
The IGT applications fall naturally into two groups, those

using integrated circuits and those using discrete devices.
Using IGT's as the basic transistor in integrated circuits has
many interesting advantages, especially the small size, low
current operation, and ease of manufacture.

Two problems always of interest in logic circuits are the
"fan in" and the "fan out" of each logic element, be it gate,
a flip-flop, a register, or an inverter. The fan in is simply
the number of inputs available to a circuit. When using
IGT's, multiple inputs are easily obtained in small space by
paralleling as many IGT's together as there are inputs. Fan
out is the number of circuits a given element can drive.
With the extremely high input impedance of the IGT, a
single device can drive hundreds, or even thousands, of
similar circuits. This is a most significant advantage of the
IGT in computer and logic circuitry.

Some integrated -circuit units are already available using
IGT's. One is a shift register that counts to 21 and uses over
100 IGT devices. A second shift register counts to 100 and
contains 612 IGT's. Both units fit easily inside a TO -5 can.
We can soon expect to see entire IGT systems integrated into
single large substrates, such as complete counting chains
of flip-flops, decade counters with internal decoding, binary
adders, entire logic circuits, and others.

Turning to the discrete -component applications, Fig. 3B
shows an IGT with a capacitor between gate and source.
An input signal momentarily applied will charge the ca-
pacitor to some value, producing some output current. Re-
moving the input signal leaves the charge on the capacitor

.05

Fig. 5. (A) R.f. switch. (B) Series -shunt chopper. (C) Audio
amplifier. (D) Constant -current source. (E) Constant -R load.
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and so does the 1013 ohm leakage path through the IGT.
The IGT will "remember" the magnitude of the input volt-
age and produce the same output current for days after
the signal has gone. This is called a "box car" or a "catch
and hold" circuit, useful for sampling and averaging out a
varying waveform, or catching a brief impulse and keeping
its value long enough so that it may be easily measured.
Even with no external capacitor, the internal gate -to -sub-
strate capacitance, usually 0.2 to 10 picofarads, will hold
the value of the input signal for several hours after the
signal has disappeared.

Timing and delay circuits are an obvious extension of the
basic hold circuit. A resistor from a reference voltage is
used to charge a capacitor whose voltage is IGT monitored.
When the capacitor voltage reaches the turn -on voltage of
the IGT, an output is produced, and the timer reset. Pre-
cision saw -tooth and ramp voltages are generated in the
same manner, with the IGT output being a low -impedance
"copy" of the charge voltage on the capacitor without any
loading effects.

Fig. 3C shows a proximity detector. Here a high -quality
silicon transistor is used as the biasing resistance for the IGT.
This provides a very high input impedance, yet protects the
IGT should the gate actually be touched. The gate terminal
of the IGT is extended to include a small antenna. A mov-
ing hand brought near the antenna will change the ca-
pacitance to ground without altering the charge present.
This lowers the IGT gate voltage and produces a change in
output current which is easily monitored. Only a slight
amount of additional capacitance is required. For an IGT
with a 1-picofarad gate -to -source capacitance, only 0.1
picofarad of additional capacitance will produce a 10%
change in the output current. This makes the circuit ex-
tremely sensitive.

An interesting proximity application is alarms. Unlike
practically all other alarm circuits, no energy is transmitted
and there is no light beam, ultrasonic signal, or other
detectable energy available that can either reveal the
location of the alarm or even the fact that an alarm is present
at all. (Continued on page 64)

HANDLING PRECAUTIONS FOR IGT DEVICES

The extremely high input impedance of the IGT is a two-
edged sword, for a careless moment in handling can result
in immediate and permanent damage to the component.

The culprit is static electricity which can easily build
up several hundred volts of potential on the gate and punc-
ture the silicon dioxide insulator between gate and sub-
strate. As an example, the insertion of an IGT into a block
of Styrofoam will almost certainly ruin the device as this
generates over 200 volts of static electricity.

Engineers and technicians working with IGT's should

strictly adhere to the following precautions:
1. The IGT comes with all four leads shorted together.

Do not untwist the leads until ready for use.
2. Before untwisting the leads, wrap a layer or two of

aluminum foil or fine wire securely around all four of the
leads directly at the can.

3. Ground the tip of the soldering iron to the substrate
lead before soldering the gate lead in place. Do not use a
soldering gun.

4. Do not remove the aluminum foil or fine wire until all
four leads are secure.

Once the circuit is permanently connected to the IGT,
there is no further danger, as the input and biasing com-
ponents will protect the IGT.

If sockets are used, always hold the IGT by the can and
contact first the substrate lead and then the remaining
three. Do not release the IGT until it is in the socket.
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Rectifier Diodes
By FRANK GIFT / Chief Engineer, International Rectifier

Semiconductor diodes are now widely used to convert a.c. to
d.c. at currents up to hundreds of amperes. Here are the mast
important parameters to consider in making a properselection.

pOLYCRYSTALLINE semiconductor materials (first
magnesium copper sulfide and copper oxide, later se-
lenium) were developed into practical power rectifiers

long before monocrystalline (e.g., silicon). Because of
significant improvements in blocking (reverse) voltage ca-
pability, efficiency, size, and weight, selenium rectifiers dis-
placed the oxide and sulfide types in all except very -low -

voltage power supplies, where copper oxide, with an
inherently lower voltage drop, is still attractive.

With germanium power rectifier diodes, designers
realized an increase in current density, a reduction in for-
ward voltage drop, and a moderate increase in blocking
voltage with reduced reverse current, resulting in increased
efficiency together with a reduction in size and weight.

As technological problems were solved, silicon diodes al-
most completely replaced germanium for use as rectifiers
because of substantially superior reverse voltage capabili-
ties, higher allowable junction temperatures, and an over-
all lower cost per kW of power rectified. Table I indicates
a typical spectrum of available silicon rectifier diodes.

There is still an important segment of the business
served by selenium, however. Because of its reverse voltage
characteristic, which draws high reverse current at voltages
in excess of rated, together with its relatively high ca-
pacitance and its ability to heal itself if broken down by
voltages in excess of its dielectric strength. selenium can
be used in applications where frequent voltage transients
are likely to occur. In fact, an important class of selenium
assemblies is designed primarily for voltage transient sup-
pression. In applications of moderate current and voltage,
selenium rectifiers offer a cost advantage over silicon.

A "rating" is a limiting condition of usage specified for
the device by the manufacturer, beyond which catastrophic
failure or impairment of serviceability may occur.

A "characteristic" is a measurable property of the device.
Thus, "maximum peak reverse voltage" is a rating; "max-
imum reverse current at peak reverse voltage" is a charac-
teristic.

The system most often used by the diode makers is
known as "Absolute Maximum Rating," wherein the
equipment maker should design so that throughout the
life of his unit no specified maximum rating will ever be ex-
ceeded, even under the worst probable operating condi-
tions.

Forward Current Parameters
Average forward current (I or )): The average

forward current is used as a basic rating of a rectifier diode.
It is defined as the maximum full -cycle average value of
forward current allowable when operating in a half -wave
circuit with resistive or inductive load (180' conduction),
associated with a specified ambient temperature (or case
temperature for devices designed to be mounted on exter-
nal heat exchangers). Iterating is required for higher tem-
peratures and for other values of conduction angle (Fig 2).
For very short conduction angles (capacitive load, for
example). manufacturers often include, as part of their

.111 -ay.. 1966

ratings, data giving the maximum peak repetitive current,
IF.ut,,,,)

When specifying a particular device, or comparing one
maker's rating with another's, current rating curves should
be examined. A study of these curves will often show that
two different tables are really describing the same device.

Forward voltage drop: The main characteristic asso-
ciated with the forward current rating is the forward volt-
age drop. Among the more common methods used for
specifying the forward voltage drop are:

1. Maximum peak forward voltage drop ( Vam) at speci-
fied average rectified forward current.

2. Maximum d.c. forward voltage drop (F,) at speci-
fied pure direct current (not rectified d.c.).

3. Maximum average forward voltage drop ( Vaann ) or
the full -cycle average forward voltage drop at specified
average rectified forward current.

Because of the nonlinearity of the diode forward voltage
characteristic curve, a sine -wave -shaped current through
the diode does not produce a sine wave of forward voltage
drop. For comparison and to calculate forward losses
for odd waveshapes or various values of current, man)
companies supply curves of instantaneous forward voltage
drop vs instantaneous forward current (Fig. I i.

The forward voltage drop values are temperature -sensi-
tive, with a negative temperature coefficient in the normal
operating range. Therefore, any specificatior of forward
voltage drop must also include temperature as a condition.

Maximum Allowable Peak Surge Current (1,,,v(,,,,,):
The surge current rating in many applications is more im-
portant in determining the device to he selected than is the
maximum average forward current rating. In case of a
short circuit magnitude of resultant current flow will be
limited by the composite effect of power -supply elements.
primarily the transformer impedance. The duration of the
surge current will he determined by the protective devices
used. The rectifier diodes must be able to conduct the fault
current, with no degradation, for a time sufficient for the
protective devices to interrupt the current flow.

A value of maximum allowable peak surge current
(.1cm(,,,,,)) is often listed on rating sheets, usually defined
as the maximum permissible value of peak current applied
as a non -recurrent half -cycle of a 60 -Hz sine wave of cur-
rent superimposed at elevated temperature on maximum
rated current and voltage. This value is useful only as a
comparison between devices and most makers also provide
a curve of maximum allowable surge current vs number of
cycles duration ( Fig. 3).

The so-called PT constant (sub -cycle surge -current rat -

The author, chief engineer for International Rec-
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holding ct various times supervisory positions in
she testing, production, aad engineering depart.
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Y941040
IF(AV) @

150°C
(Amps)

MAX.

IF(AV)

Amps

TEMP. .:Ei-C
@ MAX PACKAGE

IF(AV) OUTLINE
°C2000 4000 0000 10011 10000 112004 TA To

111645 10647 10649 0.150 0.400 255 10.7
102040 102070 102071 0.750 25A 00.27
10531 10540 111547 111560 10501 0.250 0.750 50A 110-1
10311/ 103190 103191 0.500 1.00 1005 110-13
1011244 111112011 1011201 103649 103650 1.0 3.3 50C 110-4
1013441 1013461 1013411 6.0 6.0 150C 10-4
1111202 101204 101206 103071 103073 12 12 1500 DO -I
103611 103620 103422 103023 103624 16 16 150C 00-4
101116 1111111 101190 103764 103741 35 35 1500 00.5
1121311 1121351 1021314 60 60 1500 DO -5

103219 1113291 103293 103294 103215 1113296 75 100 1300 D0.13

1113016 10300$ 181090 1113091 103092 150 150 1500 Mod. 00.8
103241 103267 111320 1113271 103273 103274 120 160 1250 00-9
HUM 103731 103740 103741 103742 103743 200 250 1300 D0.9

Table 1. Typical silicon rectifier diodes. The abbreviations
"A" and "C" employed refer to ambient and case, respectively.
Some typical values of contact thermal resistance with DC -200
grease are: for DO -4 package, 0.9°C/ W; for DO -5, 0.39; for
DO -8, 0.15; for modified DO -8, 0.14; and for DO -9, 0.11°C/ W.

ing) is not really a constant for diodes and should only be
used for very rough comparisons. Manufacturers publish a
curve of peak current vs sub -cycle pulse duration as in Fig.
4. The purpose of this curve is for comparison with the
interrupting current curve of the fuse under consideration.
The total clearing time of the fuse should be used in this
comparison, not simply the melting time.

Reverse Voltage Parameters
Reverse Voltage Rating: Reverse voltage ratings are

often described by one or more of the following values
(over the entire operating temperature range):

1. Maximum allowable repetitive peak reverse voltage
( VRm(r,)) is that which may be applied to the device on a
repetitive basis, including all repetitive voltage transients.
This voltage should never be exceeded except in cases
where a transient voltage rating is also specified.

2. Maximum transient peak reverse voltage (VRm(non-rep))
is the value that may be applied to the device on a non -re-
current basis, for the conditions specified (usually a maxi-
mum pulse width).

3. Maximum continuous d.c. reverse blocking voltage
( VR), that which may be applied to the device in the re-
verse direction. Often the rating of VR is identical to the
rating of Vum(.,,,,,) for a given device.

4. Maximum r.m.s. input voltage ( Vf(,.,..)) is the maxi-
mum that may be applied to the input of a rectifier circuit
(implied single-phase half -wave). This rating is often
misleading since VRm(ro) is the determining rating.

Reverse Current: Reverse (leakage) current can be speci-
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Fig. 1. Forward voltage
drops for various currents
for two junction tempera-
tures, + 25 and + 125°C.

fled in a number of different ways as described below.
1. Maximum peak reverse current (/Rm) at a specified

temperature with specified peak reverse voltage applied
(usually the rated peak reverse voltage).

2. Maximum average reverse current (/R(Av)), usually
specified during an operating test where the device is con-
ducting rated average forward current, at rated peak reverse
voltage, at a specified temperature in a half -wave resistive
load circuit.

3. Maximum d.c. reverse current (IR) measured when a
pure d.c. voltage is applied in the reverse direction, at a
specified temperature. Usually the value of d.c. voltage is
specified as the rated repetitive peak reverse voltage.

Reverse current in a silicon diode is normally so low that
it is unimportant to the operation of most rectifier circuits.
However, it is of value in determining the relative "health"
of a device after it has withstood environmental stresses
such as long-term storage, operation, temperature cycling,
etc. If the leakage current after such stress is appreciably
greater than before stressing, it may be a sign of surface
contamination or junction strain.

Temperature & Thermal Resistance
Temperature Rating: Subjecting the device to tempera-

tures below the specified minimum may result in a cata-
strophic failure because of excessive strain on the silicon
wafer caused by the differences of coefficient of expansion
of associated bonding materials. Exceeding the high-tem-
perature limit may incur excessive deterioration or cata-
strophic failure. The operating temperature range normally
implies no derating of reverse voltage, only rerating of
forward current in accordance with the current derating
curves.

Thermal Resistance: The maximum thermal resistance
junction -to -case (0,7-(,) or junction -to -ambient (0J_A) is de-
fined as the value of temperature rise of junction above
case or ambient divided by the power loss in the junction
under d.c. steady-state conditions, in units of °C per
watt. An approximation of the average junction temperature
rise above case temperature during operation may be ob-
tained by multiplying 04_, by the average power loss in
the forward direction. Power loss values may be obtained
from power loss curves, such as the one shown in Fig. 5.

Table 2 lists various parameters for rectifier diodes.
In general, the lower current rated devices (under 3

amperes) are designed with two external leads while de-
vices rated above 3 amperes generally are designed for use
with external heat exchangers, such as cooling fins.

Stud -mounted rectifier diodes are normally rated with
respect to case (i.e. base) temperature. Good design prac-
tice requires consideration of two thermal resistance values
external to the diode: thermal resistance of the contact
between base and heat exchanger, and thermal resistance
of heat exchanger to ambient.

To minimize contact thermal resistance:
I. Make sure the mounting surface of the heat ex-

changer is flat and smooth.
2. Apply a thin film of thermally conductive lubricat-

Fig. 2. Maximum allowable forward current Fig. 3. Maximum overload current for
vs case temperature, show'ng derating.
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ing grease between the mating surfaces.
3. Use a torque wrench.
In some cases it may be desirable

to mount the device in such a manner
that it is electrically insulated from the
heat exchanger. Insulating washers
made from thin films of high -dielectric -
strength materials such as mica (0.003 -
inch thick) or Mylar (0.001 -inch thick)
may be used. The contact thermal re-
sistance will be doubled or tripled
over the non -insulated mounting. This
method of mounting is generally not
recommended for diodes operating at
currents in excess of 50 amperes.

The thermal resistance of the heat
exchanger -to -ambient which is required
by a particular application may be de-
termined from the rating curves. First
the total maximum allowable thermal
resistance from diode case to ambient
is determined by dividing the average
power to be dissipated at maximum load
(from the power vs current curve) by
the maximum allowable temperature
rise of the base (rated case temperature
at desired load current minus maximum
expected ambient temperature). By
subtracting the contact thermal resis-
tance from the case -to -ambient thermal
resistance, a value of heat exchanger
thermal resistance is derived.

Pitfalls
Current Rating: When comparing the

current rating of various rectifier diode
types, don't stop at the single value of
current shown on the rating sheet. Ex-
amine the entire current -temperature
derating curve, and also note whether
the temperature reference is "ambient"
or "case."

When paralleling rectifier diodes,
don't fail to provide for closely bal-
anced current division through the use
of such means as paralleling reactors
or inductively symmetrical diode ar-
rangement, unless provision is made to
derate the diodes by more than 20%
for each parallel path.

When determining the optimum size
of rectifier diode for a given applica-
tion, don't consider only the steady-
state current rating. The surge current
rating is the limiting consideration for
many small installations and most large
ones. It may be more economical to
install a larger diode which can be pro-
tected from overloads and fault cur-
rents by conventional methods rather
than a smaller diode whose overload
protection requires more expensive
high-speed fuses or circuit breakers.

In comparing one diode with another,
examine the complete forward voltage
drop vs forward current curves or
power loss curves, in particular noting
temperature and basis of presentation.

Voltage Rating: Don't fail to con-
sider the probability of voltage tran-
sients created either in switching or
from external sources. Voltage tran-
sients of several thousand volts have
been recorded on 120 -volt a.c. distribu-
tion lines. Protection methods include
low -voltage zener diodes for clamping
voltage below 50 volts, selenium tran-
sient limiters for voltages to 1000 volts,
controlled voltage spark gaps for very
high operating voltages, and capacitors.
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SYMBOLS CONDITIONS
SUPPLEMENTARY

PARAMETER EIA MIL UNITS ASSUMED STATED CURVES

Maximum allowable
average forward
current

IF(Av)
or lo

I. A d.c. Single-phase

Vrwave, res.
load (180° cond.)

Temperature

(ambient or
case)

Derating for
temp. conduc-
tion angle

Maximum repetitive
peak forward
current

IFM
(rep)

if A peak Temperature-
Maximum allowable
peak surge

current

IFM
(surge)

i.f.
(surge)

A peak Non -rep. super-

imposed on rated

operation

Number ft shape

of surge
pulses

Current vs time;
current vs no. of
cycles of 60 Hz

Maximum allowable
repetitive peak
reverse voltage

VRM

(rep)

YRM

(wkg)
V peak No derating

over operating
range

Maximum allowable
transient peak

reverse voltage

VRAI

(non -rep)

rir V peak Non -recurrent Maximum pulse

width

Maximum continuous

d.c. reverse
blocking voltage

VR VEL V d.c.

Maximum r.m.s.
input voltage

Vr(r.m.s.) - V r.m.s.

Storage temp.

range

Tstg Tong °C Non-

operating

Maximum

Minimum

Operating temp.

range

TA or TO Top °C Current derating

no volt. derating

Maximum

Minimum

Mounting torque

range

- - lb -in No lubricant
on threads

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum peak
forward voltage
drop

VFm of V peak Junction temp.
forward current

Peak forward volt -
age drop vs for -

ward current

Maximum d.c.
forward voltage
drop

VF VF V d.c. No temp. rise
during test

Forward current

Maximum average
forward voltage
drop

VF (AV) - 180° conduction Forward current-
Maximum peak
reverse current

IRm it mA peak Temp. peak
voltage

Maximum average

reverse current

IR (AV) IRO mA d.c. 180° conduction Temp. forward
current, reverse

voltage

Maximum d.c.
reverse current

IR IR mA d.c. Pure d.c. Temp. reverse

voltage

Thermal res.

steady-state

0J -A
or

0J C

0J -A
or

B.J.-n

°IN d.c. value un-
less otherwise

stated

Transient thermal
res. vs time

Forward power
loss curve

- Junction temp. Av. forward power
loss vs average

forward current

Table 2. A summary of the common ratings and characteristics. See text.

Fig. 4. Maximum surge current for
various square -wave pulse durations.
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Diodes which have a true bulk avalanche voltage break-
down can dissipate a surge of power in the reverse direction
and make transient voltage protection simpler. The penalty
for depending on the diode for self-protection must be to
derate in the forward -current mode in order to provide an
allowance for junction temperature rise during transient
voltage suppression. The data sheet for such a device must
show a rating of maximum allowable reverse power vs time,
for various temperatures; a curve showing "typical reverse
voltage characteristic" is of no value.

In determining the appropriate voltage rating of a recti-
fier diode for a given application, don't depend on the rat-
ing of maximum allowable r.m.s. voltage. Instead, work
from the maximum allowable peak reverse voltage rating.
For example, in a single-phase half -wave rectifier circuit
with resistive load, the ratio of peak reverse voltage across
the diode to r.m.s. input voltage is 1.4. By adding a capaci-
tor to the load the ratio can change to 2.8.

Don't apply diodes in series without consideration being
given to equal voltage division. The recommended method
of voltage balancing is by means of resistance and capaci-
tance shunting of each diode. The value of resistance should
be chosen to conduct at least three times the highest antici-
pated diode reverse current, while the capacitor value
should be determined on the basis of diode capL citance. di-

ode recovery charge, and physical layout of the diode string
with respect to distributed capacitance to ground.

Mounting: Never mount a stud -mounted rectifier diode
without using a torque wrench; observe the manufacturer's
limits. Limits are usually given with the assumption that the
threads will be dry. If they are lubricated, the value of rated
torque should be reduced by 25%.

In using lubricating grease, be careful of some of the
new "improved" materials which use additives to further
reduce thermal impedance. If these additives are solid
materials, they may inhibit good mating of the contact
surfaces and, after a period of operation, they may cause
deterioration of contact thermal resistance.

Reliability: Where high reliability and long life are de-
sired, never operate rectifier diodes to the limit of their
current and temperature ratings, and always provide pro-
tection against catastrophic failures resulting from voltage
transients or surge currents. The failure rate of silicon
diodes in a well -protected system is very markedly affected
by operating junction temperature (as a rule of thumb,
reliability can be increased by as much as 250% by a 20°C
reduction of junction temperature).

Silicon as a basic material for rectifier diodes appears
to be nearly ideal and its displacement by new materials
does not appear likely in the near future.

LIGHT -SENSOR DIODES
By DON R. ABEL Texas Instruments Inc.

FOR years light sensors hove been used in such novelty applications as headlight dim-
mers, burglar alarms, bow ing foul detectors, and light meters. Today, a new breed

of light sensors is finding wide application in card readers, punched -tape readers, ro-
tational counters, position i-dicators, character-ecognition devices, proportional con-
trollers, and differential amplifiers.

Generally, light sensors are divided in,o two types: photovoltaic and photocon-
ductive. A photovoltaic cell develops a voltage across its terminals when illuminated.
Photovoltaic cells are power converters; they convert light energy into electrical energy
and are used primarily as solar cells. Current capability is proportional to the area
illuminated. No external bias is required, but the light -gathering area is usually one
or two orders of magnitude larger than that cf photoconductive devices, to supply
sufficient current for most applications.

The fundamental process in photoconductive devices, on the other hand. is the modu-
lation of the conductivity of a "p -n- juutien of of a bar of semicoodLctor material.
Photoconductive cells can be thought of as variable resistors, the annum' of resistance
varying with the quantity of light incident Loom the cell. The greater the light, the

Photovoltaic Photoconductive

Applications

Comparative
Characteristics

Solar energy source

Servo systems

Galvanometers

Card or tape readers

SoJnd pickup

Photo switching

Card or tape readers

Character recognition
Differential amplifiers
Lamp controls

No power source required
Mare stable
Low noise

Low output

Less versatile

Requires powe' source

More sensitive

Small size

Table 1 Comparison of the two types of silicon light sensors.

hwer the resistance. When properly biased, a photoconductive col will provide a higher
output for a given barrier area than a ichatcvoltaic unit. Table 1 compares silicon
photovoltaic and silicor photoconductive lick sensors.

Less amplifier gain s necessary (or ever 'he elimination of an amplifier stage) when
the photoconductive light sensor is used instead of the photovoltaic tape. Table 2 com-
pares typical photoconductive devices. For ounched-card and tape readers, digital uses,
etc., the ratio of ligirt current to dark cur.ent .s important. It is necessary to maintain
a large voltage differential between the -off- and "on" conditions to insure noise
immunity and provide for temperature variations. Equipment capability and system
speed may well be honed by rise and fad times of the sereor.

Prices for the light sensors shown in Table 2 are: for the LS -410, $13 each in under
100 quantities; for the 7223, $2 each; and for the 605-7 or (1403, $4 each.

Structure n -p -n p -n F -n
Material Si Ge frIS/CoSe
Typical Types TI L5-600 7223 05-T CL403
Voltage 30 V d.c. 50 V d.c. 300 V a.c./d.c.
Typical Sensitivity 7.0 0 2 5.0

(0/ft candle)
Typical Dark Current 0.01 itA @ 30 V 35 uA ® 50 V

(® 25°C)
Temperature Range 65 to 150 -40 to 50 30 to 75

( °C)

Light Current/Dark 100,000 150 WOO

Current Ratio (® 25°C)
Pulse Rise Time (itsec) 1.5 6

Pulse Fall Time (pseq 15 35

Length (inches) 0.091 0.520
Diameter (inches) 0.0625 0.003
Case Material Boyar/ ceramic Glass Pies lc / glass

Table 2. Typical photoconductive light sensors, characteristics.

Table 3. Consumer, industrial, anc military applications for various types of light -sensor diodes.
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coot

Plastic 0.25,Glass 1.0
Plasit 3.25,Glass 0.25

-
CdS CdSe Silicon

Photo-

voltaic

r Silicon
I Photo-

conductive

IrAs I riSb QoAs

Emit-
tars

Inks

Emit -

lens

Ge: Ng Ge:Cu

CONSUMER
Camera exposure castrols

Automotive light dimmers X
1.

light meters
-

Lamp controls

INDUSTRIAL
Card & tape readers X X X
Encoders, decoders X X X
Character recognition & mark sensing X X
Sound pickup X

Counters & position indicators X X X
1R medical analysis i

X X

MILITARY
5 sensing & detection X X X

X

X X X X

Fire contrelsysterns X X X

Mapping X X

Peripheral tape, cord, document, character sensing
`Solar 'rimy converter
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Tunnel. Diodes
By ROBERT M. MINTON
Radio Corp. of America, Electronic Components and Devices

Employed in amplifier, oscillator, and switching circuits because
of its voltage -controlled negative -resistance characteristics, this
diode operates on the principle of quantum mechanical tunneling.

THE voltage -controlled negative -resistance character-
istic of the tunnel diode has led to its widespread
use in amplifier, oscillator, and switching circuits.

While earlier devices such as the tetrode vacuum tube, the
thyraton, and the p -n -p -n transistor also displayed a nega-
tive resistance, the tunnel diode is unique in that it oper-
ates on the principle of quantum mechanical tunneling.
This phenomenon is responsible for the high -frequency
capability of the device.

Fig. 1 compares the typical characteristics of a con-
ventional p -n junction diode and a tunnel diode. The
major physical differences between the two are the im-
purity densities of the materials used in fabrication and
the width of the depletion region. In conventional (or
rectifying) diodes, the low doping levels used result in
wide depletion regions, and conduction can occur only
by injection of minority carriers over the junction bar-
rier. In tunnel diodes, a high doping density is used to
create an extremely narrow depletion region through which
electrons in the conduction band can "tunnel" to equiva-
lent energy levels in the valence band. It is this tunneling
action that gives the tunnel diode its characteristic curve
at a small forward bias. At a bias greater than 300 to 400
mV, a tunnel diode conducts as a conventional diode.

In addition to being used in the forward direction,
low -peak -current tunnel diodes are useful as low -voltage
rectifiers when biased in the reverse direction. Used in
this manner, the tunnel diode is referred to as a tunnel
rectifier or back diode. The characteristics of such a device
are shown in Fig. I C, with the first and third quadrants
reversed. Another use for the tunnel rectifier is for non-
linear biasing of tunnel diodes in high-
speed switching and memory applica-
tions.

Tunnel -Diode Parameters
The parameters commonly used in

specifying tunnel diodes, their corre-
sponding symbols, and the applications
in which each parameter is significant
are given in Table 1. Figs. 1A and 2A
define these parameters.

Five of the first six current and volt-
age parameters relating to the forward
I -V characteristics have obvious defini-

'MAXN
Iy

! Io

tions. The exception is the forward voltage (.11p,Vpp, V'F),
which can be specified at either VF, the voltage correspond-
ing to actual peak current (/p), or at V'F, the voltage for
which the current is equal to the maximum allowable peak
current (/p ma, ). Refer to Fig. 1A.

The capacitance parameters are all related, with the
valley -point terminal capacitance or total capacitance
(Cv,CT,C) being the sum of the junction capacitance (C,)

PARAMETER SYMBOL APPLICATION*

1. Peak current
2. Valley current
3. Peak -to -valley current ratio
4. Peak voltage
5. Valley voltage
6. Forward voltage
7. Valley -point terminal cap.
8. Package capacitance
9. Junction capacitance

10. Series resistance

11. Negative resistance
12. Negative conductance
13. Series inductance
14. Peak -current -to -cap. ratio

15. Rise time

16. Resistive cut-off frequency
17. Self -resonant frequency
18. Noise constant
19. Inflection current
20. Inflection voltage

1p

Iv
IP/IV
VP
Vv
F. VET, V'F

Cv, CT, C
CP

Cj

rs

R, - R, RN
G, -G
Ls
IP/C
tr
fro, fr
fxo
20 loRN

RIX

S, 0

S, 0

rA,0
S,0

5,0

A,0

A,0

A,0

A,0

A,0

S,A,O

A,0

A,0

A

A

A

S=switching; A=amplifter: 0=oscillator
Table 1 Tunnel -diode parameters, symbols, and applications.

Fig. 1. Characteristic I -V curves for tunnel and for conventional diodes.
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Oft

TUNNEL -DIODE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
(A)

-®-
TUNNEL-DIODE CIRCUIT SYMBOLS

(13)

Fig. 2. Tunnel -diode equivalent circuit and circuit symbols.

and the package capacitance (Cp). The total capacitance
is applied in switching -circuit calculations, and the junc-
tion capacitance is used in calculating the resistive cut-off
(fro,/,) and self -resonant (1,.) frequencies. The package
or case capacitance (Cp) is used in obtaining the junction
capacitance (C1); it is usually an average value of measure-
ments made on electrically open -circuited diodes.

The series resistance (r0 is that portion of the small -
signal terminal resistance which is external to the junction
and is normally measured in the reverse direction. For am-
plifier and oscillator diodes, the measurement is usually
made under pulsed conditions at very large reverse cur-
rents. This technique results in minimum values of series
resistance and, therefore, maximum cut-off frequency for
the diode.

The negative resistance (R, -R, RN) and negative con-
ductance (G, -G) are determined by the slope at any
point on the tunnel -diode curve between the peak (VP) and
the valley ( Vv) voltages. These parameters are difficult
to measure, particularly on low -capacitance diodes, and
the following approximations have been derived for the
value of the negative resistance: -R =120//p for ger-
manium, 220//p for silicon and gallium arsenide, and
60//p for gallium antimonide, where /p is in milliamperes
and -R is in ohms.

The series inductance (L8) can be considered as the lead
inductance of the package in which the tunnel diode is
mounted because the diode inductance is negligible. Very
often Ls becomes the limiting parameter in very -high -fre-
quency applications.

The peak current -to -capacitance ratio (/P/C) is a figure
of merit used to indicate the switching speed of the tunnel
diode.

The rise time (t,.) is that time required for the tunnel
diode to switch from a low -voltage state to a high -voltage
state; for constant -current load -line switching, it can be
approximated by t,z:[(VF- TIP) I (IP- IV)]CV. For ger-
manium, an approximate value is given by Cl2Ip. If C is
in farads, and /p is in amperes, the rise time is in pico-
seconds.

The resistive cut-off frequency (1,,,f,) and the self -
resonant frequency (f,) are also figures of merit. The
former is the frequency at which the net negative resistance
of the diode becomes zero, and the latter is the resonant
frequency of the inductive and capacitive reactances of
the diode.

The noise constant (20 TORN) is also a figure of merit

PARAMETER GERMANIUM GALLIUM GALLIUM SILICON
ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE

IP (mA) 0.025-1000 0.025-1000 0.025-3.0
1p/Iv 4/1.8/1 min. 8/1-12/1 min. 12/1 min.
Ip/C (mA/pF) 25/1 max. 16/1 max. 5/1 max.
fro(GHz) SO max. 20 max. 50 max.

2010RN(mV) 1.35-1.50 min. - 0.85-0.95 min.

Table 2. Limits for commercially available tunnel diodes.

0.100-100

2.5/1.3.6/1 min.
0.02/1 max.

<1

Table 3. Representative JEDEC switching tunnel diodes.

JEDEC

TYPE NO.
MATERIAL I

(mA)
1p

(% tol.)
IP/IV
(min.)

CT

(max.)
VOLT.
TOL. COST

1N3716 Ge 4.7 ±10 4/1 50 pF Typical Inexpen.

1N3848 Ge 10 ±10 6/1 30 pF Min -Max. Low
1N3149 or typical

1N3859 Ge 20 ±5 8/1 10 pF Min -Max. Medium

1N3860 Ge 50 8/1 12 pF Min -Max. High
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for the tunnel diode and is a function of the slope of the
negative -resistance region. It is related to the noise figure
of the tunnel diode, and the minimum value is limited by
the diode material.

The inflection current (//,/0) and inflection voltage
( VI,V0) refer to the point where the minimum negative
resistance occurs. It is at this point that maximum gain
can be achieved. The inflection point usually occurs at ap-
proximately 11.12 and corresponds to a bias voltage slightly
less than that at which the minimum noise figure can be
obtained.

The parameter limits for commercially available tunnel
diodes are shown in Table 2. The range of values include
data for special types which in many cases are low -yield
devices and very expensive. Table 3 shows representative
JEDEC types available in production quantities. (Only
switching types are listed because there are no amplifier
or oscillator tunnel diodes with JEDEC registration.)

Test circuits for measuring tunnel -diode parameters have
been independently designed by the many diode users and
manufacturers. Several documents of standards relating
to tunnel diodes and their test circuits are available: IEEE
No. 253 "Standard Definitions, Symbols, and Methods of
Test for Semiconductor Tunnel (Esaki) Diodes and Back-
ward Diodes": DOD MIL -S -19500D "General Require-
ments for Semiconductor Devices Used in Military
Equipment" and MIL -STD -750A "Methods for Testing
Semiconductor Devices, Including Mechanical, Environ-
mental, Physical, and Electrical Tests."

Materials Employed
There are four semiconductor materials from which all

commercially available tunnel diodes are fabricated: ger-
manium (Ge), gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium antimo-
nide (GaSb), and silicon (Si). For switching applications,
gallium arsenide, germanium, and silicon are used. Am-
plifiers utilize gallium antimonide and germanium, while
the only acceptable material for oscillators is gallium
arsenide.

For high-speed switching, only gallium arsenide and
germanium are used because the high capacitance and
poor peak -to -valley current ratio (/p//v) obtained with
silicon restrict its use as a very -high -frequency device. Sili-
con, however, is capable of operating up to 150°C and is
primarily useful when high ambient temperatures are en-
countered and when high speed is unimportant.

Gallium -arsenide diodes provide a voltage swing twice
that of germanium diodes. Because the power output at
a fixed impedance level varies as the square of the voltage
swing, the power output of a gallium -arsenide diode is
about four times that of a germanium diode having the
same negative resistance. However, when speed, cost, or
reliability is an important consideration, germanium is
selected over gallium arsenide. Germanium switching
diodes are superior to gallium -arsenide diodes in both
speed and cost by a factor of two or three. Gallium -arsenide
diodes offer poor reliability because they can experience
serious peak -current degradation when operated at high
forward current levels. An empirically established limiting
condition of 0.5 mA/pF must be satisfied to insure the
safe d.c. operation of diffused gallium -arsenide tunnel
diodes.

The only two materials capable of meeting the frequency
and noise -voltage requirements of a low -noise microwave
amplifier are gallium antimonide and germanium. Al-
though germanium has a slightly higher noise constant,
germanium diodes offer a more stable gain with respect to
temperature and a higher cut -off -frequency capability.

Gallium -arsenide diodes are used almost exclusively in
tunnel -diode oscillators because all other materials are in-
capable of delivering enough power to warrant their con-
sideration.

The commercially available tunnel -diode materials with
their respective properties are tabulated in Table 4 for
comparison.

Mechanical Considerations
For high-speed switching and microwave applications,

tunnel -diode packages must be designed for low inductance
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and low capacitance. The package capacitance is usually
in the order of 1 pF or less and, in many cases, may be
neglected or absorbed in the other circuit elements. Lead
length is the prime contributor to the series inductance, and
special short -lead package designs are required to obtain
high self -resonant frequency diodes.

Tunnel diodes can be permanently damaged by over-
heating or electrostatic discharge unless precautions are
taken while they are being assembled or tested. Manufac-
turers' instructions should be closely followed when diodes
are soldered into a circuit. Microwave diodes in the pill
and prong packages are extremely sensitive, and mechani-
cal contacts should be made to these devices whenever
possible. Also, their low impedance makes microwave am-
plifier diodes extremely vulnerable to electrostatic dis-
charge; to prevent damage to the unit (especially during
winter months), anyone handling the device should use a
ground strap.

Selecting the Right Diode
Although the tunnel diode is a relatively simple device,

selecting the right one for a given application can be diffi-
cult. The applications engineer or technician working on
an assignment involving tunnel diodes is confronted with
the problem of (1) selecting the proper diode from the
large variety on the market, or (2) writing his own spe-
cification. Because amplifier, oscillator, and switching cir-
cuits each require a different type of diode, the selection
has to be based on the specific application.

Amplifier: For a tunnel diode to operate as a linear am-
plifier, it must be made unconditionally stable at a bias
point somewhere in the negative -resistance region (Fig.
3A). To fulfill this stability requirement, the following
conditions must be met:

(1) r<RN where f ro= 1127RNCAR2 NCji L,- 1)%
(2) fro>f0<f, where f,=112sTRNCARNIr-1)%
(3) Ls<rRNCj where f= operating frequency

One other important consideration for the tunnel -diode
amplifier is the noise figure. At high gain, it is given by
F= (1+20 foRN) /II - r8IRsill - (foil/021.

To minimize this value, it is necessary to keep the toll,.
ratio small, a practical value being 1/2 for most high -fre-
quency operations. The value of /RN and r/ RN ratio are
essentially constant for a given design and are fixed by
the material and peak current of the diode, respectively.
Of all the available semiconductor materials, only ger-
manium and gallium antimonide are capable of meeting
the low -noise requirements of a microwave amplifier.

Oscillator: The operation of a tunnel diode in most
oscillator applications requires biasing in the negative -re-
sistance region (Fig. 3A). As a relaxation oscillator, the
diode can also be biased monostably or bistably (Figs. 3B
and 3C). Unlike amplifiers, oscillator circuits are designed
to assure self-starting oscillations. Because oscillations can
occur above and below the Ire, depending on whether the
external circuit is inductive or capacitive, it is important
that the tunnel diode have an fro greater than the operating
frequency. This condition is also necessary because as the
oscillation frequency approaches the f,, the amplitude of
oscillation approaches zero and thus reduces the power
output.

In the selection of tunnel diodes for oscillator applica-
tions, the major design considerations are the frequency
stability, the resistive -cut-off frequency, and the power
output. Frequency stability is primarily a circuit design
and environmental problem because the tunnel diode R
is voltage- and temperature -sensitive, and the C, is voltage
dependent. In addition, circuit loading can also affect the
oscillator frequency. The fro and the power -output consid-
erations are interrelated, and the device is limited in trying
to achieve maximum power and maximum frequency
simultaneously. Because higher peak -current diodes are
used to obtain higher power output, minimizing both the
series inductance (L) and the series resistance (r) be-
comes a problem. Conventional packages contribute too
much inductance; therefore, more sophisticated methods
have to be used for mounting diodes in the circuit.

Switching: For switching applications, the tunnel diode
is biased for monostable or bistable operation, as shown

PROPERTY GERMANIUM GALLIUM- GALLIUM SILICON

ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE

Reliability Excellent

Temp. stability Good

Freq. capability Excellent

Noise constant Good

Poor

Good

Good

Poor

Power output Poor Excellent

Poor

Poor

Good

Excellent

Poor

Good

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Table 4. Comparison of tunnel -diode material properties.

in Figs. 3B and 3C, respectively. Regardless of the opera-
tion mode, the most difficult problem in choosing a switch-
ing diode is that of selecting practical current and voltage
tolerances consistent with the required peak -current -to -
capacitance ratio of the diode. Because the tolerances of
all the system components are related, a balance between
the tunnel diodes and other components should be made
with respect to cost and reliability. Very tight tolerances
or limits, for example, will only result in increased cost.

The device engineer has limited control over the diode
characteristics. The only parameter over which he has
direct control is the peak current (/p). The voltage char-
acteristics are primarily a function of the base wafer re-
sistivity. Although the range appears fairly wide, the Ip/C
requirements of high-speed diodes (/p/C greater than 2
to 1) limit the spread of usable resistivities. The /p/ii,
ratio is primarily a function of the material and the resis-
tivity; for high-speed germanium diodes, a minimum ratio
of 8 to 1 is reasonable. Ratios of 9 to 1 and 10 to 1 are
available strictly on a selection basis.

The r, in itself, is not usually a problem, but it can ad-
versely affect the peak voltage, especially as the diode speed
is increased. See Fig. 4.

Radiation and temperature dependence should also be
considered in design with tunnel diodes. Compared to
other semiconductor devices, tunnel diodes are relatively
immune to nuclear radiation because conduction is by ma-
jority carriers and doping levels are high. The parameter
most affected by radiation is the valley current (/v), but
significant changes do not occur until integrated neutron
flux densities of 1010 or 10', neutrons per square centimeter
are experienced.

400

on

0
4.1

(01 ASTABLE (B) MONOSTABLE BiSTABLE

Fig. 3. Biasing modes that are employed for tunnel diodes.

Fig. 4. Variation of tunnel -diode volt -
500 ages with resistivity. These voltages

are only averages and do not include
the IN drop across the diode. For higher
speed diodes, the rs as well as its dis-
tribution is increased, and tight volt-
age tolerances are more difficult to
achieve in high yield. The Ip/C ratio
is the parameter around which most

200
high-speed switching tunnel diodes are
designed and is a function of the base -
wafer resistivity and the processing
temperatures used in forming the "p -n
junction. Practical limits are about 10
to 1; at greater Ir/C ratios, power dis-
sipation becomes a problem and relia-

bility can be seriously affected. (For an 11,/E ratio of 10 to
1, junction diameters are 100 millionths of an inch or less.

Fig. 5. Tunnel -diode costs depend on the design parameters.
SWITCHING DIODES AMPLIFIER AND OSC. DIODES
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Valley current is also greatly affected by temperature,
increasing by as much as 20 percent at 75°C. The peak.
valley, and forward voltages have negative -temperature
coefficients of about 0.1, 0.8, and 1.1 mV/°C, respectively.
while the negative resistance decreases at the approximate
rate of 0.4 ohm/°C. The change in peak current with
temperature is a function of the resistivity and can vary
from negative to positive values. For very high speed
(114C greater than 2 to 1). the doping level is optimum
and an average maximum change in peak current of about
±4 percent occurs over the temperature range from - 20°C
to  75°C. Whenever tight temperature specifications are
placed on tunnel diodes. 100 -percent testing is required

in order to guarantee that the specification will he met.
Cost: Because cost is usually uppermost in the selection

of tunnel diodes, it is very important not to overspecify
any of their parameters. Very often, tight tolerances or
limits which invariably result in a higher cost are un-
necessarily specified. An automatic etch machine has been
developed just to control the peak current of a tunnel
diode to within a tolerance of 7=1 percent.

The graphs in Fig. 5 illustrate the effect of the more
important design parameters on the cost of tunnel diodes.
In some 'cases, the reciprocals of the parameters were
plotted for convenience. Also, an arbitrary scale of 10 was
selected for the horizontal axes of the graphs.

NOISE DIODES
RANDOM noise sources are finding ever-increasing use in

the testing of audio and r.f. systems. Random noise is
used to generate random numbers to test computers,
simulate cosmic noise, calibrate astronavigational and
tracking systems, provide a reference level for determining
the sensitivity of receivers, and often to activate shaker
tables for testing components and assemblies.

White noise is a special type of random noise having a
uniform energy distribution and neither the instantaneous
energy of a particular frequency, nor the time of its appear-
ance can be determined, as both are random. However, in
terms of statistical probability, the long-term energy per
bandwidth can be accurately predicted.

Fig. 1. As E. is increased, the noise diode generates white
random noise across audio -frequency range 120 Hz to 20 kHz).

.22
+9V TO
+22.5V

Es 501-W 3E 4704

WHITE
NOISE

OUTPUT

22 pF

White noise is being used in many ways in modern tech-
nology. Properly shaped, it provides the "waterfall" sound
for audio analgesia. It can provide constant -level sound
against which hearing ability can be measured, or it can
be used as a mask against unwanted sounds.

Although some types of vacuum and gas diodes have
been used as noise sources, modern electronic systems are
using special types of semiconductor diodes. Typical of
these is the Solitron SD1-W, a double -diffused, silicon
junction diode designed for the 20 -Hz to 20 -kHz spectrum.
When the reverse voltage applied to the circuit shown in
Fig. 1 is gradually increased, the diode produces an in-
creasing amount of random, non-white voltage. At one
particular applied voltage level, the diode suddenly goes
into zener or avalanche operation with a resulting genera-
tion of reasonably white noise. As E. is increased above
this point, the output level drops but the signal becomes
"whiter." This diode circuit is equivalent to a high -im-
pedance generator and should not be used across a load
much smaller than 100,000 ohms. A transistor amplifier
is usually used to raise the level and match impedances.

Typical diodes have an output ranging from 500 to 2500
V r.m.s. per 20 -kHz bandwidth. Other types of noise diodes

cover the range from 1 Hz to 500 MHz.

STEP -RECOVERY (CHARGE -STORAGE) DIODES
ALL p -n junction diodes have charge storage during cur-

rent flow in the forward direction. Holes and electrons
are injected into the base region and stored by diffusion.
The charge thus stored by the forward current must be re-
moved by reverse current, or recombination, before the
diode can be turned off, or reversed biased into its high -

impedance state.
In the design of frequency multiplication circuits using

variable -reactance semiconductor diodes (varactors), the
principal effect used is the variation in depletion layer
capacitance with reverse bias variation. The storage of
charge under forward bias has been neglected or avoided.

By contrast, step -recovery diodes are optimized for maxi-
mum charge storage under forward current with controlled
release of the stored charge at reverse current, and fast
transition from reverse current conduction to the normal
diode reverse bias condition. Although the capacitance of
the step -recovery diode does vary with reverse bias, this
effect is small compared with the difference in charge
stored between forward and reverse polarities. By using
step -recovery diodes to optimize the forward storage and
recovery transient, as opposed to optimizing the reverse
bias capacitance variation, the user can construct efficient
harmonic generators of orders of two to 30 without resonant

Fig. 1. Frequency multiplication circuit using a step-recov-
ery diode requires no intermediate -frequency tuned circuits.

DIELECTRIC BEAD SUPPORTS

100M,,°
INPUT

R,
50k

COAXIAL
LINE 70nH

C4
70pF

SLIDING SHORT

STEP -RECOVERY DIODE

2000MH:
FILTER

2000/4Ht
OUTPUT

tank circuits at any intermediate frequencies. The sim-
plicity and freedom from spurious outputs obtained by
omitting the idler networks is the principal advantage of
the step -recovery diode, compared with the varactor. An-
other important advantage is the relatively low conversion
of AM noise to phase noise.

A typical 20 times frequency multiplication circuit, hav-
ing 10% efficiency has been developed by Hewlett-Packard
Associates and is shown in Fig. 1. This circuit accepts a
100 -MHz input at 45 mW and delivers a 2000 -MHz output
at 4 mW.

The input signal is fed through a coupling capacitor Cl
which in conjunction with choke Ll and bypass capacitor
C2, are used to separate the input power from the bias
voltage developed across variable resistor Rl. The input
impedance is matched by a network consisting of variable
capacitor C3, inductor L2, and bypass capacitor C4, which
also decouples the higher harmonics from the input. The
input impedance of 50 ohms is matched down to a range
of 5 to 15 ohms to couple efficiently into the diode.

The step -recovery diode is placed in series with the input
resonator which is of the shorted type. The only adjustment
of the diode reactance and microwave circuit impedance
required is by the use of the sliding shorts shown in Fig. 1.
The 2000 -MHz output filter is a six -resonator interdigital
structure with a bandwidth of 20 MHz and a 2 -dB insertion
loss. The estimated total losses of this circuit are approxi-
mately 2.5 to 3 dB.

Operation of the circuit is simple. The tuning only re-
quires that R1 and 03 be adjusted for the best input match
and the sliding short be positioned for maximum power.

The controlled lifetime and fast transition of the step -

recovery diode makes it very useful for a variety of other
high-speed circuit applications.
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Reference and
Regulator Diodes
By JAMES W. CLIFTON/Manager, Applications Engr. Section
General Products Dept., Texas Instruments

How to choose the proper zener diode for maintaining constant
voltage output at varying load current and operating temperature.

0 NE of the most interesting, and certainly most use-
ful, of all the tools which the advent of semiconduc-
tor technology has placed in the hands of the elec-

tronic circuit designer is the reference or regulator diode.
The flexibility of this component with regard to voltage
ranges and power -handling capability has allowed this ele-
ment to surpass its older equivalent, the gas regulator tube.

In design and construction, the semiconductor regulator
diode is almost identical to a rectifier. It can, in fact, be
used this way. The key difference is in the nature of appli-
cation which requires a tight control over the avalanche or
breakdown voltage level. The voltage regulator is designed
to operate in the reverse current direction (cathode posi-
tive). Operated in this direction, the device will exhibit
a relatively high impedance until either zener or avalanche
breakdown is reached. Once in this region, the device will
exhibit a relatively constant voltage for wide variations in
current.

Two mechanisms are observed and utilized in manufac-
turing voltage regulator diodes, these are the zener effect
and the avalanche effect. The mechanism of zener break-
down is caused by internal field emissions due to tunneling
and occurs in the voltage range below 6 volts. Avalanche
breakdown, on the other hand, is generated by electron
multiplication quite similar to breakdown in gaseous dielec-
trics. One note regarding the temperature characteristics of
the above physical mechanisms: the zener breakdown volt-
age decreases with increasing temperature (negative tem-
perture coefficient), the avalanche breakdown voltage in-
creases (positive temperature coefficient).

The terms reference and regulator are at times used inter-
changeably when speaking of voltage -regulator diodes. As
a good rule of thumb, however, a unit which by use is
intended to maintain a relatively constant voltage at some
fixed current over a changing temperature range is called a
reference unit, and one which by use is intended to hold
a relatively constant voltage level over a varying current
and temperature range is called a regulating diode.

Reference elements may be a single junction or may
be made up of multiple junctions to achieve a near zero
temperature coefficient. Practically all reference diodes
are classified by power dissipation (typically 400 mW or
less), breakdown voltage and temperature at some fixed
current, and range of operating temperature. Reference
elements are typically used as voltage standards in power
supplies, comparators, and level -sensing devices.

Regulating devices are used in power -supply regulation,
meter -surge protection, relay arc suppression, and numer-
ous other areas where a relatively constant voltage is re-

quired over a range of input voltages and output currents.
They are available in power ratings up to 50 watts and
voltage ranges up to 200 volts.

A special case of the regulator diode is the so-called
double -anode unit. This unit, as the symbol indicates, is
two regulator diodes with cathodes common as shown in
Fig. 1.

The double -anode unit is usually a single silicon chip
with cathode material being common and with two anode
areas. The electrical characteristic which distinguishes this
type of unit is symmetry of breakdown voltage. Double -
anode regulators are commonly used in a.c. circuits for
voltage clamping and in protective circuits where both
positive and negative overloads may occur.

Comparison of the voltage -regulator solid-state diode
with the voltage -regulator tube points out many advantages
of the former. In addition to the customary advantage of
smaller size and weight, the regulator diode enjoys the
advantage of being able to regulate at almost any voltage
level from 2 to 200 volts in a single device, and as high as
desired in multiple unit stacks. Power -handling capability
of up to 50 watts far surpasses that available with tubes, and
problems such as drift, noise, and limited lifetime are
markedly reduced with the semiconductor element. The
circuit design engineer will also discover that the regulator
diode will be price competitive and almost always more
economical than the gas tube equivalent.

The many types of reference and regulator diodes which
are presently available are far too numerous to outline in
detail here, but a representative listing of standard JEDEC
voltage regulator diodes, military parts, and voltage toler-
ances are included in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Parameters and Symbols
In order to understand and effectively use any compo-

Fig. I. Symbols for single -ended and double -ended zener diodes.
Other symbols that are being used show the cathode shaped like
the letter Z (for zener), the letter B Ito indicate breakdown
diode), or what looks like an L (representing the V -I curve).

DOUBLE -ANODE REGULATOR SINGLE -ANODE REGULATOR

OTHER SYMBOLS FOR SINGLE -ANODE REGULATOR
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Nominal
Voltage

2.4
2.7
3.0

0.4
1N4370
1N4371
1N4372

JEDEC Registration
Dissipation Available (watts)

1.0 10

3.3 1N746 1N3821
3.6 1N747 1N3822
3.9 1N748 1N3823 1N3993
4.3 1N749 1N3824 1N3994
4.7 1N750 1N3825 1N3995
5.1 1N751 1N3826 1N3996
5.6 1N752 1N3827 1N3997
6.2 1N753 1N3828 1N3998
6.8 1N754 1N3016 1N2970
7.5 1N755 1N3017 1N2971
8.2 1N756 1N3018 1N2972
9.1 1N757 1N3019 1N2973

10 1N758 1N3020 1N2974
11 1N962 1N3021 1N2975
12 1N759
12 1N963 1N3022 1N2976
13 1N964 1N3023 1N2977
15 1N965 1N3024 1N2979
16 1N966 1N3025 1N2980
18 1N967 1N3026 1N2982
20 1N968 1N3027 1N2984
22 1N969 1N3028 1N2985
24 1N970 1N3029 1N2986
27 1N971 1N3030 1N2988
30 1N972 1N3031 1N2989
33 1N973 1N3032 1N2990
36 1N974 1N3033 1N2991
39 1N975 1N3034 1N2992
43 1N976 1N3035 1N2993
47 1N977 1N3036 1N2995
51 1N978 1N3037 1N2997
56 1N979 1N3038 1N2999
62 1N980 1N3039 1N3000
68 1N981 1N3040 1N3001
75 1N982 1N3041 1N3002
82 1N983 1N3042 1N3003
91 1N984 1N3043 1N3004

1N985 1N3044 1N3005
110 1N986 1N3045 1N3007
120 1N987 1N3046 1N3008
130 1N988 1N3047 1N3009
150 1N989 1N3048 1N3011
160 1N990 1N3049 1N3012
180 1N991 1N3050 1N3014
200 1N992 1N3051 1N3015

50

1N4557*
1N4558*
1N4559*
1N4560*
1N4561*
1N4562*
1N2804
1N2805
1N2806
1N2807
1N2808
1N2809

1N2810
1N2811
1N2813
1N2814
1N2816
1N2818
1N2819
1N2820
1N2822
1N2823
1N2824
1N2825
1N2826
1N2827
1N2829
1N2831
1N2832
1N2833
1N2834
1N2835
1N2836
1N2837
1N2838
1N2840
1N2841
1N2842
1N2843
1N2844
1N2845
1N2846

*Indicates not available for military use.
Table 1. Listing of regulator diodes by voltage and power.

Fig. 2. Typical package outlines used for regulator diodes.
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nents, one must first acquire familiarity with the vocabulary
which applies to that component. The terminology applied
to regulator diodes is quite similar to that used with all
semiconductors, yet some uniqueness of parameters does
exist. Certain parameters are, of course, more significant to
the user than others and these are usually specified as
either minimums or maximums on the manufacturer's data
sheet. Other parameters which are of interest, but not of
controlling dominance are given as typical values and are
not specifically guaranteed on a standard part. In Table 4
regulator diode parameters are discussed. Measurement
techniques for regulator diodes are common to all manu-
facturers and are standardized by JEDEC registrations and
on military parts in MIL -S -750A. Circuits which are not
standardized must usually be worked out with the indi-
vidual manufacturer.

Materials Employed
Practically all regulator diodes are manufactured with

silicon as the starting semiconductor material. Silicon is
selected in preference to germanium due to its superior
thermal properties. Sensitivity of germanium devices to
temperature extremes limits their usability to junction tem-
peratures of 100°C compared to 200°C for silicon. Both
from the standpoint of power handling capability and mini-
mum reverse leakage current, silicon has the obvious ad-
vantage.

Three basic processes are utilized in manufacturing sili-
con regulator diodes. Each has certain advantages over the
other two and also certain disadvantages.

The alloy process is used extensively in fabrication of
low -voltage diodes. The primary advantage of the alloy
process is that it allows one to obtain the very abrupt junc-
tion which is required for a sharp breakdown character-
istic at lower voltage. The alloy device will typically exhibit
less noise than its diffused counterpart. Major limitation
on the alloy technique is the restriction on power -handling
capability of the device. This power limitation arises out
of the limitation on junction size due to mechanical con-
siderations of matching the alloy material to silicon.
Reliable devices of 1 watt are possible, and devices up to
10 watts have been fabricated for restricted usage. A second
aspect of the alloy device, which acts as a minor disadvan-
tage, is the absence of passivation over the exposed junc-
tion. This may tend to make the devices less reliable in
some environments.

The diffused approach to regulator fabrication is limited
to voltages above 6 volts and also has the exposed junction
that is typical of the alloy unit. It tends to be somewhat
more noisy in comparison to the alloy process. It has the
advantages of being able to sustain large amounts of power
and to allow construction of higher voltage units.

An extension of the diffused process is the use of the
planar technique which utilizes an oxide passivation to
cover the junction. This passivation makes the planar unit
typically more reliable than either alloy or diffused types.
The planar unit experiences the same low -voltage limita-
tion as the diffused unit and is typically more noisy than
either alloy or diffused. It has inherently much lower re-
verse leakage current and a sharper breakdown charac-
istic. Power -handling capability is superior to alloy con-
struction and comparable to the diffused device.

As pointed out before, each process has certain strong
and weak points, and selection of proper type is simply a
function of end use of the product.

One of the most difficult and certainly most important
aspects of fabricating a regulator diode is in providing some
sort of housing or package for the device. The functions
which the devices package must provide are: protection
of the device from environment, removal of heat from the
junction, good electrical paths to the external circuit, and
simply as a carrier for the silicon chip.

Good package design requires a knowledge of the elec-
trical conductivity, thermal transfer capability, and thermal
expansion characteristics of the materials used. All device
packaging schemes will require at least two insulator -to -
metal seals. Common insulators are glass or ceramic.
Metals may be Kovar, molybdenum, Dumet, or other al -
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loys. The seal may be either a fused glass -to -metal oxide seal
or a thermo-compression seal. Expansion coefficient of
metal and insulator must be closely matched over the de-
vice's operating temperature range. Typical package out-
lines are shown in Fig. 2.

The 10 -watt and 50 -watt packages are supplied with a
threaded stud and power rating is based on mounting the
device to an external heat sink. Fig. 3 shows typical sizes
of heat sinks which can be utilized for device mounting.
Derating of device power from rated power at 25°C to
175°C with allowable power being 0 at 175°C. Many elab-
orate heat sinks are available in industry and the specific
one to use can be dictated only by the application involved.

Selecting the Right Diode
In selecting the proper diode, the first item to be con-

sidered is the application. Requirements of the application
will define the approximate voltage range to be used as
well as the power -handling requirements. With these two
pieces of information in hand, the design engineer is
equipped to select the proper device.

Consideration should be given to what tolerance is al-
lowable on the nominal voltage selected. Devices are avail-
able as ± 20% , -±-10% , ±5%, and ±1%. Obviously, the
tighter the tolerance required, the more the unit will proba-
bly cost; therefore, one should specify only that tolerance
which is actually required. When possible, the standard
nominal voltage should be specified as cost will again be
affected. If the device must operate under wide temperature
excursions as a reference voltage, it will be necessary to
specify the temperature coefficient. Specify only to the
extent required to do the job adequately. An application
across wide temperature variations will also require careful
analysis of the power -handling capabilities of the device
and of the mounting technique to be used.

Applications of the regulator device in power supplies
for regulation will require consideration of the B1, charac-
teristic and the zener impedance, to assure that the required
percent regulation can be maintained over the range ex-
pected in input voltage and output current. If the device is
to operate as a transient suppressor or clamping device,
careful attention should be given to maximum surge cur-
rent ratings. In those applications where high -gain ampli-
fiers are to be used, consideration must be given to the
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Fig. 3. Power -dissipation characteristics of square heat sinks.

35 40

DISSIPATION
400 milliwatt

1.0 watt

10 watt

50 watt

VOLTAGE RANGE
2.4-3.0
3.3-12
11-200

3.3-6.2
6.8-200
3.9.6.2
6.8-200*
6.8-200**

DEVICE NUMBERS
1N4370A-1N4372A
1N746A -1N759A
1N962B -1N992B
1N3821A-1N3828A
1N3016B-1N3051B
1N3993A-1N3998A
1N29708-1N3015B
1N2804B-1N2846B

APPLICABLE MIL -SPEC
MIL -S-19500/127
MIL -S-19500/127
MIL -S-19500/117
MIL -S-19500/ 272
MIL -S-19500/ 115
MIL -S-19500/272
MIL -S-19500/124
MIL -S-19500/114

*1N2978, 1N2981, 1N2983, 1N2987, 1N2994, 1N2996, 1N2998,
1N3006, 1N3010, 1N3013 not available for military applications.

**1N2812, 1N2815, 1N2817, 1N2821, 1N2828, 1N2830, and 1N2839
are not available for military applications.

Table 2. Applicable MIL -Specs for various regulator diodes.

TOLERANCE

5%
1N4370A-1N4372A
1 N746A -1 N 759A
1 N962B -1 N992B
1 N3821A-1 N3828A

10%
1N4370 -1N4372
1N746 -1N759
1 N962A -1N992A
1N3821

1N3016B-1N3051B
-1N3828

1 N3016A-1 N3051A
1N3993A-1N3998A 1N3993 -1N3998
1 N2970B-1 N3015B 1 N2970A-1 N3015A
1N2804B-1N2846B 1N2804A-1N2846A

Table.

20%

1N962 -1N992

1N3016 -1N3051

1 N2970 -1N 3015
1N2804 -1N2846

3. Regulator diodes grouped according to voltage tolerance.

Table 4. A summary of the important zener-diode parameters along with their significance.

PARAMETER

Breakdown
voltage

Forward
voltage

Reverse
current

Test
current

Voltage
regulation

SYMBOL HOW SPECIFIED

By (volts Nominal ± tolerance at
some current Ia.

VF (volts) Maximum at specified
current (IF).

Ix (µA) Maximum

Izt (mA, by Nominal
general usage)

By (volts) Maximum

Small -signal Zz (ohms)
dynamic
impedance

Maximum at some test
current lz.

Temperature IC (%/ °C) Typical at some lzt. (May
coeff. be maximum on special

device types)

Noise N (V) Maximum at some current
voltage and some frequency band.

Power Pn (W or mW) Maximum at 25°C.
dissipation

Knee imp. ZK (ohms)

Surge I It N1 (A)

current

Maximum measured at Ix.

Maximum

SIGNIFICANCE OF PARAMETER

Voltage at which the unit controls or regulates. Most important parameter.

Defines forward voltage characteristic, usually of only minor importance.

Specified at some voltage below avalanche or zener point. Represents the pre -breakdown
leakage current of the device and helps to define the degree of sharpness of voltage
breakdown point. Especially important in meter protection, relay arc suppression, or
transient overload protection.

Current at which breakdown voltage or temperature coefficient are measured as applic-
able. Usually this is the current at which the regulator should be designed to operate.

Voltage change between two different currents. Defines large -signal dynamic impedance
of the regulator. Particularly important in defining how well a device will regulate
over a range of input voltages and output currents in power -supply applications.

Defines change in regulator voltage for small changes in input current about the test
current lz. Measured with a.c. superimposed on d.c. lz current. Particularly impor-
tant in voltage regulators, level -sensing devices, and reference devices. Controls
regulator sensitivity to ripple in input d.c. supply.
Particularly important in reference applications. Defined as the percent change in
regulator voltage per degree change in temperature. TC=[(Vzn.-VzTz)/
(Vz 25°C)] x [100/ (Tz -
Noise voltage is particularly important where the noise is likely to feed into high -
gain amplifiers. Noise measurement circuits are usually special with each manu-
facturer.
Defined as the power required to raise the junction to its maximum operating tempera-
ture (165°C to 200°C) with the diode case at 25°C. Power is usually derated linearly
for temperatures above 25°C.

Impedance at the regulator knee.

Maximum reverse surge current, important in clamps, clippers, or protective applications.
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noise level in the particular device that is to be used.
Over-all, the selection process, simply stated, is one

of specifying only those criteria which are necessary to
proper device operation. Specific problem situations can
often be handled for the user by a manufacturer's applica-
tion engineering group in the most economical as well
as the most efficient manner.

Future Developments
As with all semiconductor products, improvements are a

day-to-day thing in production techniques for reference and
regulator diodes. Improved control procedures in manufac-
turing processes will result in better parameter control,
hence lower cost. Better surface passivation techniques in

the planar process are greatly reducing the failure rate ob-
served on these devices. New materials are being evaluated
with regard to increased power -handling capability and
lower noise. The use of the punch -through effect in refer-
ence construction will probably yield reference units with
nominal voltage below 2 volts while monolithic approaches
will yield multiple devices in the same package which are
much more closely matched with respect to breakdown
characteristics than is now possible with discrete devices.

Improved materials handling techniques and simplified
packaging schemes will bring both greater economy and
greater reliability to the user. Device manufacturers stand
ready to help the user with his present or future design
requirements.

Hot -Carrier Diodes
Using a metal -to -semiconductor junction, this new device has nearly
ideal diode characteristics. It can be used as an ultra -fast detector;
very -low -noise, high -conversion -efficiency mixer; and very fast switch.

THE hot -carrier diode is a new semiconductor recti-
fying device that offers a number of advantages over
conventional p -n junction or point -contact diodes.

Compared with p -n junctions, the hot -carrier diode has a
much higher frequency capability. Compared with point-
contact devices, it has improved electrical performance and
mechanical ruggedness. It has nearly ideal diode charac-
teristics; consequently, its conversion efficiency in mixer
applications is higher than other types of diodes. It also
has very low noise and a large square -law range.

Hot -carrier diodes are distinguished from the more con-
ventional semiconductor devices in that the junction con-
sists of a metal and a semiconductor, rather than two
dissimilar semiconductor types. Although the metal -on-
semiconductor concept goes back several decades to the
time of Schottky, this idea was not pursued until recently
because of technological limitations. As a result of research
in this area, hp associates (an affiliate of Hewlett-Packard)
produced the first hot -carrier diodes last year.

The metal -semiconductor junction of the hot -carrier di-
ode (Fig. 1A) is made to be rectifying instead of ohmic
through a choice of materials with suitably related work
functions.

In the diodes thus formed, current flow occurs mainly
by means of majority carriers (usually electrons in practice
rather than holes because of the higher mobility of the
electron). When the diode is forward biased, the majority
carriers are injected into the metal at a much higher energy
level than that of the metal's existing free electrons-hence
the name "hot -carrier" diode.

In the p -n junction, holes are injected from the p to
the n side and exist there as minority carriers. Similarly,
electrons are injected from the n to the p side. Although
the existence of these minority carriers is necessary for
current to flow, their presence becomes troublesome when
it is desired to have a rapid response in junction conditions
to a change or reversal of the bias. If the polarity of the
bias is reversed, for example, current will flow easily in the
reverse direction until the minority carrier density is re -

Fig. 1. (A) Construction of a hot -carrier diode. (B)
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duced either by removal or recombination. The flow of
reverse current lowers rectification efficiency if the diode is
used as a detector, or increases the reverse recovery time
if the diode is used as a switch. The time constant for the
reduction of the minority carrier density is the lifetime.

In the hot -carrier diode, there exists at the metal -to-
semiconductor interface an energy barrier known as the
Schottky barrier, which occurs because of the difference
in work functions of the two materials (see Fig. I B). This
barrier is decreased by a forward bias as shown in Fig. 1C
and increased by a reverse bias as shown in Fig. 1D. Hence,
the barrier results in a rectifying diode. In the forward
bias condition, the majority carriers (electrons) are in-
jected from the semiconductor into the metal where they
initially have an energy level substantially above that of
the metal's free electrons. In the metal, the hot electrons
give up their excess energy in a very short time, about
100 femtoseconds (one femtosecond equals 10-'5 second),
after which they become part of the sea of free electrons
in the metal.

The electron flow from semiconductor to metal occurs
with virtually no flow of minority carriers in the reverse
direction. Consequently, the response to a change in bias
in the hot -carrier diode is much faster than in p -n junctions.
Even the slowest hot -carrier diodes have majority carrier
lifetimes of less than 200 picoseconds while the faster ones
have lifetimes too short to be presently measurable. In ad-
dition, the low minority carrier density means that there
is less stored energy in the junction. This, in turn, reduces
the drive requirements when the diode is operated as a
switch.

Hot -carrier diodes have some drawbacks. They are still
undergoing laboratory refinements to reduce their inherent
barrier capacitance and series resistance, which may be as
low as 1 pF and 10 ohms respectively. Also, development
is under way to improve their packaging to make them
interchangeable with conventional p -n types. Manufacture
is presently restricted to a few companies and the prices
are still fairly high.

Energy diagram without bias. (C) With forward bias. (D) With reverse bias
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Switching Diodes
By JOHN BROWN
Head, Applications Engineering, Fairchild Semiconductor

How to select these devices which are characterized by certain
maximum reverse recovery times for high-speed switching uses.

SWITCHING diodes are designed for rapid switch-
ing from either the forward or reverse state to the
opposite state with minimal transient behavior. Un-

fortunately, ordinary rectifying junctions do not immedi-
ately exhibit a high impedance when switched to a reverse-
biased state from a forward -conducting one. Instead, they
conduct freely for a brief time interval.

The time from the instant of switching until the device
exhibits a satisfactory high impedance is the reverse recov-
ery tine (1). When switched from a reverse -biased to
a forward -conducting state, the diode exhibits a high im-
pedance in the forward direction. The time from the in-
stant of switching until the device reaches low impedance
is the forward recovery time (tjr). Of these two param-
eters, reverse recovery time is normally far larger.

Even though a manufacturer employs all the tricks of
his trade, he cannot entirely eliminate forward and reverse
recovery times. The user may, however, optimize opera-
tion by employing as low a forward current level as possi-
ble for the "on" state and driving to as high a reverse cur-
rent as possible when switching to the "off" state.

The largest number of switching diodes currently sold
are types such as the 1N3600 and 1N914. Both these de-
vices offer switching speeds (t,,) of less than 4 nsec, reverse
leakages less than 100 nA, and reverse breakdown voltages
of 80 V or greater. The forward voltage drop is less than
1.0 V at /F =200 mA for the 1N3600 and at /F=20 mA
for the 1N914.

Faster devices (less than 0.75 nsec t ) are available,
such as the 1N4376, at a sacrifice in breakdown voltage
and conductance. Medium -speed (less than 50 nsec) de-
vices, such as the 1N3070, with higher breakdown (over
150 V) voltage and high conductance are also available.
All the devices mentioned can be obtained as MIL quali-
fied types. Manufacturers in the commercial and consumer
markets may now purchase low-priced devices from repu-
table manufacturers to the barest of specifications with no
fear of device failures presenting a problem.

Switching Diode Parameters
MIL -STD -750 is perhaps the best single reference for

device parameters and their measurement. Table 1 lists
the parameters commonly used in specifying switching
diodes. The first eight ( VF, /F, VR9 IR, VBR, IBR, fir, and
C) are almost always specified. The next two (Vi. and tf,)
are appearing more frequently on users' specifications.

The remaining parameters listed are not normally given
although their behavior must be taken into account in
circuit design. However, the variations in these parameters
from one device to another is not significant enough to
warrant a required test by the manufacturer or else the
parameter is strongly dependent on one of the eight major
parameters already specified. These parameters are usually
described in sufficient (for designers' purposes) detail by

curves included on data sheets supplied by manufacturers.
VF,IF,VR,IR: These specifications are presented as fol-

lows:
a. Maximum forward voltage ( VF), usually 1.0 V, at

some forward current (/F). For critical applications, both
maximum and minimum forward voltage limits are given
at various /F levels. An ambient temperature of 25°C is
normally specified.

b. Maximum reverse current (IR) at some reverse vol-
tage ( VR). Normally, this test is specified for performance
at 25°C and some elevated (generally 150°C) tempera-
ture. Rules of thumb for predicting reverse current changes
with temperature are "/R doubles for each 12°C increase
in temperature" (for large changes in temperature) and
"IR increases about 7% for each 1°C in temperature" (for
small changes in temperature).

VBR, IBR: Generally speaking, the breakdown voltage
( VBR) is much lower for switching diodes than for recti-
fiers. It is one of the parameters that must be sacrificed in
order to obtain faster switching times. The breakdown vol-
tage is normally quite sharp so that voltage transients in
excess of the breakdown voltage can result in very high
reverse currents (IBR), if current is not limited by external
circuitry. Reverse transients are probably the greatest sin-
gle cause of device failures in switching diodes and rectifier
applications.

Specifications usually include a minimum reverse break-
down (VBR) at some reverse current (Ilm), such as 5µA
or 100 FA. The test is customarily performed only at room
temperature. ( VBR is only slightly temperature dependent;
it increases approximately 0.1% per °C increase in tem-
perature).

t : Fig. 1 illustrates the reverse transient behavior of a
switching diode. The time period from the instant of switch-
ing until the reverse current through the diode has dimin-
ished to some acceptably low value. i, is the reverse
recovery time, t,,. Some generalizations about reverse tran-
sient behavior may be made. Reverse recovery time in-
creases for increasing IF, RL, TA (ambient temperature),
and decreasing i; it decreases for increasing IR.

The most often used circuit for measuring t is shown

Fig. 1. Switchin- divan reverse transient characteristics.
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Fig. 2. Test circuit used to measure reverse recovery time.

in Fig. 2. Considerable care must be exercised in the con-
struction of the circuit otherwise damped oscillations
("ringing") will occur in the region of i, making the
measurement of t,,, with any degree of accuracy, im-
possible.

Formal standardization on the measurement of this
parameter for very fast diodes has not been established be-
cause of the difficulty in defining an adequate procedure
for evaluating the test circuit (test fixture primarily).
However, the Electronic Industries Association is working
in this direction.

C: Capacitance of a semiconductor diode decreases with
reverse voltage, as shown in Fig. 3. In many applications,
the diode is required to block spurious signals when re-
verse biased. Small signals, although insufficient in ampli-
tude to reverse the state of the diode, can be coupled di-
rectly by the diode's capacitance to the next stage, giving
a false indication of a change in state.

Because forward capacitance of diodes is not usually
important, capacitance specifications normally list a re-
verse or zero bias condition for measurement. Zero bias is
the most commonly used condition and the measuring
frequency and TA are usually 1 MHz and 25°C, respec-
tively.

V, tp.: Forward transient behavior of switching diodes
is of concern only when the diode (e.g. driving magnetic
cores) is subjected to high (100 mA and up) forward cur-
rent pulses of extremely fast rise times. Fig. 4 shows the
typical transient behavior of a switching diode subjected
to a high -amplitude, fast -rise -time, forward -current pulse.
The peak forward voltage, V,,, is due to the initially high

ohmic drop of the bulk silicon. After current flows for an
appreciable period, the conductivity of the silicon increases
due to the increased carrier densities. As this occurs, the
voltage, Vi,, decreases and eventually a steady-state value,
VF, is reached. The time required for the forward voltage
to recover to an acceptably low value (1.1 x VF, usually)
is called the forward recovery time, th.

The variables affecting forward transient behavior are:
1. As reverse bias increases, Vp and tf, increase. How-

ever, the variation is quite small so that zero bias is usually
called for. A slight forward bias, on the other hand, sharply
reduces V, and tf,.

2. As the rise time decreases, V increases and th de-
creases.

3. As IF increases, both V, and tt, increase.
4. As RL increases, V and tf, decrease. Resistance RL

is not, however, a critical variable except that large value
resistors are often inductive and thus reduce the rise time
of the current pulse.

5. As TA increases, V, and t1, decrease.
Special Switching Diodes

Various "special" switching diodes (such as the p -n -p -n,
hot -carrier, tunnel, and charge -storage diodes) are find-
ing greater application. These will be briefly treated in this
section. Elsewhere in this issue the reader will find de-
tailed accounts of these diodes.

"P -n -p -n" Diodes: The p -n -p -n, or four -layer, diode has
a characteristic as shown in Fig. 5. These diodes may be
biased near breakover, then triggered by a low -voltage,
short -duration pulse to a low -impedance state. The devices
are ideally suited for applications wherein it is desirable
to switch reasonably large currents or voltages with small
signals. Generally, p -n -p -n switches do not appear suit-
able for logic gating diode applications since they must
be reset after firing.

Hot -Carrier Diode: The hot -carrier, or hot -electron,
diode has characteristics very similar to, but are actually
faster than, conventional switching diodes. It is faster be-
cause it does not store minority carriers-an unescapable
characteristic of conventional diodes. Generally speaking,

Table I. The important parameters and symbols that are employed for switching diodes.

PARAMETER
Forward voltage
Forward current
Reverse voltage
Reverse current* (reverse

leakage)
Reverse breakdown voltage

Reverse breakdown current
Reverse recovery time

Capacitance

Peak forward voltage

Forward recovery time

Temp. coef. of forward
volt.

Forward dynamic impedance

Series resistance

Stored charge

Thermal res. (junction
to ambient)

Rectification efficiency

"Preferred Usage.

SYMBOL
VF
IF
VR
IR

*VBR, BVR, BY, PIV

*IBR, IR
tr1

C

vp

t I r

TC

*Rd, Rt, Zr

SINUSOIDAL
O.C.

DESCRIPTION
Forward voltage across a diode-anode positive, cathode negative.
Forward electron current through a diode-from cathode to anode.
Reverse voltage across a diode-cathode positive, anode negative.
Reverse electron current through a diode-from anode to cathode.

The value of reverse voltage across a diode at which breakdown
occurs.
The value of reverse current in the breakdown region.
The time required for the reverse current or voltage to recover to a
specified value after instantaneous switching from a forward current
(or voltage) condition to a reverse current (or voltage) condition.
Capacitance of a diode under either forward or reversed biased con-
dition.
The maximum transient forward voltage appearing across a diode
after instantaneous switching from a reverse voltage condition to a
forward current condition.
The time required for the forward voltage to recover to a specified
value after instantaneous switching from a reverse voltage to a for-
ward current condition.
The change in forward voltage resulting from a specified change in
temperature.
The ratio of the incremental change in voltage occurring with an in-
cremental change in current under stated conditions of d.c. forward
current (or voltage) and stated incremental change in current. (Nor-
mally specified at some d.c. current level, Ia.,. with a superimposed
a.c. current, is normally equal to 0.1
Series resistance of bulk semiconductor material and internal attach-
ing parts, exclusive of junction impedance.
The charge stored in a semiconductor diode under a forward voltage
or current biased condition.
The ratio of the temperature rise of the junction of a diode above
ambient to the d.c. power applied to the device.
The ratio, times 100 (quoted in percent), of the d.c. voltage at point

B to the peak a.c. voltage at point
A in the circuit.

®Conditions
of frequency f, resist-

ance R, and capacitance C, must
be stated. (RC»l/f).

VOLTAGE0
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the reverse characteristics are poorer than that of conven-
tional diodes. The forward -voltage characteristics are bet-
ter (lower forward drop) at lower currents (less than 20
mA) but poorer at higher currents.

Hot -carrier diodes cannot withstand large current surges
without damage and are more susceptible to contamina-
tion during manufacture. The selection of a hot -carrier
diode over conventional switching diodes would normally
be made when either extremely fast switching or a low
forward -voltage drop is required. When these needs are
not critical, considerations of reliability, cost, and other
electrical characteristics would normally dictate the se-
lection of the conventional diode.

Tunnel Diodes: These devices can be switched very
rapidly through the negative resistance region. The tunnel
diode's characteristic is such that it is not easily compared
to conventional diodes. Its range of operation is very re-
strictive in that the voltage, and current range encom-
passing the negative resistance region, is limited to a few
tenths of a volt and a few milliamperes, respectively.

Charge -Storage Diode: Charge -storage diodes have the
same general characteristics as conventional switching
diodes and rectifiers. The distinguishing feature of this type
of device is that its reverse recovery time is designed to
be long. The recovery waveform is very similar to that
of Fig. 1 C, except that corners are more nearly square.

The device remains in the reverse conducting state for
a comparatively long time, then recovers sharply. This
characteristic has resulted in its often being referred to
as a "snap -off" diode. Its t is dependent on the amplitude
and duration of the forward current applied prior to switch-
ing. This particular characteristic is normally controlled
and this enables the user to deliberately incorporate known
delays in switching.

Germanium vs Silicon
Typically, the reverse current of germanium devices is

roughly 1000 times that of silicon and even more sensitive
to temperature. Thus, germanium diodes can rarely be
operated at even moderately elevated temperatures (90°C)
else thermal runaway occurs due to the added heating
effects resulting from the combination of a reverse voltage
and the resulting large reverse currents. Most silicon
devices are operational to 150°C with no danger of thermal
runaway occurring. Germanium diodes, however, have
one very important characteristic advantage over silicon;
the forward voltage at low forward currents is much less
than for silicon. The forward voltage at a forward current
of 1.0 mA is typically 0.3 V for germanium and 0.6 V for
silicon. At much higher currents, however, the difference
is not so pronounced. Capacitance is about the same and
the tr, of silicon is generally better than for germanium,
principally because more effort has been expended on im-
proving the performance of silicon in recent years.

Because of temperature limitations, germanium usage
has been dropping rapidly, and silicon has been on the
upswing. Although the average selling price of germanium
is still slightly lower than silicon, germanium now con-
stitutes only approximately 10 to 15% of the total diode
market (including rectifiers).

Mechanical Considerations
Fig. 6 shows the three packages which have emerged

as high -volume sellers. The relative merits of the three
packages are:

I. Package A, the DO -7, is most commonly used for
switching diodes and is available from the largest number
of manufacturers. It is time proven in reliability and per-
formance.

2. Package B is smaller than A and equally rugged
mechanically. It is available in very large quantities but
only from a few manufacturers. Projected cost of manufac-
ture of this device are less than those of package A. Pro-
jected costs of package B as compared with C lead to dis-
agreements as to which can ultimately become the most
economical.

3. Package C is the smallest package available in any
quantity and is economical to manufacture. Compared
with the A and B packages, package C has less mechanical

U.
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Fig. 3. Typical 1 N3600 capacitance versus reverse voltage.
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Fig. 4. Switching diode forward transient characteristics.

strength and a somewhat limited operating temperature
range.

Mounting: Most switching diodes are mounted con-
ventionally to printed -circuit boards and are operated at
low power levels where heatsinking is unnecessary. For
devices operating at average power levels of over 25%
of rated power, mounting can become an extremely im-
portant consideration. Axial lead devices are normally
rated with infinite heat sinks attached to the leads, 3/8"
from the end of the body. This is unrealistic but has been
considered a usable figure. The user can measure the tem-
perature rise at the 3/8" point resulting from his less -than -
perfect mounting and adjust the rating accordingly.

General guidelines for mounting axial lead devices oper-
ating at elevated power levels are:

I. Provide as good a heat sink and as close to the body
as possible. Heat flow is predominantly from the cathode
lead for most designs-it is about 90% for package A.

REVERSE VOLTAGE

1.0 MIN .180 MAX.

. NI

FORWARD VOLTAGE

cr

Fig. 5. Typical four -layer diode characteristics are shown.

Fig. 6. Switching -diode packages that are most widely used.
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2. Provide forced draft air flow if possible. Although
most heat flow is via conduction through the leads, this
condition can be reversed if the thermal resistance of the
mounting is high and a good forced draft is provided.

Selecting the Right Diode
Selection should begin with switching time considera-

tions. One should first determine whether forward re-
covery time ("turn -on" time) or reverse recovery time
("turn-off" time) is the most critical. Manufacturers' data
sheets for switching diodes do not generally include for-
ward recovery time specifications. This does not imply
that they are poor. It is extremely difficult to specify a set
of conditions from which performance can be predicted for
all combinations of rise time, current drive, loop resist-
ance, etc. Relative performance can be anticipated, how-
ever, by considering three other parameters: reverse re-
covery time, capacitance, and forward voltage. In general,

1. The faster the reverse recovery time, the faster the
forward recovery time.

2. The higher the capacitance, the faster the forward
recovery time.

3. The lower the forward voltage, the faster the forward
recovery time.

Gating circuits with large fan -in can exhibit consider-
able propagation delay if the capacitance of the diodes is
large. Consider a simple four -input gate with 5 pF of
capacitance per gate. If initially all gates are "off" (reverse
biased), then one gate is switched "on" with a current drive
of 1.0 mA, 15 nsec are required to change the voltage on
the other three gates by 1.0 V. This proceeds from:

f=[(ti-1)CV]/b=[(4-1)(5 pF)(1.0 V))/10 -3A=
15 nsec. where /F= gate drive current, t= time, n= total
number of diode gates, C= diode capacitance, and V=
voltage change across diode gates in time, t. Obviously,
capacitance can be an important consideration.

With respect to reliability, breakdown voltage and for-
ward voltage are of principal concern. For example, the

breakdown voltage of the device should be high enough
so that reverse voltage transients never exceed it. Even
though a device may be rated at, say, 400 mW, it should
not be inferred that it can be operated at that level in break-
down. Switching diodes, unlike voltage regulator diodes,
are not designed for uniform breakdown. More often
than not, breakdown current is concentrated in a small
area resulting in very high localized heating.

Forward voltage should be given more than just circuit
considerations if the application is for short -duty -cycle,
high -current operation. Power should be minimized in that
failure rates in semiconductors are very strongly depen-
dent on junction temperature. The lower the forward
voltage, the lower the power for a given current drive, and
hence the lower the junction temperature.

The Future
Certain trends are evident that are likely to continue.

Discrete switching diodes are being replaced in greater
numbers by integrated circuits in computer applications.
However, the higher power handling capability and su-
perior electrical parameters of discrete components will
enable them to endure for some time to come. A decrease
in the number of switching diodes sold is not likely for a
year or two because of general market growth. Ultimately,
however, the large volume applications must yield to in-
tegrated circuits that are yet to be offered.

Within the next two years, a rapid switch from package
A to package B can be expected for reasons of economy.
Average selling prices during the next two years will prob-
ably drop to half that of current prices due to manufac-
turing efficiencies. No significant breakthroughs in per-
formance are expected for the conventional switching
diode. Emphasis will be on cost reduction to expand the
consumer and industrial markets. Newer types of "spe-
cial" switching devices such as light -activated switches,
charge -storage diodes, multilayer diodes, etc. will probably
emerge in abundance.

P -I -N DIODES

THE
p-i-n (Positive Intrinsic Negative) diode is better de-

scribed as a variable resistor than as a conventional
diode. Its normal use is at a sufficiently high frequency
so that it does not rectify the applied signal and does not
generate harmonics. The resistance of the p-i-n diode is
controlled by a d.c. or a low -frequency bias or modulating
signal. The high -frequency signal being controlled sees a
constant resistance independent of polarity, although
limited by reverse breakdown voltage. This characteristic
of the p-i-n diode depends upon the minority carrier life-
time being much longer than the period of the controlled
signal.

The dynamic resistance of the p-i-n can be larger than
10,000 ohms because of the existence of an exceptionally
wide high -resistivity layer next to the junction. Because
of this layer, the reverse breakdown voltage of the p-i-n
diode can be as high as several hundred volts. Correspond-
ingly, capacitance per unit of junction area will be very
low, yet conductivity during forward conduction can be
high because the conductivity of this layer will be in-
creased by the presence of stored charge (conductivity
modulation).

There are two general areas of application for the p-i-n
diode: it may be used as a microwave switch to be operated
by abrupt changes in bias; or it may be used as a variable
resistance microwave amplitude modulator. In either case,
the impedance of the diode is controlled by the external
bias, and it approximates a linear passive impedance to
the applied microwave signal. These diodes are also find-
ing use in digital phase shifters and may soon find appli-
cation as flexible, low -loss control elements and variable
resistances. The ability of these diodes to switch the fre-
quency response of microwave filters without degrading
"Q" opens up many new system design possibilities.

In the p-i-n diode frequency -shift bandstop filter shown
in Fig. 1, it is assumed that a broadband mixer and a 1-GHz

local oscillator are used in a receiver connected to the
coaxial line. The i.f. is 30 MHz and it is desired to make a
switchable stop filter reject either 970 or 1030 MHz. In
this circuit, hpa 3001 p-i-n diodes are used. The diodes are
represented in Fig. 1A by 1_,Ci, and R,. Inductor Ll is a
loop, shown in Fig. 1B, while Cl is the capacitance be-
tween this loop and the center conductor of the coaxial
cable. Capacitor CB is a bypass for the bias lead. The net-
work is resonant at 970 MHz.

The two diodes are in series for the bias but in parallel
for the signal (r.f.). Switching the diodes from forward to
reverse bias changes the total capacitance just enough to
shift the network resonant frequency from 970 to 1030
MHz. The insertion loss at the frequency of operation is
about 34 dB, while at the other frequency, insertion loss
is 0.01 decibel.

Because the conductance of the p-i-n diode can be al-
tered with a change in the applied bias, a great variety of
attenuation and switching networks becomes possible. A

Fig. 1. Using the "p-i-n" diode as a frequency shift filter.
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Varactor Diodes
By GERALD SCHAFFNER
Group Leader, Varactor Circuit Research, Motorola Inc.

Selecting variable -capacitance diodes for the following:
tuning, harmonic generation, switching and limiting, pulse
shaping, parametric amplification, and phase shifting.

NEW industry -wide varactor diode developments
have extended the advantages of solid-state per-
formance and reliability to new applications and

to frequencies in the microwave region. Varactors provide
solid-state tuning that is faster and more reliable than me-
chanical tuning; r.f. power available at higher power levels
and higher frequencies than with transistors and with
greater efficiency and reliability than tubes can offer; faster
switching than with tubes or mechanical relays; and lower
noise amplification than with either tubes or transistors.
The versatile varactor also offers such functions as limiting,
pulse shaping, and phase shifting.

The varactor or variable -capacitance diode differs from
conventional diodes in that the prime objective is to have
the back -biased junction purely capacitive. There is usually
relatively little concern for the forward characteristics.
This unusual attitude exists because varactor operation
utilizes the voltage -variable depletion capacitance of a p -n
junction. The capacitance of a junction can be described by:

Ci=C0/(1- V/o)k (1)
where: Ci is the junction capacitance, Co is the zero -bias
capacitance, V is the applied voltage, 0 is the contact poten-
tial, and k is the law of capacitance which depends on
the construction of the diode as illustrated by the impurity
profile diagram (Fig. I ).

For abrupt junctions, k has the value of 1/2. If the doping
level decreases linearly through the active region of the
junction up to the depletion layer, k becomes %, and the
device is linearly graded. When the doping is heavy
throughout the semiconductor, except when it decreases
abruptly for a narrow region around the junction, k be-
comes as low as 1,. Such a device is called a step -recovery

Fig. 1. Impurity profiles. (Al Abrupt junction. (B) Linearly
graded. ICI Step -recovery or "p-i-n". ON Hyper abrupt.
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Function Desired Attributes Diode Structure
Tuning Large capacitance swing,

high fe, high BVn, low In
Silicon abrupt or
hyper -abrupt junction

Harmonic
Generation

High fe, high BVir, low chi° Silicon or gallium -
arsenide abrupt or
graded junctions and
silicon step -recovery
junctions

Switching &
Limiting

Low Dr, with forward bias,
low Cr, high BVII, low 01e,
fast recovery from
conducting
to non -conducting
condition

Silicon p-i-n or
Schottky -barrier for
very fast low-level
switching

Pulse Shaping
(a) Sharpening

risetime

(b) Clipping
overshoot

Capable of storing large
amount of charge in for-
ward direction, long mi-
nority carrier lifetime,
short transition time (time
of recovery to zero current
after return of minority
carriers)
Very short minority carrier
lifetime, low Ilf, low Ci

Silicon step -recovery
diodes

Silicon or GaAs
Schottky -barrier diodes

Parametric
Amplification

High cut-off frequency,
high fe, high /3

Silicon or GaAs ab-
rupt diodes

Phase Shifter For analog shifter same as fo tuning
For digital shifter same as for switching

Table 1. Lis ing of varactor functions with desired device
attributes along with the most commonly used diode structures.

or snap -off diode. Extending the width of this lightly doped
region leads to a p-i-n diode. Finally, if the doping level in-
creases toward the depletion layer, one obtains a hyper
abrupt or retrograded junction and k as high as 2 or 3 is
possible.

The relatively small capacitance variation with voltage
of the step -recovery and p-i-n diodes represent somewhat
of a departure from conventional varactors. In these di-
odes, the capacitance variation is concentrated at one point
near zero volts bias. Since step -recovery and p-i-n diodes
still do utilize the change in capacitance or reactance, they
are legitimately classified as varactors.

Varactors can also be classified by the semiconductor
used, i.e., silicon, germanium, and gallium -arsenide. When
formed with a semiconductor -metal junction, varactors are
called hot -electron, hot -carrier, or Schottky -barrier diodes.

Present practice, however, is to stress the function in
classification. Varactors are used for tuning, harmonic
generation, switching and limiting of r.f. power, shaping of
pulses, parametric amplification, and phase shifting (see
Table ).

Because varactor technology is still advancing rapidly-
especially with regard to reliability and stability-in gen-
eral only the varactors introduced within the past two or
three years should be considered when designing new de-
vices. Because the best varactors have only recently been
introduced, some do not have a JEDEC registration or a
MIL designation. Consequently, in listing typical available
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varactors, as is done in Table 2, some company numbers
must be referenced along with the registered numbers.

There is little standardization of varactor tests except
for the conventional diode measurements of BVR, 1R, etc.

Of all the parameters, perhaps f, (or "Q") is the most
important to measure. For lower frequency varactors, var-
ious bridges such as the Boonton 33A are convenient and
accurate. However, if the varactor equivalent parallel re-
sistance exceeds 100,000 ohms, microwave measurement
methods should be used. Quality factor can be derived
from RN and previously measured capacitance.

There have been few MIL -Specs for varactors. These
specifications are written according to MIL -S-19500
("Semiconductor Devices, General Specifications for")
with the tests made in accordance with MIL -STD -750.

There are basically two materials used for varactors:
silicon and gallium arsenide; germanium, the other major
semiconductor material, is not used because of its excessive
leakage current.

Table 3 is a comparison of devices made from gallium -
arsenide and silicon in various configurations. Basically,
gallium -arsenide varactors have considerably higher "Q's"
than their silicon counterparts. However, the latter have
superior thermal and mechanical properties. In addition,
it is more difficult to passivate a gallium -arsenide surface
than a silicon one, and minority carrier lifetime is shorter
in gallium -arsenide than in silicon. Finally, gallium -arse-
nide varactors cost more than silicon varactors.

Because of these limitations, gallium -arsenide diodes are
usually used only for low -noise parametric amplifiers and
millimeter -region harmonic generators. For about 75 per-
cent of all varactor applications, the silicon epitaxial config-
uration is used.

No matter what the application, the user should always
try to get varactors that are hermetically sealed and whose
junctions are passivated. Welded ceramic packages are pre-
ferred to those which are merely soldered.

Tuning Applications
Tuning requirements usually include tuning range, "Q",

leakage current, temperature stability, and perhaps limits
on distortion when large signals are impressed.

The user should first select the minimum useful voltage
which gives the desired temperature stability and distortion.
Temperature stability, for example, can change from 300
p.p.m. (parts per million) at -4 volts to 50 p.p.m. at BVR.

Once the minimum voltage is determined, the maximum
voltage can be calculated from tuning range considerations.

f Ina 1/[L(Coct+Cl+ C in.)]
fmfn = 1 I[L, (C,kt+ c, +cu.)]

where C,, and C correspond to junction capacitances at
minimum and maximum voltages, respectively. The capaci-

DEVICE PARAMETERS

Forward series resistance, Rs Over most of the usable frequency range this

5V0 t DIODE VOLTAGE GIVING REVERSE
LEAKAGE CURRENT In

DIODE CUT-OFF FREQ.
IC (VI' 2a C 1.)1 V 1 Rs

Ojc.THERMAL RESISTANCE 'C/W

resistance follows the d.c. resistance closely and can be measured with an audio -
frequency bridge or curve tracer. This parameter is especially important in switch-

ing circuits.

Junction capacitance, Cj is the voltage -dependent capacitance of the depletion

region which follows Eq. (1). Junction is usually determined from a capacitance
bridge measurement after subtracting the case capacitance, Ce.

Reverse series resistance, R which is in series with Ci, is a result of con-

tact resistance plus the path resistance through the semiconductor to the depletion

layer edges. Resistance R, is somewhat voltage -dependent since depletion layer

width varies with voltage.

The combination of Rs and Ci determines a most important diode parameter, cut-
off frequency. fe=1 P.71I,Ci). Since both C1 and Rs are voltage - dependent,

fe is as well, being highest at BVR, and the lowest near 0 volts.
Basically, fe is a measure of junction capacitance quality factor ("0") with fs

being merely "0" times the measurement frequency. Measurement of "0," fe, or

Rs can be accomplished on an r.f. bridge or in various microwave impedance -measur-
ing circuits.

Case capacitance, C, is primarily due to the relatively high dielectric constant
of the ceramic or gloss housing. Case capacitance is a particularly undesirable

parasitic in switching applications because it lowers the impedance when device

is reverse -biased. This capacitance is also undesirable in tuning applications as it

reduces the tuning range.

Lead inductance, Ls arises from the leads from the semiconductor contacts to

the package contacts. Lead inductance can be determined by measuring the diode
self -resonance frequency and a previously determined junction capacitance.

Lead inductance has an especially undesirable effect on high -frequency operation

of tuning diodes because it makes the effective capacitance larger and "Q" smaller.
In harmonic generators and parametric amplifiers, lead inductances make broad -

banding more difficult, acting as an additional energy storage element. In switch-

ing, the effect of is is to increase forward insertion loss.
Efficiency, n is the conversion efficiency of harmonic generators: 1)=PouL /Pin.

tances or voltages can be obtained from Equation (1)
Fig. 2 is a family of curves for percentage tuning range

in terms of C/C,, (or V,,,, and V,, if an abrupt
junction is assumed). From these equations or curves, the
junction capacitances can be determined.

After V,.,.and C, are determined, the manufacturer's
catalogues should be consulted to see if the desired "Q"
is available. It should be remembered that "Q" goes down
as BVR goes up. The same consideration holds for IR.
However, in many cases the manufacturer may supply
better devices than the minimum indicated in his catalogue.

Harmonic -Generator Application
Varactors for harmonic generators are selected on the

basis of power and efficiency, linearity, temperature sta-

Table 2. Examples of some readily available varactor diodes for four important applications.

COMPANY
1. Tuning -estimated

VARACTOR
unit cost $2 to $40

CHARACTERISTICS

Crysta Ion ics VA -203 C(- 4 V)=47 pF BVR=150 V f,(-4 V)=5 GHz C2/ C100=6.2
Fujitsu 15535 C(-0.1 V)=65 pF BVR=25 V f,( -8 V)=0.5 GHz Co.i/C15=65
Motorola MV1864B C(-4 V)=6.8 pF BVR=60 V ( -4 V)=30 GHz Cl/ C00=3.1
Philco V4093 C(-8 V)=500 pF BVR=115 V f, (- 8 V)=2 GHz Cu! C100=4.1

TRW PG347 C(- 4 V)=47 pF BVR=50 V f,.(-4 V)=15 GHz C2/ C00=-4.3

Varian VAT -I I E C(-4 V)=2.2 pF BVR=120 V f,(-4 V)=20 GHz Co/ C120=8.1

2. Harmonic Generation -estimated
Hewlett-Packard hpa-0241
Microwave Associates MA4765
Motorola 1N5155
Sylvania D5047C
Varian VAB-802
3. Switching and Limiting -estimated
Microstate MS -6009
Microwave Associates MA4497
Motorola MV1892
Sylvania D -5025A
Varian VSD-508BE

unit cost $28 to $150
fin -100 MHz
fin=4 GHz
f,0=2 GHz
fm=9.6 GHz
fd,=500 MHz

unit cost $10 to $50
C( - 50 V)=0.9 pF
C(-50 V)=0.4 pF
C(-50 V)=2.5 pF
C(-50 V)=1 pF
C(-50 V)=1.9 pF

f00t=2 GHz P1.-1 W, n=-25%
f00c=12 GHz Pin=1 W, n=30%
fout=6 GHz Pid=5 W, n=40%
fout=28.6 GHz 130,=.41 W, n=55%
tut -1.5 GHz Pid-14 W, n=55%

BVR=1400 V Rs -1.70
BVR=200 V RR -1.52 Pd=7.5 W
BVR=700 V R-0.6252 Pd=20 W
BVR-1000 V Rs=252 Pd=1.5 W
BVR-500 V Rs=0.752 Pd=5 W

4. Parametric Amplification -estimated unit cost $50 to $400
Micro Optics MO-101LS C(0 V)=0.2 - 0.39 pF BVR=5.5 V

Microstate MS4017 C(0 V)=0.2-0.5 pF BVR-4 V
Microwave Associates MA4039 C(0 V)=0.3=0.5 pF BVR-3 V
Texas Instruments TIXV07 C(0 V) - 0.3 - 0.6 pF BVR-6 V

fe(0 V)=300 GHz
fc(- 6 V) - 320 GHz
fc=120 GHz
fe( -2 V)=500 GHz
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bility, and impedance or capacitance. From a set of manu-
facturer's curves, such as those shown in Fig. 3, the var-
actor performance at most power levels and frequencies
can be predicted. Further, many manufacturers will test
their products with respect to power at the customer's
specified frequencies, if so desired.

Although published power data should be the principal
selection criterion rather than specifying abrupt, linear -
graded, or step -recovery junctions, some generalizations
can be made about these varactor types. As far as efficiency
is concerned, all are about the same with the step -recovery
junction having an edge with respect to power. If linearity
(constant efficiency with changing power input) is a con-
cern, the step -recovery diode should be used as its average
capacitance value changes less with power variations than
other types. Of course, for large step multiplications with-
out idlers, only step -recovery diodes should be used.

Gallium -arsenide varactors are not recommended for
harmonic generation unless the frequency is too high for
silicon or the power level is low and efficiency is the over-
riding consideration.

Where tuning range or bandwidth requirements are se-
vere, careful attention must be paid to diode impedance.
Filter techniques can be used for wideband design, using
estimated or measured varactor impedance. Impedances
can also be obtained by removing the varactor from an
optimized narrow -band circuit and substituting a probe
connected to impedance measuring equipment. Finally,

Table 3. Relative characteristics of varactor materials.
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
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Fig. 2. Percentage resonant circuit tuning range.

Uli 0.7

when either wide tuning range or bandwidth is needed,
the varactor self -resonant frequency:

f=11[2.7(LCi)1/2]
should be as high as possible, consistent with power needs.

Parametric Amplification
The parametric amplifier designer is primarily concerned

with varactor "Q" or cut-off frequency and capacitance
variation. The highest cut-off frequency and capacitance
swing should be selected consistent with varactor cost. It
is in this area that gallium -arsenide varactors are espe-
cially attractive.

When a wide bandwidth is required, it is helpful to have
diode self -resonance at the idler frequency. This results in
the lowest possible amount of energy storage in the idler
circuit.

Other factors to be considered for parametric amplifier
varactors are uniformity of product and temperature sta-
bility since the amplifier is often mounted on an antenna
away from a completely sheltered housing. Both of these
requirements tend to favor silicon-epitaxial devices.

Switching Applications
The switch or limiter designer is primarily concerned

with diode capacitance, forward resistance, power dissipa-
tion, voltage breakdown, and inductance. The capacitance,
C,, and forward resistance, R1, determine the ratio of iso-
lation (I) to insertion loss (L).

IlL=11(wCiRd
Power handling in the reverse direction is:

Pinox=(BVR)218Zo
where Zo is the transmission line characteristic impedance.
When a diode is operated at optimum impedance Zo=
(BVR) 1/12,18P.u., it will reach the thermal limiting and
breakdown at the same power level. Hence,

Prnax, opt= (BVR) VPmax, dissi8R1

For most applications, the reactance of the lead inductance
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of 1N5155 varactor used as a tripler.

should be less than R,. Where this is not possible, other
modes of operation may have to be considered in which the
conducting condition is with reverse bias, with the junction
capacitance resonating the lead inductance of the diode.

Although some conventional, low -frequency diodes can
be used for microwave switching, they generally have not
been optimized for lowest package parasitics and the low-
est series resistance consistent with junction capacitance.
For best high -frequency switching performance, varactors
such as p-i-n diodes should be used.

Phase Shifting
Varactor phase shifters operate by altering the velocity

of propagation (vp) of a transmission line or filter. The
velocity of propagation is defined by I), = 1/ V LC where L
and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length
of the transmission line. In operation, varactors are placed
periodically across the line so that a change in the applied
bias changes C and therefore v. As a result, phase shift
is controlled by the bias level.

Essentially the same considerations necessary for tun-
ing applications apply to varactors used in phase shifters.

Pulse Shaping
Various types of varactors can be used to sharpen pulse

rise times and clip overshoots. For example, a forward -
biased step -recovery diode placed across a pulse generator
in the reverse direction will short-circuit the generator un-
til the pulse current removes all the charge stored by the
forward bias. At the instant of charge depletion, the var-
actor impedance and the voltage across the varactor rise
steeply. The resulting risetime is equal to the varactor tran-

D0-4
STUD

sition time which can be made as low as 0.1 nonosecond.
Overshoot clipping is accomplished by varactors such as

Schottky -barrier diodes that have low minority carrier life-
time and so store an almost negligible charge. For over-
shoot clipping, it is desirable that the diode impedance
change almost instantaneously from low to high when the
applied voltage changes from forward to reverse biasing.
In Schottky -barrier diodes, the time for this change can
be as short as 0.1 nanosecond.

Future Developments
Within the next few years, tuning diodes will exhibit a

fair increase in )' a considerable increase in tuning ratio,
and an appreciable lowering of price as high -volume ap-
plications increase in number. A doubling of fc is possible
for a given B VR; however, manufacturing tolerances will
probably limit this increase to 50 percent. Tuning ratio will
increase by use of retrograded junctions, with diodes hav-
ing k =2 or 3 becoming available. Finally, as use of elec-
tronic tuning spreads into high -volume commercial and
military applications, the price of varactors will drop while
reliability will increase.

Progress in varactors for harmonic generation, will see
power output increased by 3 dB at a given frequency, espe-
cially in the millimeter wave region; reliability will be sub-
stantially improved, and MIL -approved varactors will be
available. However, the price for harmonic generator var-
actors will not drop significantly since there is little pros-
pect of developing a high -volume demand for such units.
With regard to power, it appears that varactors will always
exceed conventional transistors by factors of 3 to 10 be-
cause varactors can make use of charge storage effects in
the forward voltage region.

For parametric amplification, the most significant pro-
gress will be in lowering of millimeter frequency noise fig-
ures. In addition, bandwidth capabilities will be increased
by development of low -parasitic packages. Other features
will remain nearly the same, including price, since high -
volume applications are not indicated.

Switches and limiters will see power and frequency
boosts of 2 to 3 times and the availability of high -reliability
MIL -Spec devices, along with a considerable reduction in
price. High -volume applications, such as phased arrays and
solid-state microwave communications systems, will trigger
the price reduction.

Perhaps the most important developments will be the
emergence of new varactor-like devices such as Gunn -effect
devices, Read diodes, and silicon -avalanche diodes. The
prime attraction in these devices is the direct conversion
of d.c. to microwave energy. With such components, the
practical solid-state klystron will be a reality-at least for
local -oscillator applications.

Table 4. Varactor package characteristics, along with suggested mountings for ceramic packages. Besides the ability to
withstand shock and vibration, the most important mounting consideration is to provide an adequate heat sink. Holding collets
(mountings) for the ceramic packages are made out of brass and grip tightly to the pedestal side of the varactor package. Con-
tact is made to the top -cap side when the collet is screwed into its mount. Where additional heat sinking is needed, fins can be
attached to the collets. Usually, where varactor dissipation exceeds 5 watts, an external heat sink of fins or a metal block
should be used. At elevated ambient temperatures, these considerations are even more important and must be handled with care.

ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

DO -7
GLASS

0-rI.OMIN.

265

I 0 MIN.

CARTRIDGE

.185

45°

.130

III 15

1.160+

.230

PILL WITH PRONGS PILL

062

.040

.060
.062

____AL

PILL MOUNTING
PILL WITH

PRONGS MOUNTING

B!!'
SAW SLIT
4 PLACES

CENTER CONDUCTOR

CARTRIDGE MOUNTING

SAW SLIT
4 PLACES

Package Size Relative Cost
of Package

Typical Lead
Inductance

Typical Case
Capacitance Ruggedness

Type of Circuit
Most Likely Used Mounting

Thermal
Properties

D0-4 Stud Large High 4 nH 0.5 pF Limited Lumped Very easy Excellent

D0-7 Glass Small Low 5 nH 0.2 pF Strong Lumped, Stripline Very easy Poor

Cartridge Large High 1.5 nH 0.5 pF Strong Coaxial, Waveguide Easy Excellent

Pill with Prong Small High 0.5 nH 0.3 pF Strong Coaxial, Waveguide Fairly easy Good

Pill Small High 0.5 nH 0.3 pF Strong Stripline, Waveguide Difficult Fair
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Mixer and Detector Diodes
By EUGENE J. FELDMAN
Manager, Microwave Diodes, Sylvania Electric Products

Recent and significant developments have occurred mainly
in the u.h.f. and microwave regions where smaller junction
capacitances and lower noise figures are very important.

APPLICATIONS of mixer and detector diodes can be
separated into two frequency areas-below u.h.f.
and above. For selected frequencies below u.h.f.,

various point -contact germanium diodes (such as 1N34A's)
and selected low -capacitance computer diodes are used
for detecting and mixing applications. While both areas are
important, it is primarily in the u.h.f. region (450-900
MHz) and above where more recent and significant devel-
opments have occurred.

Unlike lower frequency "signal" diodes, u.h.f. mixer di-
odes have smaller junction capacitance and are character-
ized by a noise -figure measurement. Production units are
of the point -contact (silicon and germanium) design; sili-
con devices (1N82A types) are currently in highest pro-
duction. Newer potential u.h.f. mixer diodes are Schottky-
barrier designs made of silicon. Such diodes are presently
under evaluation by television u.h.f. tuner manufacturers.

U.h.f. frequency detection or demodulation is normally
performed with a point -contact type detector diode. This
diode is also of small junction capacitance and would be
characterized for rectification efficiency at a given fre-
quency. Rectification efficiency is defined as the ratio (in
percent) of d.c. output voltage to peak a.c. input voltage.
A figure greater than 65 percent is typical.

Structures Employed
Above the u.h.f. band, there are thousands of diodes

typed for use in microwave frequency applications from
about 1000 MHz to 100 GHz. Point -contact types predom-
inate and, in time, will be followed and replaced in many
applications by Schottky -barrier devices and back diodes.
All three diode types are used for mixing and detecting.
Fig. 1 shows the construction and V -I characteristics of
point -contact, Schottky -barrier, and back diodes. Each has
a metal semiconductor rectifying "barrier," the first created
by a metal whisker wire pressure contact, the second
formed by an evaporated metal contact, and the last by an
alloyed junction.

At these high frequencies package parasitics, such as ca-
pacitance and inductance, can play an important role in
the diode circuit operation. It is necessary for these para-
sitics to be low, and the actual package shape is designed
to be part of the transmission line-waveguide, coaxial
line, or stripline.

Point -contact structures are the oldest; the earliest
(1N21) of which dates back to 1942 for S -band applica-
tions. Metal -semiconductor rectification has been reported
as early as 1907, using carborundum as the semiconductor
material. Modern-day diodes almost universally employ
tungsten as the wire material (for hardness and snr;nq ac-
tion), sharply pointed with a pressure contact against sili-

con. There also are phosphor -bronze and titanium wires
used with germanium devices.

Instead of the barrier being formed by a metal wire pres-
sure contact, the Schottky -barrier diode has its barrier
formed by a metal interface which has been evaporated or
sputtered on the semiconductor surface. Such a device has
a more theoretically perfect or ideal metal -semiconductor
interface and is hence referred to as the truer Schottky -
barrier. This diode, like the point -contact, is a majority
carrier device unlike p -n junction diodes. When forward -
biased, the majority carriers are injected into the metal
from the semiconductor and, because practically no minor-
ity carriers flow, the higher frequency use is not restricted
and the diode should have less rectification noise. There
are no registered (EIA) Schottky -barrier types at this writ-
ing.

While the tunnel diode with its negative resistance ad-
vantage is familiar to most designers, the back -diode ver-
sion is of some importance in mixing and detecting micro-
wave frequencies. This device, which is fabricated from an
alloyed metal with semiconductor, is a tunnel diode whose
forward biased negative resistance region is minimized. It
is then used in the back direction. In other words, the nor-
mal tunnel diode reverse characteristic is used as the for-
ward, having as its advantage the sharp current rise from

Fig. 1. Point -contact, Schottky -barrier, back diode curves.
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Fig. 2. Various mechanical configurations for microwave diodes.

BAND TEST FREQ. (MHz) PACKAGE MAJOR SERIES

U.H.F. 450-890 Glass 1N82

L 1000 Ceramic 1N25

S 3060 Ceramic 1N21
9375 Ceramic 1N23

K 16,000 Coaxial 1N78

K 23,984 Coaxial 1N26

Ka 34,860 Min. Coax. 1N53
69,750 Waveguide 1N2792

Table I. Mixer diode types and the major frequency bands.

BAND TEST FREQ. (MHz) MAJOR SERIES PACKAGE

V.H.F./ U.H.F. 100 1N830 Glass

L -X 1000 1N358 Tripolar
S 3060 1N32 Ceramic

9375 1N1611 Coaxial

K -K 10k -21k 1N2926 Coaxial
K 26k -40k 1N446 Min. Coax,

Table 2. Detector diode types and major frequency bands.

FREQUENCY (MHz) TYPE

1000
3000
9375

16,000

1N25
1N3655
1N3747
Non-EIA

Table 3. Commonly used high burnout mixer diode types.

SHOCK 1500 G, 0.5 ms
VIBRATION 15 G, 100 to 2000 Hz
ACCELERATION 20,000 G
TEMPERATURE CYCLING -- 65°C to + 150`C
MOISTURE RESISTANCE 90-98% relative humidity

Cycled 25' to 65°C (10 days)
Table 4. Typical levels of environmental performance are shown.

Fig. 3. Diode holders for (Al ceramic cartridge, coax diodes.
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extremely low voltage levels at the origin. Because of the
extremely low resistivity of the semiconductor (which is
generally germanium) material that is employed, the 1/f
noise is low when the diode is used as a mixer and, because
of the sharp current rise at the origin, it makes a good low-
level video detector.

Frequency Bands
The frequency spectrum is classified into major bands

and usually a certain diode family is specified. Table 1
shows the major frequency bands (and test frequencies)
for mixer diodes used in the u.h.f. range and above.

Table 2 gives a breakdown of the important detector
diodes, including operating frequency and package types.
The package configurations that were illustrated in Fig. 2
also apply to detector diodes as well.

Materials and Packages
The major material in use today for mixer diodes is sili-

con. This is true for point -contact types, of which there are
now hundreds of types, as well as the new Schottky -barrier
devices for S- and X -bands. Silicon devices have also pro-
vided the lowest noise figures across the microwave fre-
quency spectrum.

Detector diodes have been fabricated only from silicon,
at least for commercial devices. Until recently back diodes
fabricated from germanium as alloyed junctions show some
distinct advantages for low-level detection. Tangential sig-
nal sensitivity is just slightly poorer at the higher micro-
wave frequencies than the best silicon devices but they
have a low video resistance (below 1000 ohms) for good
pulsed signal fidelity.

Gallium -arsenide is just being introduced into commer-
cial devices and is used primarily in millimeter -wave ex-
perimental mixers. Some major development is being done
with gallium -arsenide Schottky -barrier diodes for mixing
above the X -band.

Most silicon devices are rated to 150°C but many can be
operated or stored up to 250°C, provided there is no pack-
age processing limitation to temperature. The germanium
devices are generally limited to 100°C for operation or
storage.

A fairly complete grouping of packages is shown in Fig.
2. Materials used for the packages are generally brass and
nickel, with ceramics and glass used for insulators.

The only package design that can be characterized by
impedance is the coaxial structure. Both the standard and
smaller counterparts have a geometric impedance of 65
ohms. The diode junction impedance is designed to match
this 65 -ohm transmission line so that there will be little, if
any, reflection and the signal power can be converted to
useful i.f. or detected power. The measurement of v.s.w.r.
is a measure of how well the junction "matches" the trans-
mission -line impedance. Typical mounting structures for
the diode packages are shown in Fig. 3.

Selecting Mixer Diodes
Noise Figure versus Cost: For normal application of

mixer diodes, local oscillator power availability is 1-2 mW,
signal power desired is on the order of -104 dBm, and the
i.f. is 30 to 60 MHz. Diodes can be selected for the fre-
quency range from 1 GHz through 35 GHz and 69 GHz
from manufacturers' data sheets. The manufacturer speci-
fies noise figure and, from the formula S=KBNF, where
S is sensitivity in - dBm, K is a constant, B is receiver band-
width, and NF is the noise figure, the designer can deter-
mine the required noise figure.

For most diodes, one will find a varied noise figure avail-
ability by suffix letter and cost decreasing as noise fig-
ure increases. As an example, at X-band the 1N23 series
has enjoyed the most use. Listed in the manufacturer's lit-
erature are the 1N23. 1N23A, 1N23B, 1N23C, 1N23D,
1N23E, 1N23F, and 1N23G. The 1N23, A and B, are now
relatively obsolete, but the 1N23C with a maximum noise
figure of 9.5 dB sells for about $1.00; while the 1N23F with
a maximum noise figure of 7.0 dB sells for about $7.00
from distributors. Table 5 summarizes the major differ-
ences between the 1N23C and 1N23F specifications.
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NF,m((x.)1_,.(mas., NR ZIF V.S.W.R. Burnout
dB dB ( Alax. Min. Max. (,tax., Ergs

1N23C (9.5)* 6.0 2.0 325 475 1.5 1.0
1N23F 7.0 - - 335 465 1.3 2.0
*Unspecified, but comparative figure.

Table 5. Comparison between 1 N23C and 1 N23F specifications.

TYPE FREQ. COVERAGE (MHz) TEST FREQ. (MHz)

1N21F 400-4000 3060
1 N831A 400-4000 3060
1N1132 3000-12,400* Same
1N23F 4000-9500 9375
1 N832A 4000-12,400 9375
1N4605 12,400-18,000* Same
1N78F 15,000-17,000 16,000
1N26B 20,000-24,000 23,984
1N53B 24,000-36,000 34,860
*Untuned

Table 6. Popular mixer diode types and test frequencies.

Frequency Coverage: Where only one test frequency is
specified, the diode is probably a fairly narrow -band de-
vice. Broadband devices usually are specified with con-
trolled r.f. impedance (in terms of v.s.w.r. in a given
holder) across a certain frequency band. Good examples of
such types are the 1N1132 that can operate from 3 GHz to
12.4 GHz and the 1N4605 which is operable from 12.4 to
18 GHz. Optimum performance can be obtained when the
diode is used in a carefully matched holder at or near the
center band. High -frequency diodes generally can be uti-
lized in lower frequency circuits with little degradation, if
matched well into the circuit.

Table 6 indicates frequency capabilities of popular types,
along with test frequencies.

Package Choice: For a strip transmission circuit, the
miniature glass pigtailed 1N831 and 1N832 (for S- and
X -bands respectively) generally suffice for series mounting
(there are also even smaller glass types available). These
miniature types offer substantial frequency bandwidths of
operation; at least an octave band, and up to two octaves.

When coaxial line is the choice (below X -band) of cir-
cuitry, the standard double -ended cartridge types of 1N21
and 1 N23 series, as well as the miniature types, are avail-
able. For waveguide, the field is again wide open with the
addition of the coaxial diode. Although a waveguide-to-co-
axial line transition must be designed for this diode, band-
width is excellent and a large variety of types is available,
especially for applications above X -hand frequencies. The
coaxial diode does not have the inherent large bandwidth
capability of the miniature devices, but has an advantage
in a specified r.f. impedance design of 65 ohms. For such
units, the designer can make up a holder without ever
measuring groups of diodes; he simply designs to match a
"dummy" 65 -ohm load.

Matched Pairs: Mixer diodes are supplied as matched
pairs, either as two forward polarity or one each forward
and reverse polarity. A matched pair is used to suppress
local oscillator noise and to isolate the antenna terminal
from the local oscillator terminal.

The EIA has adopted the following matching criteria:
Conversion loss-within 0.3 dB of each other: i.f. imped-
ance-within 25 ohms of each other; and v.s.w.r. maxi-
mum -1.6. The v.s.w.r. requirement is for the isolation
problem. Generally speaking, premium noise figure diodes
up to X -band can be matched randomly by the user. This is
true because of the uniformity achieved by manufacturers
in producing these types. Such types do not have a v.s.w.r.
greater than 1.3 as single units.

Schottky or Back Mixer Diodes: At this writing com-
mercially available Schottky -barrier and hack diodes are
being sold for mixer use up to X -band. The prime advan-
tage of the back diode is its very low low -frequency noise,
probably the lowest of any diode. This makes it an ideal
Doppler diode. Because of fabrication problems, its fre-
quency response is limited. Other disadvantages of the
hack diode are lower operating dynamic range, lower tem-
perature capability, and lower breakdown voltage. Burnout
resistance, as compared to point -contacts, is unknown at
this time.

DEVICE PARAMETERS
FOR EIA or military specified type numbers, manufacturers must adhere to

electrical and mechanical standardization. For "house number" diodes,
measurements and test procedures may vary slightly among manufacturers
in certain respects, but they almost always follow a basic method with test holder,
power input, and load impedances specified.

Mixer Diodes
Noise Figure (NFo): Noise figure is defined as the ratio of the r.m.s. output

noise power of the receiver to that of a hypothetical receiver of the same gain
and bandwidth, whose input noise power is equal to the thermal agitation noise
power developed across its input impedance. As standard practice, the mixer
diode is impedance -matched to both the signal and image frequencies.

The measurement of noise figure of the mixer diode is dependent upon the
diode/holder impedance condition for both the r.f. input case and i.f. output
case. Any power loss by reflections is included in the measurements. The holders
themselves, for the major frequency bands, are individually specified on drawings
available from the Armed Services Electra Standards Agency.

The noise figure can be compared to the receiver sensitivity. The sensitivity
is the minimum power that can be detected by the receiver. It is generally
defined as minimum detectable signal or as tangential signal sensitivity.
The latter is 4 dB worse than the former. The direct relationship between noise
figure (NF) and minimum detectable signal (5,) is: Si NF, where K
is a constant and _if is receiver bandwidth.

Conversion Loss (L.): This is the diode loss in converting the r.f. power to
the i.f. power. This measurement is made in a fixed -tuned holder and any
reflection losses are included. Typical losses are 4 to 6 dB.

Noise Ratio (NIL): Noise ratio is the ratio of the noise power developed by the
diode to the thermal noise of an equivalent resistor at a given temperature. The
measured noise includes thermal, rectification (barrier), and fluctuation noise.
The latter diode noise increases as an inverse function of the i.f. and is very im-
portant for Doppler type radar equipment.

I.F. Impedance (Zi.i.): The i.f. impedance of a mixer diode is the impedance
of the diode including its holder as seen from the output terminals. Typical values
are 100 to 600 ohms.

R.F. Impedance (v.s.w.r.): This parameter is the impedance looking into the
r.f. terminals of the mixer at the local -oscillator frequency and power level. It
is almost always measured in terms of v.s.w.r. in the transmission line. It is a

function of both holder and diode impedance combination at the given frequency
and power level. Newest specifications limit this v.s.w.r. to 1.3.

Detector Diodes
Video Resistance (12,): The operating level of the detector is from hundredths

of a microwatt to a nanowatt. The low-level impedance of the diode or "video
resistance" is the reciprocal of the slope of the current -voltage characteristic at
the operating point. The RC time constant formed by this value plus the holder,
cable, and input capacitance, may cause poor pulse response if it is too high.

Current Sensitivity (/3): Sometimes called out in individual specification,
this parameter is the current developed through a short-circuit load for an input
power of 5µW or less.

Figure of Merit (FM): This parameter is originally developed from the signal-

to-noise equation. It is given by M = filt/( VR+ Rd where /3 is the current
sensitivity, R is the video resistance, and Ra is the equivalent noise re-
sistance of the video amplifier input.

Tangential Signal Sensitivity (TSS): This parameter is the amount of signal
power, below a one milliwatt reference level, required to produce an output pulse
whose amplitude is sufficient to raise the noise fluctuation by an amount equal
to the average noise level. Tangential signal sensitivity is approximately 4 dB
above the minimum detectable signal (MDS) on an "A" scope presentation.

Burnout and Environment
Burnout refers to any changes in diode characteristics caused by stray power at

the diode terminals. This power may be in the form of narrow spike energy leakage
from protective circuits in front of the diodes (such as TR tubes). The spike time
is on the order of a few nanoseconds which is below the thermal relaxation time of
most diodes, hence, the energy content rather than power is important. Most mixer
diodes are 100 percent subjected to at least one spike of a given energy rating to
serve as a type of screening. See Table 3.

Other than microwave frequency burnout, diodes can be damaged by excessive
d.c. voltage or current. Some mixer diodes are rated for reverse breakdown voltage
and forward current maxima.

In general, the same considerations apply to detector diodes. However, the most
sensitive detector diodes are less rugged than mixer diodes in a mechanical en-
vironment. Typical levels of environmental performance are given in Table 4.

Military vs "Commercial" Specs
Because over 90 percent of microwave mixer diodes are used in military systems,

there is essentially no difference between military and so-called commercial
specifications. At this writing there are only 15 JAN types specified, less than
100 EIA registered types, and thousands of "house number" types. About the
only difference between the JAN type specification and the commercial one is in

sampling plans for environmental testing. For the most part these are also identi-
cal.

There are special high -reliability specifications for non -JAN diodes which are
far more complex, especially for environmental performance. Specs with various
screening procedures are available, particularly for diodes used in missiles and
satellites.
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Fig. 4. High -temperature characteristics of 1 N630 diodes.

Schottky -barrier diodes are made with significantly
higher breakdown (15 volts) voltage than point -contacts
(5 to 6 volts). This provides an increased dynamic range
with less distortion. The rectification noise is lower than
point -contacts with unity noise ratios and, hence, poten-
tially lower over-all noise figure. Table 7 compares the two
new diode types with the point -contact.

Selecting Detector Diodes
Of prime importance to the microwave circuit designer

is either sensitivity in terms of tangential signal or actual
voltage output across a load resistance.

The outstanding advantage of the back diode for video
detection (below X -band at present) is its low r.f. imped-
ance as well as its low i.f. impedance, hence a small RC
time constant is achieved for good pulse fidelity. Output
voltage is low-less than 0.1 volt. These diodes should op-
erate into low -impedance transistorized amplifiers for best
results. Most commercial devices should not be operated
above 100°C.

The Schottky -barrier devices can operate efficiently as
detectors if sufficient bias current is used. For low video
bandwidth systems, their inherently lower flicker noise is
advantageous. Point -contact types, of course, are used uni-
versally and probably will be the best choice at frequencies
above the X -band for some time to come.

The impedance of a diode increases as the temperature
is lowered and at values below 0°C pulse fidelity may be
seriously impaired. High temperatures have little detri-
mental effect. To counteract the effect of low temperatures,
a small forward bias current may be employed. Such a bias

will lower the video impedance and lessen the effect of tem-
perature variations upon the diode, as shown in Fig. 4. The
back diode, because it is fabricated from very low resistiv-
ity semiconductor material, has a low video impedance
advantage.

Cost Differences: Diodes with the highest sensitivity, of
course, are highest in cost. The tangential signal sensi-
tivity (rather than noise figure) will be graded by suffix
letter. The sensitivity improves as the alphabet suffix
letter advances.

Packaging: Both mixers and detectors utilize the same
type of packaging. The tripolar diode package has an out-
put terminal for i.f. frequency, while the detector utilizes
this terminal for the detected signal. The "built-in" capaci-
tor makes the holder r.f. choke and capacitor unnecessary,
greatly simplifying holder design in general, but very much
so for broadband requirements. The 1N358 diode, for
example, covers a specified frequency range from 1 GHz
to 12.4 GHz, but has been found to have satisfactory per-
formance (in terms of TSS) from 500 MHz to 20 GHz.
Degradation from specification is only 1 to 2 dB.

The Future
We can look forward to mixer diodes with noise figures

below 4.5 dB up to frequencies of about 4 GHz for both
point -contact types and Schottky -barrier diodes. At X -band,
below 5 dB should be attainable, with 7.5 dB up to Ks -band.
Temperature capabilities for many types should reach
250°C which is well above system requirements for several
years to come.

In the new diode category, watch for the introduction of
gallium -arsenide mixer diodes on a commercial basis for the
higher microwave frequencies, including millimeter wave-
lengths. Eventually, we will see a completely integrated mi-
crowave "front-end" which would be a solid-state diode
local oscillator, mixer diode balanced pair, d.c. load circuit,
and microminiature i.f. amplifier.

Improvements in low-level video detectors will probably
be along the
resultant tangential signal sensitivities on the order of
- 65 dBm for narrow pulse widths. This value should be
attainable at least to X -band and for 10 MHz video band-
width. We should also expect such devices to be operable
to 150°C.

Basic technology advancements, along with new fabrica-
tion procedures and techniques, presages a new era of relia-
bility. Elaborate screening procedures for such programs,
going beyond the built-in quality, assure the ultimate in a
truly reliable product.

Table 7. Characteristics of Schottky -barrier and back diodes are compared with point -contact types.

TYPE BV BURNOUT NF
DYNAMIC

1/f NOISE REPRODUCIBILITY RANGE
GENERAL

RELIABILITY
OPERATIONAL

TEMP.

Point -Contact Low Fair Excel lent Poor Fair Low Good Excellent
Schottky -Barrier Higher Potential- Potentia I ly Lower Potentially Higher Potentially Potentially

ly better better better better higher
Back Lower Unknown N.A. Lowest Equal Lower Equal or better Lower

MICROWAVE READ -TYPE AND
THE diagram shows the proposed Read diode which can generate microwave c.w.

power far in excess of tunnel -diode oscillators and at higher frequencies than
Gunn devices or microwave transistors. There is a -p-n- junction adjacent to a very

P N I N

low conductivity or "intrinsic" I region, which is itself adja ent to another

"n" region. When a voltage is applied in the "negative" direction and is increased
beyond the small leakage current region, the carrier velocity increases and ionization
takes place causing a cumulative or avalanche effect. The reverse current increases

very sharply and must be limited by a series resistor in this breakdown voltage region.

As the carriers "transit," they drift through the intrinsic region. The current -

voltage phase relationship results in negative resistance for the proper transit time.
The frequency of oscillation caused by the negative resistance is determined by the
transit and avalanche times. The true Read structure is extremely difficult to fabricate.

The more conventional "p -n" junction diode exhibits a negative resistance in

OTHER OSCILLATOR DIODES
avalanche breakdown. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the transit time
of carriers through the depletion layer of the space charge region. Such "p -n" junc-
tion oscillations (pulsed and c.w.) have been observed from 1 GHz to 50 GHz in silicon
and gallium -arsenide diodes. Silicon diodes have been reported to develop c.w. output
power of 13 mW at 10.5 GHz and gallium -arsenide devices of 25 mW c.w. at 17 GHz.
The d.c. input power -to -output microwave power efficiencies run to 5 percent, which
is superior to klystron tube -power supply combinations. The frequency of "p -n" junc-
tion oscillators can be controlled both electronically and mechanically.

Measurements of power output can be made with the diode mounted in a simple

X -band waveguide detector mount and tuned by means of short circuit plunger and
slide screw tuner. Care must be taken, however, to isolate the different frequencies
of oscillation. This can be done by suitable filtering and power substitution methods.

One application of these new devices is expected to be as a high -frequency local
oscillator, since only a few milliwatts of power are required. Noise sideband measure-
ments show substantially more noise than a conventional reflex klystron, but this

situation should improve as more knowledge is gained. It is also expected that with
properly balanced mixer diode pairs, noise should be virtually eliminated.

Television pictures have been sent over a microwave beam that had ns its power

generator a gallium -arsenide microwave oscillating diode.
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NOW YOU CAN EASILY ADD
SOUND TO YOUR SLIDE
OR FILM SHOWS WITH

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY'S

EXCITING NEW

"SOUND FOR A
PICTURE EVENING"

RECORD ALBUM

!PHOTO-
JORAPHY.

SOUND FOR
A PICTURE EVENING

BACKGROUND MUSK:

and SOUND EFFECTS for

sloe show,: and moms

"Sound For A Picture Evening"
Consists of selections from the music masters

of the Capitol Record Hollywood Library
High Fidelity 12 -inch vinyl album -33V3 RPM

Playing time: 40 minutes
AVAILABLE IN MONAURAL OR STEREO

AT NO EXTRA COST

EXPRESSLY CREATED FOR FILM
AND SLIDE SHOWS

No matter how good your film and slide shows are, sound will
make them better... more entertaining and certainly more pro-
fessional. But, it has to be the right kind of sound. Although
any musical record can be used as a background for your film
and slide shows, few, if any, can match the variety of actions,
situations, and scenes inherent in most shows. That's why
Popular Photography created this album. It's ideal for almost
every mood captured by your camera. Whether your show is
simple, elaborate or somewhere in-between-"SOUND FOR A
PICTURE EVENING" provides a final, professional touch to
make it a complete success.

A POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
EXCLUSIVE

The "Sound For A Picture Evening" album has been produced
by the editors of Popular Photography exclusively for our read-
ers and is prepared by the Custom Services Division of Capitol
Records. This outstanding album cannot be purchased in any
store and is available by mail only to the readers of Popular
Photography and other Ziff -Davis magazines.

ALBUM CONTENTS:
17 SPECIFIC MOOD MUSIC

BACKGROUNDS
8 TRACKS FOR SPECIAL

SOUND EFFECTS

THEMES TO MATCH YOUR
SUBJECTS... PERFECTLY!

3 FILM OPENINGS: Grandiose, Sweet and Gentle and
Dramatic  3 FILM CLOSINGS: Epic Finale, Hollywood
Style and Gentle 11 THEMES: Happy -Go -Lucky  Gay
Party  Vacation Tempo  Traveling  Happy BiTthday
Party  Pomp of a Parade  Sound of a Carousel  Cir-
cus Time Sentimental Moments Children's Play-
time  Christmas Time

DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS OUTSTANDING OFFER.
FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY

FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS,
THESE WONDERFULLY REALISTIC

SOUND EFFECTS
Ocean Waves  Train  Jet Planes  Baby Crying  Crowd
In Stadium  Traffic  Dog Barking  Thunder And Rain

FREE! WITH YOUR ALBUM
PURCHASE - IF YOU ORDER NOW

Complete Instruction Booklet-Here, in one comprehensive
booklet,is all the information you need to make your film or
slide show a resounding success. You will find helpful tips on
how to build an effective sound track, choosing the right back-
ground selections and sound effects, synchronization, taping,
organizing your show, editing and much more.
BAND POINTER-Fits on the top of your record and tells you
where to find the exact band you want. Eliminates guesswork,
fumbling and wasted time. Lights...Projector...Action!

This wonderful 12" long-playing album
(a must for every slide and film show impresario)

can be yours for

ONLY $ 3.98 POSTPAID

MONAURAL OR STEREO

...a small price to pay for an album you will enjoy
and treasure for many years. ORDER NOW.

"Sound For A Picture Evening"
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY-Dept. SD
One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me albums at $3.98 each. My check
(or money order) for $ is enclosed. I understand
that you will pay the postage. (Add 75Q to partially defray
postage costs outside U.S.A.)
N.Y. State residents please add local sales tax.

CHECK ONE: MONO  STEREO 
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EW-76

Address

City State Zip Code
s,rry-No charges or C.O.D. Orders
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In the past twenty years, the kit business has grown into a
major industry with very bright prospects for the future.

ELECTRONIC KITS
BARNEY dropped his alignment tool under the service

bench and smothered a huge yawn as he stooped to
pick it up. "If sound from this set I'm working on is

keeping you awake, I can turn down the volume," Mac, his
boss, suggested sarcastically. "You were, maybe, spooning
under the June moon too late last night?"

"Nope, I was home assembling my new 'lleathkit' SB-100
transceiver. When I get started on one of those darned kits,
I can't seem to quit. It was one -thirty this morning when I
finally yanked the pencil iron and swept up the clipped
resistor leads."

"I know," Mac agreed. "An unfinished kit is harder to let
alone than a bowl of salted peanuts. You ought to be pretty
good at putting amateur kits together."

"If practice makes perfect I should be. I put together the
Mohawk receiver, the SB-10 SSB exciter, and the DX -100
as well as the Apache and Marauder transmitters before
tackling this SB-100 SSB transceiver. It's fascinating to ob-
serve how ham kits-or all kits, for that matter-and assembly
manuals have improved since I started 'kitting.' "

"How do you mean?"
"Take manuals, for instance. The DX -100 manual had 68

pages that told you how to put the kit together and tune the
transmitter, but that was about all. The SB-100 manual has
149 pages and is far more than a profusely illustrated assem-
bly guide. For example, it has six pages of preliminary checks
and resistance measurements to be made on the completed
transceiver before power is ever applied to it. The function
of every circuit is explained. Operating instructions for every
set of conditions are given. Finally, there is a complete trouble-
shooting section. In short, it is a theory, assembly, operating,
and service manual all rolled into one."

Early History
"I was acquainted with the man who started the Heath

Company in the electronic kit business," Mac offered.
"After the war I bought my first 'Heathkit; a scope, and

put it together. I had some trouble getting the spot as small
and round as I desired because of stray magnetic fields, and
I cured this by putting a war -surplus Mumetal shield over
the cathode-ray tube. I wrote Heath about this and started
a correspondence between Howard Anthony, the president,
and myself. When he invited me up to Benton Harbor to
see his plant, I accepted and had a most enjoyable visit
with him.

"Originally the Heath Company actually marketed an air-
plane-the famous Heath `Parasol'-in kit form. The founder,
Edward Bayward Heath, was killed in a test flight in 1931.
Howard Anthony purchased the company in 1935.

During the war they were engaged in building some elec-
tronic gear for the government but could not buy the test
equipment they needed because of insufficient priority; so
they simply started building their own test instruments.
Howard told me this proved to be so interesting that after
the war he designed a 5 -inch scope kit around a surplus
scope transformer he had in quantity and took a small ad

in RADIO NEWS, now called ELECTRONICS WORLD. The re-
sponse was most gratifying, and the Heath Company was
off and running in a new direction.

Howard Anthony was killed in an airplane accident in
1954. Daystrom bought the company and then sold it to
Schlumberger Limited in 1962.

"The first 'Heathkits' were service instruments-scopes,
v.t.v.m.'s, v.o.m.'s, etc.-designed to be assembled by experi-
enced technicians who needed little more than a diagram
and a picture or two in the way of instructions. This con-
tinued to be true when Heath came out with kits for radio
amateurs. Most hams at that time were experienced in con-
struction because a large percentage of their stations were
`home-brew.'

New Trends
"But gradually two divergent trends have developed in

electronic kits: litted' devices are becoming more and more
complicated and sophisticated; yet people buying them know
less and less about electronics. Musicians are building elec-
tronic organs; housewives are assembling hi-fi amplifiers;
high-school boys are building laboratory -type scopes; 'plug-in
appliance' hams are tackling complicated SSB equipment;
and Sunday sailors are building marine telephone, direction -
finding, and depth -sounding equipment for their boats.

"This provides a real challenge to kit engineers and persons
preparing the manuals. Designing a complicated instrument
so that it can be easily assembled by a person who knows
nothing about mechanics or electronics and must be told
how to make a decent soldered connection before he starts
is no snap."

"Use of printed circuits and pre -assembled and aligned
critical components has helped," Barney suggested. "For ex-
ample, in the SB-100, the linear master oscillator that con-
trols the frequency in both the transmitting and receiving
modes comes pre -assembled and sealed. The same goes for
the crystal filter. Practically all wiring is on printed -circuit
boards, and that means distributed capacitances so important
in high -frequency work, are carefully controlled and inde-
pendent of the builder's wiring."

"Pre -assembled and aligned units raise the cost consider-
ably," Mac pointed out, "but through their use any kind of
electronic device can be offered in kit form-everything from
color -TV sets and videotape recorders to TV cameras and
electronic computers."

"My friend Jerry, who is an EE student at Purdue, recently
did a term paper on the kit business, and he let me read some
of the background information he collected," Barney said.
"It was most interesting. The Eico Electronic Instrument
Company is another big name and pioneer in the electronic
kit industry, and this company started when Harry R. Ashley,
the founder and president, quit his radio servicing and insur-
ance selling back in 1945 and brought out a v.t.v.m. in kit
form. Since that time 3,000,000 Eico kits have been sold.
Unlike Heath, who sells kits directly from the factory, from
seven domestic Electronic Centers, or from several foreign
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branch plants, Eico markets its 250
products through independent electronic
distributors-some 2500 of them. Eico
kits cover a wide range of service instru-
ments, hi-fi equipment, amateur and CB
equipment, and industrial electronic
equipment."

"You don't need to tell me about Eico
equipment," Mac interrupted. "I've al-
ways admired the good shielding and
excellent tracking adjustments on their
Model 324 r.f. signal generator. How
about `Knight -Kits'? Did Jerry have any
dope on those?"

"You bet. `Knight -Kits,' of course, are
a product of Allied Radio Corporation of
Chicago. You might say 'Knight' is a real
patriarch in the electronic kit business.
Allied first offered electronic kits in the
1920's, although they were not called
`Knight -Kits' then. Early Allied cata-
logues offered a choice of a 3 -tube
Cockaday kit, a 5 -tube Neutrodyne kit,
or a 5 -tube radio -frequency kit. All were
broadcast receivers using 201-A tubes
and batteries. The 'Knight -Kit' name was
first used in the early 1930's, and one of
the first kits offered was the '2 -Tube
DX-er Shortwave Radio Kit' with these
prices: All Parts with Wiring Diagram,
$5.15; 4 Plug-in Coils, $1.58; Tube and
Battery Kit, $2.80; Brandes Phone,
$1.65."

"Stop! I can't stand the nostalgia!"
Mac interrupted.

"I have a 'Knight' s.w.r. meter,"
Barney said, "and my experience with
it underscores an important point. Fair
results can be obtained from almost any
kit with minimum effort, but quite often
outstanding performance can be ob-
tained through careful assembly and
precise calibration. I took great pains
putting that s.w.r. meter together and
then spent a half -day calibrating it; but
I was finally able to make it read right
along with a directional wattmeter
costing six times as much on five dif-
ferent bands. Anyway, 'Knight' offers
about 100 kits that include everything
from a crystal receiver to a laboratory
scope. 'Knight' also has service instru-
ments, ham and Citizens Band equip-
ment, hi-fi units, and even an exposure
meter in kit form.

"The Conar Instruments Company of
Washington, D. C. is a comparative late-
comer to the kit business, since it first
offered kits in 1962; yet it is not new in
the electronics field. You see, Conar is
an expansion of the National Radio
Institute's student supply division that
functioned primarily to supply test
equipment to NRI students and gradu-
ates. In fact, the name 'Conar' is rather
torturously derived from the first letters
of 'COmpany, NAtional Radio.' Conar
was thus able to enter the market with
a complete series of radio -TV test -equip-
ment kits of proven design developed
by NRI's technical staff. Presently,

Conar offers about twenty different kits
with more in the developmental stage.
Some are rather unusual and exotic, such
as their Model 800 closed-circuit TV
camera kit that can be used with any TV
set as a monitor and their metal locator
kit that should go big with treasure
hunters."

"There are many more electronic kits
on the market these days," Mac said.
"The success of these large companies
has caused many concerns to bring out
one or more of their products in kit form.
Some do well; others do not. After all, I
suspect there are a lot of headaches in
the kit business. Do the large kit manu-
facturers seem to agree on many points?"

"Yes. All agree that when an instru-
ment is offered in both kit and wired
form, the kit far outsells the assembled
unit. They agree aesthetic considerations
are increasingly important in kit design.
Not only must the completed unit work
well, but it must also have an attractive
appearance. The old, overgrown, boxy
look is 'out'; the new, compact, styl-
ishly -shaped -and -colored look is 'in.' All
kit manufacturers stress the importance
of giving prompt and helpful assistance
to a purchaser who has trouble with a
kit. All maintain service facilities for
straightening out the difficulty if it can-
not be handled through correspondence.
All agree engineering a kit is much more
difficult than engineering an instrument
for assembly by skilled workers in a
factory where progress is constantly
being inspected. Finally, all were unani-
mous in foreseeing a bright future for the
kit business."

"I can't argue with that last," Mac
said. "Good incomes, increased leisure,
and increasing interest in electronics all
point toward a healthy growth of the kit
business. Americans are natural-born
do-it-yourselfers, anyway; and kits are
to electronic design what numbered
painting is to art. In neither case is there
true creativity, but there is still room for
a lot of personal satisfaction and pride
in the finished products."

"It seems to me," Barney said slowly,
"that kits have performed at least two
major services for the electronics field.
In the first place, they brought down the
prices of formerly expensive laboratory
instruments, such as the v.t.v.m., scope,
sweep generator, and `Q' meter, to where
every service technician could afford
them and learn to use them. Secondly,
they have aroused an interest in elec-
tronics in many people working in unre-
lated fields. Photographers, musicians,
and boat owners have assembled simple
electronic instruments for use in their
own hobbies and have ended up with
electronics as a second hobby."

"That's right," Mac agreed. "And that
probably helps explain why weak little
`kits' have grown into roaring tigers in
only two short decades."

Enjoy the "music -only" programs
now available on the FM broadcast

band from coast to coast.

 NO COMMERCIALS 
 NO INTERRUPTIONS 

It's easy! Just plug Music Associated's Sub
Carrier Detector into multiplex jack of your
FM tuner or easily wire into discriminator.
Tune through your FM dial and hear programs
of continuous, commercialfree music you are
now missing. The Detector, self -powered and
with electronic mute for quieting between
selections, permits reception of popular back-
ground music programs no longer sent by wire
but transmitted as hidden programs on the
FM broadcast band from coast to coast. Use
with any FM tuner. Size: 51/2" x 6". Shipping
weight approx. 7 lbs.

KIT $4950
(with pre -tuned coils, no alignment necessary)

WIRED $7500
COVER $4.95 EXTRA
Current List of FM Broadcast Stations with SCA
authorization 51.00

MUSIC ASSOCIATED
65 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Phone: (201).744-3387

s -I .7.-1 owl
CIRCLE NO. 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

WORLD'S
FINEST

ERSIN

MULTICORE

ONLY 69c
BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORE SALES CORP. WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590
CIRCLE NO. 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Say the BEST!

SCRCAPACITIVE DISCHARGE
IGNITION SYSTEM

ONLY $ 2995

r

PPD.!

Why settle for less in motor vehicle ignition
systems when you can buy the very BEST from
Delta, the originators, the leaders in capacitive
discharge (SCR) systems. Delta pioneered this
electronic marvel. Thousands have installed this
remarkable electronic system. Now YOU can pur-
chase at low, LOW cost, and in easy -to -build kit
form, the king of them all, the DELTAKIT. Low
price due simply to high production levels at no
sacrifice in peerless Delta quality.

Operate Any Motor
Vehicle More Efficiently

Compare these proven benefits:

 Up to 20% Increase in Gasoline
Mileage

 Installs in Only 10 Minutes on
any Car or Boat

 Spark Plugs Last 3 to 10 Times
Longer

 Instant Starts in all Weather
 Dramatic Increase in Acceleration

and General Performance

 Promotes More Complete
Combustion

Literature and complete technical infor.
mation sent by return mail.

BETTER YET-ORDER TODAY!

DELTA
DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.

P.O. Box 1147EW, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501

Enclosed is $ Ship prepaid.
 Ship C.O.D.
Please send:

 Mark Tens (Assembled) @ $44.95
 Mark Tens (Delta Kit) @ S29.95

SPECIFY - DE Positive Ground  Negative
Ground  6 or  12 Volt

Car Year Make

1 Name

Address

LCity/State Zip

DP 6-2
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Insulated Gate Transistor
(Continued from page 36)

The IGT may be used for extremely
sensitive ammeters and for high -im-
pedance electronic voltmeters. Fig. 4
shows an electronic ammeter with a full-
scale sensitivity of 1 picoampere (10-12
ampere ). The current drawn at the in-
put produces a voltage drop across the
biasing resistor which, in turn, shifts the
operating point of the left IGT. This is
differentially compared to a second IGT
matched to the first. The resulting cur-
rent unbalance is then monitored on an
ordinary sensitive 0-10 d.c. microam-
meter. The input biasing resistor de-
termines the full-scale sensitivity. The
values shown produce a range of meter
sensitivities from 0-1 picoampere to
0-1 ILA.

IGT voltmeters work in the same
manner as vacuum -tube voltmeters ex-
cept they need not be connected to the
nearest a.c. socket and will easily meas-
ure voltage differences well above or
below ground. This combines the ac-
curacy and non -loading of a v.t.v.m.
with the convenience of a conventional
v.o.m. Fancier circuitry allows peak -
reading voltmeters, averaging voltme-
ters, and true r.m.o. voltmeters, all of
which are considerably less complicated
than conventional designs.

Switches and Choppers
Fig. 5A shows an IGT r.f. switch, use-

ful from d.c. to several megacycles. It
can handle up to a volt of peak -to -peak
signal. Since there is no offset voltage,
there is no distortion of the controlled
signal, and the control and the signal re-
main completely isolated.

An effective method of d.c. amplifi-
cation is to chop up a d.c. signal into a
series of pulses whose amplitude is pro-
portional to the d.c. voltage. These
pulses are very easy to amplify in an
ordinary a.c. amplifier with no gain sta-
bility or drift problems. A rectifier and
filter at the output then recovers the d.c.
signal, amplified many times. The diffi-
culty is that the chopping switch is far
from perfect. Mechanical devices have
limited speeds, contact noise, dwell time,
and bounce; semiconductor junction de-
vices have offset voltage; tubes are
uinpolar and have a poor "on" resistance.
The IGT has none of these disadvan-
tages and is well suited for chopper ap-
plications. Fig. 5B is typical-a series -
shunt chopper that alternately connects
the output to ground or the input signal.

Many conventional circuits can bene-
fit from conversion to IGT's. For in-
stance, Fig. 5C shows an IGT voltage
amplifier with a voltage gain of 2500,
a 22-megohm input impedance, and a
5 -Hz to 60 -kHz frequency response.
Note the absence of any large capacitors,

particularly emitter bypass electrolytics,
and the simple biasing. This sort of cir-
cuit lends itself readily to integration.

The high input impedance comes in
handy in monostable and astable multi -

vibrators where significantly smaller
values of capacitance can be used to
obtain the same delay times. When used
as level detectors, voltage comparators,
or Schmitt triggers, there is no loading
of the input signal. Another area for the
IGT is the sine -wave oscillator. Very
pure waveforms may be easily obtained
using an IGT and a phase -shift network
in a Wien -bridge configuration.

For two final applications, consider
Figs. 5D and 5E. If we apply a constant
voltage to an IGT gate, a constant cur-
rent results. The IGT can then be used
as a constant -current source in exactly
the same way a zener diode is used as
a voltage source. This is useful for cur-
rent regulation, circuit protection, and
for generating linear ramp waveforms.
On the other hand, if an IGT is biased
in the normal manner with no input
signal, it behaves like a constant -resist-
ance device which, for low-level signals,
is electrically variable. The uses for
automatic gain control, electronic mul-
tiplication, modulation, and demodula-
tion, are obvious.

A more subtle application lies within
integrated circuits. It makes no differ-
ence in cost how many transistors go on
a certain substrate, for they are simply
more holes in the various masks. Thus,
it pays to use IGT's instead of load re-
sistors in integrated circuits. Not only
are they smaller than conventional de-
posited resistors, but they eliminate the
extra steps necessary to fabricate con-
ventional resistors.

Editor's Note: As pointed out in this
article, because of the extremely high
input impedance inherent in the IGT,
permanent damage to the component
can result in the event of a careless mo-
ment of mishandling. To remove the
possibility of such damage, the General
Instruments Corp. is manufacturing a
line of IGT's having a built-in zener
diode between the gate and the sub-
strate. This zener protects the gate from
any accidental voltage damage, how-
ever, it reduces the input impedance of
the IGT to the order of 1010 ohms.

ELECTRONICS WORLD



RADIO

TV NEWS

IT has been twelve years since the FCC
authorized use of the NTSC color -

TV system in the U.S. While we have
been manufacturing a few million color
sets, brought their prices down, and im-
proved our engineering practice to the
point where color is now a proven sys-
tem, the Europeans are still searching
for a color system.

The International Radio Consultative
Committee ( CCIR), the OIRT ( East
European broadcasting authority), and
the European Broadcasting Union
( EBU) have been trying for quite a
while to come up with a system that will
satisfy all countries. It is hoped that by
the time this appears in print, the June
meeting in Stockholm, Sweden, will
have come up with an answer.

In the running at this moment are the
French SECAM, the German PAL, the
American NTSC, and some minor sub-
systems such as the British ART. The
only country not heard from is the Soviet
Union. For the past few months, Soviet
engineers have been talking up a merger
of color systems, so that everyone will
be satisfied. At the time of this writing,
it appears that this expedient system-
called NIR by the Soviets, SECAM-4 by
the French, SEQUAM by others, and
"From Russia With Love" by still others,
will be the eventual winner.

Space -Age Lights
For many years, whenever a light

source was required to illuminate a panel
indicator or to indicate when a circuit
was in operation, an incandescent lamp
was used. In addition, neon or other gas -
filled lamps are also employed for this
purpose.

Now, visible light from a solid semi-
conductor diode is being used as a signal
light or panel indicator. Developed and
marketed by Monsanto Co., these space-
age indicator lamps emit a nearly mono-
chromatic red light, and under typical
use conditions operating at 1.6 volts,
surface brightness exceeds 50 footlam-
berts with a current flow of 50 mA. The
light becomes brighter with an increase
in current flow. Because the device is
actually a diode, light emission occurs
only when the current flow is in a for-
ward direction.

July, 1966

Expected lifetime of the light diode
is more than 10,000 hours, and "on -off"
time is 8 to 10 nanoseconds.

Color -TV Boom Continues
Although, at present, only Japan and

the U.S. are active in color -TV, word
now comes from England that color -TV
is planned for that country in 1967.

Although a final decision has yet to
be made as to which color system will
be used; British manufacturers are antic-
ipating sales of 250,000 color sets per
year by 1970. The anticipated price for
a 25 -inch unit is about $700.

According to BBC spokesmen, certain
u.h.f. stations will begin by offering 4
hours of colorcasting a week, increasing
to 10 hours a week within one year.

Meanwhile, in the US., color -TV sales
reported for 1965 jumped to 2,746,618
units, a rise of 101% over 1964 sales.

Monochrome TV sales totaled 8,027,-
981 units in 1965, a rise of 4.5% over
1964, with sales in December slipping
5.6% from the same month the previous
year.

Sales of home radios during 1965
went up 23.3%, while FM radio sales
went up 53.9% over 1964.

Electronic Inspector
One of the major irritations in almost

any factory occurs when a wrong carton
accidentally gets into a production line.

Now, Parke -Davis & CO. has come up
with a carton verifier, called "Vericode,"
that automatically reads special code
bars printed on the flaps of cartons as
they pass down the line.

A pair of photoelectric optical scan-
ners read the code lines printed in reg-
ular ink (only 3/44 inch wide and Y2
inch long) and pass the converted elec-
trical information to a control unit. Using
integrated circuits for size reduction, the
control unit is "aware" of the proper
code for that particular production run.
If the scanners send back an improper
code, the control unit sets off an alarm
and stops the production line.

The scanners can read almost any con-
trasting color combination. The six -bar
code can handle 248 different products,
while a 12 -bar code can cope with
65,000 different products.

FINCO:AXIAL
COLOR -10T

THE

COMPLETE
FOR THE

COLOR TV
BEST RECEPTION
COLOR TV SYSTEM

PICTURE
(t11111111

VHF  UHF  FM  PASSES AC & DC
eliminates color -fade, ghosting and

smearing! Improves FM and Stereo, too!
FINCO-AXIAL COLOR -KIT, Model 7512 AB

High performance Indoor and Outdoor Matching
Transformers convert old-fashioned and inefficient
300 ohm hook-ups to the new Finco-Axial 75 ohm
color reception system. List price for complete kit
7512 AB $8 95

7512-A Mast mounted matching transformer, list $5.40

7512-B TV set mounted matching transformer
list $4.15

FINCO-AXIAL SHIELDED COLOR CABLE, CX Series
Highest quality, 75 ohm swept co -axial cable MG
59/U) complete with Type F fittings and weather
boot ready for installation.

Available in 25, 50, 75 and 100 foot lengths.
List price ... $5.55, $8.65, $11.50 and $14.20
Write for Color Brochure Number 20-349
THE FINNEY COMPANY

34 West Interstate St., Dept. 410 Bedford, Ohio

CIRCLE NO. 119 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VALUABLE books from E.& E.
great"how-to-build"data in the famous

RADIO HANDBOOK (16th Ed.)

Tells how to design,
build, and operate the
latest types ofamateur
transmitters, receivers,
transceivers, and am-
plifiers. Provides ex-
tensive, simplified theory on practically every
phase of radio. Broadest coverage; all origi-
nal data, up-to-date, complete. 816 pages.
Order No. 166, only $9.50

RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE MANUAL
Helps you prepare for all commer-
cial radiotelephone operator's
license exams. Provides complete
study -guide questions and answers
in a single volume. Helps you un-
derstand fully every subject you
need to know to obtain an opera-

tor's license. 200 pp. Order No. 030, only $5.75
LEADING BOOK ON TRANSISTORIZED

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
TRANSISTOR RADIO HANDBOOK, by
Donald L. Stoner, W6TNS, Lester
A. Earnshaw, ZL1AAX. Covers a
wide range of communication uses
for both amateur and commercial
applications. Includes audio and
speech amplifiers, VHF transmit-
ting and receiving equipment, SSB exciters,
and complete SSB transceivers. 180 pages.
Order No. 044, only $5.00

Order from your electronic parts
distributor or send coupon below.

4114111111.1M111

ICI 1 WNW

russrsTos

num. wawa

EDITORS and ENGINEERS. Ltd. -1

P.O. Box 68003, New Augusta, Indiana, Dept. EWE -7
Ship me the following books:
i2 No. 166 0 No. 030 0 No. 044 encl.

Name

Address

City State Zip
L_ _J
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EW Lab Tested
(Continued front page 22)

Low frequencies are handled by a
15" high -compliance woofer with a 1% -
pound ceramic magnet. Its 1W' voice
coil is stated to have a maximum excur-
sion of 1W'. The free -air cone resonance
of the woofer is 16 Hz.

Middle and high frequencies, from
2000 to 10,000 Hz, are radiated by a
horn -loaded compression driver, with a
1" voice coil and a 2X -ounce ceramic
magnet. A small dome radiator takes
over above 10,000 Hz. The built-in
crossover network has level controls for
the middle- and high -frequency speak-
ers. The system impedance is 8 ohms. It
is rated to handle up to 50 watts of
program material, but is efficient enough
for use with 10 -watt high-fidelity power
amplifiers.

We tested the speaker system in both
floor and shelf locations. In the latter
case, six positions were used. The com-
posite frequency response curves ob-
tained from these data were very similar
and, after correcting for the known fre-
quency response of our test room,
showed a strong and relatively uniform
response from approximately 20 to
15,000 Hz.

From 100 to 1500 Hz, the response

was within ±3 dB. The midrange and
tweeter level controls were set to their
mid -positions for these measurements,
resulting in a "shelf" above 2000 Hz.
Increasing the control settings can give
a very uniform response all the way up
to 15,000 Hz, since the frequency re-
sponse from 2000 to 15,000 Hz is within
±2.5 dB.

Tone -burst tests at various frequencies
revealed generally good transient re-
sponse. Near the crossover to the mid-
range speaker, at 2.1 kHz, there was
sustained ringing after each burst, but
this occurred only in a narrow band of

frequencies. The low -frequency distor-
tion was very low down to 50 Hz, rising
to 14% at 20 Hz. It was largely a cone
flutter, or buzzing sound, rather than
simple harmonic distortion. It was not
heard when reproducing program ma-
terial at listenable levels, but could be
heard with sine -wave test signals below
40 Hz even at relatively low loudness
levels.

In listening tests, the "Knight" KN-
2380 had a full-bodied, warm character.
We found the sound to be most pleas-
ing with both speaker level controls set
about three-quarters of the way to their
maxima. The sound from the three
speakers was well unified and the bass
was powerful without being overbearing
or boomy. The system has a "big" sound
in keeping with its size. With patience,
it should be possible to tailor its response
to meet the needs of any home listening
environment or individual preference.
We doubt that many people will wish to
mount it on a shelf, due to its sheer
bulk and weight (which is about 45
pounds).

The "Knight" KN-2380 sells for
$149.95, including the floor -mounting
base. This is well below the price of
other speaker systems of comparable
size. It deserves serious consideration
by anyone who wishes a large speaker
system but has a limited budget.

Sonalert
New high -reliability
solid-state tone signal
Produces distinctive 2800 or
4500 cps tone, draws only 3 to
14 milliamps.
No RF noise-no arcing con-
tacts. Explosion -proof.

High reliability - solid-state
oscillator drives piezoelectric
sound transducer.
High output - 68 to 80 db
sound level.

Standard models available for operation on 6 to 28
volts DC, 6 to 28 volts AC, 110 volts AC. Can be
supplied with pulsed output, 3 to 5 pulses per second.
For data, typical circuitry for over -voltage, under -
voltage, overheat, security, and many other signalling
applications, write Mallory Distributor Products Com-
pany, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., P.O.
Box 1558, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

5
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MALLORY

A SELECTION OF

ANNUALS STILL AVAILABLE
FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST PUBLISHER OF SPECIAL INTEREST MAGAZINES

.1111.4.ers.

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK
A complete buyers guide covering vir-
tually every car available in the United
States . . . Road tests . . . Technical
specifications . . Accessories and
performance equipment buying guide

. . . Guide to racing with action -
packed photos.

1966 - $1.25 #15
1965 - $1.25 #17

)68TAPEAECOIW(R

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo recorders.

1966 -$1.25..........#30
1965 - $1.00............#31

FLYING ----
ANNUAL

FLYING ANNUAL

The most valuable aviation yearbook
ever compiled . . . Pilot reports . .

Aircraft directory . . . How to buy a
used airplane . . . Navcom. directory
. . . Learn to fly section.

1966 - $1.25 ... ..#27
1965 - $1.25............#28

STEREOSHFRIZ
DIRECTORY

STEREO/Hi Fi DIRECTORY

Complete buyers guide for virtually
every Hi Fi component manufactured.

1966 - $1.25 #29
1965 - $1.00 #37

Order by number from ZiffDavis Service Division, 589 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10012.
Enclose addl 150 per copy for shipping & handling (500 for orders outside U.S.A.)



DIRECT TV
BY SATELLITE

ALTHOUGH most of the technology
is available, a program aimed at

developing a satellite system to beam
television directly into homes could still
cost around $150 million. This is an
investment too big for one private com-
pany or a consortium of companies to
absorb and, therefore, will have to be
funded by the Federal Government
(NASA) if, indeed, such a system is
desired by the TV -owning U.S. tax-
payer. (See "Home TV Via Satellite"
in our May, 1966 issue.)

These observations were contained in
a recent paper by Dr. Richard C. Boo -
ton and Fred H. Kaufman of TRW
Systems.

Booton and Kaufman also outlined
some of the design characteristics of a
satellite that might be used as a tele-
vision signal relay. Because of the
enormous ultra -high -frequency power
that would have to be beamed toward
earth, the spacecraft itself would be
quite large. For instance, a 16.5 -kilo-
watt transmitter would need internal
power that could be supplied by a pair
of solar -cell -mounted panels 8 feet high
and each about 260 feet long. The an-
tenna on the spacecraft, parabolic in
shape, might be 12 to 16 feet in di-
ameter. The body of the spacecraft
might be about 11 feet high with a heat
radiator at its base some 20 feet in di-
ameter. Total weight would be around
7500 pounds and would require a Saturn
1B/Centaur booster to launch it into a
synchronous orbit. The configuration
suggested could handle at least one and
perhaps up to three channels, includ-
ing necessary redundancy and switch-
ing circuits for providing constant and
reliable service to the user.

Underlying the start of the program
which has the development of a direct
TV satellite as its main objective is the
acceptance of the average TV set owner
and his willingness to increase his in-
vestment in order to receive satellite
signals. According to Booton and Kauf-
man, the design they are suggesting
would require the installation of a new
antenna and some form of preamplifica-
tion. The cost of these modification kits
could range to up to as much as $100.
To a segment of the U.S. population
not now being served by local TV or
CATV, this could be considered a com-
paratively small investment. But, to
those in multiple -channel areas, there
may be some question as to its relative
value. And to those with a choice of
only one or two channels, it is a toss-up.
In any event, direct TV by satellite, for
some time to come will augment rather
than replace existing TV systems.

Did you ever .. 
....lift a wire -lead component

from a printed wiring board

for testing ?

... test or replace a

capacitor or resistor on

a crowded tube socket

CUT YOUR TIME IN HALF with

Z4V-E771* Soldering -Aids
...the revolutionary connectors
that practically let you do
"in -circuit" component testing!

(six times actual sire)

The KWI KETTESOL-
DERI NG AID is not
just another wire
spring connector! It
has a Copperweld

WIRE FLUX SOLDER wire inner core, an
intermediate layer of

flux, and an outer jacket of solder...
all you need is heat!

KWIKETTES are now being packed
with Sprague AtomeCapacitors at no
extra cost to you! Whenever you
need tubular electrolytics, insist on
pre-packaged Sprague Atoms from
your parts distributor and you'll auto-
matically get your KWIKETTE com-
ponent connectors . . . the biggest
boon to the service technician since
the soldering gun!

*trademark

FREE TRIAL
PACKAGE!

10 free KWIKETTE Soldering Aids are
yours for the asking! Simply send
your postcard request to KWIKETTE
Center, Sprague Products Co., 51
Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.
01247. Don't forget to include the
name of your Sprague Distributor.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
6,6109

SNIP

LEAD ...

APPLY

HEAT!

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
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RCA HOME TRAINING CAN PREPARE YOU FOR THE BIGGEST CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES IN HISTORY! NEW 'CAREER PROGRAMS' POINT THE WAY!

Electronics Jobs Expanding Every Day; Trained Technicians in Demand;
RCA Institutes "Space Age" Methods make learning faster, easier!
Government reports have indicated the in-
creasing demands for manpower in the elec-
tronics fields.* New developments in modern
technology, automation, the growth of new
areas of work, such as atomic energy, earth
satellites and other space programs, and data
systems analysis and processing are changing
the occupational picture daily. To help meet
this need, RCA Institutes offers a wide variety
of Home Training Courses, all geared to a
profitable, exciting electronics career in the
shortest possible time.

New Career Programs right on target
RCA Institutes new "Career Programs" are
complete units that train you for the specific
job you want. And each of them starts with the
amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed Instruc-
tion Method-the new scientific way to learn.
RCA "AUTOTEXT" helps even those who have
had trouble with ordinary home training meth-
ods in the past. Learn faster and easier than
ever before!

Valuable Equipment Included
With each RCA Institutes Career Program, you
receive valuable equipment to keep and use on
the job. You'll get the new Programmed Elec-
tronics Breadboard which provides limitless

laboratory type experimentation, from which
you construct a working signal generator and
a superheterodyne AM Receiver. And as a spe-
cial bonus, you get valuable Multimeter and
Oscilloscope Kits-all at no additional cost!

Liberal Tuition Plan Ideal for Today's Budgets
RCA Institutes offers you this most economi-
cal way to learn. You pay for lessons only as
you order them. No long term contracts. You
can stop your training at any time and you will
not owe one cent! Compare this with any other
home training plan!

Choose from these
Job -Directed Programs.

 TELEVISION SERVICING
 FCC LICENSE PREPARATION
 AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
 AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
 DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
 NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION
 SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS
 ELECTRONICS DRAFTING
 plus a wide variety of separate courses from

Electronics Fundamentals to Computer
Programming.

technicians!
CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAILABLE
You may also learn electronics at one of the
most modern laboratory and classroom elec-
tronics schools in the country-RCA Institutes
Resident School in New York City. Day and
Evening Courses start four times a year-and
courses are planned so as not to interfere
with your job or social life. No previous tech-
nical training needed for admission. You are
eligible even if you haven't completed high
school.

SEND NOW FOR NEW VALUABLE FREE
CAREER BOOK-YOURS WITHOUT COST OR
OBLIGATION. SEND POSTAGE PAID CARD
TODAY. CHECK HOME TRAINING OR CLASS-
ROOM TRAINING.

Free Placement Service For all Students
Recently, RCA Institutes Free Placement Serv-
ice has placed 9 out of 10 Resident School
graduates in jobs before or shortly after gradu-
ation! And, many of these jobs are with top
companies-like IBM, Bell Telephone Labs,
General Electric, RCA, and radio and TV sta-
tions throughout the country. This service is
now available to Home Study.students as well.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. Dept. EW-76
350 West 4th St., New York, N. Y. 10014

A Service of Radio Corporation of America

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

a"Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians in the 1960's" U.S. Dept. of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1964.
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Mercury Model 1700 Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 22 on Reader Service Card.

WITH all the specialized test equip-
ment that is available today for

servicing color -TV receivers and FM -
stereo sets, one is apt to forget that there
is still a definite need for the workhorse
instruments on the service bench-the
v.o.m. and the v.t.v.m. Nevertheless,
these basic instruments are far more
widely used than the more esoteric and
special-purpose generators and bridges.

A new v.t.v.m. that has recently come
to our attention is the Mercury Model
1700. This unit has all the usual voltage

and resistance ranges at accuracies of
within 2% on d.c. and 5% on a.c. measure-
ments. There are seven voltage ranges,
up to 1500 volts ( or 4000 volts peak -to -
peak a.c.), and seven resistance ranges.
Input impedance is 11 megohms on d.c.
and 1.4 megohms on a.c. A decibel scale
is also provided along with a zero -center
scale marker.

The instrument uses a large, six-inch
meter with easy -to -read scales so that it
is convenient to use in the shop or on
service calls. The meter is housed in a
portable, high -impact case with a con-
venient carrying handle.

The circuitry is conventional with a
12AU7 twin triode serving as meter
bridge, a 6AL5 full -wave a.c. rectifier,
and a silicon diode as power rectifier.
One -percent precision resistors are used
as the multipliers and in the d.c. probe.
Components are mounted on a printed -
circuit board for solidity and trouble -
free performance.

The meter is available through parts
distributors at a price of $39.95.

"Knight -Kit" KG -685 Color -Bar Generator
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 23 on Reader Service Card.

WITH the continuing color -TV boon'
new test equipment for color sets

is coming out almost as rapidly as the
sets themselves. The most important
piece of this equipment is the color -bar
generator. Early generators were large,
bulky, and used vacuum tubes through-
out, but we are now beginning to see a
"second generation" which is character-
ized by small size, low -silhouette designs
that are portable enough to be carried
into the set owner's home. These gener-
ators are sometimes battery -powered
and they invariably use transistors, in -

eluding unijunction types, for the many
counting circuits that are required.

The new "Knight -Kit" Model KG -685
is the latest example of such a "second -
generation" instrument that we have
seen. It produces the usual keyed rain-
bow of ten color bars, plus vertical lines,
horizontal lines, crosshatch, and dot pat-
terns. Incidentally, the horizontal lines
are only a single raster line in thickness
for maximum definition and the dots are
very small in size for accurate conver-
gence adjustments. In addition, there is
a special gray -scale pattern to permit ad-

justing the black -and -white tracking of
the color set. This consists of eight bars
ranging from white through six shades of
gray to black. An additional pattern,
which is really no pattern at all, makes
a total of seven. With the pattern -selector
switch in this position, sync is provided
and the color set is adjusted for best color
purity with a uniformly colored raster.

Three crystal oscillators are used: the
master oscillator is at 189 kHz, the color
oscillator is at 3.56 MHz, and the sound
subcarrier oscillator is at 4.5 MHz. Out-
put from the generator is adjustable for
channels 3, 4, or 5 so that the unit can
be set for a channel that is unoccupied
by a local TV station. Composite video
output is also available at plus to minus
2 volts (p -p ), and a separate sync sig-
nal output is supplied for TV receivers
that use separate picture and sync de-
tectors.

Some extra features included are: gun -
interruption switches for the three sep-
arate guns of the color picture tube, a
chrome -plated metal mirror to let the
technician see the tube screen while
making back -of -set adjustments, and a
low -voltage service light which obviates
the need for a flashlight to see into the
dark recesses of the TV set. Incidentally,
the generator can be placed right on top
of the color set without affecting the pic-
ture. This is because the instrument's
power transformer has very low flux
leakage and the entire unit is well
shielded.

A final good word should be said about
the 32 -page operator's manual supplied
with the generator. Not only does the
manual tell how to use the generator,
but it also contains a large useful sec-
tion on the color tube and all the ad-
justments required to get the best color
and black -and -white picture. Purity and
convergence adjustments ( with colored
illustrations) are covered in detail, along
with gray -scale tracking and color sync
and demodulator checks.

The "Knight -Kit" KG -685, which con-
sumes only about 10 watts from the 117 -
volt a.c. power line, is available in kit
form from Allied Radio. It is priced at
$89.95.

Martin Labs AM 200
Impedance Bridge

For copy of manufacturer's brochure,
circle No. 163 on Reader Service Card.

THIS portable, battery -operated im-
pedance bridge can be used to

quickly measure resistance, capacitance,
inductance, "Q" of a coil, and D (dissipa-
tion factor) of a capacitor. Its accuracy
is within one percent. The instrument
was designed mainly as a low-cost, lab-
oratory -type unit. In addition to a high -
quality Mylar capacitor reference, it uses
precision metal -film resistors throughout
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in order to maintain long-term accuracy.
An easily changed 9 -volt battery is the

power source, allowing complete por-
tability for production testing or for use
in engineering and school laboratories.

Older bridges employed buzzers as
their signal sources. This instrument uses
a highly stable 1000 -Hz silicon transistor
oscillator. An oscilloscope, v.t.v.m., or
headphones may be used as external de-
tectors for impedance measurements.

For resistance measurements, the sen-
sitive 25-0-25 microampere d'Arsonval
meter built into the instrument serves as
null detector. This meter is protected by
a shunt resistor which can be removed
with the "Detector" switch as the null
is approached. A flick of the switch al-
lows full detector sensitivity.

The reading resolution of the instru-
ment is to three significant figures direct
and to four significant figures using in-
terpolation. The readout knobs are
placed in -line to allow for easy viewing
and convenient readings.

Resistance measurements range from
0.015 ohm to 1.11 megohms; inductance
measurements from 10 microhenrys to
1100 henrys; and capacitance ranges
from 7 picofarads to 1100 microfarads.
"Q" is measured in two ranges, 0 to 11.5
and 0 to 1000. The two ranges for D are
0 to 0.115 and 0 to 1.00.

The AM 200 is housed in a black,
high -impact Bakelite molded case and,
as an option, a metal carrying case with
cover and handle can be supplied. The
bridge is quite compact, measuring only
about 8:12" by 73i" by 3". It is priced at
$139.50. A
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The famous RCA 5 -inch scope

NOW WITH MORE FEATURES

TO SIMPLIFY YOUR JOB

Here's the latest model of the famous
RCA 5 -inch scope: the NEW WO.91B

 Provision for connecting signals di-
rectly to the vertical deflection plates
of the CRT. Permits observation of
high frequency RF waveforms, such as
trapezoidal and wave -envelope modu-
lation patterns.
 Two -stage sync separator simplifies
checking of TV horizontal and vertical
sweep synchronization ... provides ex-
ceptionally solid lock -in action on com-
posite TV signals.
 Choice of wide -band or high -sensi-
tivity, narrow -band display.
 Complete with RCA WG-300B Di-
rect/Low Cap. Probe and Cable.

. Optional at slight extra cost: RCA
WG-354A slip-on capacitance -type volt-
age -divider probe that extends the
range of the scope to permit observa-
tion of signal pulse amplitudes up to
5000 volts. RCA WG-302A slip-on RF/
IF/VF signal tracing probe for RF appli-
cations from 100 Kc to 250 Mc.

ID WO -91B Scope:

 WG-354A Probe:
 WG-302A Probe:

$249.50*
$ 7.50*
$ 8.50*

Ask to see it at your Authorized
RCA Test Equipment Distributor.

*Optional distributor resale price. All prices sub-
ject to change without notice. Prices may be
slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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SAW -TOOTH TESTING OF
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS

By E.N. MONACCHIO and A.L. PLEVY

In many ways, a saw -tooth waveform is superior to either sine- or

square -wave testing of audio amplifiers. A discussion of these
advantages and the circuit for a saw -tooth generator are covered.

THE saw -tooth waveform, one of the most widely used
analog waveshapes, can be effectively employed as a
test signal for video or audio amplifiers. Using the

saw -tooth waveshape for these test purposes provides many
features which, if used in the proper manner, offer several
advantages in contrast with the square -wave or sine -wave
methods of testing amplifier response.

There are certain basic criteria that determine an ampli-
fier's response and these have to be checked out in order to
assure proper amplifier performance. They include frequency
response, saturation points, treble or bass response, over-
all distortion, transient response, and power gain without
distortion.

These parameters can be readily determined by sine -wave
testing. However, this technique presents certain disadvan-
tages in that the frequency of the test oscillator has to be
continuously adjusted to cover the frequencies of interest.
Another disadvantage is that the test oscillator must be ca-
pable of furnishing a constant -level output voltage over this
frequency band to assure that the proper 1 -dB or 3 -dB points
are noted.

To eliminate some of the difficulty associated with sine-
wave tests, square -wave testing techniques are often used. A
square wave makes use of the fact that a complex wave, such
as a square wave or a saw -tooth, can be represented as a com-
bination of different frequency sine waves, which when
added together produce the square or saw -tooth waveform.

-.4 A
N

I I/ T

Al

I/T

This concept is called the Fourier analysis of a waveshape.
However, suffice it to say that such complex waves can be rep-
resented by a plurality of harmonically related sine waves of
various amplitudes. Hence, to properly amplify the complex
wave, the amplifier must be capable of passing a sufficient
number of these harmonic components without distortion.

The saw -tooth is preferable to the square wave in that the
saw -tooth contains all harmonics rather than just the odd ones
and the amplitudes of these frequencies are related according
to 1/n where n is the nth harmonic of the fundamental fre-
quency. Therefore, to properly recreate a 1 -kHz saw -tooth,
the amplifier must have a bandwidth of at least 10 kHz be-
cause the saw -tooth requires the harmonics at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, and 10 kHz. The amplitude of the 10th harmonic is ap-
proximately 10% of the fundamental's amplitude. Therefore,
if the amplifier properly amplifies 90% of the over-all energy,
an undistorted saw -tooth will be present at the amplifier out-
put. In contrast, if a square wave is used, the amplitudes of
the harmonics also varies as 1/n, but there is only energy at
the odd harmonics, such as the ninth, eleventh, etc. Hence
the amplifier response does not have to be as wide to amplify
an undistorted square wave.

Assume that a relatively undistorted saw -tooth (Fig. 1A )
is to be used in conjunction with the proper amplifier load
and an oscilloscope (preferably one that responds down to
d.c.) to test the response of an amplifier. If the amplifier has
a poor high -frequency response, it will not pass all the high-

CI

Fig. 1. Ideal linear saw -tooth where the frequency is the reciprocal of time. CID Loss of high frequencies. ICI Excessive
low -frequency response can result in a bowing out of the sa w -tooth, while a loss in the lows can result in a concavity.

TREBLE RAISED
TREBLE LOWERED

FO
< 0 \r"?F0N..

(A)

Fig. 2. (A) Effects of varying the bass and treble frequency
controls. Crossover point is usually about 1000 Hz. 181 Clipped
saw -tooth due to amplifier overload is easily recognized using
a saw -tooth. (C) Ringing is caused by amplifer instability.

BI IC
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Total battery current drain: 2.5 mA at all frequencies

Transistor voltage readings
to ground using a v.t.v.m.:

emitter
base

collector

Q1 Q2 Q3
+3.9 +6.8 +0.64 +Q46.6

+4.2 +5.2 +0.78 +6.8
+6.8 +9 +5.2 +9

Nominal output impedance: 2000 ohms

Freq. vernier (R2)
control range:
Maximum output
level:

1 kHz 10 kHz 20 kHz

.2 to 1.56 1.82 to 12.5 4 to 25

5mVto3V 8mVto3.8V 8mVto4.4V
Table 1. Test specifications for the saw -tooth oscillator.

frequency energy -contributing harmonics and the saw -tooth
will appear at the amplifier output as shown in Fig. 1B. This
waveshape is beginning to take on a sinusoidal appearance,
and the straight, clean lines of the saw -tooth fast rise time are
gone, indicating that the high -frequency response of the am-
plifier is limited. Of course, the amplifier might be one de-
signed for a 100 -kHz bandwidth and hence the 1 -kHz saw -
tooth would pass through undisturbed. If this is the case,
then a 10 -kHz saw -tooth may be used, or even a higher fre-
quency saw -tooth, depending on the bandwidth dictated by
the manufacturer.

If the low -frequency response of the amplifier is poor, the
saw -tooth may take on the appearance of the waveform
shown in Fig. 1C. Proper setting of the amplifier bass and
treble controls should cause reproduction of the saw -tooth
depicted in Fig. 1A.

The bass -control setting of an amplifier usually affects the
gain in the region from 500 to 1000 Hz, while the treble con-
trol usually affects the gain from 1000 Hz and above. These
are merely representative ranges and in any given amplifier
they may overlap. Fig. 2A shows a saw -tooth and the com-
posite effects of varying the bass and treble controls. The solid
line represents the ideal saw -tooth. The portion of the saw -
tooth denoted as the "A" region is that affected by the treble
control. The portion of the saw -tooth in the "B" region is that
affected by the bass control.

If the treble control is raised, the amplified saw -tooth over-
shoots during the saw -tooth's fast transition. This overshoot
is shown in Fig. 2A as the dashed line labeled "treble raised."
If the treble is lowered, the clean, sharp top of the saw -tooth
will not be properly amplified and will appear rounded as
shown. If the bass control is raised, the saw -tooth "bows" out
as shown in section "B" and becomes concave for a lowering
of the bass response. Hence, to obtain a properly amplified
saw -tooth, both the bass and treble controls must be adjusted
until the amplifier reproduces the clean saw -tooth shown in
Fig. 1A. When such a saw -tooth waveform is obtained, the
control settings at this point are called the "flat settings" of
bass and treble.

The utility of the saw -tooth for testing is obvious, as a
1 -kHz saw -tooth will check bass down to 100 Hz and treble to
10 kHz. It is a simple matter to check overload of an ampli-
fier with a saw -tooth as the extremities flatten when the am-
plifier is driven from cut-off to saturation as shown in Fig. 2B.
To drive an amplifier to saturation with a square wave accom-
plishes very little, however, as the top and bottom of the
square wave are already flattened. A saw -tooth of a certain
peak -to -peak rating has an equivalent sine -wave rating. For
example, a saw -tooth of 20 volts peak -to -peak would repre-
sent a sine wave of 7.07 volts r.m.s. If a peak -to -peak saw -
tooth of 20 volts is the largest amplitude the amplifier passes
without clipping as shown in Fig. 2B, the equivalent sine
wave is then 7.07 volts r.m.s. and the power output capability
of the amplifier would be (7.072/R ) where R is the terminat-
ing or load resistor.

Maximum power rating can be approximated by noting the

VERQN

R3

C

T1Z
Ithre.. 20 Fix

2N1090
SERL

FEECTQ.
01

R4

R9
2NI090

02

C4

R5

R6

230090
03

DI

R

2NI090
04

R1-56,000 ohm, 1/1 W res. ±5%
R2-100,000 ohm pot
R3,R4,R5-10,000 ohm, 1/ W res.

± 5%
R6-200,000 ohm, 1/4 W res. ±5%
R7-2700 ohm, 1/4 W res. +5%
R8-10,000 ohm pot
R9-150 ohm, 1/ W res. ±5%
C1-0.1 uF, 35 V tantalum capacitor

RS
OUTPUT
LEVEL

CS

C2-0.01 uF, 150 V mica capacitor
C3-4700 pF, 150 V mica capacitor
C4-1 uF, 35 V tantalum capacitor
C5-100 uF, 35 V tantalum capacitor
D1 -1N91
S1-S.p. 3-pos. switch
S2-S.p.a.t. switch
B1-9 V battery
01,Q2,03,04 -2N1090

Fig. 3. Schematic and parts list for the saw -tooth generator.

peak -to -peak value of the undistorted output of the amplifier,
using a calibrated scope or peak -to -peak voltmeter; dividing
this value by 2.83 to obtain the equivalent r.m.s. sine -wave
value; and calling it E. The power capability of the amplifier
is then given by E2/R where R is the terminating or load
resistor.

The saw -tooth also possesses a steep leading edge which
may cause unstable amplifiers to "ring" when they are trying
to amplify this rapid wavefront. This phenomenon is due to
poor transient response of the amplifier caused by instabilities
in design. Fig. 2C shows a typical response due to ringing.
Usually the manufacturer has taken care of ringing by appro-
priate bypass networks in the feedback path. Such instabil-
ities are cured by connecting relatively small capacitances to
ground at various signal points within the amplifier.

An amplifier might have more gain at some harmonic other
than the fundamental; therefore, its frequency vs amplitude
response curve would have peaks and valleys and would not
be the typical flat response of a good amplifier. If the response
is poor, the bass and treble controls may be used to compen-
sate to a clean saw -tooth. The amplifier may generate har-
monics due to non -linearity of the transistor or tube character-
istics, and such distortion may not be easily remedied.

Saw -Tooth Generator
A saw -tooth oscillator is not an ordinary piece of test equip-

ment which is readily found among the audiophile's inven-
tory. The practical test oscillator to be described produces a
saw -tooth which covers the frequency range from 200 Hz to
25 kHz with a linear output over this range and which is am-
ply stable for amplifier testing. Circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

Typical saw -tooth waveform signal produced by this generator.
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INSIST ON

CQC*

vo 1000 Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Fla. 33901
Phone: 813-936-2109

*Controlled Quality Crystals available
only from Texas Crystals dealers. Ex-
tensive precision testing throughout
manufacture enables Texas Crystals to
unconditionally guarantee their fre-
quency control crystals. Use of Texas
Crystals in space program and by
other governmental agencies is evi-
dence of the quality you can count on.

If your dealer can't supply your needs, send his name
with your request for catalog to our plant nearest you.

TEXAS CRYSTALS ,
4117 W. Jefferson Blvd. e.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90016
Phone: 213-731-2258

Division of Whitehall Electronics Corp.
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COMPLETE TUNER

OVERHAUL
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ALL LABOR
AND PARTS
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mation anti mailing labels. Exchanges on tlltr-
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CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE
MAIN PLANT: 5717 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

EAST: 41.94 Vernon and., Long Island City 1, New Tort

CANADA
Castle TV Services, Ltd.... Nation.wide service.

 For service in Coned° write to Chicago for details,
 Canadian address, and mailing kit.
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LEARN Engineering AT HOME
Fix 14. ilssidii Automation systems. Icaln transIstors.complete eleotronics. College level Home Study
courses taught so you can understand them. Earn
more In the highly paid electronics industry. Corn.
puters. Missiles. theory and practical. Kits furnished.
Over 30.000 graduates now employed. Resident
classes at our Chicago campus if desired. Founder
1934. Catalog.
American Institute of Engineering & Technology

1141 West Fullerton Parkway Chicago, III. 60614

LARGEST SELECTION in United States
AT LOWEST PRICES -48 hr. delivery

Thousands of frequencies In
stock. Types include HC6/U,
HC18/U, FT -241, FT -243, FT -171,
etc. SEND 10C for catalog with
oscillator circuits. Refunded on
first order. 2400D Crystal Dr.
Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901
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MAGNETIC VISUAL CONTROL
BOARDS SIMPLIFY WORK

COLORFUL
MAGNETIC ELEMENTS

show facts instantly
organize for action
eliminate mistakes
get the job done

MAGNETS MOVE FASTEST-
AND EASIEST-OF ALL

WRITE FOR FREE 28 PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOG EW7

METHODS RESEARCH CORP.  24WILLOWAVE.,STATENISLAND,N.Y.10305

Operation of the circuit is as follows.
Assume that switch Si is in the 1 -kHz
position and that the voltage at the col-
lector of Q1 and the emitter of Q2 is
essentially the battery voltage. Q3 is
biased in its active region and the volt-
age at its collector is the battery voltage
minus the voltage drop across R7 (due
to collector current) ; hence, Q2 draws
no current, as its base, coupled to Q3
collector through R5, is at a lower po-
tential than its emitter.

As timing capacitor Cl starts to
charge through QI and emitter resistor
R4, the voltage at the collector of Q1
starts to reduce due to collector current
through QI and R4. As this voltage de-
creases, the emitter of Q2 also goes less
positive, and as this potential ap-
proaches the base potential, Q2 starts
to conduct and places a low -Z discharge
path across Cl through Q2 and R9.

As the collector voltage of Q2 drops,
the negative -going transition is coupled
via C4 to the base of Q3. This causes
Q3 to cut off, making its collector volt-
age rise rapidly. This rapid rise in volt-
age, in turn, is coupled to the base of Q2,
causing it to conduct even more and
lowering the discharge path resistance
for Cl. This rapid feedback technique
allows Cl to discharge very rapidly to
obtain the fast flyback for the saw -tooth.

Variable resistor R2 controls the col-
lector -to -emitter resistance of Q1 and
hence the charging time of Cl, or fre-
quency of operation. Q1 also functions
as a constant -current source for charg-
ing the timing capacitor. A typical wave-
form is shown in the photograph.

The changes in frequency obtainable
by varying R2 are shown in Table 1. The
circuit shown will operate with p -n -p
transistors if the battery polarity, diode
DI, and the polarized capacitors are re-
versed. The circuit shown should be ca-
pable of higher or lower frequency
operation by the addition of suitable ca-
pacitors in place of, or in addition to, Cl,
C2, or C3. Actually, a saw -tooth having
a duration of seconds can be obtained by
making Cl a 25 -AF capacitor.

To test the performance of the oscil-
lator, check the wiring of each stage be-
fore inserting the transistors. With this
done, connect a v.t.v.m. to the base of
Q1 and vary R2 until +4.2 volts are
measured at this point. Then measure
the voltage drop at the emitter, base,
and collector of each stage to see if they
comply closely with the Table 1 values.

The 2N1090's shown in Fig. 3 are
switching transistors and have a mini-
mum beta of 30, but the maximum value
might be much higher. If this is the case,
the collector of Q3 might be at a lower
voltage value than indicated, which will
cause a concave saw -tooth. To remedy
this, either interchange Q3 with a lower
beta transistor or parallel R7 until the
proper level is obtained.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
ANNUAL_ 1906

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL

A selection of the World's finest
photographs compiled by the editors
of Popular Photography.
212 pages -24 in full color.

1966 - $1.25............#1
1964 - $1.25............#3

-:_ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S

ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK

Many challenging projects for the
electronics hobbyist.

1966 - Spring Edition-$1.25 #36
1965 - Fall Edition-$1.25 .........#9
1965 - Spring Edition-$1.25 #14
1964 - $1.00 .......................................#13

A COMPLETE SELECTION OF ANNUALS, YEAR-
BOOKS, DIRECTORIES AND HANDBOOKS from the
world's largest publisher of special interest
magazines. They're all editions that have
escaped many of our readers in past years
and are still on their most wanted list. Take a
moment to review the titles still available.
You're sure to find many of your favorites.

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK

A complete buyers guide covering vir-
tually every car available in the United
States . .. Road tests . . . Technical
specifications . . . Accessories and
performance equipment buying guide
. . . Guide to racing with action -
packed photos.

1966 - $1.25............#15
1965 - $1.25............#17

INVITATION TO -5,
FHOTORRenly.

INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY

A unique 116 page guide to better pic-
ture taking by the Editors of Popular
Photography. Basic down-to-earth ad-
vice that helps you eliminate costly
trial and error, time-consuming guess
work. 20 complete, fact -and -photo
packed articles in all.

1966 - $1.25 #35

PHOTOGisAPHY DIRECTORY

World's most complete
photographic buying guide.
1966 - $1.25 .. .#22
1965 - $1.00............#23

1966 TAPERECOROER
IRMW.144111,11..100 1.0,11.1.1014
onowenos.....pout tirkomo

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo recorders.

1966 - $1.25 .. .#30
1965 - $1.00............#31

ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION

SERVICING
HANDBOOK -1966

:ILL:Tjag l!C

ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION
AND SERVICING HANDBOOK

The only complete guide for servicemen
and hobbyists to every major phase of
consumer electronics servicing.

1966 - $1.25............#32

FLY/NO
ANNUAL

FLYING ANNUAL

The most valuable aviation yearbook
ever compiled . . . Pilot reports . .

Aircraft directory . . How to buy a
used airplane . . . Navcom. directory
. . . Learn to fly section.

1966 - $1.25............#27
1965 - $1.25............#28

STERE017,11fran
DIRECTORY

STEREO/Hi Fi DIRECTORY
Complete buyers guide for virtu-
ally every Hi Fi component man.
ufactured.

1966 - $1.25...........#29

1965 - $1.00...........#37

POLAROID -
LAND ring 0 TOOPIAPI.,

POLAROID LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY

Complete guide and only
comprehensive and up-to-date
handbook on Polaroid Land Pho-
tography.

1966 - $1.25............#24
1963 - $1.00...........#25

SKIING INTERNATIONAL
YEARBOOK

A luxuriously illustrated com-
pendium of 1965's important
events . . . A timely forecast of
the excitement -packed 1966 sea
son-by the editors of Skiing
Magazine.

1966 - $1.25............#26

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, circle the num-
bers of the annuals you wish to receive on
the coupon, clearly print your name and
address and enclose your remittance. Please
be sure to enclose an additional 15g ship-
ping and handling for each copy ordered.
Add 50¢ per copy for orders outside U.S.A.

ALVIN 1966
TRAVELGUIDE

FLYING TRAVELGUIDE
Here's the first really useful
guide to flying vacations. Every-
thing you need to know about:
lodgings, restaurants, resorts,
sightseeing, recreation, sports
activities, airport facilities
childrens fun, price information,
special information for the gals
-and much more.

1966 - $1.25 #34
tti E. 1. voi In

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co.-Dept. SD
IOne Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

',R
COliMINCATIONS

OO Isar

COMMUNICATIONS
HANDBOOK

The most complete and up-to-
date guide to the exciting world
of specialized radio communica-
tions.

1966 - $1.25............#18
1965 - $1.00............#19
1964 - $1.00...........#20
1963 - $1.00 . att21

Ell

I am enclosing $ for the annuals circled below. My remittance includes
 an additional 150 per copy for shipping and handling (500 for orders outside
 U.S.A.). I understand quantities are limited and orders will be filled on a first

come -first served basis.
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24 25 26

I Name
I Address EW-76

City State Zip Code
Payment must be enclosed with order.
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You can earn more money
if you get an FCC License

...and here's our famous CIE warranty that
you will get your license if you study with us at home

NOT SATISFIED with your present income?
The most practical thing you can do

about it is "bone up" on your electronics,
pass the FCC exam, and get your Govern-
ment license.

The demand for licensed men is enor-
mous. Ten years ago there were about
100,000 licensed communications stations,
including those for police and fire depart-
ments, airlines, the merchant marine, pipe-
lines, telephone companies, taxicabs, rail-
roads, trucking firms, delivery services, and
so on.

Today there are over a million such sta-
tions on the air, and the number is growing
constantly. And according to Federal law,
no one is permitted to operate or service
such equipment without a Commercial FCC
License or without being under the direct
supervision of a licensed operator.

This has resulted in a gold mine of new
business for licensed service technicians. A
typical mobile radio service contract pays
an average of about $100 a month. It's pos-
sible for one trained technician to maintain
eight to ten such mobile systems. Some men
cover as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.

Coming Impact of UHF
This demand for licensed operators and
service technicians will be boosted again in
the next 5 years by the mushrooming of
UHF television. To the 500 or so VHF tele-
vision stations now in operation, several
times that many UHF stations may be added
by the licensing of UHF channels and the
sale of 10 million all -channel sets per year.

Opportunities in Plants
And there are other exciting opportunities
in aerospace industries, electronics manufac-
turers, telephone companies, and plants op-
erated by electronic automation. Inside in-
dustrial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered first for
promotion and in -plant training programs.
The reason is simple. Passing the Federal
government's FCC exam and getting your
license is widely accepted proof that you
know the fundamentals of electronics.

So why doesn't everybody who "tinkers"
with electronic components get an FCC Li-
cense and start cleaning up?

The answer: it's not that simple. The gov-
ernment's licensing exam is tough. In fact,
an average of two out of every three men
who take the FCC exam fail.

CIE

There is one way, however, of being pretty
certain that you will pass the FCC exam.
And that is to take one of the FCC home
study courses offered by the Cleveland In-
stitute of Electronics.

CIE courses are so effective that better
than 9 out of every 10 CIE -trained men who
take the exam pass it...on their very first try!
That's why we can afford to back our
courses with the iron -clad Warranty shown
on the facing page: you get your FCC Li-
cense or your money back.

There's a reason for this remarkable rec-
ord. From the beginning, CIE has special-
ized in electronics courses designed for
home study. We have developed techniques
that make learning at home easy, even if
you've had trouble studying before.

In a Class by Yourself

Your CIE instructor gives his undivided per-
sonal attention to the lessons and questions
you send in. It's like being the only student
in his "class." He not only grades your work,
he analyzes it. Even your correct answers
can reveal misunderstandings he will help
you clear up. And he mails back his correc-
tions and comments the same day he re-
ceives your assignment, so you can read his
notations while everything is still fresh in
your mind.

It Really Works

Our files' are crammed with success stories
of men whose CIE training has gained them
their FCC "tickets" and admission to a
higher income bracket.

Mark Newland of Santa Maria, Calif.,
boosted his earnings by $120 a month after
getting his FCC License. He says: "Of 11
different correspondence courses I've taken,
CIE's was the best prepared, most interest-
ing, and easiest to understand."

Once he could show his FCC License,
CIE graduate Calvin Smith of Salinas, Cali-
fornia, landed the mobile phone job he'd
been after for over a year.

Mail Card for Two Free Books

Want to know more? The postpaid reply
card bound -in here will bring you free cop-
ies of our school catalog describing oppor-
tunities in electronics, our teaching methods,
and our courses, together with our special
booklet, "How to Get a Commercial FCC
License." If card has been removed, just
send your name and address to us.

THESE CIE MEN PASSED...

NOW THEY HAVE GOOD JOBS
Matt Stuczynski,

Senior Transmitter
Operator, Radio
Station WBOE

"I give Cleveland In-
stitute credit for my
First Class Commercial
FCC License. Even
though I had only six
weeks of high school
algebra, CIE's AUTO-
PROGR A M MEDDA lessons make elec-
tronics theory and fundamentals easy. I
now have a good job in studio operation,
transmitting, proof of performance, equip-
ment servicing. Believe me, CIE lives up to
its promises."

Chuck Hawkins,
Chief Radio

Technician, Division
12, Ohio Dept.
of Highways

"My CIE Course en-
abled me to pass both
the 2nd and 1st Class
License Exams on my
first attempt...I had no
prior electronics train-

ing either. I'm now in charge of Division
Communications. We service 119 mobile
units and six base stations. It's an interest-
ing, challenging and rewarding job. And
incidentally, I got it through CIE's Job
Placement Service."

Glenn Horning,
Local Equipment

Supervisor, Western
Reserve Telephone

Company
"There's no doubt

about it. I owe my 2nd
Class FCC License to
Cleveland Institute.
Their FCC License
Course really teaches
you theory and fundamentals and is par-
ticularly strong on transistors, mobile ra-
dio, troubleshooting and math. Do I use
this knowledge? You bet. We're installing
more sophisticated electronic gear all the
time; what I learned from CIE sure helps."

NEWS FOR VETERANS: New G. I. Bill may

entitle you to Government -paid tuition for
CIE courses if you had active duty in the

Armed Forces after Jan, 31, 1955, Check

hoz on reply card for complete information,

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. EW-19, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, and the only home study school to provide complete coverage
of electronics fundamentals plus such up-to-date applications as: Microminiaturization  Laser Theory and Application  Suppressed Carrier
Modulation  Single Sideband Techniques  Logical Troubleshooting  Boolean Algebra Pulse Theory  Timebase Generators...and many more.
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics

of success in obtaining a
Government FCC License

The Cleveland Institute of Electronics hereby warrants that
upon completion of the Electronics Technology, Broadcast
Engineering, or First -Class FCC License course, you will be
able to pass the FCC examination for a First Class Com-
mercial Radio Telephone License (with Radar Endorsement) ;

OR upon completion of the Electronic Communications
course you will be able to pass the FCC examination for a
Second Class Commercial Radio Telephone License;

AND in the event that you are unable to pass the FCC test
for the course you select, on the very first try, you will re-
ceive a FULL REFUND of all tuition payments.

This warranty is valid for the entire period of the com-
pletion time allowed for the course selected.
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BOOK
REVIEWS

"COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS CIR-
CUITS" by J. J. DeFrance. Published by
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New
York, N.Y. 537 pages. Price $9.50.

This volume deals solely with circuits
used in electronics communications and
is addressed to the engineering/tech-
nician student. In order to provide the
widest coverage of the field which in-
cludes aircraft and vessel navigational
systems; depth, range, and altitude
finders; missile guidance; detection and
tracking of moving targets; anticollision
devices; and telemetry systems as well
as the transmission and reception of
radio waves, the author has considered
both vacuum -tube and transistorized
equipment.

Before tackling this volume, the stu-
dent should have a good working knowl-
edge of a.c. and d.c. fundamentals,
vacuum -tube and transistor character-
istics, basic electronic circuitry, and a
background in algebra, vector algebra,
basic trig, and calculus. This book is
used as a textbook at New York City
Community College and is laid out and
presented in a form suitable for class-
room instruction.

"SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUITS HAND-
BOOK" compiled and published by
Techpress, Inc., Brownsburg, Indiana
46112. 127 pages. Price $1.95. Soft
cover.

This is a second volume in this pub-
lisher's series of schematics for use in
building a variety of hobby and experi-
mental circuits using semiconductor de-
vices. The material is divided into four
main sections: power supplies and regu-
lators, power converters, logic circuits,
and non-linear circuits. Each schematic
is printed with correct parts values and
there is a brief technical discussion of
the circuit's application, variations, and
possible parts substitutions.

*

"ELIMINATING ENGINE INTERFERENCE"
by John D. Lenk. Published by Howard
W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis. 110
pages. Price $1.95. Soft cover.

This book is addressed to those who
own, operate, or maintain communica-
tions equipment whether radio amateurs,
users of CB equipment, or operators of
marine radio gear.

The author explains how the electrical

&1$1C ELL: IF (curtfor COMPlufilliN

system of an engine creates interference
and tells how to isolate the specific com-
ponents that are the noise source. He
also shows what can be done to reduce
noise at the source and outlines sup-
pression and shielding methods to keep
interference from reaching the radio
equipment. Commercial noise suppres-
sion and shielding kits are discussed,
along with installation instructions. Add-
ing squelch and noise -limiting circuitry
to existing equipment is also discussed
in some detail.

The book is well illustrated with pho-
tographs, line drawings, schematics,
graphs, and charts and is sufficiently de-
tailed to permit its use by the non -tech-
nical as well as the professional.

* *

"INTRODUCTION TO LASER PHYSICS" by
Bela A. Lengyel. Published by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 300
pages. Price $8.95.

The reader of this book will require a
moderate background in atomic physics
and electronics and easy familiarity with
mathematics. The author who was a
member of the Hughes Research Lab-
oratories staff when the first laser was
built there has written an earlier book
entitled "Lasers." This present volume
is an outgrowth and expansion of the
earlier book and reflects the present state
of the art.

The text is divided into eight chapters
covering the background material on
radiation and atomic physics, a general
description and theory of lasers, solid-
state lasers, fluid -state lasers, gas lasers,
variation of laser oscillations in space
and time, nonlinear phenomena, and la-
ser applications. In addition, there is a
historical introduction, a brief note on
laser literature and bibliography, and an
appendix.

Those with the requisite background
will find this volume useful and enlight-
ening.

e

"CATV SYSTEM ENGINEERING" by Wil-
liam A. Rheinfelder. Published by TAB
Books, Thurmont, Maryland 21788. 206
pages. Price $9.95. Soft cover.

Subtitled, "How to Plan and Design
Modern Cable TV Plants," this volume
is addressed specifically to the techni-
cians who have been maintaining CATV
systems principally by the "cut -and -try"

method and to those who plan to enter
this fast-growing field.

The text is divided into ten chapters
covering CATV system concepts (in-
cluding performance standards of such
systems), head -end design, CATV am-
plifier characteristics, optimum system
spacing, the practical aspects of spacing,
level diagrams for system design,
matching and reflections, amplifier con-
trols, automatic CATV, and testing
CATV amplifiers. Six appendices cover
the calculation of cumulative noise and
overload, mathematical derivation of
optimum spacing, typical equipment
specifications, CATV data and charts,
literature and references, and a glossary
of CATV terms. The text is illustrated
with graphs, tables, and line drawings.

a a

"FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTORS" by
RCA Service Company. Published by
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. 223 pages. Price $10.00.

This is a programmed text designed
as a self -instruction manual for techni-
cians, experimenters, and others inter-
ested in transistors and transistor cir-
cuitry.

The text is divided into 68 individual
"sets," each of which is a comprehensive
presentation of a specific idea or aspect
of semiconductor devices and each form-
ing a link in the sequence. Progressing
from simple concepts, through junction
theory and transistor behavior, the text
leads to a thorough understanding of
amplifier behavior and its many appli-
cations.

The text is amplified by the use of
hundreds of illustrations and a set of
reference panels at the end of the book.
Since the book has been designed spe-
cifically for the do-it-yourself student,
the explanations and illustrative mate-
rial are clear and copious.

o *

"RADAR . . PRINCIPLES AND PRAC-
TICES" by F. Jonathan Mivec. Published
by Techpress, Inc., Brownsburg, Indi-
ana. 256 pages. Price $4.95. Soft cover.

This volume has been prepared for
the technician who wishes to include
radar maintenance and servicing among
his specialties. It is the author's conten-
tion that reluctance to tackle such equip-
ment is generally caused by the lack of
truly basic texts dealing with radar cir-
cuits and their operation.

In this volume the author has spelled
all this out in simple terminology. There
are nine chapters covering an introduc-
tion to radar, timing, amplifiers and os-
cillators, modulation and detection, r.f.
lines, waveguides and resonant circuits,
radar -frequency oscillators, radar an-
tennas, and synchros and servomechan-
isms.

On the minus side, the text is set in
extremely small type and the reproduc-
tion is a bit smeary.
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SELLING THAT

RECORDER?
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RECEIVER?
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ELECTRONICS WORLD runs a Hot
Line into the 197,524 electronics
professionals who buy the magazine
each month. And, for only 40C a
word, a personal classified ad will
help you make your connection.

ELECTRONICS WORLD has the
largest audience of its kind in the
world, and this creates an ideal
market place for you. Actually, when
you get together with your co -pro-
fessionals, you may find that many
are near neighbors. Yet your mutual
needs may be met only through the
medium of our classified columns.

Take advantage of our special per-
sonal rate of 40C a word (including
name and address)

NO MINIMUM REQUIRED

a saving of 30C a word
from our commercial

A rate of 70C.

MINIM MIMI.
111

111

 mi um no um

A small investment can bring quick
results, and complete data is
printed in the Classified Advertis-
ing Section. Write your ad and mail
it today, with your payment to:

HAL CYM ES
Classified Advertising Manager

ELECTRONICS WORLD
One Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10016

SEPTEMBER ISSUE CLOSES JULY 1st.

Multiplex Demodulator
(Continued from page 33)

matically from monophonic to stereo-
phonic operation according to whether
stations are being received with mono
or stereo modulation. Off -station, there
is enough noise output from the FM
detector to give the 19 -kHz pilot circuit
the same amount of signal as the pilot
signal normally broadcast from the FM
station. However, under these condi-
tions, the stereo indicator would light
off -station and the multiplex circuit
would be switched to stereo. This is a
common failing of most automatic mul-
tiplex circuits.

Further refinements were made to
prevent the circuit from switching to
stereo unless the minimum signal-to-
noise ratio exists.

For this fully automatic switching,
the detector output is connected to a
high-pass filter which passes noise above
75 kHz since an FM detector can pro-
duce signals of 150 kHz and higher when
the tuner is tuned off -station. The
amount of high -frequency noise reach-
ing the noise amplifier can be adjusted
by shunting the output of this filter with
the 50,000 -ohm threshold control. The
output of the noise amplifier is rectified
in a peak -to -peak two -diode detector
which produces a reverse bias to the first
19 -kHz amplifier. Thus, the 19 -kHz am-
plifier cannot operate unless the noise at
the output of the FM detector has de-
creased to such a value that it will not
cause further reverse bias of this 19 -kHz
amplifier.

The sensitivity of this switching cir-
cuit is adjusted so that it does not switch
the multiplex demodulator circuit over
to stereo unless the amount of the am-
plified pilot signal is well in excess of
that required for good synchronization
of the 38 -kHz oscillator. This, in effect,
removes noise modulation of this oscilla-
tion and permits listening to stereo pro-
gram material with an improved signal-
to-noise ratio.

The switching circuit is also designed
to require a higher signal-to-noise ratio
for switching to stereo than for switch-
ing back to mono, preventing the mul-
tiplex section from continually switch-
ing as a marginal stereo signal fades in
and out.

Fig. 3 shows the complete automatic
multiplex circuit. The circuits of Figs.
1 and 2 are portions of this circuit. It
may also be of interest that there is only
a single -pole, single -throw switch re-
quired to make this circuit perform as
either an automatic mono -stereo circuit
or to operate in mono only. Here, oper-
ating bias for the 19 -kHz amplifier is
removed completely. This patented cir-
cuit has been proved to be extremely
reliable and is now used in all current
H. H. Scott tuners.

Get Your First Class Commercial

F.C.C. LICENSE
and earn your

A.S.E.E. DEGREE
Now is the time to Move Up! Increase
your salary and prestige by acquiring
the knowledge and documents that in-
dustry pays for. Get your F.C.C. first
class commercial license, and then con-
tinue (if you wish) for your A.S.E.E.
degree.

Grantham offers resident training in
which each semester prepares you for an
occupational objective as follows: Se-
mester I-communications technician
with first class F.C.C. license; Semester
II-television technician; Semester III-
computer technician; and Semester IV-
electronics engineering technician with
an A.S.E.E. degree.

Grantham offers home study training
in (1) F.C.C. License Preparation, and
(2) Electronics Technology.

The A.S.E.E. degree can be earned by
16 months of resident training, or by a
combination of the Electronics Tech-
nology course by home study and two
semesters (8 months) in residence.

Get the facts from our free catalog.
Write or phone us at one of the ad-
dresses listed below. Ask for Catalog
66-K.

Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, Cal. 90027

(Phone: HO 9-7878)
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104

(Phone: MA 2-7227)
818 -18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

(Phone: 298-7460)

CIRCLE NO. 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NIMS
NATIONWIDE

IMPROVED
MAIL SERVICE-

A PROGRAM
FOR REDUCING
POSTAL COSTS

AND IMPROVING SERVICE
MAIL EARLY IN THE DAY
IT'S THE BETTER WAY!

LETTERS READY?-MAIL THEM EARLY!

361C AUDIO EQUALIZER
Variable Equalizer necessary for professional quality
recording or playback. Ideal for use between mixer
and tape recorder or tape to tape, etc. Write for
details or send $2.00 for LP demonstration record.
Covers tape and disc recording techniques. Refunded
with purchase.

361C

$4495
Order Direct or Write for intormat ion.

KUHN ELECTRONICS
CINCINNATI 17, OHIO
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for the critical ear\
1-1 V 1=7 IM

HIGH FIDELITY PHONO CARTRIDGES )
ALL THE MOST

WANTED FEATURES

15° TRACKING, ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

Professional performance at a

modest price. Compares favorably
to the incomparable Shure V-15.
except that it is produced under
standard Shure quality control and
manufacturing techniques. Re-
markable freedom from IM, Har-
monic and tracing distortion. Will
definitely and audibly improve the
sound of monaural as well as
stereo records. A special value at
$35.50. Upgrade M44 cartridge (if
you can track at 11/3 grams or less)
with N55E stylus, $20.00

Write for literature:
SHURE BROTHERS, INC.

222 HARTREY AVE., EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

CIRCLE NO. 99 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Live Better Electronically With

LAFAYETTE
RADIO ELECTRONICS

FREE
1966

1{1k

\it
tliS- 13
RAW° LLECIRO1KS

512
Pages

4 1966

Catalog

660

Featuring Everything in Electronics for

 HOME  INDUSTRY  LABORATORY
from the

"World's Hi-Fi & Electronics Center"
Mail the Coupon Today for Your N./

.111... FREE 1966 Lafayette Catalog 660
LAFAYETTE Radio ELECTRONICS
Dept. RG-6 P.O. Box 10
Syosset, N.Y. 11791

tre
Send me the Free 1966 Lafayette Catalog 660 RG-6 !

Name

A

...........

City
-

(Please Give Your Zip Code No.)
Zip Istate

L ..... - .1
CIRCLE NO. 1 1 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Time & Time Measurements
(Continued from page 29)

whose stability and accuracy must be
known if the accuracy of their measure-
ment is to be known.

We need not know frequency to 9 or
more significant figures for all purposes,
of course. So frequency and time -inter-
val measuring equipment of lower cost
with entire satisfaction may sometimes
be referred to the power line. Its long-
term average accuracy is high since it
is corrected frequently by the power
companies, so it is very useful for driving
clocks. Its accuracy during any given
1 -second or 10 -second measurement,
however, may safely be taken in most
situations as only ±0.1% or so ( 1 part
in 103) .

Well -cut modern quartz crystals of
moderate cost will demonstrate stability
of a few parts in 106 per week, even in
uncompensated environments. As we
have seen, this does not mean that meas-
urements referred to them are accurate
to a few parts in a million, unless they
have recently been calibrated to a known
standard. Better modern quartz -crystal
time bases, in well -designed proportion-
ally controlled ovens, exhibit stability of
a few parts in 10° or 101° per day. These
are found in the more precise electronic
counters, those with 8 displayed digits
and the ability, with plug -ins or other ac-
cessories, to count frequencies well into
the microwave region.

More and more often it is necessary
to measure time intervals or very high
frequencies with something like 8 -place
accuracy. To do so, one must have a
time base of this high order of stability,
and one must calibrate it often against
a standard whose accuracy is even more
closely known. That is why many labo-
ratories maintain a "house standard,"
which may be one carefully monitored
time base in a fine electronic counter,
a separate and still more stable central
oscillator in the parts -in -1011 category,
or else by the use of an atomic -based
oscillator.

Comparison with the U.S. Frequency

A typical, highly accurate electronic count-
er, with a time -base stability of better than
3 parts in 109 per day. Time intervals are
measured by using external signals to
gate the counter's internal time -base, a
high -frequency oscillator. Counting circuits
total oscillations during the measured in-
terval; the electronic arithmetic circuits
then scale the reading to the time units.

Standard ( USFS) may be made almost
anywhere in the United States with the
precision of a few parts in 1010 by v.l.f.
phase -comparison methods. The USFS
itself may be taken for all practical pur-
poses to be absolutely accurate. Its re-
ception, however, is subject to some
error. Reception of the 60 -kHz (kilocy-
cle) broadcasts of the National Bureau
of Standards' WWVB from Boulder,
Colorado has proved vastly better, for
frequency -comparison purposes, than
the NBS h.f. broadcasts because propa-
gation at low frequencies is much less
subject to ionospheric disturbances. To
establish time of day, however, the h.f.
broadcasts are most useful. Comparison
to so many significant figures requires
considerable time, a matter of perhaps
hours. It may be accomplished automat-
ically by use of a modem phase -tracking
v.h.f. receiver and along with an associ-
ated recorder.

Keeping very accurate time of day
is accomplished, at the highest level,
by driving a specialized clock mecha-
nism with a frequency standard of pre-
cisely known accuracy, such as a
precisely monitored quartz oscillator or
an atomic -based standard. These clocks
are designed to be fail-safe; i.e., they
stop or show an automatic indication if
they miss a single beat of the driving
frequency. They also generate precisely
timed electrical "tick" signals of a stand-
ard kind in order that other equipment
may be accurately synchronized with
them.

Conclusion
Nothing like adequate attention has

been given here to the intricacies of
timekeeping at the national standards
level. The accomplishments of the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards which keeps
the U.S. Frequency Standard and of the
U.S. Naval Observatory which keeps the
official U.S. time of day have not begun
to be described. Some of the means they
use have been indicated, however, and
means of approximating their perform-
ance have been described in the litera-
ture.

The direction of today's efforts toward
further progress is, of course, toward
still higher levels of stability and accu-
racy in the instruments. The hydrogen
maser, which was not touched upon,
appears capable, in a controlled labora-
tory environment, of defining time ac-
curately to parts in 1013, and its limits
may not have been reached. Somewhere
in the region of parts of 1013 or 1014,
we must begin to take relativistic effects
into account. Here and beyond, science
may begin to test and perhaps even to
make use of such advanced thinking
as the Unified Field Theory. Here, it is
thought, lie the secrets of gravity, among
other mysteries. The science of time may
well be taken, then, as one of man's
most worthwhile endeavors.

ELECTRONICS WORLD



NEW DIGITAL READOUT SYSTEM
By C. W. MARTEL / Raytheon Co. Component Div.

"Datastrobe" display uses strobe light and an optical
projection system for in -line, non -segmented numbers.

DIGITAL readouts have become very
popular for use in a variety of

measuring equipment. Voltmeters, cur-
rent meters, frequency meters, resist-
ance and impedance measuring appar-
atus, and many other items used in
electronics laboratories and maintenance
installations are now available with dig-
ital readout instead of meters and/or
dials. Commonly, the electronic types of
digital readout have used numerical in-
dicator tubes or incandescent lamps,
with their associated control circuitry
using additional electron tubes.

Now a new digital readout, called
the "Datastrobe" subsystem, has been
developed and placed on the market
by Raytheon. It provides a completely
different method for producing the
white -on -black digits and includes the
necessary circuitry to operate from a
low-level, true 4 -bit BCD code that
does not require complementaryinput.
Greater reliability, adaptability to user's
individual needs, and lower cost often
result when compared with existing
digital readout systems.

The Datastrobe character generator
uses a high-speed xenon strobe flash -
tube, the light output of which is
directed through a rotating -drum char-
acter mask and suitable optical ele-
ments to a viewing screen (see cuta-
way photo). The rotation of the drum
and the flashing of the strobe are con-
trolled and synchronized so that the
correct digits are displayed. The drum
contains up to 6 rows of digits from 1
through 0, for a 6 -digit display. Rows
are in different segments of the drum's
circumference, so only one digit of one
row is in the optical path when the
flashtube fires. The speed of rotation is
such that each digit flashes at a fast
enough rate to present the viewer with
a steady, bright display. Only 22 milli-

seconds are required to change from
one 6 -digit display to another. The ro-
tating drum also includes a section
which, in conjunction with the mag-
netic pickup head and associated cir-
cuitry, controls synchronization of the
flash lamp with the drum position to
illuminate the correct digit at the proper
time. Thus a synchronous motor is not
required.

The display unit contains all neces-
sary circuitry, using solid-state com-
ponents throughout. Six columns of
low-level 4 -bit BCD information from
the user's output is serialized by the
unit's gating logic, actuated by signals
from its column -gating generator. As
each column comes to the proper posi-
tion, the corresponding 4 bits are sup-
plied to the single decoder -comparator
circuit and, when the desired number
on the drum is in the viewing area, a
trigger pulse fires the flashtube. Per-
sistence of vision and the fast scanning
rate results in a high -contrast, flickerless
6 -digit number on the screen.

The single flashtube used for a 6 -digit
display replaces either 66 incandescent
lamps or 6 numerical display tubes hav-
ing 60 cathodes, as used in other sys-
tems. It has no filament to burn out, so
the failure mode is a gradual diminish-
ing of intensity-not a catastrophic
burnout. The time-shared logic circuits
require less than one-half the number
of components typically needed for
other display systems. Also, there are no
relays, slide plates, or intermittent -mo-
tion mechanisms, no decoders, no in-
verters, no amplifiers, nor set pulse -sig-
nals. The simplicity of the electronic
circuitry is repeated in the optical por-
tion, which can be supplied to meet a
variety of space requirements and to
provide wide variation in the size and
style of the viewing screen display.

A single rotating drum with up to six columns of characters inscribed on it is used
in conjunction with a special high-speed strobe lamp in new digital display system.

Complete

TUNER
REPAIR

Includes ALL parts (Except tubes)
. . .

ALL Labor on ALL makes. Fast, 24-hour
service with 1 year warranty.

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. maintains two complete,
well-equipped Factory Service Centers-assisted
by Engineering personnel-and staffed by spe-
cialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner
repairs on ALL makes and models. Tarzian-made
tuners received one day will be repaired and
shipped out the next. Allow a little more time for
other tuners.

One year guarantee against defective workman-
ship and parts failure due to normal usage. Cost
-$9.50 per unit. $15 for UV combinations. Ab-
solutely no additional, hidden charge for ANY
parts, except tubes. You pay shipping costs. Re-
placements on tuners beyond practical repair are
available at low cost.

When inquiring about repair service, always
give TV make, chassis and Model number. Tuners
repaired on approved, open accounts. Check with
your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replace-.
ment tuners, replacement parts, or repair service.
See your distributor, or use the address nearest
you for fast factory repair service:

ITSCTUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

(Factory -supervised tuner service
authorized by Sarkes Tarzian)

MIDWEST -817 N. Pennsylvania St.,
Indianapolis, Ind. Box 1642

Tel: 317-632-3493
EAST -547-49 Tonnele Ave.,

Jersey City, New Jersey  Tel: 201-792-3730
WEST-SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.,

Tuner Service Division
10654 Magnolia Blvd., N. Hollywood, Calif.

Tel: 213-769-2720

CIRCLE NO. 102 ON READER SERVICE CARD

vo ELECTRONICS
V.T.I. training leads to success
as technicians, field engineers.
specialists in communications,
guided missiles. computers.
radar and automation. Basic &
advanced courses in theory &
laboratory. Electronic Engi-
neering Technology and Elec-
tronic Technology curricula
both available. Assoc. degree in
19 mos. B. S. also obtainable.
G.I. approved. Graduates in all
branches of electronics with
major companies. Start Sep-
tember. February. Dorms,
campus. High school graduate
or equivalent. Write for catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. RD, Valparaiso, Indiana
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NEW PRODUCTS
Sic LITERATURE

Additional information on the items
covered in this section is available
from the manufacturers. Each item
is identified by a code number. To
obtain further details, fill in cou-
pon on the Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS  TOOLS  TEST EQUIPMENT  HI-FI  AUDIO  CB  HAM  COMMUNICATIONS

ENCAPSULATED REED RELAYS
A standard line of reed relays, in miniature

and subminiatures sizes, is now in production.
The stock models are available from 0.25 to 0.5
ampere at a maximum of 300 volts in form A or
C. Coils from 150 to 2500 ohms can be supplied,
with or without magnetic or electrostatic shield-
ing.

Model DRM-138 is 0.437" x I" high and has
four pins for PC boards; the Model DRM-139

is 0.375" x 11/4" with four axial leads; and the
Model DRM-140, which is 0.750" x 11/4" high,
has standard 7 -pin layout for 7 -pin miniature
tube socket or PC board. Specialty designed
units arc also available. Diamond Industries

Circle No. 126 on Reader Service Card

RESISTOR STANDARDS
A new line of resistor standards, in-

dependent of ambient temperature effects and
variations, is now being offered. Guaranteed ac-
curate to within ±10 parts per million over a
temperature range from -30°C to + 60°C, the
actual resistance change in a laboratory with less
than a 5°C temperature variation will be almost
impossible to discern, according to the manu-
facturer. Single resistors, matched pairs, or ac-
curate ratio resistors are available.

The combination of accuracy and independence
from temperature has been achieved by assem-
bling the standard precision resistor (or set of
resistors) into a proportionally controlled oven to
form the new Type N2032 standards. The hous-
ing for the entire assembly is 21/26" x 41/26" x 41/2"
including posts. Power requirements are 6 watts
at 6.3 V a.c. The precision resistors and heater
are mounted in a hermetically sealed, removable
cylinder. The oven is controlled by a thermistor
which regulates the wattage dissipation, sched-
uling the heat input as a function of ambient
temperature.

Complete details and dimensional drawings are
available on request. Nytronics

Circle No. 127 on Reader Service Card

SIGNAL SPLITTERS
Currently available are two new signal split-

ters which will handle the output of an 82 -
channel antenna (twin -lead or coax). The Model
1460 B twin -lead splitter/mixer splits a single
twin -lead into two separate outputs, feeding the

u.h.f. and v.h.f. signals to their respective an-
tenna inputs on the receiver. The unit can also
be used as a mixer to combine the output of
separate u.h.f. and v.h.f. antennas into a single
downlead.

The second unit is designed for coaxial installa-
tions. Designated Model T-380, this matching
transformer/splitter matches 75 -ohm coax to 300 -
ohm TV sets. This unit then splits the signals,
providing separate u.h.f. and v.h.f. twin -lead
inputs to the set. Jerrold

Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS
A new line of high-pertormance indoor and

outdoor matching transformers which permit the
conversion of 300 -ohm twin -lead antenna sys-
tems to 75 -ohm shielded coax operation is now
on the market.

The Model 7512 -AB matching transformer kit
includes both indoor and outdoor matching trans.
former baluns, weatherboot, mounting hardware,
and complete instructions for a quick, easy in-
stallation. Individual indoor and outdoor balun
transformers are also available.

The components are designed for u.h.f., v.h.f.,
and FM signals and will pass a.c. or d.c. current.
The company claims low signal loss at all fre-
quencies, flat frequency response, and low stand-
ing -wave ratio. Finney

Circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card

FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR
The MI -25 fuel vapor detector features a

built-in 2500 -Hz audio alarm, a meter which
indicates "Safe -Dangerous -Explosive," and relay
circuits to activate additional warnings or switch
"off" the ignition system. The audio alarm
sounds when atmospheres are "Dangerous."

Although the all -transistor circuitry can be
expected to perform perfectly, a "fail-safe" pro-

vision has been incorporated so that any com-
ponent failure will give a warning of "Danger-
ous" or "Explosive" vapors.

The indicator unit is marine styled in alumi-
num and stainless steel with a black and white
enamel finish. All necessary interconnecting
cables and complete, detailed instructions for
owner installation are included. The kit is de-
signed to operate on all craft with 12 -volt elec-
trical systems (positive or negative ground).
Heath

Circle No. 3 on Reader Service Card

STRIP -TYPE GROMMETING
A U-shaped, strip -type giommeting material,

extruded from natural polyethylene, can be cut
to size to provide a tough, smooth surface around
the edge of practically any size or shape of hole.

The new grommet strip is available in five
sizes, to fit any thickness material from 20 gauge
to V4" plate. Just one size will fit any shape or
size hole in the specific gauge material for which
it is designed. This has the advantage of reducing
and simplifying inventory and stock records. The

strip is packaged in 75 -foot lengths in a specially
designed box for simplified "snip -n -fit" applica-
tion. Electrovert.

Circle No. 128 on Reader Service Card

TRANSISTORIZED INVERTER
A new solid-state power inverter, the "Gemini"

Model 50-128 has just been put on the market.
It changes the regular storage battery current
of a car or boat to 117 volts of filtered a.c. Ca-
pacity of this inverter is 450 to 500 watts.

The unit is housed in a heavy -gauge copper -
clad rase with carrying handle. Typical items the

unit will operate include amplifiers, radios, por-
table IN sets, lights, can openers, electric shavers,
electric drills, and soldering irons. Terado

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Card

U.H.F. TV ANTENNA SYSTEM
A new u.h.f. I V antenna distribution system

is built around a new solid-state u.h.f. distribu-
tion amplifier (Model A-222) and solid-state line
extenders which will drive an unlimited number
of u.h.f. sets. In addition to use in apartment
buildings, motels, schools, etc., the system can
be used for demonstrating u.h.f. sets in dealer
showrooms and display floors.

In addition to the amplifier, the company is
offering all necessary components to handle any
size system: u.h.f. line splitters, tap -offs, matching
transformers, line extenders, preamplifiers, and
antennas. \Vinegard

Circle No. 5 on Reader Service Card

TEN -TURN PRECISION POTS
A new line of 10 -turn, 1/2 -inch -diameter pre-

cision potentiometers for industrial use is now
on the market in a resistance range from 100 to
105,000 ohms (±5% max.) and with a standard
linearity of 0.30%. Power rating is 2 watts at
40°C and operating temperature range is -55°C
to +125°C. Resolution is from 0.101 to 0.015%.

The use of molded thermosetting materials,
precious metal contacts, and gold-plated rear
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terminals provide the designer with high -relia-
bility pots in a small, convenient configuration.
Spectrol

Circle No. 129 on Reader Service Card

PANEL -MOUNT SQUARE POTS
All wirewound and non-wirewound square ad-

justment pots currently in the company's line
are now available in panel -mount styles. These
include the 1/2" square Models 3250 (wirewound),
3251 (non-wirewound), and 3255 (wirewound, in-
dustrial), as well as the square Models 328(1
(wirewound) and 3281 (non-wirewound). Accord-
ing to the company, no performance degrada-
tion is required for panel mounts. Sealed bush-
ings also make them well suited to potting ap-
plications. Bourns Trimpot

Circle No. 1 30 on Reader Service Card

HI-FI-AUDIO PRODUCTS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS
I kv. new :11 i-11.:111SIStOr 111l1,1Cal IIISEI iiment am-

plifiers are now available as the "Baronet 808"
and the "Baronet 810." The two units are simi-
lar, but the 810 offers tremolo as an additional
feature. Both units have 5 -watt solid-state am-
plifiers and full -fidelity 9" oval speakers housed
in a scullproof Royalite case measuring 10"
high x 14" wide x 5" deep.

Complete information on either or both of
these new "Atnpli-Vox" units is available on
request. Perma-Power

Circle No. 6 on Reader Service Card

STUDIO RECORDER/REPRODUCER
The new "Maestro" tape recorder/reproducer

is a professional, studio -type instrument which
features a unique tape transport system which is
said to be the most precise and quick -acting in
the industry and an all -solid-state electronics rack.

Utilizing two capstan drives to carry the tape

instead of the conventional single capstan, the
unit has a starting time measured at less than
0.01 second and a stopping time equal to 1/2 inch
of tape at 71/2 ips running speed. This quick
reaction permits ultra -precise programming and
editing. actually enabling the user to "split" a
recorded eighth note.

The standard model is available with 71/2
and 3341 ips tape speeds and accommodates 101/2
inch tape reels for V.4" tape. It has a capacity of
2400 feet of 1.5 -mil tape and 7200 feet of "Triple -
Play" tape. The recorder may also be ordered
with 15-71/2 ips; 3%-17/, ips; or 174-lryi6 ips tape
speeds. Full specifications on the "Maestro" will
be supplied by the manufacturer. Tape-Athon

Circle No. 131 on Reader Service Card

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE PLAYER
A hi-fi stereo tape player that gives up to 80

minutes of music or sound from an eight -track
cartridge is being marketed as the "8 Stereo."
The player is designed for use in the car, home,
or in boats.

Knob controls include dual volume, dual bal-
ance for left and right speakers, dual balance
for front and rear speakers, and dual tone. The
amplifier delivers 24 watts of power. The player
turns on automatically as the cartridge is slipped
in then plays continuously as desired and auto-
matically turns off as the cartridge is removed.

Battery drain is prevented if the driver for-
gets to remove the cartridge since power to the

player is cut off when the ignition switch is
turned off. The unit can be used with either 6 -
or 12 -volt battery systems. The tape player is

compact and lightweight. It uses 14 transistors
in the solid-state amplifier and preamp to help
reduce size to 8" wide x 7" deep x 21/2" in front.
tapering to 21/4" in the rear. Weight is 7 pounds.
Soundex

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card

"BUILT-IN" TAPE RECORDER
The new Model 2406 tape recorder which is

designed to fit into the company's built-in wall

cabinet and fold into the wall when not in use,
has just been put on the market.

Newly designed transistorized preamplifiers
have enabled the company to reduce the price
substantially over early models. In addition, the
new unit features automatic cut-off at the end of
the reel, three speeds, numerical counter to show
location on the tape, easy push-button operation,
vu meters for accurate setting of recording levels.
and a pause -and -pause -lock lever to hold and
save tape during periods when the system isn't
being used for recording. The system plays back
and records both 4 -track stereo and mono tapes.
NuTone

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Card

TRANSISTOR ORGAN IN KIT FORM
A kit version of the Thomas "Color-Glo"

transistor "Artiste" ART -I organ is now being
offered to those with little or no musical train-
ing since the "Color-Glo" feature makes it possi-
ble to play complete songs with melody, harm-
ony, and bass after only a few minutes of practice.

Lighted white keys on the upper keyboard
indicate the next note to be played matching the
letters on the keys and the letters on the music.
This feature can be turned off once the user
has mastered the keyboard and the reading of
standard scores.

Additional features include 10 organ voices;
variable repeat percussion to add banjo, man-
dolin, balalaika effects; 13 -note heel and toe bass
pedals; two overhanging 37 -note keyboards; 12"
speaker; 50 -watt EIA peak music power ampli-
fier; two levels of vibrato intensity; manual
balance control; variable expression pedal; vari-
able bass pedal volume; all in a handcrafted,
handrubbed walnut cabinet.

Total kit construction time is about 50 hours
and no special skills, tools, or knowledge are re-
quired. Heath

Circle No. 9 on Reader Service Card

AIR -SUSPENSION SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Two new air -suspension speaker systems, the

same as offered in the company's complete music
systems, are now being marketed as separate
components. The deluxe HK -40 has a 10" woofer
and a 31/2" tweeter and is virtually flat from
30 to 18,000 Hz. The system measures 23" high
x 131/2" wide x 101/2" deep. The bookshelf HK -30
has an 8" woofer and 3" tweeter. It measures
17" high x 111/4" wide x 8" deep and has a
virtually flat frequency response from 40 to
18,000 Hz.

Both speakers employ high -compliance woofers
with one -pound magnet structures which move
through an unusually long excursion to activate
large volumes of air. The tweeters are isolated
in their own critically designed acoustical cham-

ber that provides a volume approximately six
times that of the ordinary closed -hack tweeter.
Both have continuously variable high -frequency
controls for adjustments to room environment
and personal tastes. The systems are offered in
oiled -walnut cabinets with changeable snap -out
grille cloths, furniture protection pads, and 24
feet of plug-in speaker leads. Harman-Kardon

Circle No. 10 on Reader Service Card

ELECTRONIC TUNER -METRONOME
An electronic tuner -metronome, which differs

from other tuning devices in its ability to sound
any interval from a minor second to an octave
at the touch of a button, is being marketed as
the "Magna -Tuner."

The unit has 156 different fixed tones and
144 intervals, all selected by push-button. It is
possible to sound the complete chromatic scales
over a three -octave range, if desired, or two tones
simultaneously for a study of intervals and
harmony. The second tone of the interval is

adjustable in pitch so just or tempered intervals
can be selected at will.

'1 he instrument is housed in a vinyl -coveted
carrying case which measures 71/2" x 11" x 121/2"
and weighs 15 pounds. The unit is transistorized
and operates on batteries. The metronome feature
may he used alone or simultaneously with any of
the single tones. A special output provides for

external switches sit that tune and inetiononic
signals can be remotely controlled with foot or
hand switches. Electronic Research Products

Circle No. 11 on Reader Service Card

TRANSISTORIZED AUDIO PREAMPS
Two new high -gain audio preamps, designed

for internal d.c. power operation, are being in-
troduced as "Mix -Amps." These miniature tran-
sistorized devices provide uniform gain across
the audio -frequency range and are particularly
suited for increasing output of low-level micro-
phones and reducing high -frequency -response
loss in long microphone cable runs. They may
also be used for impedance matching and fixed
gain applications and, particularly, for boosting
low-level outputs of attenuating networks and
pads.

Models 503 and 504 have uniform response
(+1 dB) across the audio -frequency spectrum
from 20 to 20,000 Hz. An impedance switch al-
lows selection of "low" impedance output (2000
ohms) with 25 dB gain and a "hi" impedance
output (35,000 ohms) with 6 dB gain. Complete
specifications on these units will be supplied by
the manufacturer on request. Switchcraft

Circle No. 12 on Reader Service Card

50 -WATT MONITOR AMPLIFIER
A new 50 -watt solid-state monitor amplifier

featuring all -silicon semiconductors is now avail-
able as the Model AB -47. The unit is designed
for a wide range of professional applications and
may be used as a driver for disc cutting heads
while an optional integral output autotrans-
former provides a 70 -volt line for sound distribu-
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tion and reinforcement systems. It can also be
used to drive ultrasonic transducers or motors.

The class -B output circuitry of the amplifier
is supplied from a self-contained power supply.
If the output of the amplifier is short-circuited
during operation, the dissipation limiting cir-
cuit is activated immediately. Under any condi-
tion, the amplifier will not sustain damage even
if deliberately shorted.

Featured are bandwidth of 20 to 15,000 Hz,
sensitivity of 70 mV to produce rated output,
full power out for 4, 8, and 16 ohm outputs, high -
impedance input, simple rugged construction,
and easy servicing. Melcor

Circle No. 1 32 on Reader Service Card

30 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER
A 30 -watt stereo amplifier, the LA -224B, fea-

tures a full range of stereo control facilities in-
cluding these front -panel controls: 3 -position
input selector, 4 -position mode switch, bass and
treble controls for each channel, concentric vol-
ume/balance control, pilot light, rumble filter
switch, phase reverse switch, speaker/headphone
selector switch and power "on -off" switch, and
headphone jack.

Frequency response is 25 to 25,000 Hz ±1.5
dB. Power output is 15 watts per channel, 30
watts mono. The rear panel has a speaker im-
pedance switch permitting connection to either
8 or 16 ohm speakers.

The unit measures 141/2" wide x 51/16" high x
101/2" deep. It has a gold anodized, extruded
aluminum front panel. The amplifier is designed
to operate from 105-125 volts, 50-60 Hz a.c.
Lafayette

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card

ALL -SILICON AM -FM STEREO RECEIVER
The Model S-7800 AM -FM shred receiver is

an all -silicon -transistor unit rated at 13(1 watts
music power at 4 ohms and 100 watts at 8 ohms
with only 0.3% total harmonic distortion. IM
distortion below 10 watts is 0.1%. The S-7800
combines low -noise AM circuitry with FM cir-
cuitry rated at 1.6 µV (IHF) and interchannel

hush. A specially designed dual automatic gain
control system maintains proper selectivity tin-
der the strongest signal conditions.

The receiver also features noise -gated FM
stereo/mono switching, instant indicator -light
identification of FM stereo programming, a pro-
fessional -type zero -center FM tuning meter, front -
panel stereo headphone jack, and rocker switches
for tape monitor, noise filter, and main and re-
mote speaker switching.

Power bandwidth is 12 to 35,000 Hz at 1%
distortion. The receiver uses 43 silicon transistors
and 16 silicon diodes and rectifiers. Chassis size
is 161/2" x 14" x 41/2". Sherwood

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card

CB -HAM -COMMUNICATIONS

PORTABLE TWO-WAY RADIO
The "Camln hle" portable two-way radio

features a self-contained battery supply and
provides communications in the 25 to 174 MHz
range. It is compatible with any two-way FM
system.

The all -transistor receiver permits the unit
to be switched on for long periods of time with-
out discharging the battery. The transmitter
section has no need for a "standby" position.
The transistors and quick -heating tubes permit
immediate operation, plus longer battery life
through reduction in standby current drain.

The unit comes with either a rechargeable
9-Ah battery or a nickel -cadmium battery of
6-Ah capacity. The former provides up to 60
hours operation on receive and up to 18 hours

in a nominal ratio of tansmit-to-receive time.
The radio is being offered in either AM or

FM versions, single or two -channel simplex. The
full specifications on this unit will be forwarded
on request. Aircraft Radio

Circle No. 15 on Reader Service Card

80-10 METER SSB TRANSCEIVER
A new 80-10 meter SSB transceiver, the SB-

100, features a number of innovations said to
be unique in amateur radio equipment. The
new unit features five -band coverage with sim-
ple bandswitching and tune-up, alternate "re-
mote" power supplies for fixed or mobile

operation, a "Switch -Board" coil and band -
switch assembly, and a new automatic level
control circuit for wide variation in speech
level.

The crystal filter features a six -pole lattice
filter (six individual crystals) to produce a 2:1
shape factor for sharper receiver tuning and
greater sideband suppression. The filter passband
is symmetrical for identical characteristics on
both upper and lower sideband signals and for
optimum SSB reception.

Transmitter power is 180 watts p.e.p. which
is an ideal level for driving the majority of to-
day's high -power linear amplifiers. Special fea-
tures and circuitry have been incorporated, mak-
ing the kit easy to construct and tune. Heath

Circle No. 16 on Reader Service Card

STANDARD FREQUENCY RECEIVER
A new standard frequency receiver, specifi-

cally designed to make full use of the tones
and ticks as broadcast by stations WWV and
AVIVVH, is now being marketed as the Model
SR -7-F.

The new instrument contains a dual filtered
output bridged across the existing audio out-
put. The outputs, conveniently placed on the
front panel, permit the selection of any two
tones (1200, 1000, 600, 440 Hz) simultaneously.
This is especially valuable where accurate start-
ing or stopping of other equipment is desired,
since the timing of the start and conclusion of
the tones and ticks is held very accurately by
the NBS. These filtered outputs are on BNC
connectors.

The receiver is a crystal -controlled front-end
unit covering the 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 MHz
bands with double conversion, a 2 -MHz first
i.f. and I75 -kHz second i.f. The unit has an
illuminated carrier level 'S" meter, speaker with
"on -off" switch, unfiltered output, filter switches,
and filtered outputs on the front panel. It
measures 31/2" high x 19" wide x 81/2" deep.
Specific Products

Circle No. 133 on Reader Service Card

SOLID-STATE CB UNIT
The "Companion 111" is an all -solid-state, six -

channel plus p.a. CB radio which measures only
21/2" high x 81/2" wide x 64.4" deep. It weighs 3
pounds.

This new unit features "Touch -Tap" tuning
for instant channel selection-push the button

and the channel changes automatically. Other
features include a chrome -plated die-cast front
panel, front -panel speaker which permits dash-
board mounting, a p.a. system jack, electronic
switching, receive and transmit indicator light,
push-pull audio amplifier, LC filter for sharp
selectivity, squelch and automatic noise limit-
ing circuitry, 100% modulation -automatic lim-
iting, two r.f. stages in the receiver, and a
corrosion -proof aluminum chassis. It comes
complete with channel -9 crystals installed for
immediate use on the H.E.L.P. monitored chan-
nel. Pe:lice-Simpson

Circle No. 17 on Reader Service Card

150-174 MHz TWO-WAY RADIO
A new all -solid-state two-way radio which

operates in the 150-174 MHz FM service is being
marketed as the "Motran."

The unit's receiver has been redesigned to
permit off -channel frequency interference to be
increased from 65 to 80 dB. The improved se-
lectivity is especially important in areas heavily
congested with radio transmitters. The new
receiver can pick up usable signals as weak as
0.35 AV while an optional r.f. preamplifier im-
proves this sensitivity to 0.175 µV.

Stability of the radio is ±5 parts per million
and with optional high -stability "channel ele-
ments," it can be improved to ±2 ppm. Both
receiver and transmitter stability are guaranteed
over a temperature range of -35°C to +70°C,

The new unit operates and transmits the full
30 watts r.f. power output instantly over the

expanded temperature range. The elimination
of the power supply in the radio makes this
possible, permitting cooler operation and longer
lasting circuitry. Battery drain is only 8.7 A
for 30 watts r.f. power. Full technical details are
included in Bulletins TIC 3133 and TIC 3134
which will be forwarded upon request. Motorola
Communications

Circle No. 134 on Reader Service Card

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE
COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

A new 1966 catalogue of electromechanical
components and equipment has been published.
The 68 -page, fully illustrated booklet, listing
products of all major manufacturers, features
gyros, a.c. and d.c. motors, pressure transducers,
test equipment, trimmer potentiometers, and a
special 20 -page section on relays. American Re-
lays

Circle No. 135 on Reader Service Card

AUTOMATED FILING
Complete information on the new "Videofile"

document storage and retrieval system is of-
fered in a new 12 -page illustrated booklet (No.
D001). Featured in the brochure is a detailed flow
chart of document filing and retrieving, as well
as an explanation of the concept of recording
document images on magnetic tape.

In addition, a typical application of the system
involving the industrial credit files of a large
commercial bank is outlined. Ampex

Circle No. 136 on Reader Service Card

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
A new 92 -page 1966 catalogue containing de-

sign data for a broad range of electronic compo-
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nents is now available. Specifications and illus-
trations are given for inqulated terminals, en-
capsulation cups, weldab'e terminals, terminal
boards, instrument -panel hardware and tooling,
and retainers.

In addition, the company has issued a new 4 -
page illustrated brochure on its new "Orton"
lighted push-button switch. USECO Div., Litton
Industries

Circle No. 1 3 7 on Reader Service Card

R.F. CONNECTORS
A new 28 -page, fully illustrated catalogue

(RF-2) which simplifies the selection and specifi-
cation of r.f. connectors and coaxial cable is now
available.

Thirty connector types are listed, along with
various accessories and cable -matching informa-
tion. Coaxial -cable data is presented in easy -

to -read tabular form with cross-references to
matching types of r.f. connectors. All cables that
do not meet the latest version of MIL -C-17 are
given in orange type.

Also included are tables of attenuation ratings
and a page of mounting specifications. Amphenol
Distributor Div.

Circle No. 138 on Reader Service Card

ALKALINE BATTERIES
Complete technical information on the "VO"

series of rechargeable, encapsulated alkaline bat-
teries is supplied in a new 4 -page illustrated bul-
letin, No. VO-113a.

Using sintered -plate nickel -cadmium cells, the
batteries are sealed to prevent loss of electrolyte,
require no maintenance, and are capable of with-
standing severe environmental conditions. Gulton

Circle No. 139 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO CONNECTORS
A new 8 -page catalogue (No. C-503) covering

a complete line of quality miniature audio con-
nectors has been released. Over 90 plugs and re-
ceptacles are described, including straight cord
and right-angle cord plugs and control and
switching receptacles.

Also included in the fully illustrated brochure
is a handy connector mating chart. Switchcraft

Circle No. 140 on Reader Service Card

RELAY CATALOGUE
Four hundred types of relays, including gen-

eral-purpose, sensitive, power, pulse and tele-
graph, special-purpose, and high-performance,
are fully described and illustrated in a new 16 -
page catalogue. Sigma

Circle No. 141 on Reader Service Card

FILTER INDUCTORS
Over 300 t.pcs of miniature inductors, used

primarily in d.c. power -supply smoothing -filter
applications, are listed in a new catalogue sheet
(No. FL).

Both linear and "swinging" series are offered
and each series is available in seven sizes. Mag-
netic Circuit Elements

Circle No. 142 on Reader Service Card

QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS
The processes used in manufacturing finished

crystal units for filters and oscillators from raw
quartz are described and illustrated in a new
6 -page bulletin (QX65).

The booklet focuses on the cold -welding pro-
cess, which provides seals with a leak rate of 10-0
cm3 of helium per second or better. Reeves -Hoff-
man

Circle No. 143 on Reader Service Card

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE CELL MANUAL
A new designer's guide to utilization of photo-

conductive cells has been published and covers
photocell theory, design, and properties from the
application viewpoint.

Included in the I6 -page manual are sections on
spectral and color temperature response, sensitiv-
ity, temperature coefficients, response speed, light
history effects, and maximum voltage. Also in-
cluded are tabular and graphic data on seven

photocell materials, available in more than 70
different types of photoconductive cells. Clairex

Circle No. 144 on Reader Service Card

ELECTROMECHANICAL SWITCHES
A new, updated, illustrated catalogue of elec-

tromechanical switches is currently available. It
is designed to serve as a handy reference tool with
authoritative details on hundreds of switches to
meet the needs of the OEM market. Chicago
Switch

Circle No. 145 on Reader Service Card

LOGIC HANDBOOK
An elaborate and comprehensive 352 -page hand-

book incorporating material from catalogues, a
logic handbook, a lab workbook, application
notes, and computer brochures has been published
covering "Flip Chip" modules.

Designed to be of assistance to all those who
work with digital logic-from students to original
equipment designers-the handbook contains 14
application notes, specifications and price infor-
mation on more than 150 "Flip Chip" modules,
extensive notes on analog-digital conversion
theory and techniques, and several experiments
for use with the "Logic Laboratory". Digital
Equipment

Circle No. 146 on Reader Service Card

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES GUIDE
A handy, pocket -sized semiconductor cross-ref-

erence guide covering almost 4500 JEDEC and
manufacturer-nutnbered transistors, rectifiers, di-
odes, and SCR's is available.

The 28 -page guide is designed to fit the shirt
pocket of the hobbyist, experimenter, and pro-
fessional technician. Copies of the FIMA07 cross-
reference guide are available on request. Motorola
Semiconductor

Circle No. 147 on Reader Service Card

POWER -SUPPLY CATALOGUE
Catalogue #661 lists more than 3800 solid-state

power modules and laboratory power supplies
with complete specifications and prices. Categories
include regulated a.c.-d.c., unregulated a.c.-d.c.,
d.c.-a.c. inverters, d.c.-d.c. converters, d.c.-d.c.
transformers, high -power, and wide -range adjust-
able modules. A broad spectrum of outputs and
temperature capabilities is offered. The catalogue
also includes installation data with specific infor-
mation on heat dissipation requirements for all
modules. Technipowet

Circle No. 148 on Reader Service Card

SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE
A new guide coma Ming 32 transistor geometries

with applications and package outline dimensions
is now available. Also listed are the generic family
classification of the transistors with their basic
electrical parameters. The guide, in 16" x 21"
chart form, enables design engineers to quickly
select the proper Fairchild transistor for a spe-
cific application. Schweher Electronics

Circle No. 149 on Reader Service Card

ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEMS
A two-color, 81/2" x 11" brochure entitled "Ul-

trasonic Alarm Systems" is now available on re-
quest. The publication describes proprietary,
local, and portable alarm systems and shows how
ultrasonic equipment-transmitters, monitors,
master control units, batteries and battery charg-
ers, local control instruments, and receivers-are
connected. Schematics aid in the installation of
the basic alarm system and the local alarm
system.

The literature describes how each system works
and the equipment needed. W'alter Kidde

Circle No. 18 on Reader Service Card

R.F. SHIELDING MATERIALS
A new 6 -page foldout brochure covering a com-

plete line of "Eccoshield" r.f. shielding materials
has been published. Conductive plastic sheets,
tubes, gaskets, and 0 -rings; conductive surface
coatings, adhesives, and lubricants; and metallic
tapes and foils are offered.

Cross-references to technical bulletins are pro-
vided, as well as performance data and a table
of properties. Emerson & Cuming

Circle No. 150 on Reader Service Card

TOOL CATALOGUE
Solid joint and slip joint pliers, alloy wrenches

and wrench sets, snips, punches, and chisels are
among the tools and other hardware contained
in a new 20 -page catalogue (No. K-165).

Also described in the booklet is a series of new
displays that are designed for self-service peg-
board merchandising, with each tool individually
blister -packaged. Kraemer

Circle No. 151 on Reader Service Card

INDICATOR TUBES
Complete technical information on a full line

of "Nixie" indicator tubes and accessories is sup-
plied in a new 30 -page catalogue (No. 616C). Min-
iature, large, and jumbo tubes, standard and
super devices, biquinary units, alpha -numeric dis-
plays, and special tubes are covered in detail with
outline drawings, performance data, and tables
of electrical specifications.

Also included is a 3 -page technical memoran-
dum and a 10 -page section on applications
information. Burroughs

Circle No. 152 on Reader Service Card

PRODUCT CATALOGUE
A new 72 -page condensed catalogue, Bulletin

SF66, has just been issued covering lines of in-
tegrated circuits, silicon transistors, germanium
diodes, silicon diodes, silicon references, silicon
ieners, silicon regulators and rectifiers, SCR's,
special products, wire and cable, precision con-
nectors, metal -film resistors, among others.

Information is presented in tabular form for
easy location. Package outline drawings and me-
chanical specifications are provided in a separate
section. .1 ransitron

Circle No. 153 on Reader Service Card

PERMANENT MAGNETS
Complete technical data covering the effects

of temperature and radiation on permanent mag-
net materials is the subject of a new 16 -page
booklet.

Intended primarily for the design engineer, the
publication includes eleven pages of schematic
diagrams, tables, and curves. General Magnetic

Circle No. 154 on Reader Service Card

TAPED MUSIC
A new 12 -page illustrated brochure describing

a wide range of music on tape available to radio
broadcasters has been published.

Listed on a color -coded master chart are seven
different taped services, including contemporary,
traditional pop, light classic, and classical. The
chart also distinguishes fully programmed and
announced series from partially programmed, un-
announced series. International Good Music

Circle No. 19 on Reader Service Card

DRY TRANSFER PRODUCTS
A new 40 -page illustrated catalogue of "Deca-

Dry" transfer products is now available. Serif,
sans -serif, italic, and miscellaneous lettering styles
are offered, as well as numbers and symbols. Cus-
tom sheets can be prepared to meet exact speci-
fications.

In addition, the catalogue describes new "Roll
Deca-Dry," which comes in a handy dispenser
with a built-in burnishing tool. Chart -Pak

Circle No. 155 on Reader Service Card

TECHNICAL BROCHURE ON MOSFET's
A new eight -page technical bulletin, "Design-

ing with MOS Field -Effect Transistors" has been
announced. Written by Dr. J. Leland Seely, asso-
ciate director of research and engineering, the
brochure details the "ground rules" for design-
ing circuits using MOSFET's as they differ from
the basic design criteria appropriate to conven-
tional bipolar transistors.

The illustrated bulletin describes the operation
of the MOSFET, the approach to obtaining use -
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BACK ISSUES

AVAILABLE
Use this coupon to order back issues of

ELECTRONICS WORLD

We have a limited supply of back issues that
can be ordered on a first -come, first -served
basis. Just fill in the coupon below, enclose
your remittance in the amount of 750 for
each copy ordered.

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION
Dept. BCEW, 589 Broadway

New York, New York 10012
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ful design equations. and tae operation of varied
MOSFET circuits. G en..ta I Instrument

Circle No. 156 on Reader Service Card

TRANSFORMER & MOTOR LAMINATIONS
The comprehensive, 92 -page catalogue, PE -122,

covering laminations for transformers, motors,
transformer hardware, drawn metal cans and
cases, magnetic shields, and special magnetic
products has been expanded, revised, and redesig-
nated PD-I22A.

The newly revised version features illustrations
and physical dimensions on all laminations pro-
duced from high silicon, 50% nickel, and 80%
nickel alloy materials, as well as keepers, ring,
and notched motor types.

The catalogue also provides pertinent engineer.
ing data consisting of magnetic material prop-
erties shown by tables and graphs for unit
comparison, computation. and specification pur-
poses for design engineers. rnold Engineering

Circle No. 157 on Reader Service Card

HEAT SINK CATALOGUE
A new 16 -page fully illustrated catalogue of

heat sinks and coolers (No. 1966) is now avail-
able. Included in the brochure are snap -on devices
for circuit boards, featherweight semiconductor
heat clissipators, radial -fin coolers, end- and foot -
mounted king-size units. and forced convection
heat sinks.

Also offered are nylon and Teflon mounting
devices and thermal adhesives and joint com-
pounds. Wakefield

Circle No. 158 on Reader Service Card

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Over 200 different PEC integrated circuits that

arc currently available from electronic parts dis-
tributors are listed in a new 20 -page integrated
circuit replacement guide and catalogue.

The booklet is indexed by type of circuit as
well as by circuit function. Detailed alphabetical
listings of 191 manufacturers with 1600 replace.
ment applications in equipment using these cir-
cuits are supplied, together with cross-references
to other manufacturers of packaged circuits.
Centralab

Circle No. 159 on Reader Service Card

ELECTRONIC TEST ACCESSORIES
A ness general catalogue, No. 11-66, describes

a complete line of molded electronic test acces-
sories including molded patch cords, cable assem-
blies 1/2" and 3/4" spaced molded banana plugs,
molded test leads, connecting leads, "black
boxes", shielded "black boxes", socket savers, and
test socket adapters.

The 32 -page publication includes photographs,
specifications, dimensions, schematics, operating
ranges, and prices on all listed items. Pomona
Electronics

Circle No. 160 on Reader Service Card

PLUG-IN POWER SUPPLY
Information on the "Pow -A -Meter" adjustable

plug-in power supply that has its own built-in
voltmeter is contained in a new 4 -page illustrated
brochure.

The compact, lightweight instrument plugs
directly into a breadboard and is completely
portable. It provides a constant in -circuit check
and requires no Berating or additional external
heat sinking. Acopian

Circle No. 1 6 1 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO/VIDEO BROCHURE
A 6 -page illustrated brochure containing a

varied line of audio, video, and tape products for
broadcast applications is now available. Closed-
circuit TV systems, vidicon cameras, low-cost
videotape recorders, language laboratory equip-
ment, and audio and video tapes are included in
the folder (A-044). Ampex

Circle No. 162 on Reader Service Card

ASA 1966 STANDARDS CATALOGUE
The American Standards Association has an-

nounced publication of its new 1966 standards

catalogue which is available to intlustry without
charge.

The publication contains a listing of Ameri-
can Standards on subjects ranging from acoustics
to zinc. Reflecting the approval during the past
year of some 400 new and revised standards, the
100 -page catalogue lists all standards approved
through December 31, 1965, which now number
inure than 2700.

Copies of the catalogue are available from
the Association, Room 906, 10 East 40th Street,
New l'ock, New York 10016.

CAPACITOR REPLACEMENTS
An expanded and up-to-date edition of the

company's Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement
Manual is now off the press. Expanded to include
nearly 100 more set suppliers not found in the
previous edition. Manual K -I08 now covers 389
different makes from Acme to Zephyr, including
"1'V sets as well as home, auto, portable radios;
tape recorders; and antenna rotators manufac-
tured from 1947 up to November 1965.

Copies of the 64 -page manual are available free
from any Sprague Electric Company distributor.

COLOR -TV COMPONENT REPLACEMENTS
A 66 -page, reference -site (33/4" x ('2") booklet,

ETR-4286, offers the most complete color -TV
component replacement guide in the industry.
The publication covers 35 manufacturers of TV
sets and lists by individual chassis. G -E replace-
ment capacitors, diodes, transistors, rectifiers, crys-
tals, receiving tubes, and picture tubes for each
original part.

Printed in two colors, the guide will enable
service technicians to make color -TV calls with
a much lower inventory because four of the
company's picture tubes meet over 95 percent of
all color replacement needs.

A copy of the guide is available only through
authorized General Electric electronic components
distributors.

DATA ON NBS SERVICES
Complete. tip to date. itilot the many

services provided by the National Bureau of
Standards radio stations 11'W1 IVWVH, IVWV111.
and 111VVL is now being offered by Specific Prod-
ucts, 21051 Costanso Street, Woodland Hills,
California.

The standard time and frequency transmissions
of these stations provide an invaluable service to
laboratories and experimenters and the proper
use of these facilities can supplement the instru-
mentation in any laboratory.

Included in the 12 -page booklet arc hourly
broadcast schedules with supporting data and a
great circle map of the northern portion of the
Western Hemisphere.

PlIOTO CREDITS
Page Credit

14 Heath Company

28, 29, 84 Hewlett-Packard

30 (top) IBM Corp.

30 (center) Boeing Co.

30 (bottom) .... B. F. Goodrich Aerospace &
Defense Products

31 (top) Station WEFM, Chicago

31 (center) The Society for Nondestructive
Testing

31 (bottom left) Westel Co.

31 (bottom right) Hughes Tool Co.

32 H. H. Scott, Inc.

66, 72 (bottom) ... Allied Radio Corporation

72 (top) Mercury Electronics Corp.

73 Martin Labs, Inc.

85 Raytheon Co.
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ELECTRONICS
MARKET PLACE

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial uloouct.: or seivi.-,e, 70o per ::old iincluding name adoress . Minimum order $7.00. Payment
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 40C per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy.
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 10C extra per word. All copy subject
to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st.) Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes
ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 10016

FOR SALE

JUST starting in TV service? Write Tor tree 32 page
catalog of service order books, invoices, job tickets,
phone message books, statements and file systems.
Oelrich Publications, 6556 W. Higgins Rd. Chicago,
III. 60656.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop-
erscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 25C. Meshna,
Nahant, Mass. 09108.
INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMIN-
IATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE
ELECTRONICS, 115004 NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA.
33168.
CANADIANS-Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs.
Electronics. Hi-Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio.
Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO. Dept. Z, Box 741,
Montreal, Canada.

RESISTORS precision carbon -deposit. Guaranteed 1%
accuracy, I/2 watt 8C. 1 watt 120. 2 watt 15C. Rock
Distributing Co., 902 Corwin Road, Rochester 10, N.Y.
NEW supersensitive transistor locators detect buried
gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled models. $19.95 up.
Free catalog. Relco-A22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products,
components, supplies. 50 firms-just $1.00. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd.. Box 6266, Spokane, Washington 99207.

WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter kit $5.00. Two
models using car radio 30-50Mc or 100-200Mc, one
Mc spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 72 Cottage,
Lynn, Mass.

CANADIANS, transistors, all semiconductors and com-
ponents. Free catalogue contains reference data on
300 transistor types. .1.&J. Electronics (Dept. EW), P.O.
Box 1437 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
TRANSISTORS-Miniature Electronic Parts. Send for
Free Catalog. Electronic Control Design Company,
P.O. Box 1432M, Plainfield, N.J.

METERS-Surplus, new, used, panel and portable.
Send for list. Hanchett, Box 5577, Riverside, Calif.
92507.

TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers catalog. $1.00.
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.
MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT $4.50 Two
models-converts car radio to receive 30-50 mc or
100-200 mc (one mc tuning). Meshna, Lynn, Mass.
01901.

R.F. CONVERTERS World's largest selection. Also CCTV
cameras, transmitters, etc. Lowest factory prices.
Catalog 10C. Vanguard, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis,
N.Y. 11423.

CONVERT any television to sensitive big -screen oscil-
loscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic
experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco-
A22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

ELECTRONIC Ignition Kits, Components Free Diagrams.
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, New Hampshire 03239.

INVESTIGATORS: PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR: Amaz-
ing Electronic Device inhibits radio communication
and may obsolete present day equipment. For informa-
tion send $1.00 to J.B. Jones Co., Box 43B, Anaheim,
Calif.

SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT-NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE
SUBMINIATURE MODELS. ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEAS-
URE DEVICES TO PROTECT PRIVACY. FREE DATA:
SECURITY ELECTRONICS-EW, 15 EAST 43RD STREET,
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES-Kits or assembled. For CAR,
HOME and BOAT. Catalog Free. EARN MONEY selling
these useful items. Write for details. Electronic Prod-
ucts Co., Dept. F, Box 8485, St. Louis, Mo. 63132.

ELECTRONIC Secretary automatic telephone answering
machine, $175.00. J.L. Orysen, 2025 Sunkist, Waukesha,
Wisc. 53186.

ATOM Smashers. Simple construction plans for par-
ticle accelerators $3.00. Includes free booklets on
radiation hazards and experiments. Formula Research.
Box 147-EJ, Lafayette, Indiana 47902.

COMPUTER Building modules for Experimentors. Flip -
Flops, And Or, Nand, Nor Gates. Write R. Carito, 43-17
54th St., Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
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LORAN R-65/APN-9 RECEIVER
& INDICATOR

Used in ships and aircraft. Determines
position by radio signals from known
nutters. Accurate to within I 71, of

distance. Complete with tubes andart'stal. IN LIKE NEW Condition $89.50
!...,s,r1,t,isowrith all parts, less tubes, aPesti;11 $29.50
Shock Mount for above.... ......... ......S2-95
t ircult diagram and connecting plugs available.

AN/APR-4Y FM & AM RECEIVER
"FB" FOR SATELLITE TRACKING!

High precision lab instrument, suitable for monitoring
and measuring frequency and relative signal strength
of signals from 38 to 40)))) Mc.. In 5 tuning ranges.
Fur 110 volt Oil cycle AC operation. built-in power
supply. Original circuit diagram included. Checked
out perfect. LIKE NEW $88.50
All tuning units for above, TN -16. TN.17, TN -1u,
TN -19 TN -54 In stock P LI R

ARR-is Collins Receiver. 1.5 to IS., 31o. Tunahle.
with Collin. l'TO :Intl calibtator I

IS., Up in "73"
Li11i,.

I Complete with tuts.,
New 565.00

LORAN APN-4
FINE QUALITY

11:d 49 NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT
Determine exact geographic position of your boat or
'lame. Indicator and receiver complete with all tubes
and crystal.
INDICATOR ID-6B/APN-4. and RECEIVER R-913/APN-4, complete with tubes. Esc. Used 988.50
Shock Mount for above $2.95

SCR -522 2 METER TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER
v.IF Transmitter -Receiver. 100.158 Mc. 4 -channels.
Xtal.controlled. Amplitude modulated voice. Complete
with all 18 tubes, top rack and metal case. Exe.
Cond. 544.50

AN 'ARR2 Receiver, 234.258 Mc. Complete Ylth 11
tuhes. Brand New $11.95
Exc. Used $ 7.95

BC1206-C BEACON RECEIVER 195 to 420 Kc. made
'iv Setehel.Carl son. Works on 24.28 volts DC, 1:15
Ky. II'. Complete with 5 tubes. Size 4* x 4* x 8".
Sit. 1 llts. LIKE NEW $12.95
USED less tubes S 7.95
BC -929 3 -inch Scope, with all tubes,

LIKE NEW $18.95
Conversion Instructions, with diagram for 110 V
Si' operation $ .65

SCR -625 MINE DETECTOR
complete portahl I' MIMI in original parking. with all
tteces,ories. F5cellent. Used $32.50
LM Freq. Meter. Modulated. 125 Kr to 20.1010 Kr.
With CalihratIon Book. Like New $79.50A, ahoy, ims Calih. Book. exc. used $34.50

1 - -
BC -221 FREQUENCY METER

Equipped with original calibration charts. 1251(5. to
20,000 KC with crystal check points in all ranges.
Excel. Used with original Calibration Book. Crystal.
and all tables. CHECKED OUT.

Urtmodulated $79.50
BC -221 1000 Ks Crystal Brand New........... 5.95
BC221 FREQ. METER CASE. aluminum with volt.
reg. supply. Shock mounted. 13121ND NEW....5.3.95

_ Ar
EE -8 FIELD PHONES

Checked out, perfect working order. Complete with
all parts. Excellent Condition. 1.11.F: NEW! $16.50
Each

SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT
ALL COMPLETE WITH TUBES Like BRAND

Type Description Used New NEW
BC -453 Receiver

190.550 Kr. $14.95 $13.95 P.U.R.
BC -450 Receiver 3.6 Mc. 515.95 924.50
BC -455 Receiver 6.9 MC. 513.95 519.50 $24.50
BC946 Receiver, 550.1500 Ke. Complete with all
tube,. Brand New, In original packing $48.50
1.5 to 3 MC. Receiver Brand New 524.50

110 Volt AC Power Supply for all 274 N and
ARC.5 Receivers. Complete with metal case, in.
structiOns. Factory wired, tested, ready to oper-
ate 912.50
SPLINED TUNING KNOB for 27441 and ARC -3
RECEIVERS. Fits BC -453, BC -454 and 490others. Only

1.1 to 3 Mr. Transmitter. Brand New .......512.95
BC.456 TRANSMITTER -5.3 to 7 Me. Complete with
all tubes and crystal $13.95IlltAND NEW
I.ike New 58.95
BC -459 TRANSMITTER -.7 to 9 Mc. Complet with
tuttes 8: crystal' $19.50i.,,... New
BC696 TRANSMITTER 3.4 Mc Complete with $16.55
Al) Tubes & Crystal. Brand New
Like New . ............ . . ...........512.95
BC.4513 Modulator USED 3.45 NEW $5.95

ALL ACCESSORIES AVATLABLF FOR Alt)VE

2 VOLT BATTERY "PACKAGE"
1-2V. 20 Amp. Hr. Willard Storage Battery.

Model 520-2. 3" x 4" x 51/2" high ......$2.79
l -2V. 7 prong Synchronous Plug-in Vibrator.. 1.491 -Quart Bottle Electrolyte (for 2 cells) .... 1.45
ALL BRAND NEW! Combination Price 55.45

WILLARD 6-V MIDGET STORAGE BATTERY
3 Amp. Hour. BRAND NEW, 35s" a 1.13/1(i" 523/4" Uses Standard Electrolyte.
Only $2.95

Please include 25% Deposit with order -Balance
C.O.D., or Remittance in Full. 500 Handling Charges
on all orders under $5.00. All shipments F.O.B. Our
Warehouse. N.Y.C. All Merchandise subject to Prior
Sale and Price Change. For NEW COMPLETE CATA-
LOG, send 25e, refunded with first order!

G & G RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Telephone: (212) CO 7-4605

77 Leonard St. New York, N.Y. 10013

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
AND INSTRUCTION

FCC LICENSE in six weeks. First class radio telephone.
Results guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603C, In-
wood, Dallas, Texas.
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni-
cians, field engineers, specialists in communications,
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start Septem-
ber, February. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N,
Valparaiso. Indiana.
ELECTRONICS-F.C.C. License Training -correspond-
ence. or resident classes. Free details, Write: Dept. 6,
Grantham, 1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027.
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free.
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara-
sota, Fla.

HIGHLY -effective home study review for FCC com-
mercial phone exams. Free literature! COOK'S SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS, Craigmont, Idaho 83523.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home. All
Makes including transistors. Experimental kit -
trouble -shooting. Accredited NHSC. Free Booklet.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento 20, Calif.

LEARN AT HOME -College, High School and Noncredit
Courses. Write For Information to: University of Tennes-
see, Division of Extension, Correspondence Study,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916.
ENGINEERING and Electronics -send $1.00 for 100
page Career Opportunities. C.I.S.T., Suite 674, 263
Adelaide St., West, Toronto, Canada.

TOOLS

TOOL CATALOG Send 250. Silvo Hardware, 107 Ziff
Walnut, Phila., Penna. 19106.

PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to $500.00
each. Valuable information free -Write Intraphoto-EW,
Box 74607, Hollywood 90004.

win CATALOG
AA World's "BEST BUYS"

in GOV'T. SURPLUS
Electronic Equipment

VISIT US
THIS SUMMER

AT OUR
NEW LOCATION:

1016 E. Eureka St.
LIMA, OHIO

ONE MILE WEST OF 1-75
ROUTE 30-S EXIT

Hundreds of NEW
ITEMS to Choose From!

New Phone Number
AREA CODE 419

223-2196
TV and LOUNGE For Your
Family While You Browse!

FOR BIG CATALOG -SEND 250 (stamps or coin)
and receive 50C CREDIT on your order!

ADDRESS DEPT. EW

FAIR RADIO SALES
1016 E. EUREKA  Box 1105  LIMA, OHIO  45802

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

( @ .40 Reader Rate )--- Words = $( @ .70 Commercial Rate )

Insert time(s) Total Enclosed $

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE

SIGNATURE
WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or of state (New York) counts as one
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols
such as 35mm, COD, P0, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. EW-766
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What most camera

owners don't know about

picture -taking could

fill a 116 page

volume ... and

INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY, by the
editors of Popular Photography, is a

unique 116 page guide to better picture
taking filled with basic, down-to-earth
advice that helps you eliminate costly
trial and error, time-consuming guess-
work.
Plagued by fuzzy pictures? Poorly ex-
posed film? Drab color shots? Invitation
To Photography is your answer. Whether
you are a beginner, a hobbyist, or some-
one who just likes to take pictures --no
matter what kind of camera you use -
everything you need to know about get-
ting the best out of your camera is now
clearly defined in one concise, easy -to -
understand guidebook.
Including: How to choose the right equip-
ment . . . suiting the film to the occa-
sion . .. using the correct exposure ...
artificial vs. natural lighting ... getting
the most from color ... creative compo-
sition . . . darkroom work.
20 complete, fact -and -photo -packed ar-
ticles in all! Each written by an expert
for people who want to take better pic-
tures. You'll progress quickly, easily and
confidently -with prd like Rothschild,
Pierce and Hattersley looking over your
shoulder on every shot.
So take the first important step towards
those perfect quality photos you're shoot-
ing for ... by ordering your INVITATION
TO PHOTOGRAPHY! Use the coupon be-
low and R.S.V.P. today! Only $125
GET THE HANDSOME LEATHERFLEX-
BOUND EDITION for just $3 POSTPAID!

INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY
is also available in a splendid
deluxe edition. Rugged Leather
flex cover provides lasting pro-
tection yet is softly textured and
gold -embossed for the look of
elegance. A collector's item -a
superb addition to your perma
nent photo reference librari.
And it's yours, for just $3
postpaid, when you check the
appropriate box on the order form

-
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Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. IP
589 Broadway New York, N. Y. 10012
YES! Please send my copy of Invitation To
Photography as checked below:
f=1 $1.25 enclosed, plus 150 for shipping and

handling. Send me the regular edition.
($1.75 for orders outside the U.S.A.)

1:1 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe
Leatherflex-bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75
for orders outside the U.S.A.) Allow three
additional weeks for delivery.

NAME please print

ADDRESS EW-76

CITY

STATE ZIP CODE
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
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TUBES

BEFORE you buy receiving tubes, Transistors, Diodes,
Electronic Components and Accessories ... send for
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand-
ard Brand Tubes; RCA, GE, etc. -all Brand new pre-
mium quality individually boxed. One year guarantee
-all at biggest discounts in America! We serve pro-
fessional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi-
neers, technicians. Why pay more? Zalytron Tube Corp.,
469-W Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11502.

FREE Catalog. Electronic parts, tubes, Wholesale.
Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus Elec-
tronics ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, N. J. 07087.

TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT &
COMPONENTS. Quality merchandise only! Serving engi-
neers, purchasing agents TV/HiFi servicemen and hams
for 16 years. Write for catalog or call WA 5-7000,
BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10012.

TUBES -334 each, Year guarantee. Tuner Cleaner
$1.09. Free catalog. Cornell, 4213-W University, San
Diego, Calif. 92105.

WANTED

QUICKSILVER. Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic TUBES. (Want
UNUSED, clean Radio/TV Receiving, Transmitting, Spe-
cial Purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, Broadcast Types.)
Want military and commercial Lab/Test Equipment.
Want commercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For
a Fair Deal Write: BARRY Electronics, 512 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10012 (WA 5-7000.)

GOLD, Silver, Platinum (Any Form) Diamonds Bought,
Information Free. Wilmot's, 1067V Bridge, Grand Rap-
ids, Mich. 49504.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS -61.00 up.
Catalog 254, refundable. PARKS, Box 25565, Seattle,
Wash. 98125.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 Different -all major
labels -free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 1616-E. W. Ter-
race Way, Santa Rosa, California.

BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes, try us. Postpaid both
ways -no deposit -immediate delivery. Quality -De-
pendability -Service -Satisfaction -prevail here. If
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order
will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station,
Hialeah, Fla. 33012.

TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest models,
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028-B Common-
wealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215.

TAPE -MATES now offers ALL TAPES -ALL LABELS at
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS plus FREE Tape -Mates member-
ship. For FREE brochure write TAPE -MATES, 5280-EW
W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 90019.

STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees,
postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page catalog. We dis-
count batteries, recorders, tape accessories. Beware of
slogans "not undersold," as the discount information
you supply our competitor is usually reported to the
factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Rd., Washington,
D. C. 20009.

HI-FI components, tape recorders, sleep learn equip-
ment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner,
1523 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 10, N.Y.

TAPES, TAPE RECORDERS -sold, exchanged. Free cata-
log. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

CUSTOM COVERS for 7" reel TAPE boxes. Make your
tape library "Bookcase Neat." Order 1 color or assort.
Beige -Gray -Ochre -Salmon -Olive. Varnished heavy-
duty leather -textured stock. 8/$1.00. 30 or more 104
ea -Postpaid -Money Back Guarantee. CUSTOM COVERS,
Dept. B, Windsor, Calif. 95492.

MAGNECORD 728-44 stereo tape recorder. 1st class
condition. $545.00. Balch, 611 Livingston Rd., Linden,
N.J.

RECTIFIERS & TRANSISTORS
Silicon Diodes

amps 100 PIV 200 PIV 400 PIV 600 PIV
.755 .07 .10 .14 .21

3 .14 .22 .28 .40
IS - .75 1.20 1.55
35 - 1.30 2.00 2.70

Amps 700 PIV 800 PIV 900 PIV 1000 PIV
.755 .25 .32 .40 .55

3 .49 .58 .67 .78
15 1.70 1.85 2.25 2.50
35 3.15 3.60 4.50 4.801100 PIV 700, 1200 PIV 850, .75 amp

*TopHat. or Flangeless

10 Watt Sil. Zener Stud 20%,12-200V..950 ea.
1 Watt Zener, axial 20%, 8-200V.... _500 ea.
Sil. diode Stud, 1500 piv, 300 ma 504 ea.
Hoffman Sil. Epoxy diodes, 200 ma.

3000 PIV 984 6000 PIV $2.49
Thermistor bead, 900 or 1200 ohm, 600°F-2/$1.00

Silicon Power Transistors
4W, 2n498. TO.5 500

15W, 2n2989, 70-5 750
30W, 2n2151. TO.60 $1.25
40W. 2n1047, TO.57 $1.40
SOW. 2n1722, TO -54 $1.50
SOW, 2n1724. TO -61 $1.50

2n1300 series, NPN or PNP 6/$1.00
Sil. Junction diodes, 1N200 series 15/$1.00
70 amp. stud, 50 P111-$2.50, 100 PIV $3.50
Amplifier, 6 Tubes, new, 3 lbs $1.49
Nickel Cadmium Battery, 91/2 oz. 8 amp hr $2.50
10 Lbs. Power Resistors, 5-60W $1.98
10 Lbs Oil Capacitors, assorted 1.98
Radio Knobs for 1/4" shafts 120/ 1.98
2 Watt Pots, assorted 15/ 1.00
Mercury Batteries, 5.4V, 5/8"xl" 4/$1.00
Precision Resistors, assorted 120/$1.98
200-1/2 w resistors, assorted $1.98
130-1 W resistors, assorted $1.98

Varicap-Voltage Variable Capacitor
27, 47, or 100 pf at 49., 4:1 $1.25

150 W Germanium Power (Diamond Case)
2n1021...$1.00 2n1022...$1.25 2n511 $1.50

20 W Germanium Power (internal heat sink)
2n1038 4/$1.00 2n1039 3/$1.00 2n1040 2/$1.00
2n1041 604 Add 104 ea. for external heat sink

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
PRY .75A5 7A 18A. PRY .75A 7A 16A.25 - - .48
50 - .45 .70

300 1.20 1.80 2.20

100 - .70 1.20 400 1.70 2.20 2.70
200 .80 1.15 1.70 500 1.95 3.00 3.30

*Top Hat, others Stud 600 2.30 3.20 3.90
Money back guarantee. $2.00 min. order, include
Postage. Write For Free Catalog. 25% C.O.D.

Electronic Components Co.
Boo 2902, Baton Rouge. La. 70821
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UNUSUAL BARGAINS
... MANY U. S. GOV'T SURPLUS

Brand New, Quick -Charge, Industrial Surplus
NICKEL -CADMIUM BATTERY

Unparalleled Value
For the first time a 6 -volt light -weight
nickel-cadmlum battery in stainless steel,
strap type -casing. 4 -amp hour capacity.
Almost unlimited life -thousands of dis-
charge -charge cycles with minute deterio-
ration -charges fully in approx. 1 hr. with
Edmund charger kit. Just a few drops of
water per year provide full maintenance.
Hundreds of uses for hobbyists, amateur

photographers, campers, model builders, etc. Un-equalled for rechargeable lanterns, cycle scooters, and
boat lights; portable fluorescent, and ultraviolet lights;
electronic flash units. Battery requires minimum ofelectrolyte; is sealed to prevent loss; delivers nearly
10(1% of output at below freezing temperatures com-
pared to 50% by lead -acid batteries. No corrosive
fumes under any stage of recharge. Stud type terminalson top 11/s" apart, marked for polarity; 0.52 thread,
nuts and lock washers. 8" x 2" x 4". Wt. 2 lbs. 12
ounces.Stock No. 70,776 -AK.......... ....... ..$15.00 Ppd.
CHARGER KIT FOR 6 -VOLT BATTERY. Charges in approx.
1 hr. Shuts off automatically, attaches to Stock No.70.770 battery case. Includes transformer, ballast re-sistors charger circuit board, mounting hardware, 8 -ft.
cord plug, switch, assembly Instr.
Stock No. 70807 -AK $8.00 Ppd.
ONE 1.2 VOLT NICKEL -CADMIUM CELL
Stock No. 40.798 -AK $3.95 Ppd.

"Balls of Fun" for Kids .
Traffic Stoppers for Stores...

Terrific for Amateur Meteorologists ...
SURPLUS GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS

At last . . . available again in big
8 -ft. diameter. Create a neighbor-
hood sensation. Great backyard
fun. Exciting beach attraction.
Blow up with vacuum cleaners or
auto air hose. Sturdy enough for
hard play; all other uses. Filled
with helium (available locally)
use balloons high in the sky to
attract crowds, advertise store
sales, announce fair openings, etc.
Amateur meteorologists use bal-
loons to measure cloud heights,

wind speeds, temperature, pressure, humidity at various
heights. Photographers can utilize for low-cost aerial
photos. Recent Gov't. surplus of heavy, black, neoprene
rubber.Stock No. 60.568.AK............ $2.00 Ppd.

SLIGHTLY HEAVIER RUBBER -LATER MANUFACTURE!
Stock No 60.562-AK ...4 ft. diam. size $2.00 Ppd.

Send Check or M.O.-Money-Back Guarantee
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Barrington, N. J. 08007

SEND FOR NEW 148 -PAGE FREE CATALOG -"AK"
Completely new 1966 edition. New items, categories, 11.
lustratIons, 148 easy -to -read pages packed with nearly
4000 unusual items. Dozens of electrical and electro-
magnetic parts, accessories. Enormous selection of Astro-
nomical Telescopes. Microscopes, Binoculars. Magnitiec..
Magnets. Lenses. Prisms. Many war ,urplus items: for
h01,13,i-1,. experimenters, workshop, f.totor

0.W.,"010,,MAMM.110,0..MWMAINFIW
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.. M.ING1ON, NEW JERSEY 08007

July, 1966
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GET IT frOm GOODHEARTI
EVERYTHING UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!

DOES LOW OR CHANGING
LINE VOLTAGE ANNOY?

Featured for June are Line Vo'tage Regulators. They
hold line to 115 or 118 v for inputs 95-130 v and
for load changes 0 to full rating. Automatically! CV
types are tuned saturating Isolating transformers.

buthold to I% have 14% harmonics. CVH are ston
toonly 3% horn. EM are servo -system. hold 14

1%, have ZERO harm. S/EI are Electronic. hold to
0.1%, have max. 3% harm. Mnfrs. are Sola. Ray-
theon. General Radio, Sorensen. Superior Electric.
ALL AT LOW SURPLUS BARGAIN PRICES!

CV: 250 VA $ 22.50 500 VA .... $ 37.50
1 KVA 69.50 2 KVA (230v) 99.50

CVH: 250 VA 29.50

S/ El: 500 VA 99.50 5 KVA (230v) 350.00
2 KVA *129.50 1 KVA .... 129.50

21/2 KVA "199.50 2 KVA .... 199.50
*Items are special values 3 KVA .... 279.50

IOKVA 595.00

EM: 6 KVA, $279.50 (Incl. Gen. Radio 1570AL)
EMT (transistorized) 28 KVA 230V 350.00

SAMPLES OF OUR SOPHISTICATED INVENTORY:
Biddle Megger =8640: Works on 120 V. 60 vv. itcad
0-100.300 megoluns on choice of 2 scales. stil
choice of 1000 v. 2500 v or 5000 v DC. 395.00Regular 41850.00. From us, OK grtd
Hand -Crank Megger. Winslow 50.1000 .(7..N1.2!
0.1000 megohms with 500 s' DC. Overhauled 107.50
by Winslow, in the original carton l'-'
Hoffman HLI-103A Tanen & DME Test Set: P.U.The ACCEPTABLE one! CRC, with Handbook F. U. R.
MICROCAL: Cubic Corp.'s water -calorimeter GI'
meters, both waveguide & coax-llne Ins -
liquid circulators. coolers. transducers. -. !

26.3 gc. 7 \V to 600 KW peak. Also sie! .!
made by Chernalloy.Kahl. PHYSICS LABS: :i a.
Write for more deta.ls! . ... . . . . . .. p o 0
Stoddart Noise & Fleid .streagsth ........

nn14 kc lowest frequency to 1 gc highest. acn .0Priced as low as .. . .. ....... . .. ..... .-.,
Kintel Calibrated Amplifier 111BF w,:.. : : . I.!
40 kc. Gains EXACTLY known up to 100! N 295.00W.th book. Regular 88531.00. front us
100 -Channel Event Recorier with all 100 450.00penis. like new. Brush RE -3610.60... . . . .

20 -Channel Event Recorder Est. -Angus A .. Sr
pens. Electric chart drive works for 5 295.00hones even if all power fails . ....
Hot Superhet Receiver 15 kc-150n .... NavAer o

ook 0-goDD7.-1I prang new. original pack, w'h
g

,
LIFIR-1.3 Rocelver 222.75-404 mc AM: over. 199.50
hauled and good working. with book
HANDBOOK for URR-13. 13A postpaid 10.00
Other Ricers. Other Items: See April p. 1112 June

WE RENT TO Ycu! WE BUY FROM YOU!

Box 1220-A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phones: Area 213. Mince 272-5707, messages 275-5342
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GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS Typically From $53.90 ... Trucks From $78.40
. Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronics Equip-

ment, Photographic Equipment, used. 100,000 Bargains
Direct From Government. Complete Sales Directory
and Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00
Order). Surplus Service, Box 820-K, Holland, Mich.
49424.

PERSONALS

LOW-COST Loans By Mail. $6.00 monthly repays
$104.50; $56 monthly repays $1,321.39. Borrow any
amount. Guaranteed fast, confidential. Write today!
Bankers Investment, 92-B, Box 1648, Hutchinson, Kan-
sas 67501.

AUTHORS' SERVICES

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published,
promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage,
120 West 31 St.. New York 1.

SONGWRITERS WANTED. Send songs for recordings -
royalty contract. Tin Pan Alley, 1650-H Broadway, New
York 10019.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

MEDICAL FILM -Adults only -"Childbirth" one reel,
8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International W, Greenvale,
Long Island, New York.

SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.00. Signature $2.88. Free
catalog. Jackson Products, 1433 Winnemac, Chicago,
III. 60640.

HIGH FIDELITY

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and recorders. Hi-Fi,
Roslyn 9, Penna

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed
"We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back
guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations
Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239 (L) East 149th Street,
New York 10451.

FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog #E7W
and lowest quotations on your individual component,
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic
Values Inc 200 West 20th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011.

FREE -$1.00 Value "Miracle" Record cleaning cloth
with every quotation on HIFI EQUIPMENT. Our "ROCK
BOTTOM" prices on NAME BRAND amplifiers -tuners
taperecoraers-speakers-FRANCHISED-59 YEARS IN
BUSINESS. Write for this month's specials -NOW!
Rabsons 57th St., Inc., Dept. 569, 119 W. 57th St.,
New York, New York 10019.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers spe-
cification. Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We ship
COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with
tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics. Box 510. Bloomington. Indiana.

METERS -TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIRED -CALIBRATED.
Free catalog. Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

RECORDS

DISCOUNT Records, All Labels -Free Lists. Write Cliff
House. Box 42-E, Utica, N.Y.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cat-
alog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj-
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. D,
Bradenton Beach, Florida.

FOREIGN Employment: South America, Africa, Europe,
Australia, USA. Earnings to $2,000.00 monthly. Con-
struction, all trades, professions, occupations. Many
companies pay fare, housing, benefits, bonuses. Write:
Universal, Dept. B-8, Woodbridge, Conn. 06525.

"EMPLOYMENT RESUME GUIDE". SIMPLIFIED WRITING
INSTRUCTIONS PLUS ACTUAL EXAMPLES NUMEROUS
TYPICAL RESUMES -62.00. BONUS "APPLICATION LET-
TER WRITING" (DOLLAR VALUE) INCLUDED FREE. MAG-
NETIC, Box 3677-EWW, WASHINGTON 20007.

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn more!
Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing
Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent St., Jamaica 32, N.Y.
Dept HF.
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GREGORY ELECTRONICS

Reconditioned & Used FM
2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS

Partial list -Send for New '66 catalog

Voice Commander
132 to
x 5.3"
price including
New Rechargeable

- I Cadmium

Lowest

si
If crystal
sired add

xaj Battery
units $16.00

WRITE FOR QUANTITY

172 MC, 1W 9.5"
x 1.7" Reduced

brand
Nickel

Battery Pack

Price Ever!

48
& tuning is de
$45.00

charger for these

PRICES

MOTOROLA 30-50mc
T -51G SERIES VIBRATOR

6/12v 50-60 watts. Complete with all acces-
sories, less crystals and antenna.
Transmitter & Receiver Fully

'228Narrow Banded
(Less accessories, deduct $30)
Same unit tuned to desired frequency, including
new antenna, add $45.00

MOTOROLA P 11
Dry Battery Operated Pack Sets,
less batteries & crystals

40-50 MC '38
DUMONT 101A 30-50MC
12 Volt 30 Watts complete ac-
cessories ideal for Monitor Re-
ceiver ..
Less crystals & antenna

GE 4ES14A1 450-470MC
Less crystals & tuning 6/12 Volts $58
12 to 15 Watts
With accessories, add $30

We Buy

ecoms,GE
----.....

249

Late Model Equipment for Cash
-Write: Wire or Phone!

.. GREGORY
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

RT. 46, Saddle Brook, N.J., 07662
Phone: (201) 489-9000

CIRCLE NO. 115 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If you have no label handy, print OLD address here.

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE ' name

Please include an address label when address

writing about your subscription to help I
us serve you promptly. Write to: Port- I
land Place, Boulder, Colorado 80302
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

L stole

Please let us know you are moving at least 4 AFFIX LABEL HERE --X
weeks in advance. Affix magazine address
label in space to the right and print new
address below. If you have a question about
your subscription, attach address label to name please print
your letter.

TO SUBSCRIBE: Check boxes below.
0 New  Renewal

 5years $21 0 3 years $15 0 1 year $6

please print

city

zip -code

1

J

0140

address

city

SPECIFY: El Payment enclosed -You get 1

extra issue per year FREE! 0 Bill me later. state zip -code

94 ELECTRONICS WORLD



HARD -TO -GET TUBES IN STOCK
BRAND
Type Price

NEW -1
Type Price

YR. GUARANTEE
Type Price Type Price

200-00A 6AU5 ..I.60 6U8 ...1.00 12507 .1.0.
2 0

0111 ..2.750
6AU6 .. .686AUS ..I.50 61/66T

6W4
.76

.. .86
125R7 .1.00
1276 .1.33

0C3.003 .81
IA7 . .1.75

6AW8 .1.35
6AX4 . .96

6W6GT 1.026X4 ... .59
12W6
13GF7

.1.33

.1.75
1AX2
IB3 .

. .95

. .92
6AX5
6AX7

.1.10 6X5GT
65811

.69..I.00 14A4
14115

.2.25

.2.25
INS .

ILA4
.1.50
.1.95

684 .

687 .

.1.25

.5.95

.2.75
676GA
624

.90
84 1.25

14117
14AF7

.2.25

.2.25
1LA6
11.84

.1.98

.2.50
6138
6BA6

.2.66

. .68
7114
7AS ..

. 2.25
2.05

14B6
1488

.2.25

.2.25
ILC6
1LD5

.1.80

.1.95
6BAS
613E6

.1.35

. .81
7A6 ..
7A7 ..

2.69
2.70

14C5
14C7

.2.25

.2.33
1LE3
ILH4

.1.95

.2.80
6BH6
613H6

. .95

.1.35
7A8
7AD7

2.95
1.25

14E6
14E7

.2.25

.2.25
ILN5
INS

.2.25

.1.85
6855
61357

.1.35

.1.20
7AF7
7A07

. 2.34
2.85

14F7
14F8

.3.10
.2.23

1PS .2.00 6BQ6 .1.42 7AH7 1.95 1457 .2.25
1R4
IRS

. .80

.1.10
6BQ7
6857

.1.18

.1.91
7AU7
7B4

.93
2.52

14.17
14N7

.2.25

.2.25
155
ITS

.1.10

. .80
6C4 .

6C5M
. .64
.1.95

785
7136

3.00
1.90

1407
14W7

.2.25

.2.25
1U4
1U5

.1.05

. .98
6C6 .

6C80
.2.50
.2.95

787
788

2.85
2.14

14X7
14Y7

.2.25

.2.25
1V .

1V2
.2.00
. .83

6CA7
6CG7

.2.59
. .75

7C4
7C5

1.15
1.25

14Y4 ..1.75
19 ...1.00

1V6
2113

.2.75
.3.75

6C08
6CL6

.95
.1.45

7C6
7C7

2.75
1.28

22 ....1.1524A ...1.50
2115
2A6

.2.50

.4.50
6CL8
6CM7

.1.50

.1.17
7E5
7E6

2.00
1.25

25C5 .. .75
25006 1.94

2021 .80 6CQ8 .1.39 7E7 1.95 25E016 .2.40
2NAS
2X2A

.1.49 GCS/
6CW4

.1.10

.1.90
7F7
7F8

2.84
3.10

2526
2525

.80
.1.15

3113 .

3A5
.1.95
.1.18 6CX8

6C25
.1.82
.1.75

707
757

2.25
1.95

25Z6
26 .

.1.10

.1.60
387 .

313N4

.1.10

.2.39 604 ..I.75
606 ..2.50 7.17

71(7
2.75
3.05

27
30

. .1.75

. .1.50
3B26

.1.08

. .83 6DA4 .1.25 7L7 1.99 32 . .1.25
3CB6
3004

.82
.1.48

6DN6
60N7

.3.05

.1.45
7N7
7Q7

. 2.71
1.85

33
34

. .1.15

. .1.25
3076
305

. .88

.2.00
6DQ4
6005

.1.05

.2.25
7R7
757

2.25
2.50

35AS
35L6

.2.10
.1.05

3V44807. .95
1.45

6006
6E5 .

.1.00

.2.25
7V7 .

7W7
1.74
2.49

35W4
35Y4

. .41
.1.62

4BU8
4B27

.1.39

.1.45
6F4 .

6F5G7
.3.20
1.72

7X6
7X7 .

1.35
2.85

35Z3
3525

.1.5.
. .82

4CB6
5AM8

. .82
1.40

6F6G .1.95
6F7 . .4.39

7Y4
7Y7

2.35
1.79

36
37

. .1.50
.1.25

SANS
SAQS

.1.55

. .82
6F8 ...3.08
601(5 .1.66

7Z4 .

SAUS
2.35
.1.63

38:
39/44

.1.25

.1.25
51158
5/478

.1.64

.1.44
6H28
6350

.2.388005

.1.34 8C07
1.18
.99 42

.41

.1.50.1.94
SAZ4
51307

.2.00

.1.35
6J6A
6.17 .

. .70

.1.88
8FQ7
8037

.99
1.38 45/2A3 3.75

SBR8
5C08

.1.50

.1.19
6370

.

.1.75

.2.50
BONS
8JV8

1.59
1.59 47 . .3.50

536
5U4
5U8

.1.05
. .59.1.19

65607
6117
61.60

. .93

.1.90
.1.15

IODE7
12A8
1211147

.1.14
2.95
1.99

48
49
50

. 4.00

. 3.50

. 1.75
5V4
5X8

.1.35
.1.30

6L6GC .1.50
6L7M .2.58 I2AT6

12AT7
.59
.74

5005
50L6

. .75
1.10

5Y3
5Y4

. .61

.1.45
6N7M . .906PS ...2.50 12AU6

12AU7
.65
.74

5056
5076

.2.10
2.25

523
5Z4

.1.54

.3.00
607 ...2.05657 ...I.95 12AV6

12AX4
.56 5077

53
2.25

.3.50
6A7
6A8

.3.05

.2.49
6S80T .1.60
65A7M 1.60

12AX7
1213116

.87

.59
55
56

.2.75

.1.45
6AB4
6ACS

. .80
.2.24

65137Y .2.25
6507 ..1.49

I2BE6
12B/47

.59 57 1.95
1.95

6AC7
6AF3

.1.75
1.05

65F5 .. .9865F7 ..2.40 12E106
I2BR7

1.35
1.08 701.7

.3.50
2.00

GAGS
6AG7

.1.03

.2.25
6507 ..1.696557 ..1.50 12677

12/(7
1.09

. 2.49
71A
5

.1.25

.2.60
6AH4
6AN5

.1.10
. .R0

65.17GT 1.49
65J7M .1.65

12K8M
121.6

2.95
. 1.13

76
77

.1.75

.2.00
6AL7
GAMS

.2.40

.1.15
651(7 ..1.60
6557M 1.58

121.8
1207

. .50

.1.50
78
80

.1.75
1.75

6AN8
61107

.1.43

.1.33
651.7GT .80
651(767. .90

125117
125C7

.1.48

.1.50
83 ..
83V .

.1.48
3.00

6AR5
61155 . .95

6507GT 1.33
6SR7 ..1.50

125F7
12507

.1.98

.1.72
5881
6146

.3.00

.2.75
61157
6AT6

.3.10

. .72
6557M 1.15
6113 ...1.20

125147
125.17

.1.50

.1.50
6336
6550

4.75
4.00

6ATS
6A U4

.1.25

.1.29
679 1.466US..2.75 1251(7

12SL7
.1.40
.1.33 807

KT -88
.1.25
.4.75

OUR MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
POSTAGE EXTRA

SEND FOR COMPLETE TUBE CATAIOG OF OVER
3500 ADDITIONAL TYPES INCLUDING TUBES

FOR COLOR TV

UNITED RADIO CO.
EW-7, 56 FERRY ST., P.O. BOX 1000 A7, NEWARK, N.J.
CIRCLE NO. 91 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-2D, Olympia,
Washington.
LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific. 92% ef-
fective. Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 721, Dept.
e.g., Lexington, Kentucky.
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses
Bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your idea or
invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manu-
facturer clients are urgently seeking new items for out-
right cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance avail-
able. 10 years proven performance. For free informa-
tion, write Dept. 42, Wall Street Invention Brokerage,
79 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.
INVENTIONS -IDEAS developed: Cash/Royalty Sales.
Member: United States Chamber Commerce. Raymond
Lee, 130-G West 42nd, New York City 10036.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CITIZENS BAND Radio Dealerships Available. Sell Full
or Part Time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 274, Galesburg,
III. 61401.
FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -945G, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400 monthly.
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex-
penses paid. No selling. No college education neces-
sary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. Or
earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Literature.
No obligation. Universal, CZ -7, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas,
Texas 75205.

I MADE $40,000.00 YEAR by mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free proof. Torrey,
Box 63566-N, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106.

FREE Facts and descriptive bulletin. Be an Air Con-
ditioning, Refrigeration, and Heating Serviceman. High
pay, jobs open everywhere, operate your own service
business, no school or correspondence necessary.
Instructions on all systems. Write Doolco Trouble
Shooter, 2018 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.

FREE! "How To Make Money By Mail!" Publishers,
407-EW Lincoln, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139.

REAL ESTATE

FREE SUMMER CATALOG! Selected Best thruout the
U.S. Thousands of properties described, pictured -
Land, Farms, Homes, Businesses -Waterfront, Recrea-
tion, Retirement. 66 Years' service, 490 Offices, 36
states Coast to Coast, Mailed FREE from the World's
Largest! STROUT REALTY, 60-ZD E. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y.
10017. OX 7.5710.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts,
equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn.
55412.

SPEC-TACULAR CASE of genuine glove leather has
"Chamois -soft" interior that actually cleans your
glasses! Chemically treated to remove dirt and
smudges, prevent scratching. Leaves glasses lint -free,
sparkling clear. Black case. $2.95 ppd, specify with or
without pocket clip. Order an extra case for your
sunglasses. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Marbro Sales
Co., Dept. E, 164 Duane St., New York, N.Y. 10013.

FREE Wine Recipes and Home Brewing Supplies cata-
log. County Winemaker, Box 243EG, Lexington, Mass.

PERMANENT PROTECTION !

Electronics
World
Deluxe Magazine Files

that hold a full
year's copies!

Designed to keep your
periodicals orderly and easy to refer to. These
durable files guard against soiling, tearing, wear
or misplacement of issues. They look, feel like
leather and are washable! 23kt. gold lettering and
exquisite 2 -color binding make them highly -deco-
rative additions to your bookshelves.

Shipped POSTPAID! FULLY GUARANTEED!

Only $3.50 each -3 for $10, 6 for $19
Order several today -for ELECTRONICS WORLD

and all your other favorite magazines.
r 1

Jesse Jones Box Corp., Box 5120, Dept. EW
I Philadelphia 41, Pa.

L

Enclosed is $ Please send me
Electronics World Magazine Files in the colors checked
below:

ID Black backing/ maroon sides

Maroon backing/black sides

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE 71P CODE

Orders outside U.S.A. please add $1 additional for
each file ordered.

---- (Payment must accompany order) - - -

(,DOUBLE
BONUS

WORTH OF
Transistors

_Rectifiers
Condensers
Diodes
Knobs
Coil.. etc.

Add 25c for bond]

PLUS

CHOOSE

AN YE

$100

ITEM
FREE

no

BOTH FREE WITH ANY $10 ORDER

LOW NOISE FETs Vacuum
fri----01

FROM CRYSTALONIC Equine- loam'
Equine_"D'ield-e IRO transi slots

ELEC. W ORLD$ 95 loC;ernbe.:. spec sheet.
tor use,,.p. N -channel

1

FIRST TIME IN U.S.A.!
"ONE PRICE" SCRS!

Imagine 7 -amp, 16 -amp and 25 -amp at one
price! Just check the proper amp and PRV blocks.
0 7 -Amps 0 16 -Amps [I] 25 -Amps
PRV Sale PRV Sale E 300 1.75
Ij] 25 .25 I_ ; 1 50 .80 0 400 2 .25
0 .5 0 .45 200 1.15 0 500 2.50
0 100 .70 F 250 1.35 E 600 2.95

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS
AMPS 25 PIV 50 PIV 100 PIV 200 PIV

3 D 5e 0 7t 0 12e 0 19*
15 22* 0

Ei
40* 0 65*

35 0 39* 50, ri 754 0 1.19
AMPS 400 PIV 600 PIV 800 PIV 1000 PIV

3 El 254 El 35t D 45e 0 69s
15 0 904 0 1.35 0 1.59 0 1.79
35 0 1.90 0 2.50 0 2.75 0 2.95

150 MIL TOP HAT AND EPDXIES
PIV Sole PIV Sale PIV Sale
50 El 54 600 L 19* 1400 0 95*100 0 7e 800 0 29e 1600 [1 1.10200 0 94 1000 0 511

400 iii 13t 1200 0 69*
WORLDi

POPULAR $1 PARTS PAKS
0 $25 SURPRISE PAK: transistors, reel, diodes, etc.$1
0 40 PRECISION RESISTORS, '/z, 1, 2W; 1 % values $1
0 30 CORNING "LOW NOISE" resistors, asst.  .$1
0 60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .5mf, to 1Kv, asat $1
0 40 DISC CONDENSERS, 27mmf to .05mf to 1KV $1
0 60 TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, plugs, audio, etc. $1
0 30 POWER RESISTORS, 5 to 50W. to 24 Kohma . $1
0 50 MICA CONDENSERS, to .1mf, silvers too! $1
D 10 VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg, switch too! . $1
D 10° ELECTROLYTICS, to 500mf, east FP & tubulars$T
0 50 RADIO & TV KNOBS, asestd. colors & styles .$1
0 10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS: lOmf to 500m41
0 50 COILS 4. CHOKES, if, rf, ant, one, & more . . $1
0 35 TWO WATTERS, asst incl. A.B., 5 96 too! .. .$1
0 75 HALF WATTERS, east incl. A.B.., 5 % too! . .$1
0 60 HI -Q RESISTORS, 1/2, 1, 2W, 1 % & 5 % values $1
0 10 PHONO PLUG .1 JACK SETS, tuners, amps . $1
0 MAGNETIC REED SWITCH, glass sealed $1
0 30 "YELLOW" MYLAR CONDENSERS, aastd. val $1

60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, discs, npo's, to .05 $1
40 "TINY" RESISTORS, 1/10W, 5 To' too! ... .$1

0 10 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS for pnp-npn transistors $10 30 MOLDED COND'S, mylar, pore, black beauty $1

DELCO
HIGH POWERS

"i....,.-T- PNP 100Watt/15Amp HIPower

eg 1055 Case! 2H44I, 442, 277,
278, 1)5501 up to 50 Volts

LI 2N1100 BVetto 100 5196
ZENER VOLTAGE REGULATORS 1 WATT

- -- 0 3For $1
Volts Volts Volts Volts volts Volts Volt* Volts

0 6.8 D io 0 15022E133
0 7.5 _J 110 16024036 51075 1106g1600§.2 ID 12 lil 18 027 039 5E082 12018009.1 0 13 0 20[1 30043 0 62 091 la130 200

100 FOR OUR "SUMMER" BARGAIN CATALOG ON:
0 Semiconductors 0 Poly Pah 0 Parts

TERMS: Send check. money rrrrr .

OLY 1*..d.P.7.-d..n..T;;..ii..;:: gri,Plt T.1,..0.si,

PAKS P.O. BOX 942W
SO. LYNNFIELD, MASS.

"PAK-KING" of the world

July, 1966
CIRCLE NO. 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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160 PAGE POWER SUPPLY
HANDBOOK KEYNOTES
KEPCO'S CONTINUING
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

The Kepco Power Supply Handbook,
written by Paul Birman, Kepco's Appli-
cation Engineer, covers the subject of
regulated DC Power Supplies in detail.
Particular emphasis is placed on the
programming concept and its myriad
applications to complex systems control
problems.

The Handbook starts with a basic treat-
ment of the AC -DC rectification process
and quickly works up to regulating cir-
cuits both open and closed loop. The
concept of the bridge regulator is treated
in considerable detail and is approached
from several directions, including an
unusual operational analysis. Such treat-
ment of basic power supply regulators
in general terms permits ready exten-
sion to more complex external loop
control systems with ready understand-
ing. A comprehensive chapter on Power
Supply testing will be of value to the
test engineer.
Profusely illustrated with innumberable
circuit diagrams, block diagrams and
photographs, the Kepco Power Supply
Handbook is a valuable addition to any
engineering library.

52 PAGE CATALOG
CONTAINING

COMPLETE
SPECIFICATIONS AND
APPLICATIONS NOTES

ON MORE THAN 275
STANDARD MODELS
IS ALSO AVAILABLE

FOR COMPLIMENTARY COPIES, WRITE
ON COMPANY LETTERHEAD TO:

HANDBOOK, Dept.W
G.P.O. BOX 67  FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352
CIRCLE NO. 199 ON READ,R SERVICE CARD

ELECTRONICS WORLD JULY 1966
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READER
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125 Allied Radio 16 111 Lafayette Radio Electronics 84

American Institute of Engineering
& Technology 76

109 Mallory & Co. Inc., P.R. 66

108 Methods Research Corp. 76
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,

The 18, 19, 20, 21 107 Multicore Sales Corp. 63

Castle TV Tuner 76 106 Music Associated 63

124 Cleveland Institute of Electronics .. 7

87 Cleveland Institute of Electronics.. 7
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READER SERVICE CARD
To get more information, promptly, about products or services
mentioned in this issue, simply circle the number corresponding
to the ad or editorial mention and send us the card.

IMPORTANT
BLACK numbers are of general interest and you do not have to
include your company name and address to receive the informa-
tion requested.

BLUE numbers below correspond to an ad or editorial mention
of professional interest. Manufacturers will honor your request
only if it is to be mailed direct to your company-so be sure to
include your company's name and address.

Use only one card to obtain the information you want.

(Void 60 days after date of issue)

I AM EMPLOYED IN: INDUSTRYE-1 COMMERCIALE-2
COMMUNICATIONSE MILITARY/GOVERNMENTO -4 OTHER D -5 SB 766

NAME (Print) TITLE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

(Fill in the following only if you circle any BLUE numbers below)
COMPANY NAME

COMPANY ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

Please send me additional information on products I have circled.
(Key numbers for advertised products also appear in Advertisers Index.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125
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WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING
AND WORLD'S NEWEST Hand Size v.o.pirs
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MODEL 310-C
World's Newest

Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

HAND SIZE AND LIGHTWEIGHT, but with the features of full-
size V -O -M's.

2 20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC; 5,000 AC (310)-15,000 AC (310-C).

BOTH TESTERS

HOWN

ACTUAL SIZE

310-C PLUS FEATURES
1. Fully enclosed lever range switch
2. 15,000 Ohms per volt AC

(20,000 0/V DC same as 310)
3. Reversing switch for DC measure-

ments

EXCLUSIVE SINGLE SELECTOR SWITCH speeds circuit and
range settings. The first miniature V -O -M's with this exclusive
feature for quick, fool -proof selection of all ranges.

SELF -SHIELDED Bar -Ring instrument; permits checking in strong magnetic fields.
FITTING INTERCHANGEABLE test prod tip into top of tester makes it the common
probe, thereby freeing one hand. UNBREAKABLE plastic meter window. BANANA -
TYPE JACKS-positive connection and long life.

Model 310-$40.00 Model 310-C-$50.00 Model 369 Leather Case-$3.50

ALL PRICES ARE SUGGESTED U.S.A. USER NET, SUBJECT TO CHANGE

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO
CIRCLE NO. 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MODELS 100 AND 100-C
Comprehensive test sets. Model 100
includes: Model 310 V -O -M, Model 10
Clamp -on Ammeter Adapter; Model
101 Line Separator; Model 379 Leather
Case; Model 311 leads. ($73.50 Value
Separate Unit Purchase Price.),
MODEL 100-U.S.A. User Net. $70.00

MODEL 1 0 O-C-
Same as above, but
with Model 310-C.
Net $80.00

FIELD ENGINEERS  ELECTRICAL, RADIO, TV, AND APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN  ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS  FACTORY MAINTENANCE MEN  ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS  HOME OWNERS, HOBBYISTS- -  - -;  H e 1.rare- I.,<. LeI,I Fl 4, TV



Now in one handbook...the service information
you need for 12 makes of color TV sets

TABLE OF CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION

HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS HANDBOOKSect.. 1. CHASSIS INDEX

CHASSIS LAYOUTS
Section 2. PURITY ADJUSTMENTS
Section 3. CONVERGENCE ADJUSTMENTS

STATIC CONVERGENCE (general)
DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE (specific)

Section 4.
BLACK.AND.WHITE SETUP ADJUSTMENTS

Section 5. PHASE AND MATRIX ADJUSTMENTS
Section G. COLOR AFPC FIELD ADJUSTMENTS
Section 7. MISCELLANEOUS ADJUSTMENTS
Section B. FUSES AND CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Section EL TEST EQUIPMENT FOR COLOR TV SERVICING
Section 10. RECEIVING TUBES FOR COLOR TV

DYNAMIC
CONVERGENCE

A

"Dynamic Convergence'

Just look up the chassis number of the
set you are working on in the CHASSIS
INDEX and you will be guided to the
proper sections of the 140 -page RCA
Color TV Service Handbook. All the
information is based on the manufac-
turer's own service notes. You'll want to
carry a copy in your tube caddy on every
color TV service call.

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

aThe Most Trusted Name in Electronics

"Chassis Layouts"

"Coior AFPC
Field Adjustments"

TO KEEP UP WITH
COLOR, SEE YOUR RCA
DISTRIBUTOR ABOUT
GETTING THE RCA
COLOR TV SERVICE
HANDBOOK (1A1553).

RCA's personal quality performance
program aims for missile -type reliability
in commercial receiving tubes. Under this
program thousands of RCA people have
pledged to strive for error -free -perform-
ance so that when you replace with RCA
receiving tubes you're sure of a satisfied
customer.
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FlectronicsWor
RADIATION MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE

Design your own-HIGH-COMPLIANCE LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE

INDICATING LIGHTS

How to Make the Right Choice

THE XEROX TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE

BATTERY- OPERATED

TAPERECORDERS
11111111111.

AUGUST, 1966
60 CENTS
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GET A FAST START WITH
NRI'S ABSORBING, NEW
ACHIEVEMENT KIT
Delivered to your door-
everything you need to
make a significant start in
the Electronics field of
your choice! This new
starter kit is an outstand-
ing, logical way to intro-
duce you to NRI. What's
in it? Your first group of
lesson texts; a rich vinyl
desk folder to hold your
study material; the indus-
try's most complete
Radio -TV Electronics Dic-
tionary; valuable refer-
ence texts; lesson answer
sheets; pre -addressed en-
velopes; pencils; pen;
engineer's ruler, and even
postage. No other school
has anything like it.

ELECTRONICS COMES
ALIVE WITH CUSTOM
TRAINING KITS
You get your hands on ac-
tual parts and use them to
build, experiment, explore,
discover. NRI pioneered
and perfected the "home
lab" technique of learning
at home in spare time.
Nothing is as effective as
learning
why NRI puts emphasis on
equipment, and why it in-
vites comparison with
equipment offered by any
other school. Begin now
this exciting program of
practical learning created
by NRI's Research and De-
velopment Laboratories.
It's the best way to under-
stand fully the skills of the
finest technicians-and
make their techniques
your own.

Available Under New
GI BILL If you served
since January 31, 1955, or
are in service, check GI line in
postage -free card.

"BITE -SIZE" LESSON
TEXTS PROGRAM YOUR
TRAINING AT HOME
Certainly, lesson texts are
necessary. NRI's pro-
grammed texts are as
simple, direct and well il-
lustrated as 50 years of
teaching experience can
make them. They are care-
fully programmed with NRI
training kits to make the
things you read about
come alive. You'll experi-
ence all the excitement of
original discovery.

HOBBY? CAREER?
PART-TIME EARNINGS?
MAIL COUPON TO NRI
Whatever your reason for
wanting to increase your
knowledge of Electronics
... whatever your educa-
tion . . . there's an NRI
instruction plan to fit your
needs. Choose from three
major training programs
in Radio -TV Servicing, In-
dustrie Electronics and
Communications or select
one of seven specialized
courses. Mail coupon for
NRI catalog now.

DISCOVER THE EXCITEMENT OF
NRI ELECTRONICS TRAINING

Founded 50 years ago-in the days of wireless-NRI pioneered the "learn -by -
doing" method of home -study. Today, NRI is the oldest, largest home -study Elec-
tronics school, offering the kind of instruction that makes learning exciting, fast.
You build, test, experiment, explore. Whatever your interest, your need, your
education, investigate the wide variety of NRI training plans .. . find out about the
NRI Achievement Kit. Check and mail the coupon now. No salesman will call.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016.

.1

50 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING
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10 WAYS TO TRAIN AT HOME

3

4

5

6

1

8

9

10

1

TELEVISION -RADIO SERVICING Learn to fix black -and -white
and color sets, AM -FM radios, stereo hi-fi, etc. A profitable field
for part or full-time business of your own.

2
INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY ELECTRONICS Learn Principles,
Practices, Maintenance of Electronic equipment. Covers com-
puters, servos, telemetry, multiplexing, other subjects.
COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS A comprehensive program cov-
ering broadcasting, mobile, marine, aviation communications.
Learn to operate, maintain transmitting equipment. Prepares
for FCC License.

FCC LICENSE Prepares you quickly for First Class License
exams. Every communications station must have licensed op-
erators. Also valuable for Service Technicians.
MATH FOR ELECTRONICS A short course of carefully prepared
texts going from basic arithmetic to graphs and electronic
formulas. Quick, complete, low in cost.
BASIC ELECTRONICS Abbreviated 26 -lesson course covering
Automation -Electronics, TV -Radio language, components, princi-
ples. Ideal for salesmen, hobbyists, others.

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION For the man with a knowl-
edge of basic Electronics who wants to learn process control,
ultrasonics, telemetering and remote control, electro-mechanical
measurement, other Automation subjects.
AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS For the man who works or
wants to work in and around planes. Covers direction finders,
ranges, markers, loran, shoran, radar, landing system trans-
mitters. Prepares for FCC License.
MARINE COMMUNICATIONS Learn to operate, repair trans-
mitters, direction finders, depth indicators, radar, other Elec-
tronic equipment used on commercial and pleasure craft. A
growing, profitable field. Prepares for FCC License.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS Learn to install, operate, main-
tain mobile equipment and associated base stations, as used
by police, fire departments, taxi companies, etc. Prepares for
FCC License.

You must pass FCC exam on completion of any NRI commu-
nications course or your tuition payments are refunded in full.

CHECK AND MAIL

THIS POSTAGE -FREE CARD
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Washington, D.C. 20016 2-086

Please send me your catalog. I have checked the field(s) of
most interest to me. (No salesman will call.) Please PRINT.

El TV -Radio Servicing  Basic Electronics

11] Industrial Electronics 0 Electronics for Automation

0 Complete Communications 0 Aviation Communications

0 FCC License 0 Marine Communications

0 Math for Electronics 0 Mobile Communications

Check for facts on new GI Bill.

Name Age

Address

City State Zip Code

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL



Crime
does
pay!

Eery 40 seconds a burglary takes place in the United States.

TE:NNICAL INFORMATION

The PACIAP SENTRY ALARM is
a complete U.H.F. Doppler Ra-
dar System which saturates the
entire protected area with invis-
ible r.f. microwaves. It provides
complete wall to wall-floor to
cei protection for an area of
up !o 5,000 square feet. Without
human movement in the pro-
tec'ed area, the microwave sig-
nal remains stable. An/ human
moiemed (operation is unaf-
fec ed by rodents and small ani-
ma_s)in the area causes the dop-
pler signal to change frequency
approximately 2 to 4 cps. An
ultn-stab'e low frequency de-
tec-or senses this small fre-
quency change. amplifies it and
trigge's toe police type siren-
whicn is tea -rd up to a half mile
away.

In addi ion, the RADAR SEN-
TRY ALAW's protection can be
extended :o other areas with the
use of the fallowing optional ac-
cessories:
 remote chetectors for extending

corerage tc over 10,000 sq. ft.
 rate of r'se fire detector U.L.
apprcvec for 2,500 sq. ft. of
coverage each (no limit on the
nuxber of remote detectors
that can De used)

 hal-up alarm
 cer tral station or police station

transmitter and receiver (used
wito a leased telephone line)

 relay unit for activating house
lights

 bather/ operated horn or bell
which sounds in the event of:
powen'ine failure; equipment
marunction or tampering

August, 1966

At that rate, it's a multi million
do la- a year business. . for bur-
glars.

A -d an even better business op-
po-Lnity to you.

.Nhy? Because burgla-y can be
stci4ed....vith an effect ve alarm
system.

r fact, police and insurance
cials have proved that an alarm

system recuces, and in many cases,
elimiiates losses-even helps po-
lice appreiend the crimiral.

-lere's where you come in.
Jrly a small percentage o: the

mere :han 100 million buildir gs-
stores. offices, factories, schools,
churches and homes are protected
by ar effe:tive alarm system.

That rreans virtually every
home., every business is a prospect.

yoi car sell them!
And you don't have to be a

supe--salesman to sell the best
prcte:tion available-a Radar Sen-
try Alarm anit. All you have to do
is demonstrate it...it sells itself.

A glance at the technical infor-
ma-icr shcws why.

RADAR SENTRY ALARM

11'3 the most urique. and effec-
tve alarm sys:Eni aver Lrvented.

And he-e's the prco'.
In the past six years, thousands

of RADAR SENTRI A_LARM units
have been sold ii the De-.roit, Mich-
igan area alone-sa d Di men like
yourself cn a par-'_irrie and full-
time basis.

Here are jus: a lel& customers
LeL:hc are protectec ay RADAR
:ENTRY ALARMS:

U.S. Goverrrnent
U.S. Air co-ce
Detroit BOE ri c -f EcLcation
Huncreds. of Churches,
Banks, Bus.-inecGPs and
-lomes.

Everyone is a r raspect.
So take advantage cf your pro-

fession. Put your technical know -
edge and experimoe 1c work for
you n a tctally new area-an area
that will make norey 'cr you!

Do.i't wait!
Let us prove that. crime does

pay.
Become a dis:r
Witte new for free details.

Mail to: R?.DAF DEVICES POVNJFIXTJ3 NC CORP.
22003 HErpc- AN.e., St, Clair Stores; Mid, goa 48080

Phase tell me how I mil ha.e a bisiness
o: my own distrib_tirg Ra13r Sentry
Ahrm Systems. I Lir tiere is no

.

iga.on.

Name
EW-8

Address

City State & Code

CIRCLE RO. 98 OM READER SERVICE CARD 1



there is
no margin

for error
when striving for

the ultimate
in stereo

sound
re-creation

incomparable
HI -Fl PHONO

Tiny though it is, the cartridge can make or break a stereo
system. For this breath -takingly precise miniaturized electric
generator (that's really what it is) carries the full burden of
translating the miles -long undulating stereo record groove
select the unit equal to your music system from

M55E
15° tracking, elliptical
stylus, Y4 to PA gram
tracking. Professional per-
formance-and a very spe-
cial value at $35.50.

WEIDE
Bounce -proof, sera tch-
proof performance for
Garrard Lab 80 and
Model A70. $38.00.

M44-7
Economical trend-
setter. 15° tracking.
Low IM and har-
monic distortion.
11/4-3 gm. tracking.
$19.95.

. by
CARTRIDGES
into usable electrical impulses . . without adding or sub-
tracting a whit from what the recording engineer created.
Knowing this keeps Shure quality standards inflexible.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204

the premier family of stereo sound reproducers

M3D
Extremely musical. Tracks
at pressure to 6 gms.. fits
any changer. Only $15.75.

SHURE SME
The best pick-up arm in the

world." Provides features and
quality unattainable in any other
tone arm. $100.50. (For 12"
records.)

SHURE PERFORMANCE depends on a SHURE replacement STYLUS / . Look for "Precision Manufactured by Shure"
Manufactured Under One or More of the Following U. S. Patents and Other Patents Pending. 2,983,516, 3.055;983, 3,077,521. 3,077,522, D 183,355, D 185,168, D 187,229, D 187,230. D 189,144

D 193,006, D 193,007, D 193,854, D 193,934.

2 CIRCLE NO. 97 ON READER SERVICE CARD ELECTRONICS WORLD



THIS MONTH'S COVER
shows a selection of five
battery -powered tape re-
corders currently available.
Progressing clockwise start-
ing at the lower left are:
the Concord F-85 "Sound
Camera"; the Norelco 101;
the Roberts 6000; the No-
relco 150; and the Sony
6000. These five are only a
small sample of a number
of better -quality battery -
powered tape recorders
whose characteristics are
covered in directory form
in this issue. These ma-
chines run the gamut from
restricted -range voice re-
corders to high -quality units
suitable for broadcast use.
They come either as mono-
phonic or stereo systems
and each is complete within
itself, carrying its own
power source and micro-
phones. Their light weight
makes them ideal for field
use. Photo: Bruce Pendleton
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CONTENTS
Radiation Measurements in Space Joseph H. Wujek, Jr.

Proportional counters, GM systems, ionization chambers, scintillators,
Cerenkov detectors, and solid-state detectors are now being used to
measure primary cosmics, trapped radiation, and solar :'rinds and particles.

Recent Developments in Electronics

24 Receiver Noise Measurements Irwin Moth

25 Enclosures for High -Compliance Loudspeakers Roger H. Russell
If you want to design your own acoustic -suspension type, sealed hi-fi
speaker enclosure, here are the charts and graphs you will need to
do the job. It will give remarkably good bass performance for its size.

29 Selecting the Proper Indicating Light Warren Walker
Choosing the correct lamp and indicator for electronic equipment requires
more than merely looking through a catalogue. Here is a comprehensive guide
to specifying and selecting these lights for a wide variety of applications.

33 New Low -Loss Coax for TV Lon Cantor

3 4 Battery -Powered Tape Recorders

38 Convergence Circuits of Color Sets: RCA Wolter H. Buchsbaum

4 0 The Technical Representative Gene Smith
The Xerox Corporation's Tech Rep is a trouble preventer, trouble-
shooter, customer educator, goodwill ambassador, and engineering
consultant whose reports and suggestions lead to design changes.

42 Electromechanical Choppers Sidney L. Silver
These important components are widely used in industrial electronic instru-
mentation where they convert slowly varying signals or changes in d.c. lev-
els into a.c. square waves that can be handled more readily by amplifiers.

46 Oscilloscope Probes Walter H. Buchsbaum
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67 Audio Calibrator for Transistor Amplifiers Ryder Wilson
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ill

produce andyour

own
TV

shows

Read about
Instant Movies
in Sound
The Sony Videocordere is a complete
hone TV studio: video tape recorder,
built-in TV monitor and optional TV
camera. It tapes TV pictures and sound
right off -the -air. The TV camera tapes
"live" action. You can play instantly or
at a later date on built-in TV monitor
screen. Videocorder costs $995; optional
camera outfit $350. Hundreds of
applications in business, science and
education. A most exciting home
entertainment idea. Send for free
informative booklet.

Dept. H.
SONY®CORPORATION OF AMERICA
580 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10036

Name

Company

Address

City StateZip-
()Sony mad Videocorder are registered trademarks of the Sony Corao
citron. (Th. Yrdeocorder is not to be used to record copyrI(hted works.)

-J
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COMING
NEXT

MONTH

DESIGNING SILICON -TRANSISTOR

HI-FI AMPLIFIERS
The first article of a three-part series by
R. D. Gold and J. C. Sondermeyer of
RCA covers the advantages of silicon
power transistors in power output and
driver stages. Subsequent articles will
deal with design and performance pa-
rameters and practical circuits.

TESTING & MEASURING INDUCTORS
The methods and equipment used to
measure inductance, self -resonance, dis-
tributed capacitance, and "Q" of air -core
and iron -core coils are covered in this
in-depth article by Sam Zwass of Triad.

SELECTING THE PROPER SWITCH
Switch materials and design are impor-
tant factors in circuit performance. Ber-
nard Golbeck of Oak outlines selection
criteria and provides pertinent data on
carious materials used in switches.

TESTING & MEASURING CAPACITORS
R. C. Lynds and D. Quimby of Cornell-
Dubilier discuss performance tests, in-

struments used to run such tests, and
permissible tolerances for all types of
capacitors in this comprehensive and in-
formative article.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
A wide variety of general-purpose and
special-purpose test equipment is avail-
able for measuring resistors, capacitors,
and inductors. Fred Van Veen of General
Radio sets forth guidelines for making a
suitable choice for the job at hand.

TESTING & MEASURING RESISTORS
What the previously listed articles do
for inductors and capacitors, this article
by Fred Stern of IRC does for the re-
sistor. In concise form, the author out-
lines various tests designed to insure per-
formance within specifications.

TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETRY
John D. Lentz describes a useful labora-
tory technique for measuring transmis-
sion -line characteristics by means of a
step generator and an oscilloscope.

All these and many more interesting and informative articles will be yours
in the September issue of ELECTRONICS WORLD ... on sale August 18th.
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A New Electronics Slide Rule
with Self -Training Course

L

Ln

ir4AT4TuT

Electronics
and

'Y'otIr Slide ft,lile

20

60

Why didn't someone think of this before?
Here's a great new way to solve electronic problems accurately
.. easily. The Cleveland Institute Electronics Slide Rule*

is the only rule designed specifically for the exacting require-
ments of electronics computation. It comes complete with
an illustrated Instruction Course consisting of four AUTO -
PROGRAM MED* lessons . . . each with a short quiz you can
send in for grading and consultation by CIE's expert instructors.
With this personal guidance, you'll soon be solving complex
electronics problems in seconds while others still struggle along
with pad and pencil.

Here's what Mr. Joseph J. DeFrance, Head of the Electrical
Technology Dept., New York City Community College, has
to say about it:

GET BOTH FREE!

4114

_

ELECTRONICS

I=EMENEVE1

SLIDE RULE

Send coupon
today

"I was very intrigued by the 'quickie' electronics problem
solutions. It is an ingenious technique. The special scales
should be of decided value to any technician, engineer,
or student. The CIE slide rule is a natural."

See for yourself. Learn how to whip through all kinds of react-
ance, resonance, inductance, AC and DC circuitry problems in
seconds .. . become a whiz at conventional computations too!

This all -metal 10" rule is made to our tough specs by Pickett,
Inc. . . . comes complete with top grain leather carrying case
and Instruction Course. A $50 value for less than $25. Send
coupon for FREE illustrated booklet and FREE Pocket Elec-
tronics Data Guide. Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776
E. 17th St., Dept.EW-125, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

'TRADEMARK

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

1776 E. 17th St., Dept. EW-125. Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send FREE Electronics Slide Rule Booklet.
SPECIAL BONUS: Mail coupon promptly .. . get FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide too!

Name

Address County

City State Zip

(Please Print)

A leader in Electronics Training ... since 1934
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One of a series of brief discussions
by Electro-Voice engineers

WHY A

30 -INCH

WOOFER?
VICTOR 1. KAMINSKY
Loudspeaker Project Engineer

The quest for extended bass response with high
efficiency, low distortion, and flat, uniform fre-
quency response down to the 15-20 cps range has
taken many forms. Perhaps the most unusual (and
surely one of the largest) speakers designed for
this purpose is the Electro-Voice Model 30W
30 -inch speaker.

Because cone velocity is quite low in the very low
frequency range, a typical 12 -inch speaker cone
must move a great distance to produce even
moderate sound intensity. By increasing the cone
diameter to 30 inches, cone motion for the same
acoustic output is reduced from 1% -inches to
only %-inch (for example).

This sharp reduction in cone travel makes possible
more linear operation for reduced distortion. This
linearity is enhanced in the 30W by a large phe-
nolic -impregnated cloth spider and viscous damped
suspension capable of truly linear cone excursion
in excess of %-inch.

The successful development of a 30 -inch woofer
had to await the availability of cone materials that
would provide the necessary rigidity without add-
ing undue mass. Typical paper and high -density
plastic cones did not offer the desired stiffness
without the penalty of excessive weight.

Experimentation with molded expanded bead foam
polystyrene offered the answer in a material light
in weight yet with unusual rigidity. By carefully
controlling thickness and density of the foam plas-
tic, the desired characteristics of a true piston
woofer could be achieved. Below 250 cps no cone
breakup or flexing can be noted despite the cone's
30 -inch size.

For efficiency, 10 pounds of Indox Va ceramic
magnet is used in a low -loss magnetic structure
that provides 15,000 gauss flux density despite the
unusually wide ( .082 -inch) gap needed to accom-
modate the heavy edgewise -wound ribbon voice
coil employed.

This heavy, flattened copper coil permits extremely
low DC resistance for minimum power loss while
maintaining desired impedance. Mounted on a
polyester glass laminated cloth form, the coil as-
sembly is easily capable of withstanding the high
forces encountered at the sound pressures devel-
oped by this unique woofer.

Proof of the design strength of the 30W lies in
its use by a prominent pipe organ manufacturer
to replace the bulky bass pipes in installations
where organ loft space is limited. In every respect,
the E -V Model 30W woofer represents the logical
extension of proven techniques plus the creative
use of the most modern materials..

For technical data on any E -V product, write:
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 863N

629 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

IIor, qif_rEeDITc.Rord

ELECTRONIC SALES SETTING RECORDS

IN our editorial of March 1960, we
predicted that this decade would go

down in history as "The Electronic Dec-
ade" and shortly thereafter, in October,
we referred to "The Soaring Sixties."

It seemed obvious at that time that
the electronics industry would continue
to set records, but little did we realize
the degree of growth that would be
attained. Factory sales of electronic
products are expected to reach a fan-
tastic total of $19.3 billion this year.
Thus, in only seven years, sales will have
more than doubled the $9.2 billion total
in 1959.

According to Dr. Harper Q. North,
president of EIA, "Business in electron-
ics is booming." This year's sales should
exceed 1965's record by 11.5% and, if
the present trend continues, EIA's 5 -year
forecast predicting a $21 billion level
will be reached in 1967 instead of 1968.

All segments of our industry showed
growth. However, the greatest increase
is in the consumer products area, with
$4.43 billion sales predicted in 1966
compared with $3.67 billion in 1965.
This represents a 20.7% growth.

Color television, of course, is play-
ing the major role in setting new all-
time sales records. EIA's most recently
revised forecast estimates that about
5.4 million color -TV sets will be sold
this year. This will be double the 1965
record. For the first three months 942,-
000 color sets were sold compared with
481,000 for the same period in 1965.
Even black -and -white TV sets have
been holding their own with 1.9 mil-
lion sold during the first three months
of both 1965 and 1966.

The sale of color -TV sets has sparked
the entire components industry. Total
component sales will be up 9.6% over
1965, replacement components up 2.4%.

Industrial electronic sales will be up
14.2% this year over 1965 and sales of
electronic equipment to the government
is running at an increased rate of 7%.

Optimism persists throughout the en-
tire industry. It was evident at the
IEEE Show in New York in March; at
the Hi-Fi Institute Show in Los Angeles
in April; and, more recently, at the Na-
tional Electronics Week (NEW) Show
in San Francisco in June.

All three shows were extremely well
attended, but those who had hoped to

see developments of major importance
or break-throughs were, for the most
part, disappointed. Certainly there were
changes but most of them were rela-
tively insignificant. Of some importance
was the realization of the potential
markets for video-tape machines for the
home and industry, and audio -tape car-
tridge machines for cars and boats. Most
of the products themselves showed no
major changes over last year, but the
realization that these will add two new
segments of tremendous potential to our
industry is significant. It is inevitable
that in any period where there is a sell-
ers' market not much is done to re-
design or develop new products.

The NEW Show, however, served a
dual function. In addition to the normal
exhibits, the show sponsored, under the
direction of Gail Carter of NEDA, a
"Profit Forum." Four simultaneous edu-
cational programs designed for elec-
tronic distributors, manufacturers, and
their sales representatives took up a full
day. Many of our industry's leading
executives covered such subjects as
modern information systems; descrip-
tions of available business machines;
explanation of a new data processing
system for instant order handling; new
concepts in merchandising; along with
special sessions on selling. In addition, a
panel of management consultants of-
fered advice on such subjects as inven-
tory and data processing; product con-
trol; business analysis and pre -planning;
executive development and training.

This is the second year in which these
Profit Forums have been presented and
they were extremely well attended.

With any accelerated growth similar
to what we have encountered in the past
few years, problems do arise. Manufac-
turers are faced with expansion, auto-
mation, cost reduction, and employee
training problems. Parts distributors are
confronted with similar problems and
also those unique to their type of op-
eration. It is in this area that the NEW
Show played a vital role.

In order for our industry to grow, it
is necessary that all segments-man-
agement, sales, distribution, and manu-
facturing-progress simultaneously. All
the help that we can get in these areas
will be needed to make this decade "Tli
Soaring Sixties."
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FINCO ALL -BAND UHF -VHF -FM ANTENNA

75 OHM Model CX-UVF-24 $72.10 List

FINCO ALL BAND UHF -VHF -FM ANTENNA

300 OE M Model UVF-24 $59.95 List

The one antenna that does the work of three! Pulls
in beautiful color and crystal clear black and white
pictures on both UHF and VHF channels... plus
the finest stereophonic and monophonic FM sound
reproduction.

300 -ohm models for normal reception areas from
$18.50 to $59.95

75 -ohm models for poor reception areas from
$42.65 to $72.10

F71111C'e3
introduces I 75 -ohm COLOR VE-LOG ANTENNAS

FOR UHF -VHF -FM RECEPTION
Finco's Swept -Element Antenna challenges all com-
petition. Its unique design assures the finest color
and black and white TV reception-plus superb FM
and FM Stereo tone quality.

300 -ohm models for normal reception areas from
$16.95 to $54.50

75 -ohm models for poor reception areas from
$18.55 to $62.80

FINCO SWEPT -ELEMENT VHF -FM ANTENNA

75 OHM Model CXVL-10 $43.25 List

FINCO SWEPT -ELEMENT VHF -FM ANTENNA

300 OHM Model VL-10 $34.95 List

FREES

ALL FNITNECDO CR XA -NVSL OCRXm- UEVR F VARNF FV FT RAANNTSEFNONRAmS CR 0 sMpEL TTW IETRH OAR VF EFEw IRNFD sO TS EE TR-.

WORLD bit.

canon

,111LACK / ~ITV)/

,.;.CP1M1011(1115 AND 11C.00

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET, DEPT. 410, BEDFORD, OHIO
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RCA'S
new caree
book can
be your
success sto

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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Find out about ...
 RCA Institutes Career Programs.

TV Servicing  FCC License Preparation  Automation Electronics  Automatic
Controls Digital Techniques Telecommunications Industrial Electronics

 Nuclear Instrumentation Solid State Electronics Electronics Drafting.
 How RCA's "Autotext" programmed instruction teaches electronic fundamentals-

the faster, easier, way to technical learning.
 RCA Institutes' liberal tuition plan-the economical way to learn electronics.
 The prime quality electronics kits students receive at no extra cost.
 How RCA Institutes Home Training has helped its students enter profitable elec-

tronics careers and continually advance in their fields.
 For your free copy of RCA Institutes 1966 Home

Study Career Book, just mail the attached
postagepaid card today.

All RCA Institutes
programs and courses are

approved for veterans
under the new G.I. Bill.

Classroom Training
 Located in New York City, RCA Institutes is one of today's largest of its kind, and

provides excellent classroom and laboratory facilities.
 Previous technical training is not required ...special preparatory classes are available

for students who have not completed high school.
 Day and evening coeducational programs start four times a year.
 Free placement service has in recent years placed 9 out of 10 graduating students.
 Complete descriptive catalog free on request ...check classroom training on attached

card.
Both Home Training and Classroom Training programs are also available in Spanish.
Check Spanish on attached card and appropriate information will be rushed to you.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept, EW-86 A Service of Radio Corporation of America,
350 West 4th Street, New York, N.Y. 10014
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NEW! 11TH EDITION
of the world-famous

RADIO HANDBOOK

 the most comprehensive
how -to -build -it source

 top problem -solver for
builders of practical equipment

Completely revised and enlarged by
William I. Orr, W6SAI. This is the com-
prehensive communications manual which
is the industry standard for electronic
engineers, technicians, and advanced
radio amateurs. Explains in authoritative
detail how to design and build all types of
radio communications equipment.

NEW HOW -TO -BUILD DATA
The new 17th Edition of the RADIO
HANDBOOK presents design data on
the latest amplifiers, transmitters, re-
ceivers, and transceivers. Includes great-
ly enlarged sections on single-sideband
equipment and design, and semiconduc-
tors. Gives extended coverage to r -f
amplifiers, special vacuum -tube circuits,
and computers. All equipment described
is of modern design, free of TVI-pro-
ducing problems.

THOROUGHLY REVISED & UPDATED
Provides a complete understanding of
the theory and construction of all mod-
dern circuitry, semiconductors, anten-
nas, power supplies; full data on work-
shop practice, test equipment, radio
math and calculations. Includes aspects
of the industrial and military electronics
fields of special interest to the engineer
and advanced amateur. The 17th Edi-
tion of the RADIO HANDBOOK pro-
vides the broadest coverage in the field
-complete information on building and
operating a comprehensive variety of
high-performance equipment. All data
is clearly indexed. 832 pages; 6% x 93e;
hardbound. Invaluable for electronic
engineers, designers, builders, amateurs,
and technicians.

SAVE SPECIAL PRE -PUBLICATION
PRICE-ORDER NOW!

EE166, New 17th Edition RADIO HANDBOOK.
Special Pre -Publication Price
Until Sept. 30, 1966, Only $10.95

(Atter Sept. 30, 1966, regular price will be $12.95)

Available also in Spanish and Italian editions.
Order from your electronic parts

distributor or send coupon below.

EDITORS and ENGINEERS, Ltd. 1
P. 0. Box 68003, New Augusta, Indiana, Dept. EWE -8
['Ship me EE166, the new 17th Edition RADIO HAND.

BOOK at the special pre -publication price of $10.95.
enclosed. 0 Check  Money Order

Name

Address

City State Zip

LETTERS
FROM OUR

READERS

TESTING DIODES
To the Editors:

I enjoyed reading the article "Testing
Diodes" by Donald Ludwig ( January,
1966, p. 95). Here on the Atlantic Mis-
sile Range, computers are an everyday
working tool. These computers use
millions of diodes of all types; therefore,
a thorough knowledge of testing tech-
niques is valuable to the technician who
is required to maintain these complex
devices. Don's article contributes to this
knowledge with a direct, practical ap-
proach.

The subject of diode testing brings to
mind an interesting experience that
happened recently while a friend and I
were building a limiting amplifier for a
local radio station. Since the station
had a fully equipped work area, we
started construction with a blank chassis
and a handful of components. For di-
odes, we selected ( from the station's
spare parts drawer) a number of
1N34's. Using an ohmmeter we checked
forward resistance, reversed the diode
to read backward resistance-and the
meter needle deflected backward,
against the peg! The same thing hap-
pened on all the diodes we checked:
forward reading-OK; reverse reading-
impossible.

At home that evening, I measured one
of the diodes-forward resistance was
less than 100 ohms; reverse resistance,
65,000 ohms. Obviously, our v.o.m. at
the station was defective, I thought, so
tomorrow I'll take my own with me.

The next day at the station, using my
own meter, the same thing happened-
forward resistance OK, although some-
what less than 100 ohms; reverse read-
ing, needle pegged backwards.

Putting this resistance problem aside,
we built the limiting amplifier, installed
it, and checked it out. It worked per-
fectly (even though our 1N34 diodes
measured strangely).

About two weeks later, while build-
ing an s.w.r. meter for my amateur ra-
dio station, the answer to the diode
problem was found. We had neglected
to consider the strong r.f. field at the
radio station. Since the station's work-
shop was within 100 feet of its antenna,
1000 watts of power induced a consid-
erable voltage into the v.o.m. leads. This

induced voltage was rectified (by the
diode under test) and effectively con-
verted our ohmmeter into a field -
strength meter, giving us the mysterious
reverse -pegged meter indication.

On closing, I wish to comment on
your selection of fine articles that ap-
pear every month. These articles, along
with your over-all editorial policy, will
keep your publication on my bookshelf
for a long time to come.

FRANK J. LUTZ, JR.
Satellite Beach, Fla.

R.M.S. POWER
To the Editors:

Why do you, along with so many
other technical publications, persist in
using the fictitious, non-existent term
"r.m.s. power" when what you really
mean is average power? When you
measure the r.m.s. voltage across the
loaded output of an audio amplifier,
square it, and divide by the value of
the load resistance, your result is not
r.m.s. power at all: it is simply average
power.

After all, the whole concept of r.m.s.
voltage and current was developed in
the first place to obtain effective values
of voltage and current that would pro-
duce the same average heating effect or
power as do similar values of d.c. voltage
and current.

JOHN MURRAY
San Francisco, Calif.

Strictly speaking, Reader Murray is
correct, and we prefer the more tech-
nically correct term "average power" or
"continuous power." However, in a few
cases, we have gone along with a good
many hi-fi manufacturers in using the
term "r.m.s. power" just to make sure
that the reader understands that this is
the power calculated from the value of
r.m.s. rather than average voltage and
current.

While we are on the subject, we
would also like to point out that what
many in the audio -recording industry
call "peak power" or "power on peaks"
is not instantaneous peak power (which
is double the average power for sine -
wave signals). A vu recording meter, for
example, does not indicate and cannot
follow instantaneous peaks but rather

CIRCLE NO. 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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How To Get A $570 Stereo Recorder For $400

3 Motors . . .

Solenoid Operated . . .

Die-cast Main -plate, Flywheel
& Capstan Shaft Housing

All Solid -State Electronics . . . Record
4 -Track, Stereo -Mono, Sound -On -

Sound, Sound -With -Sound & Echo!

Build The New Heathkit/Magnecord 1020!
You Save $170!

Thanks to Heath, you can now save $170 on
the new Magnecord 1020 4 -Track Tran-
sistor Stereo Tape Recorder by building it
yourself. And the only difference between
this Heathkit version and the original is the
$170 you save (think of all the tape you can
buy with that!).

All parts are made at the Magnecord
factory . . . under a quality control system
that meets the demanding requirements
of the National Aeronautics & Space Ad-
ministration (NASA).

Add to this Magnecord's years of pio-
neering and developing tape equipment for
the broadcasting- and recording industries,
and you have a sophisticated recorder that
will give you years of professional quality
and reliability.

Professional Recording Facilities
With ihe 1020, you can record "live" from
microphones, or from -auxiliary sources like
tuners, phonographs, TV's, etc., and play-
back ... in 4 -track stereo or mono at either
71/2 or 33% ips. And you can make sound -
on -sound, or sound -with -sound (mixing) re-
cordings, or create interesting echo effects.

Professional Tape Transport
The tape transport is powered by 3 sepa-
rate motors. The hysteresis synchronous
capstan motor has a dynamically balanced
flywheel and a ballbearing inertial stabilizer
mount for constant, accurate speed. Two
permanent split -capacitor type motors drive

FREE!

the reels. With the convenient push-button
controls, you can change operational modes
instantly and gently with the touch of a
button. Compliance arms insure correct
tape tension at all times.

The military -type differential band brakes
are solenoid operated for instant, gentle
stops. And when the tape runs out an auto-

shuts off all motors and re-
tracts the tape pressure roller eliminating
unnecessary motor wear and prevents de-
formation of rollers. The tape gate and pres-
sure roller also are solenoid -operated for
positive action.

3 Professional Tape Heads

Selectable 1/4 track erase, record and play.
Engineered and lapped to a precise hyper-
bolic curve for smooth low frequency re-
sponse ... made with a deep gap, deposited
quartz for high frequency response and long
life. Removable shields afford double pro-
tection against external magnetic fields. Pro-
tective, snap -mounted head covers provide
easy access for cleaning and de -magnetizing.
And for quick, accurate editing, there are
center -line marks.

Other Professional Features

All parts mount on a thick, die-cast main -
plate that won't warp, reduces wear, pro-
vides rigid support and stable alignment.
Two V.U. meters for visual monitoring of
signal levels from either tape or source . . .
allows quick comparision of source with re -

World's Largest Kit Catalog
108 pages! Describes this and over 250 kits in stereo
hi-fi, color TV, organs, ham, test, CB, marine, home and
hobby. Mail coupon, or write Heath Company, Benton

Harbor, Michigan 49022.

corded signal. Inputs for microphones and
outputs for headphones are all front -panel
mounted for easy access. Digital counter
with push button reset. Low impedance
emitter -follower outputs deliver 500 milli-
volts or more to amplifier inputs. Individual
gain controls for each channel. And all
solid-state circuitry . . . 21 transistors and
4 diodes . . . your assurance of cool, instant
operation, long reliable life.

Famous Heathkit Know -How
Speeds Assembly

Simple step-by-step instructions with gener-
ous use of giant pictorials guide you every
step of the way. You just wire two circuit
boards and do the easy mechanical mount-
ing for the transport components.

And to make construction even easier, the
connecting wires and shielded cables are
precut, stripped, and marked . . . even the
connectors are installed where necessary;
just plug them in! The only soldering you
do is on the circuit board! Total assembly
time is around 25 hours . . . that's like
getting $7 an hour for your efforts.

Get today's best buy in a professional
stereo tape recorder . . . order the Heathkit
version of the Magnecord 1020 now!
Kit AD -16, deck & electronics, 45 lbs $399.50
AD A-16-1, walnut base, 8 lbs $19.95
ADA-16.2, adapter ring for cabinet or wall mount-

ing, 2 lbs $4.75
ADA-16-3, slides, (combine with walnut base for

tape drawer), 7 lbs $9.95

Heath Company, Dept. 15-8, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Enclosed is $_ , plus shipping. Please send model (s)

 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name

Address

City State Zip
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

L
HF-194
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DELUXE LEATHERFLEX-COVERED EDITIONS AVAILABLE
Here is a complete selection of annuals, yearbooks, directories
and handbooks available in Deluxe Leatherflex-covered editions
from the world's largest publisher of special interest magazines.
These are complete editions (including the original covers)
which are bound in rugged leatherflex to provide long-time pro-

tection and keep them looking like new even after repeated use.
The softly textured leatherflex, gold embossed for the look of
elegance, makes them handsome additions to your permanent
reference library. Take a moment to review the titles below.
You're sure to find many of your favorites. $3.00 each.

fPHOTOGRAPHY
MOIRECTORYOIZI

BBB TiFIROORDER

ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION

Ntt-Folt"-FIM
r -

PHOTOGRAPHY
DIRECTORY
World's most complete
photographic buying guide.
1966 #22

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL
A selection of the World's finest

photographs compiled
by the editors

of Popular Photography.
212 Pages -

24 in full color.
1966..................#1

1965 #2''

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL
Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo recorders.
1966 #30

ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION
AND SERVICING HANDBOOK
The only complete guide
for servicemen
and hobbyists to every major
phase of consumer
electronics servicing.
1966 #32

FLYING ANNUAL
The most valuable aviation

yearbook ever compiled ... Pilot
reports ... Aircraft directory ,

How to buy a used airplane ...
Navcom directory . . .

Learn to fly section.
1966 #27

1965 #28

FLYING -
ANNUAL

FLYING' 1966

IUMME

::4;.:ELECTRUNIC
EXPERIMENTER'S

ELECTRONIC
EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK
Many challenging
projects for the

electronics
hobbyist.

1966
Spring Edition

#36
1965

Fall Edition
#9

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK
A complete buyers guide

covering virtually every
car available in the United

States . .. Road tests
Technical specifications .

Accessories and
performance equipment

buying guide .
Guide to racing
with action -packed
photos.

1966 . #15

FLYING
ANNUALS pilots' guide

sow*,

STEREO/Hi Fi
DIRECTORY

Complete buyers
guide for virtually

every Hi-Fi component
manufactured.

1966 #29

STEREOSHFFIgn
DIRECTORY. _

INVITATION
TO PHOTOGRAPHY

A unique 116 page guide
to better picture taking by

the Editors of Popular
Photography. Basic down-
to-earth advice that helps

you eliminate costly trial and
error, time-consuming guess work

20 complete, fact -and -photo
packed articles in all.

COMMUNICATIONS
HANDBOOK

The most complete and up-to-date
guide to the exciting world

of specialized radio
communications.

FLYING TRAVELGUIDE
Here's the first really useful guide
to flying vacations. Everything you

need to know about: lodgings,
restaurants, resorts, sightseeing,

recreation, sports activities,
airport facilities,

childrens fun,
price information,

and much more.

INTERNATIONAL
1966#34

EARBOOK

A luxuriously illustrated
compendium of 1965's

important events ... A timely
forecast of the excitement -packed

1966 season-by the editors
of Skiing Magazine.

1966 #26

SKIING

POLAROID \ Y

LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
Complete guide and
only comprehensive
and up-to-date
handbook on
Polaroid Land
Photography.
1966 .#24 gaiiiatatt i

YOR990K

Note: Deluxe Leatherflex-covered Editions
are $3.00 each, postpaid ($3.75 for orders out-
side of U.S.A.). The annuals listed above are also
available in regular editions at $1.25 each plus
15c per copy for shipping and handling ($1.75
for orders outside U.S.A.). To order your copies,
check the appropriate box and circle the numbers
of the annuals you wish to receive on the coupon
to the right.

*Available in Deluxe Edition only.

18

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co., Dept. SD
One Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016
I am enclosing $
ID Send me the Deluxe Leatherflex-covered editions circled below at

$3.00 each, postpaid ($3.75 per copy for orders outside U.S.A.).
ID Send me the regular editions circled below at $1.25 each plus 15c

shipping and handling ($1.75 per copy for orders outside U.S.A.)

1 2 3 9 15 18 22 24 26 27 28 29 30 32 34 35 36

Name
EW-86

Address

City State lip Code
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER
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By JOSEPH H. WUJEK, Jr.

Many types of radiation are encountered in space. Here is
a description of the most commonly encountered along with
the techniques employed in their detection and measurement.
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N 1896, the French physicist Henri Becquerel observed
that certain substances emit radiations. A photographic
plate which had been stored close to some uranium salts

became fogged, as though partially exposed. From this ob-
servation, Becquerel deduced that the uranium was radiating
particles, or rays, which caused the photographic exposure.
Two years later, the French scientists Pierre and Marie
Curie succeeded in isolating a minute amount of radioactive
radium from tons of pitchblende ore. Here, then, was the
dawn of what writers have since called the Atomic Age.

Kinds of Radiation
Alpha (a) particles are ions of helium having a positive

charge of +2. Beta (13) rays are free electrons, not bound to
a nucleus, which have a charge of -1. Gamma (y) rays
may be thought of as high-energy x-rays and are uncharged.
A proton is a particle of +1 charge having a mass approxi-
mately 1840 times greater than that of an electron.

Hydrogen is normally composed of atoms which have
one proton and one electron as shown in Fig. IA. An isotope
of hydrogen is deuterium, which has a nucleus consisting
of one proton and one neutron, and an electron outside the
nucleus (see Fig. 1B). Isotopes are simply atoms of the
same element which have a different nuclear mass due to
the presence of more or less neutrons. Neutrons are un-
charged particles which have a mass nearly the same as
that of protons. An atom of deuterium which has had its
electron removed is called a deuterium ion, or deuteron
(see Fig. IC). Ions of heavier elements are also found in
space. One other particle also of interest in space research,
the positron, has a mass equal to that of an electron but is
of opposite charge, +1.

Space Radiation
In broad terms, types of radiation may be classified as

follows:
Primary Cosmics. These are particles and rays which

bombard the earth from deep space. Fortunately, most of
the cosmic showers are attenuated by the earth's atmosphere.
Cosmic rays are a collection of protons, deuterons, alphas,
electrons, gammas, positrons, and nuclei of atoms.

Solar Particles. These particles emanate from the sun and
vary in quantity (flux) as the sun is "quiet" or "stormy." The
composition is similar to primary cosmics but normally in-
cludes x-rays as well.

Trapped Radiation. This refers to the now -famous Van
Allen belts, named for the State University of Iowa physicist
who first propounded them. The belts are maintained by the
action of the earth's magnetic field upon protons and elec-
trons. Inner and outer belts are known to exist, and each is
roughly doughnut -shaped, with weaker fluxes above the

Fig. 1. Variations of hydrogen. (A) Simple hydrogen atom.
(B) The hydrogen isotope deuterium. (C) Deuterium ion or deuteron.
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earth's poles. The belts m cre discovered by Explorer I in 1938.
Solar Wind. The solar wind is a swarm of protons, electrons,

and possibly ions of heavy atoms which forms a lengthy plasma.
In measuring space radiation, the experimenter ideally

seeks to determine what kind of particles are present, how
many particles pass through a given area in a given time,
from what direction in space the particles emanated and in
what direction they are headed, and the energy and speed
of the particles.

The energy unit most commonly used in nuclear physics is
the electron -volt (eV). One electron -volt is the energy im-
parted to an electron when accelerated through one volt
of potential. Thus, an electron which is accelerated from
cathode to plate of a 15 -kV electron tube has an energy of
15,000 eV, or 15 keV. An electron accelerated across one
million volts has one million electron -volts (1 MeV) of
energy. In space, particle energies of a few eV to about 1020
eV are present, but instruments are limited as to the energies
which may be resolved.

The results of measurements are usually displayed as a
spectrum, such as the hypothetical plot shown in Fig. 2
which illustrates electron flux. From Fig. 2, note that on
the average, for a given direction, there are 1000 electrons
of 1-MeV energy crossing an area of one square centimeter
every second. From plots such as these, scientists can ob-
tain some insight into what is happening in a given region
of space.

Having thus discussed what it is we are trying to measure,
let us see how these measurements are obtained. As is the
case with magnetic measurements ("Magnetic Measure -

Radiation experiments carried in Mariner -IV (Mars) satellite.
(Above left) Cosmic -ray telescope using solid-state detectors.
(Above) Ionization chamber experiment using a five -inch stain-
less -steel sphere, (Bottom left) Trapped radiation experiment.

ments in Space," January, 1966 ELECTRO \ ICS \\ oaLn),
laboratory apparatus is often adaptable to space work after
certain modifications aimed at reducing weight and power,
and improving reliability. Since the equipment undergoes
shock, vibration, and acceleration from the rocket (which,
along with satellites and deep -space probes, is used to
record radiation in space), experiment packages must be
rugged. Temperatures may range from -50° to + 160°F
and may even go outside these limits. Thus, the demands
placed upon space equipment are far in excess of those
placed upon ordinary laboratory apparatus.

Measurement Techniques
A typical radiation -measuring experiment is illustrated by

the block diagram of Fig. 3. Such an experiment may con-
tain many similar channels and these may be interconnected
to obtain a particular result. The transducer used for radia-
tion detection converts the event of a particle striking the
device into an electrical signal. Some means of signal am-
plification is usually required. If the signal is of the digital
variety, i.e., a series of discrete pulses, these pulses are
counted and stored in a chain of flip-flops or magnetic -core
memories. If the signal is an analog function, the pulses can
he amplified and fed into the telemetry (TM) system di-
rectly. Some detectors put out a signal which is both analog
and digital. The presence of a digital pulse indicates that
a particle is striking the detector, while the amplitude of
this pulse is proportional to the energy of the particle.

Detectors
Geiger -Mueller (GM) Tube. The Geiger -Mueller (GM)

tube or "Geiger counter" is perhaps the simplest of all de-
tectors. A GM tube consists of a cylinder or sphere of thin -
walled conductor, with a thin wire passing through, and
insulated from, the wall. Several hundred or a few thousand
volts potential is maintained between the wire and wall,
as shown in Fig. 4A, and the cylinder is filled with a gas,
usually neon or argon. A high-energy particle passing through
the wall creates a trail of positive ions and electrons. These
ions and electrons are then accelerated to the negative and
positive terminals, respectively. As they are accelerated, they
produce more electrons and ions, or secondaries. An electrical
discharge between wire and wall results, which appears as
a voltage pulse. The GM tube requires little power and can
be built for reliability and ruggedness. However, there are
disadvantages. The GM tube does not distinguish among
alpha, beta, or gamma particles, x-rays, or protons. The thin
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walls of the tube do not permit low -energy particles to pene-
trate into the tube interior, which limits the tube to high-
energy applications. Also, the output pulse gives no infor-
mation on the energy of an incident particle. Still another
limitation is the relatively long duration of the output pulse.
Even with the addition of so-called quenching agents to
shorten the discharge time, a pulse duration is typically in
the tens of microseconds. Hence, if two particles anive up
to tens of microseconds apart, they will not be resolved as two
distinct events. The GM tube thus saturates at high counting
rates (high flux levels).

Proportional Counter. By reducing the voltage bias of the
arrangement shown in Fig. 4A, a proportional counter may
be built. The voltage discharges are small and confined to
a short distance along the central electrode. The pulse dura-
tion is also reduced so that particles arriving less than one
microsecond apart may be resolved as two distinct events.
Output pulse amplitude is proportional to the energy of an
incident particle, and particle energies can be "sorted out"
by the amplitudes of the pulses they produce. However, to
take advantage of the proportional counter, a very stable
power supply and very high gain amplifiers are required.

Ionization Chamber. Using the same mechanical arrange-
ment of Fig. 4A but filling the tube with a gas at some higher
pressure, say 50 pounds per square inch, results in an ioniza-
tion chamber. Here, a few hundred volts bias the detector
but not enough to produce secondary ion/electron pairs.
The output current is then directly related to the total energy
of the particles which arrive in a given time span. These
currents are quite small, usually less than a tenth of a nano -
ampere, and no energy sorting of particle distinction is pos-
sible.

Scintillator. When radiation strikes certain kinds of ma-
terials, a flash of light results at the point of impact, and
the material is said to fluoresce or scintillate. These flashes
of light may be as long as a few milliseconds or as short as
a few nanoseconds, depending upon the material. Common
types of fluorescing material are cesium iodide, sodium iodide,
anthracene, and polystyrene. The light flash is converted to
an electrical pulse by a photomultiplier (PM) tube. The
PM tube consists of a series of electrodes, called dynodes,
with several hundred volts potential across each. The light
energy striking the cathode causes electrons to be emitted
by the photoelectric effect, as in the familiar photoelectric
tube. The high potential causes the electrons to be accelerated
to the first dynode, where their high velocity "kicks" out more
electrons in an avalanching effect. The next pair of dynodes
multiplies the process, and so on, until the final dynode
collects more electrons than were emitted from the cathode.

The output pulse amplitude of the PM tube is proportional

Examples of proportional counters with end and side windows.
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to the energy of an incident particle. Hence, by sorting pulses
according to their amplitudes, a spectrum may be obtained.

Cerenkov Detector. When a charged particle moves
through a transparent material at a speed faster than the
speed of light in the material, a cone of light follows the
particle. This is known as the Cerenkov effect. Note that the
speed of light in the material is, in general, slower than the
speed of light in a vacuum. The pulse of light is nearly pro-
portional to the energy of the incident particle, so when the
pulse is detected by a PM tube, energy sorting may be ac-
complished. Common materials used for Cerenkov counters
are Lucite, Plexiglass, and lead glass. Lead glass is used to
detect gamma radiation. The incident gamma generates pairs
of electrons and positrons, which, in turn, produce the light
cone.

Solid -State Detector. Recent developments in the semi-
conductor art have led to the solid-state detector. This de-
vice is composed of p -n junctions which are sensitive to pro-
tons and electrons and which appear as solid-state ionization
chambers. An incoming proton or electron generates hole/
electron pairs at the junction which then move through the
crystal as in an ordinary semiconductor diode. Several types
of detectors are now manufactured, including the surface-
barrier, diffused -junction, and lithium -drift devices. Such de-
vices have the advantage of requiring lower voltage bias
supplies than other common detectors. They require little
power and can be expected to have long lifetimes in a space
environment.

Other Detectors. In addition to the principal types of de-
tectors described above, there are (Continued on page 72)
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Fig. 2. Hypothetical spectrum shows that, on the average, 1000
electrons of 1-MeV cross one square centimeter every second.
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RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS

IN ELECTRONICS
Facsimile by Telephone. (Top left) Letters, photos, business
forms, and other documents can be transmitted and received
with an ordinary telephone and a portable facsimile device
recently introduced. The unit can transmit an 81/2 -in by 11 -in
document any distance-producing a copy on ordinary paper at
the other end of the line in six minutes-just by placing a
conventional telephone handset into the unit's acoustic cradle.
The device, called the "Telecopier," weighs 50 pounds and
is slightly larger than an office typewriter. The machine
was developed and manufactured by Magnavox and is being mar-
keted, installed, and serviced by Xerox. Initially, the unit
will be leased to the user. The copier is a continuous -scan-
ning facsimile transceiver in which a focused light source
illuminates the document placed on a rotating drum. Reflected
light passes through a chopper disc to a photocell. The re-
sulting signals are converted into frequency -modulated audio
that is transmitted over the phone lines. At the receiving
end, two mechanical styli make contact with carbon -backed
paper on which the picture is reproduced by pressure changes.

Automated Opera Stage. (Center) Stagehands at the new Metro-
politan Opera House, opening this fall in New York, will use
TV sets to tell how far the curtains are open on a dark stage.
Feedback voltage from curtain -position potentiometers (con-
nected to curtain -opening motors) produces a white horizontal
line on the TV set which indicates the curtain opening. The posi-
tions of inner sets of curtains are also shown on the same dis-
play by means of other lines. The $45.7 million opera house will
have one of the world's most automated stages. A winch system
using 109 10 -hp d.c. motors will be used to raise and lower
scenery. The motors are driven by 30 SCR drive circuits. Large
movable stages, weighing between 15 and 30 tons, are controlled
by variable speed drives using adjustable frequencies. The
stages can be set offstage, then wheeled on automatically. The
entire system has been designed for the Met by Cutler -Hammer.

Mobile Radar System. (Bottom left) The mobile radar station
shown here has been delivered to the U.S. Army by Sylvania
recently. The station will be used as part of Project De-
fender, a program exploring defense against missiles and de-
veloping penetration aids for U.S. missiles. The system uses
microwave and ultra -high frequency links to maintain communi-
cations between two sites. It consists of two 30 -ft diameter
dish antennas and vans with radar receivers and recorders.



Ultrasonic Traffic Detectors. (Top right) The group of ultra-
sonic detectors shown are the first hardware to be delivered
under a $5.4 million contract for New York's City's automated
traffic control center. The radar -like devices use inaudible
ultrasonic waves to detect the presence or motion of any type
vehicle. Mounted above or to the side of a thoroughfare, each
unit can cover one, two, or three traffic lanes. The above-
ground location makes installation and maintenance less costly
than devices located in the street. The compact detector uses
solid-state circuits for high reliability. New York City has 1100
of the detectors on order from Sperry Gyroscope. Similar de-
vices have been ordered for Pittsburgh, Houston, and Baltimore.

Digital Laser Light Deflector System. (Center) A new digital
light deflector system that can position a laser light beam
to any of 131,072 points at speeds exceeding 100,000 selec:
tions per second has been delivered to the U.S. Army Electronics
Command, Fort Monmouth, by IBM. The equipment is experi-
mental and is aimed toward use in automatic data systems for
combat forces. The deflection technique permits the beam of
light to be precisely focused on 131,072 distinct points within a
space smaller than a match head. Deflection is accomplished by
a series of electronically controlled crystals. Potential uses
include print-out devices, display systems, and data handling.

Instrumented Medical Chair. (Below left) Physiological informa-
tion can be obtained from a patient sitting in a new automatic
medical monitor chair. No sensors are attached to the patient
at all. Instead the upholstery of the chair contains a series
of electrical pickups which serve the same purpose as the tech-
nician's paste and strapped -on electrodes. These pickups check
pulse rate, respiration, heart sounds and impulses. The system
includes a chart recorder on which all this data is displayed.
The patient need only be seated comfortably in the chair, with
his hands resting on conductive armrests. The monitor, designed
by Philco scientists, would enable a busy doctor to have at his
fingertips information that normally would require the services
of a magical technician and the time-consuming use of a steth-
oscope, le lectrocardiograph, and other clinical instruments.

Strain Gages Check Offshore Oil Loader. (Below right) Semicon-
ductor strain gages are attached to the various structural mem-
bers of this offshore oil tanker loading tower in Libya. These
gages are used with associated electronic equipment to deter-
mine actual stresses put on the tower by heavy seas and a
moored tanker. The system is operated only during rough weath-
er, during which time oscillographic recordings are made of the
various stresses that occur. Analysis of the recordings showed
that sea forces and inertial forces from a moored tanker were not
enough to weaken or destroy the main tower components. The
gages are weldable types manufactured by BLH Electronics.
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RECEIVER NOISE
MEASUREMENTS
By IRWIN MATH/ Frequency Electronics Inc.

Basic approach to measurement of receiver and converter
noise figures, along with some simple noise generators.

WHEN attempting to measure the sensitivity of a re-
ceiver or converter, especially one operating in the
v.h.f. region, serious consideration must be given to

the noise figure. It is this noise figure that is the true measure
of the ability of the device to detect weak signals.

Normally, converters or receivers are aligned by simply
adjusting them for maximum gain. This procedure is fine for
the lower frequencies up to about 20 MHz or so, because
here atmospheric noise and man-made noise are the primary
limiting factors on sensitivity. Above 20 MHz, however, these
sources of noise become minor and the over-all sensitivity of
the receiver becomes dependent on the internal noise gener-
ated by the vacuum tubes, transistors, and other components.
By measuring the noise figure of a device then, and by ad-
justing it for maximum gain at the minimum noise point, the
best over-all sensitivity can be realized.

The two major sources of noise present in a v.h.f. receiving
setup are thermal or Johnson noise, which is primarily gener-
ated by the antenna, and shot noise, which is generated by
random electron motion in the vacuum tubes, transistors, and
diodes of the receiver. Since all noise is produced by the ran-
dom motion of free electrons, the greater this motion, the

104
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Fig. 1. Noise generators using 1 N23 u.h.f. mixer diodes. R
should be equal to the input impedance of the receiver or con-
verter being checked. R/2 should be half the input impedance.
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greater the noise. Thermal noise is generated by this random
motion in a resistive element. Therefore, because an an-
tenna is, and has, a definite radiation resistance, it will be a
source of noise. Shot noise, on the other hand, is generated by
the random motion of the electrons which leave the cathode
and migrate to the plate in a vacuum tube and which flow
through the semiconductor junctions in transistors and diodes.

When adjusting a receiver or converter, then, it is impor-
tant to obtain the lowest additional noise ( that is, the noise
generated by the receiver itself). Let us now look at a method
for determining the noise performance of a device.

The term "noise figure" refers to the ratio of actual output
noise power available to that which would be available from
an absolutely perfect device with a noise figure of 0. If we
then measure the output noise of a receiver with the antenna
terminals connected to a resistor equal to the input imped-
ance, and then feed in a known amount of noise to double
the output, we can then estimate the noise figure.

Noise Generators
Although there are many devices that can be used as noise

sources, we will employ the diode because of its simplicity.
By experimentation, it was found that the noise produced by
a diode (especially tungsten filament vacuum ones) is almost
directly proportional to the current flowing through it. This
fact holds true up to about 300 GHz where components used
in the noise generator become lossy and tend to reduce the
accuracy of the device.

Fig. 1A shows a simple noise generator employing a 1N23
u.h.f. mixer diode. As there is no provision for monitoring
current, the device is useful for comparisons only. One should
first measure the output of the receiver with an audio v.t.v.m.
connected across the (Continued on page 63)

Fig. 2. (Al Unbalanced and (B) balanced vacuum -tube diode noise
generators. V1 is any tungsten or thoriated tungsten filament
transmitting tube. Author employed a type 5722 for best results.
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Finished speaker systems using high -compliance drivers and
completely sealed enclosures are quite compact. The smaller
unit shown measures only 101/2" x 71/2" x 7" and includes a 4"
woofer and 2" tweeter. The larger unit measures 19" x 111/2"
x 81/2" and includes an 8" woofer along with a 31/2" tweeter.

Enclosures for
High -Compliance Loudspeakers

By ROGER H. RUSSELL,/ Sonotone Corp.

Design and construction of small, completely sealed hi-fi
speaker enclosures. A number of practical graphs are included
to determine speaker compliance and achieve best enclosure size.

DESIGN information on high -compliance speaker enclo-
sures has been conspicuously lacking. As many manu-
facturers are now producing these small systems, the

This is especially
true because it is now possible to purchase, separately, high- .

compliance drivers in all of the common speaker sizes from 4
inches on up to 15 inches.

This article describes how to design a high -compliance
speaker system using one of these new speakers in a sealed
cabinet. A few basic pieces of test equipment, as well as the
charts to be shown later, are all that are necessary.

High Compliance
A definition of compliance will be helpful in understanding

what makes these new speakers different. Compliance is the
ease with which a material can be bent or stretched. In the
case of a loudspeaker, if the cone is easily pushed by a small
force, the cone suspension is highly compliant.

A high -compliance speaker can perform well in a relatively
small cabinet. To explain this we should first look at a few
simple resonant circuits. Fig. IA shows a simple LC series -

resonant circuit. The inductor and capacitor resonate at fre-
quency f, shown in Fig. 2A. A simplified electro-mechanical
equivalent circuit for an unmounted loudspeaker is shown in
Fig. 1B. Here, Meffectiv e is the effective mass of the speaker
cone and voice coil and is represented by an inductor.
Ceffectire is the effective compliance of the cone suspen-
sion and is represented by a capacitor. eandCeffective again resonate at fn. If the speaker is placedie"cve in a
small, sealed box, the enclosed air has a significant com-
pliance. This is equivalent to adding a series capacitor as
shown in Fig. 1C. As in an electrical circuit, the resonant
frequency is raised to fi.

For an ordinary 8" speaker (not high compliance) whose
resonant frequency is 70 Hz, mounting in a small enclosure
may raise the resonance to over 100 Hz. Below the resonant
frequency, response begins to roll off. Placing this speaker in
a small box, then, seriously reduces low -frequency response.

Other things being equal, an increase in compliance of the

cone suspension (increasing C.,lle..tire) results in a lower un-
mounted or free -air resonant frequency. However, if the
compliance is deliberately made very high, the speaker by
itself will no longer be able to handle any power at low
frequencies and the cone can be easily driven to maximum
excursions.

The resulting free -air resonance can, in some cases, be
M EFFECTIVE MEFFECTIvE

(A) (B) (C)

Fig. 1. (A) A series -resonant electrical circuit. (B) A simplified
electro-mechanical equivalent circuit for loudspeaker in free
air. (C) Simplified equivalent circuit of speaker in sealed box.

Fig. 2. (A) Shift to higher resonant frequency with added se-
ries capacitor. Note that the equivalent mechanical circuit is
shown as being series -resonant, indicating maximum cone move-
ment (minimum mechanical impedance) as resonance. Under
these conditions, maximum counter-e.m.f. occurs which opposes
the applied voltage. As a result, minimum current flows and the
electrical impedance is at its maximum. (B) Measuring speaker
resonance. In many cases, the series resistor can be omitted
since the oscillator impedance is usually much higher than
that of the speaker. The oscillator acts as a constant -current
source (with high internal Z) and its voltage will therefore
fluctuate in direct proportion to the impedance of the speaker
being checked. (CI Setup for adjusting for optimum damping.
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Cone Excursion

A second factor limiting low -frequency output is the ampli-
tude of cone excursion. Most high -compliance speakers are
made with a voice -coil length longer than the magnetic gap,

4 allowing longer linear excursions of the cone and reducing
low -frequency distortion. A four -inch woofer, unheard of a
few years ago, now becomes a reality.

2 a The smaller high -compliance speaker system can sound as
good at low frequencies as a larger speaker system provided
its power -handling capabilities are not exceeded. The larger
speaker has a smaller cone excursion but a large cone area in
contact with the surrounding air. For a certain excursion of
the cone, this speaker moves a certain volume of air. In order
for a smaller speaker to move an equal volume of air, the
amplitude of its cone travel must be greater.

At high listening levels, any of the very small systems is
limited to the amount of air they can move. Some low -
frequency program material will drive the speaker cone to
maximum excursions. In general, the smaller systems employ-
ing 4- to 5 -inch woofers should be used in smaller rooms at
lower listening levels. Larger speakers are required for higher
listening levels as well as for larger rooms.

System Design

Design of the systems in this article is based on adjusting
14. the cabinet compliance to be equal to the effective speaker
32

compliance, provided the system resonance is above 50 Hz. A
system resonance above this frequency is normally found for
the smaller speakers (4" to 5") using this method. This high

6 *: resonance is necessary to prevent the speaker cone from
traveling beyond its excursion limits for normal listening
levels. By maintaining a 50 -Hz system resonance for the

A 4

4
10

o.

7

a

70 60 90

reduced to subsonic frequencies (below 20 Hz). Here is
where a small, sealed box can be used successfully to restore
some of the stiffness (reduced compliance) of the cone sus-
pension. The stiffness is supplied by air trapped in the box
and thus acts as a spring against the cone in much the same
way as the original suspension. The original higher resonant
frequency is also restored. This system resonance can be
raised or lowered by varying the volume of the box, the
smaller box producing the higher resonance. An 8" high -
compliance speaker with a free -air resonance of 30 Hz may
resonate at 50 or 60 Hz in a small, sealed enclosure.

Since low -frequency response rolls off below resonance, a
lower resonance usually produces better low frequencies.
Useful response is usually produced down to a frequency
of about 30 percent below system resonance and it can some-
times be extended down to g octave below the system reso-
nant frequency by using proper damping techniques. A
system resonance of 50 Hz is considered to be more than
adequate for the high-fidelity reproduction of orchestral
music.

Fig. 4. Effective speaker compliance vs free -air resonance
for different values of effective speaker mass from Fig 3.
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larger speakers ( 8" and above), a relatively small cabinet
can be used. In this case, the system compliance will be
almost completely controlled by the enclosed air in the loud-
speaker cabinet.

For either small or large speakers, a reduction in cabinet
volume can be made beyond the design values in this article.
The greater the reduction in volume, the more the low -

frequency response will be reduced. The low -frequency
power -handling capacity, however, will be increased.

If we can determine the actual value of effective mass of a
high -compliance speaker in free air, we can find the effective
compliance, Cefft jr from the relation: f =1/27V Mrf1Crff.
Knowing Crffrct;vc of the speaker enables us to adjust the
cabinet compliance ( determined by its volume) for optimum
system resonance.

The first step in measuring speaker mass is to connect the
speaker as shown in Fig. 2B. The resistor value is not critical.
Face the speaker cone upward and do not cover the cone.
Tune the oscillator for a maximum reading on the a.c.. volt-
meter. This frequency setting is the free -air resonance of the
speaker.

If the speaker is less than 8" in diameter, temporarily at-
tach one 5 -gram weight to the speaker cone near the center.
If the speaker is 8" or greater in diameter, temporarily attach
four 5 -gram weights near the center of the cone. One U.S.
nickel weighs exactly 5 grams and is convenient to use. The
weights can be attached with a small piece of Mortite, caulk-
ing compound, or cellophane tape. When the weights are
being attached to the cone, support the cone from the rear

es with the fingers in order to avoid moving the cone and
damaging the speaker. Weights must not rattle against cone.

Again, tune the oscillator for a maximum reading on the
a.c. voltmeter. This weighted -cone resonant frequency will
always be lower than the free -air resonant frequency.

From the charts in Fig. 3, the effective mass of the speaker
can be found. Draw a vertical line at the free -air resonant
frequency (with unweighted cone) and a horizontal line at
the weighted -cone resonant frequency. The intersection of
these two lines will determine the value of effective cone
mass. This value can be estimated from adjacent lines of
known mass.

Knowing this value of effective cone mass, the effective
speaker compliance can be found from Fig. 4. Draw a
vertical line at the free -air resonant frequency. Place a point
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on this line at the corresponding value of 114-effective previously
determined. Draw a horizontal line through this point to
the compliance values at the left side. This is the value of
the effective speaker compliance.

Knowing this value of Collective a cabinet volume can be
found from Fig. 5. First, a value for the effective speaker
diameter must be measured. The effective diameter of a
speaker does not include the outside diameter of the frame
or of the compliant surround, but only the diameter of the
stiff paper cone. Draw a horizontal line at the compliance
value found from Fig. 4. Place a point on this line at the
value of the effective cone diameter. Draw a vertical line
through this point to the bottom and read the corresponding
inside volume for the cabinet.

This volume may not be the best volume for the system,
however, and a check using Fig. 6 should be made at this
time to see if the volume can be reduced to maintain a 50 -Hz
resonance. Draw a vertical line at the free -air resonance
frequency. Place a point at the intersection of the vertical
line and the 1.0 cabinet -volume line. Draw a horizontal line
from this point to the left side. This value is the system
resonance when the effective speaker compliance equals the
cabinet compliance.

If this value of system resonance is higher than 50 Hz, the
optimum volume found in Fig. 5 is satisfactory. If the value
of system resonance is lower than 50 Hz, a reduction in cabi-
net volume can be made without a serious compromise in low-
frequency performance. For example, if the free -air resonance
of a speaker is 30 Hz and the vertical line on Fig. 6 inter-
sects the 1.0 line at a corresponding system resonance of 42.5
Hz, a reduction in volume can be made to about 0.6 times the
volume originally found on Fig. 5. In this case, a considerable
reduction in size can be made without noticeably affecting
the low -frequency performance.

Example of Design
A high -compliance 6" speaker is found to have a free -air

resonance of 45 Hz. After adding a 5 -gram weight, the reso-

Fig. 6. System resonance versus original free -air loudspeaker
resonance for various portions of cabinet volume from Fig. 5.
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Essential parts include a high -compliance woofer, tweeter and
crossover network if desired, acoustic material, and a cabinet.

After the fiberglass is put in the cabinet, back is screwed on.

Typical 4", 6", and 8" high -compliance speakers are shown.
The free -air resonances are 60, 50, and 30 Hz, respectively.
Speakers of this type are characterized by heavy magnets,
very flexible cone surrounds, long -throw voice coils, and
low cone resonance. Such speakers are readily available
from most speaker manufacturers and as private -label brands
from some of the larger electronics parts dealers. Speaker
sizes range from approximately 4" all the way up to 15".

nance is lowered to 33 Hz. The effective cone diameter is 43.i
inches. On Fig. 3A, a vertical line is drawn at 45 Hz and a
horizontal line is drawn at 33 Hz. The point of intersection
is close to 6.5 grams. On Fig. 4, a vertical line is drawl' at the
free -air resonant frequency of 45 Hz. A point is made at 6.5
grams. A horizontal line is drawn through the point to a
compliance of 2.0. On Fig. 5, a horizontal line is drawn at a
compliance of 2.0. A point is made at the effective cone
diameter of 43.i", A vertical line is drawn through the point

to the bottom of the chart indicating a cabinet volume of
1500 cubic inches.

At this time a check for system resonance should be made
on Fig. 6. A vertical line is drawn at the free -air resonance of
45 Hz. A point is made at the intersection of the vertical
line and the 1.0 cabinet -volume line. A horizontal line is
drawn through the point indicating a system resonance of
64 Hz. This system resonance is above 50 Hz and no reduc-
tion in cabinet volume need be made from the 1500 cubic
inches found previously.

However, suppose a smaller cabinet is needed to fit in a
small bookcase. Suppose if only half the volume is used it
will fit. On Fig. 6 extend the vertical line to 0.5 or half the
volume found in Fig. 5. A horizontal line is drawn to this
intersection indicating a system resonance of 78 Hz. With
this system resonance, a useful response may be extended
down to around 55 Hz 'instead of around 45 Hz and the
power handling is increased.

If the speaker used is not a wide -range unit, a complemen-
tary high -frequency tweeter is also necessary. We prefer cone
tweeters for low distortion, wide dispersion, and low price.
Tweeters should be completely isolated from the woofers
either by having a closed frame ( cone not exposed from rear)
or by constructing a small, sealed box within the main en-
closure. The smallest volume possible should be used to
isolate the open -frame tweeter. After the tweeter is installed
and wired, fill the remaining volume of this small box with
fiberglass. Wear rubber or plastic gloves before handling
fiberglass as it can cause irritation of the skin. In addition,
an appropriate crossover network should be used.

Mechanical Considerations & Damping
In constructing the enclosure, shape is not critical provid-

ing no dimension is more than three times any other dimen-
sion. Where possible, especially with the smaller enclosures,
a front dimension ratio should be about 1 to 1.41. For
accuracy, the total enclosure volume should be increased
over the volume determined from the charts by the volume
occupied by the loudspeakers. Since the speakers are usually
small and the enclosure volume is not highly critical, however,
no great harm will result if the speaker volume is overlooked.

Enclosures should be completely sealed for best results.
Use of caulking compound is satisfactory, especially when
the back of the cabinet is put in place. 'X" plywood should be
used to make the larger cabinets, but for speakers less than
6" in diameter, g" plywood is satisfactory. The sides should
be cross -braced parallel to the shorter dimension if they are
greater than two square feet in area.

After the speaker has been installed in the cabinet, some
amount of acoustical damping will be required for optimum
performance of the system. In a tuned -port (bass -reflex) sys-
tem, double impedance peaks are adjusted for equal ampli-
tudes. For the sealed system, however, only one main reso-
nance peak occurs in the impedance. The amplitude of this
peak can be adjusted to control the damping of this resonance.
Fiberglass acoustic material is excellent for this purpose and
it also helps to damp out reflected waves in the enclosure
at higher frequencies. Addition of fiberglass will also reduce
the system resonance slightly, depending on the quantity
added.

A good rule for speakers smaller than 8" in diameter is to
completely fill the entire enclosure with layers of fiberglass.
They should be placed loosely in the enclosure, not squeezed
together. For speakers 8" in diameter or larger, a layer of
2 or 3 inches of fiberglass should be used on all inside walls
except the front speaker board.

An additional test can be used to determine the optimum
damping for the system for best low -frequency performance.
The oscillator previously used should be connected to the
hi-fi amplifier (auxiliary or tuner input) as in Fig. 2C.

Set the tone controls to the (Continued on page 56)
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SELECTING THE PROPER

INDICATING LIGHT
By WARREN WALKER /Manager of Research & Development, Dialight Corp.

A comprehensive guide for specifying lamps and lamp
housings used for all types of electronic equipment.

T is the purpose of this article to suggest a logical ap-
proach to the choice of pilot lights. The first step must
be a decision on the light source to be used. Every device

is designed to accommodate lamps of a particular bulb size
and base type and so many lamps are available for indicator
service that the choice may appear difficult. Following a brief
review of general data and lamp descriptions, some specific
recommendations will be offered to assist the designer.

Lamps for Indicator Service
It is useful to understand some of the terminology used in

the lamp industry. A lamp consists of a bulb and its base.
Bulb size and shape are designated by a letter and a number;
for example, S-6 or T-31/4. The letter indicates the bulb shape;
S is for pear shaped and T is for tubular. The digits following
give the maximum bulb diameter in eighths of an inch, thus
S-6 is 'n" and T-31% is '%2".

The bases used on S-6 bulbs are usually candelabra screw
but may be double -contact bayonet. Only the single -contact
miniature bayonet base is used on the T-3% bulbs discussed
here. The smallest lamps of practical nature for pilot lights are
T-1% and T-2. Both are provided with midget flanged bases.
There is also in extensive use a product described as a lamp
cartridge which employs T-1% or T-2 bulbs. They are en-
closed in a close fitting tubular housing with a two -pin header
at one end and a light transmitting plastic cap at the other.
Internally, the bulb wires are welded to the inner ends of the
pins. The device may be regarded as a plug-in lamp and the
fitting as a very special base.

Ordering designations are not easy to understand because
all lamps suited to pilot -light service are not treated in the

Fig. 1. Variation in life when lamp is operated at different
voltages. Note drastic change in life for small voltage change.
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Fig. 2. Variations in light output for various voltages.
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same way. Miniature lamps such as the T-1% and T-3% of
particular base types are assigned arbitrary numbers of 2, 3,
or 4 digits by the A.S.A. (American Standards Association)
and their full description and characteristics are filed under
that number.

The S-6 lamps have a descriptive designation such as
6S6DC-120. The first six indicates 6 watts; the S-6 has the
shape and size significance just described; DC is for double -
contact base; and 120 is the rated voltage. If the base is not
described, as in the number 6S6-120, it indicates that the
base is candelabra screw which is the most commonly used
or "standard" base.

Any discussion of indicators must include the 110- to 125 -
volt neon lamps. Those most often used are the T-2 and the
T-3%. The latter is always equipped with miniature bayonet
base and there are two numbers, NE -51H and NE -51. The
T-2 lamps are used in lamp cartridges or equipped with
midget flanged bases. The NE -2J and NE -2D are the based
lamps that are most often used. A changeover in designations
to A.S.A.-assigned letter/number combinations is now under-
way. It is worth noting these equivalents although they are
not in general use as yet:

Old NE No. NE51-H NE -51 NE -2J NE -2D
A.S.A. Designation B2A B I A C9A C7A

Incandescent lamps provide rated hours of life at exactly
rated volts. Lamp ampere limits are not closely held but fila-
ment temperature must be uniform, lamp to lamp, if life is to
be satisfactory. Variations in applied voltage have a drastic
effect on life; only 5% overvoltage will reduce the lamp life by
half. The relation of life and candlepower to the applied
voltage are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Incandescent indicator lamps have their greatest filament
strength in the lower voltage and higher current ratings.
When filaments are long, they are strung over supports, but
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even then strength is low in the higher voltage lamps. Cur-
rent must be kept low and filaments are, of necessity, thin. It
is obvious that the rule should be: always use a low -voltage
lamp if an appropriate power supply is available.

Neon Lamps
These lamps are usually called neon cold -cathode glow

lamps. Light is produced by a glow surrounding the unheated
negative electrode. In their most common application, in 117 -
volt a.c. circuits, both electrodes glow. Neon lamps are always
small and light output is low. Light of limited color range is
emitted, but such lamps are used extensively because they are
very rugged and effective and have a very long life. Reliabil-
ity is high in the sense that early failures are practically un-
known. When indication is needed on high -voltage circuits
from pilot lights of small size, only neon lamps will do.

The recent introduction of a family of "high -brightness"
neon lamps has largely obsoleted the older types now de-
scribed as "standard brightness." The standard lamps should
be specified only for d.c. applications in the 105- to 125 -volt
range.

It should be recognized that neon lamps are unlike other
lamps in their electrical characteristics. They require some
minimum circuit voltage to initiate any current flow and then
adequate resistance to limit the current to a value that will
give the desired life. The necessary starting voltage is pro-
vided by 110 -125 -volt a.c. (not d.c.) supplies. Pilot lights
which incorporate the current -limiting resistor as an integral
feature are available.

Supply Voltages
The first consideration in selecting a lamp should be the

supply voltage that will light it. For all voltages below 105
volts d.c., incandescent lamps should be used. There is a
"gray area" between 28 and 105 volts where there is very lim-
ited lamp availability but power supplies rarely fall into this
range. A range of voltage from 1.35 volts (for a single mer-
cury cell) to 28 volts is found in the T-1% (midget flanged
base) series and in the two -pin, plug-in lamp cartridge line.
In the somewhat larger T-314 ( miniature bayonet base) cate-
gory, the range is extended to 55 volts. The 6 -watt and 10 -
watt S-6 lamps are made for 6 to 250 volt operation.

All of these lamps have tungsten filaments and emit "white
light." They can be used with colored lenses and most of them
will produce enough light for bright indication with the
lenses supplied with such pilot lights.

Neon lamps of the T-3% and T-2 sizes, or in lamp car-
tridges, should be considered for all applications at 117 volts
a.c. and are the only suitable choice for applications involving
operation at 220 volts and over.

Selecting the Right Lamp
Before listing the specific lamps that will handle 90% of all

applications, these general principles are offered to assist in
making your selection. When space permits, use a large lamp
rather than a tiny one. The cost of the lamp and device will
be lower and life and reliability higher. Effectiveness can also
be greater since the larger bulb can enclose a more powerful
filament.

Select a 6 -volt lamp rather than a 12 volt, and a 12 -volt
rather than a 28- ( or higher ) voltage lamp if power is avail-
able at the lower voltage. For given volt-amperes, the lower
voltage filament will be stronger.

Avoid incandescent lamps of the S-6 group for voltages over
125, such as 220 to 250 volts. Wattage goes up to 10, making
a hot lamp and filaments are fragile. At 440 volts, it is essen-
tial to use a stepdown transformer and a 6 -volt T-314 lamp.
Use a neon lamp if it will provide enough light of a satisfactory
color.

A neon lamp is the only solution to the problem of operating
under severe conditions of shock or vibration. If the necessary

117 volts is not available, the only incandescent filaments cap-
able of surviving are those of 6 volts, with higher current rat-
ings, in the T-314 size.

Select the lamp and pilot light earl in the designing stage
before all the space has been allotted to other components
and very little left for the indicator.

When space is at a premium, use a lamp cartridge. Such
cartridges may contain T-1% incandescent lamps and T-2
neon lamps so that the voltage range from 1.35 to 125 volts
is covered. No other pilot lights require smaller panel areas.

Recommended Lamp Usage
Table 1 gives a partial listing of available lamps. First

choices are shown in each case, with alternatives given, for
the most common supply voltages. In each lamp series there
are numerous other voltage ratings for special conditions. The
approximate light output, in lumens, is given for comparison
of effectiveness.

Lamps Whose Use is Discouraged
We would be remiss if we failed to mention other lamps

of which the reader may be aware and which might appear
to be overlooked, which are not recommended.

For example, the T-314 bulb was once used extensively with
a miniature screw base. There are no electrical ratings in the

Table 1. Listing of recommended and readily available lamps.

T- 3 1/4

Lamp No.
44

1815

1820

MIDGET FLANGED -BASE SERIES -INCANDESCENT

Voltage Range: 6.3 to 55 volts
Useful in Group I Lights

RECOMMENDED FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
Lamp No. Volts Milliamps Lumens Rated Hours

755 6.3

756 14.0

757 28.0

1828 37.5

1835 55.0

Because of their long

overvoltage operation.

150 4.1 50,000

80 3.9 50,000

80 7.7 50,000

50 8.1 50,000

50 13.7 50,000

life design these lamps tolerate some

RECOMMENDED FOR HIGHER LUMENS
Volts Milliamps Lumens

6.3 250 11.1

14.0 200 17.5

29.0 100 20.0

Rated Hours
3000

3000

1000

Ti 3/4 MIDGET FLANGED -BASE SERIES -INCANDESCENT

Voltage Range: 1.35 to 28 volts
Useful in Group III Lights and Some of Group V

RECOMMENDED FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
Lamp No. Volts Milliamps Lumens Rated Hours

380 6.3 40 .25 50,000

381 6.3 200 5.0 50,000

344 10.0 14 .025 100,000

367X 10.0 40 1.0 10,000

382 14.0 80 3.8 50,000

387 28.0 40 3.8 25,000

RECOMMENDED FOR HIGHER LUMENS
(and two low voltages)

Lamp No. Volts Milliamps Lumens Rated Hours
331 1.3 60 .075 500

338 2.7 60 .50 500

328 6.0 200 7.9 1000

349 6.3 200 6.9 3000

330 14.0 80 6.3 750

1-1 3/4 LAMP CARTRIDGE SERIES 39
-INCANDESCENT

Voltage Range: 1.3 to 28 volts
Useful in Group II Lights

There is no standard system of numbers for lamp
cartridges containing these small bulbs. They are
best described as #39 cartridges with lamps of the
same rating as lamps of the above numbers. All of
the ratings shown above for lamps with midget
flanged -bases are available.
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T -31i bulb series that are not available in bayonet -based
lamps. The screw -in lamp is not really secure in its socket and
is easily jarred loose. Its use should be avoided. Even less
satisfactory is the T-1% with midget screw base whose sockets
rarely have satisfactory spring contact to the solder ball. They
do not stay in place.

Despite their extensive use in the communications field, no
new applications of the T-2 telephone slide -base lamps can
be justified. The lamps are long and, while the bulb is of
small diameter, all available lights require at least 9/16"
mounting holes. This spacing will accommodate the much su-
perior T-31.1 (miniature bayonet) lamps. Also, the flat end
of the T-2 bulb is the area through which all of the useful
light must be emitted. But this clear area is a much smaller
circle than the bulb diameter. The junction of the flat end and
the side wall cylinder is substantially opaque because of re-
fraction. Lamps of higher voltage ratings emit little of the
light the filament produces. Finally, there is nothing but fric-
tion to secure these lamps in their sockets. They are likely
to be pushed in too far for maximum effectiveness and they
require an extractor tool to remove them.

Failure to recommend any "sub -subminiature" lamps is de-
liberate. The tremendous accomplishments of the semicon-
ductor industry in miniaturization and microminiaturization
have made it appear that the lamp industry is lagging. Every -

All illustrations of lamps are shown full size in the table.

T-31/4

ill

MINIATURE BAYONET -BASE SERIES-NEON
Voltage Ranges: 110 to 125 volts and 220

Useful in Group I Lights with Integral
RECOMMENDED FOR VERY HIGH RELIABILITY

Lamp No. NE -51H
Selection of resistor from information
vides operation at either of two levels
mance and at two ranges of supply voltage.

110-125V

to 250 volts
Resistors

below pro-
of perfor-

220-250V
56 k

100 k
are not to be
for incandes-

I 1 le

Most light and 5000 hours
Less light and 20,000 hours

22 k
33 k

Hours of life above are minimum and
hours

'vim
compared with average given
cent lamps.

T-2 MIDGET FLANGED -BASE LAMP-NEON
Voltage Range: 110 to 125 volts, a.c. only

Useful in Group III Lights with Integral Resistors
RECOMMENDED FOR VERY HIGH RELIABILITY

Lamp No. NE -2J
The use of this lamp is limited to only the lower
voltage range and in lights provided with 22k re-
sistor. Performance exceeds most needs in minimum
life, and best light output is obtained.

T-2 LAMP CARTRIDGE
SERIES #45-NEON

Voltage Range: 110 to 125 volts, a.c. only
Useful in Group II Lights

RECOMMENDED FOR VERY HIGH RELIABILITY

#45 Cartridge with unbased NE -2J and integral
resistor of 33k.

(i (IP jp

.41 S-6 CANDELABRA SCREW -

BASE SERIES-INCANDESCENT
Voltage Ratings: 125 volts and 250 volt,
Useful in Lights of Group IV

\

RECOMMENDED FOR
GENERAL SERVICE
At 90 to 125 volts Lamp No. 656-125
At 180 to 250 volts Lamp No. 1056-250

IL

S-6 DOUBLE -CONTACT BAYONET- No -

"WE
go'awtu-11

% es
-mr

BASE SERIES-INCANDESCENT
Voltage Ratings: 125 volts--",

II Useful in Lights of Group IV
RECOMMENDED FOR

GENERAL SERVICE
At 9 to 125 volts-Lamp No. 6560(-125

1111, 71
N.,. V)

thing seems possible, so why not small lamps? The industry
has provided very small lamps for medical use, but they are
lamps with very short filaments, operating on 1.2 volts from
a single battery cell. Thermal efficiency of filament lamps is
low but these are the lowest.

Industry demands small lamps in voltages as high as 28 V,
and in bulb sizes of N" diameter and smaller. Some compan-
ies have offered such lamps but these do not usually work
out. A 28 -volt filament cannot be short and it cannot be thick
if the volt-amperes are to be kept within the ability of the
bulb to dissipate the heat. A 28 -volt coiled filament put into
a T-1 bulb is crowded even though the turns of the coil are
closely spaced. A tungsten coil is not a stable thing when it is
heated, even if the filament temperature is kept low. It
squirms and turns become shorted and then the temperature
is not low any more. The 60,000- and 100,000 -hour ratings
that are predicated on the slow evaporation rate of a low -
temperature filament are not realized. Sometimes two such
lamps are put into one base on the theory, apparently, that
two poor lamps are better than one good one. The same base
can accommodate a T-1% bulb of good design. Hence, all
sizes smaller than the T-1% should be avoided.

Selecting the Pilot Light
When the lamp has been chosen, it is possible to proceed

to the pilot light. The several optional features of the light
are dominated by the choice of the lens cap details; the na-
ture, sh4pe, and color of the lens, and how it is secured to
the body of the light.

Lenses are generally made of plastic, although on larger
lights for the hot 6 -watt S-6 lamps they are sometimes made
of glass. The availability of heat -resisting polycarbonate ma-
terial has made it possible to replace glass in most cases. Often
the lens is mounted in a metal holder which screws into the
body or is a precise friction fit that is secure against vibration.
The friction fitted lens caps are rotatable. This is an important
feature for erecting markings on the lenses. In many screw
caps, the lens is spring mounted to produce friction and is
rotatable independent of its metal holder which may be tight-
ened securely.

In the area of identifying indicators by lens color, there
is the greatest possibility of error. The automatic choice of red
for danger and green to indicate that all is well is a mistake
too many designers make. It is time that some real thought
be given to the specification of color. There are just a few
fundamentals that should be kept in mind.

1. Light sources do not emit uniformly in all the colors
from violet to red.

2. The eye is not equally affected by the same amount
of energy in each color region.

3. The materials that change the color of light sources
are subtractive. They reduce the light which is effective in
stimulating the eye.

4. Color really does not provide any specific information.
How does the viewer respond to the showing of a red

light? What emergency is indicated? Or to the extinguishing
of a green light? If all is no longer well, how bad are things
and what is to be done? Evidently, a study should be made
of when color is really useful and how it can be used to convey
some definite meaning. Consideration should also be given
to the possibility that the observer may be color blind.

The most effective color is that to which the eye is most
sensitive, i.e., yellow to yellow -green. The natural color of
neon lamps is nearly ideal. Incandescent lamps emit most
strongly in the red region. When filtered to appear green,
much light is lost and luminosity is low. The loss is so great
when only blue is transmitted that it is quite ineffective.

In the seeing process, human characteristics modify any
purely theoretical conclusions. Only this can account for the
fact that yellow with a reddish tinge ( amber) appears to many
as brighter than the unfiltered light. This is the reason why
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yellow auto headlights are used in some European countries.
Extensive specification of amber color is recommended.

Its use will assure maximum visibility. Red can be next in
effectiveness but its use should be discouraged except for real
emergency indication which should also be explained by an
associated legend.

Since color, as such, cannot provide specific information,
each indicator-especially when more than one is displayed-
should have an associated legend. Assuming that there will
be adequate general lighting in the operating area, the legend
could be a reflective marking in light letters on a dark panel
or the reverse, or a marking on a plate attached to the panel
in the mounting of the pilot light. A legend lighted by the
pilot -light lens is best. The legend could be applied to the
face of the lens as black characters against an amber lens. In
larger lenses, the usual practice is to provide a photographi-
cally reproduced transparency. The legend may appear as
lighted characters against a black background or the reverse.

Stamped markings in black against light -translucent amber
plastic lenses provide the most practical marking where many
lights will bear different identifications. If neon lamps are
used, the translucency should be lightly diffusing, which is
another way of saying of low absorption, since neon lamps
produce little light and none can be wasted.

Other Pilot Light Features
While occasionally other types of terminals are available,

soldering terminals are preferred. Screw terminals should not
be used unless the connecting wire has a closed eyelet ter-
minal. Sometimes an optional male spade for a "quick -connec-
tion" wire terminal is offered. Their use is desirable only for
high -production applications where prepared wiring har-
nesses are employed.

3

The parts of the pilot light which show on the face of the
panel should be either black or polished metal. The nature
of the panel usually dictates the choice.

Frequently, pilot lights are provided with a fixed flange
which will rest on the face of the panel with fastenings ap-
plied from the rear. Optionally, but not in all cases, the
light may be inserted from the rear of the panel and secured
with a round knurled nut on the face. The user's special re-
quirements will dictate this choice.

It may be noted that all lights are cylindrical, enclosed,
and are intended for one -hole mounting on fairly thin panels.

Typical Pilot Lights
Lights for miniature bayonet -based lamps, 1%6" mounting.

Lights that accommodate T-31.14, miniature bayonet -base
lamps are shown in Group I (Fig. 3). All of the voltages from
6.3 to 55 volts, recommended in the incandescent series, and
the NE -51H neon lamp may be used in these four lights. The
dome -shaped lenses of #1 and #2 are desirable with NE -
51H. No. 2 is a simple all -plastic screw -in cap, useful with
neon. No. 1 provides for a lens mounted in a metal holder
which screws on. The lens may be of heat -resisting material
recommended for use with incandescent lamps of high volt-
amperes. No. 3 has an all -plastic cap and permits stamped
marking. The lens is not rotatable, requiring the body to be
secured to the panel with the lens in place for erect reading.
No. 4 has a flat lens suitable for marking and is rotatable so
that marking is readily adjusted to be erect.

The terminals shown are soldering, screw, and quick -con-
necting. Any terminal type may be specified for any light.

Special note: Any of the four lights may be specified with
any of four recommended values of resistors built in for the
NE -51H lamp. All have (Continued on page 52)

Fig. 3. Group I lights are for miniature bayonet -based lamps. Group II are for plug-in lamp cartridges. Group Ill are
for midget flanged -base lamps. Group IV lights are for the large 5-6 lamps. Group V are special-purpose lights.
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New Low -Loss Coax for TV
Description of a coaxial lead-in for color -TV and u.h.f.
that has less loss than ordinary twin -lead in many cases.

By LON CANTOR
Jerrold Electronics Corp.

THE twin -lead vs coax controversy has resulted in im-
provements in both types of transmission lines. Re-
cently, for example, Belden Manufacturing Company

showed a new shielded twin -lead (ELECTRONICS WORLD,
October, 1965). And, now, Jerrold Electronics is introducing
an improved coaxial cable for use in home TV antenna
systems.

It is generally conceded that shielded coaxial cable causes
less deterioration of signal quality than ordinary twin -lead.
Coax tends to keep out interference and local pickup ghosts
and to reduce standing waves, which result in line ghosts.
That is why coax is used exclusively in professional installa-
tions such as TV studios and master TV systems.

But coax has usually been thought to cause more signal
loss than twin -lead, at least in theory. At v.h.f. frequencies,
this increased loss is generally tolerable. On u.h.f. channels,
however, increased loss might easily mean the difference
between good pictures and snow on the TV screen.

Called "82 -Channel Coloraxial Cable," the new coax causes
only slightly more than half as much loss as ordinary
RG-59/U. In fact, it causes even less loss than twin -lead in
most home TV installations. And twin -lead losses are known
to increase considerably with age, moisture, smog, etc., while
coax line losses remain virtually constant.

A Practical Example
Loss, of course, is not the most important characteristic of

TV transmission lines. It is generally important only in a
fringe area. Let us examine a practical system to see why
this is so. Consider two similar antenna systems. Both start
with 10,000 microvolts of u.h.f. TV channel -83 signal at the
antenna. However, if the signal is carried through 100 feet
of RG-59/U, only about 2250 microvolts will reach the TV
set. On the other hand, almost 4000 microvolts reach the TV
set through the low -loss coaxial cable.

On the surface, this seems like a significant difference. But
both signals would look the same on most color -TV screens.
This is because all modern TV sets include a.g.c. circuits.
As long as enough signal is supplied to take the picture out
of the snow and activate the a.g.c., no amount of additional
signal results in any better picture quality.

Let us suppose, on the other hand, that the antenna picked
up only 1000 microvolts of signal. In this case, the set con-
nected to the RG-59/U would see only 225 microvolts while
the other set would be fed 390 microvolts. At this level,
there can be a considerable difference in picture quality.

How is the lower loss achieved? Loss in transmission line
is dependent upon conductor resistance and dielectric heat-

ing-primarily the former. Therefore, the larger the center
conductor of the cable, the lower its loss.

But the center conductor cannot simply be made larger
and the rest of the cable left alone. This would change the
characteristic impedance of the cable. Characteristic im-
pedance is a term that describes the behavior of the cable
in passing signals and the way it cooperates with the source
and load. It includes both resistance and reactance, com-
prising both capacitive and inductive elements. The value
of the characteristic impedance is determined by the fol-
lowing factors:

1. The ratio between the diameter of the inner conductor
and the diameter of the outer conductor.

2. The dielectric constant of the dielectric.
Thus, if the diameter of the center conductor is increased,
the same impedance can be maintained only by increasing
the diameter of the outer -conductor shield. Obviously, this
would make the cable thicker and harder to handle.

The solution was to change the dielectric, using a foam -
type polyethylene ( which also contributes somewhat to the
reduced attenuation). The new 82 -channel cable is only
slightly thicker than RG-59/U (see photograph). Cost of
the new cable is about 25% higher than conventional coax, and
it is available in 50-, 75-, and 100 -foot lengths, with fittings
and weatherboot attached.

While many technicians will continue to prefer twin -lead,
it seems quite likely that coax will be used more extensively
in home TV antenna systems now that the loss barrier has
been broken.

The new coax cable is shown at the top compared to conven-
tional RG-59/U below. The new cable is just a little thicker,
it uses a larger center conductor and foam -type dielectric.

Table 1. Attenuation per 100 feet for twin -lead and coax. The figures for encapsulated and shielded twin -lead
are from Electronics World, October 1965, page 29, Fig. 4. According to this figure, flat ribbon and tubular
twin -lead losses are over 20 dB at channel 83 in a typical installation. Note that the losses of the new
coax are about the same as those for shielded twin- lead. Note also the use of one or two matching trans-
formers required with a coaxial installation may in crease the attenuation by approximately 1 or 2 dB.

Channel 2 Channel 13 Channel 14 Channel 83

Encapsulated twin -lead (300 ohm) 3.2 dB 5.8 dB 7.8 dB 9.8 dB
Shielded twin -lead (300 ohm) 2.1 4.1 6.0 7.8
RG-59/ U coax (75 ohm) 2.8 5.8 9.0 13.0
Low -loss coax (75 ohm) 1.75 3.15 5.5 8.2
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Battery -Powered Tape Recorders

Here are the technical specifications for 41 models of battery
powered tape recorders made available by 19 different companies.

HE battery -operated portable tape recorders shown on
1 these pages run the gamut from restricted -range devices

used only for voice communications to portable units whose
performance rivals those of quality a.c.-operated units.

Because of their light weight and slow speed that permits
storing a considerable amount of information, the smaller
units are finding increasing favor as "electronic notebooks,"
for interview purposes and for information interchange be-
tween engineers and their offices. The higher quality units
are finding use its mechanical engineering aids by recordin
sounds made L miiclianical parts making faulty contact, stt

that designers at remote locations will have a better idea
of the problem. In some companies, the portable tape re-
corder is considered as useful an engineering tool as is an
oscilloscope.

Most of these portable devices can be run for long hours
on their internal batteries. In most cases, replacement bat-
teries are available at the corner store. In some cases, the
batteries can be recharged. Some units can also operate off
the a.c. line, where it is available, while others can use a
conventional car battery.

Prices of these units ram,,e from than S25 to more

Photo Model
Tape speed(ips)timeReel

size
(inches)

Playing
Tracks:
number;
stereo or

mono

Frequency
response

Type

of
bias

Type

of
erase

Level
indicator

Battery
indicator

CHANNEL MASTER CORP., El lenville, N.Y. 12428

A 6464 Pi, 3'i 5 N.S.
2 M 100-7000 Hz -33.;

100-4000 Hz -1%
N.S. d.c. meter meters

B 6545 1%, 33 3''i N.S. 2 M N.S. a.c. d.c. meter meters

C 6549 17/8, 3,1 3!.'t 2 hrs. 2 M N.S. a.c. d.c. N.S. N.S.

CONCERTONE DIV., ASTRO-SCIENCE CORP., 9731 Factorial Way, South El Monte, Calif.
50.3000 Hz -1

727 156. 17'1' ,

3?1, 7;
5 N.S. 4 S

30-7000 Hz -178
30.10,000 Hz -33,1

N.S. N.S. meter N.S.

30.15,000 Hz -7' j

CONCORD ELECTRONICS CORP., 1935 Armacost Ave., Los Angeles, California 90025
I) F-20 Variable 21/2 1 hr. 2 M 60 Hz -6 kHz d.c. d.c. none none

E F-85 1% 21,; 2 hrs. 2 M 60 Hz -7 kHz a.c. d.c. none none

F 300 178, 3),:i 4
l%-6 hrs.
33.4--2-3 hrs.

2 M 60 Hz -10 kHz a.c. d.c. meterk meters

G 350 178, 33.; 5
17/8-6 hrs.
3%-3 hrs. 2 M 50 Hz -10 kHz a.c. d.c. meter meters

iiiVC-PANORAMA INC., 2 302 E. 15th Street, Los Angeles, California 90021

H 212 178, 33, 31,i 2 hrs. 2 M
150 Hz -7 kHz -33-:1

150 Hz -3.5 kHz- 17 8
a.c. d.c. k none

I 490 Variable Cartridge 32 min. 2 M N.S. d.c. d.c. meter meters

1 520 178, 33", 5 N.S. 2 M N.S. d.c. d.c. meter meters

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 2200 N. 22nd Street, Decatur, Illinois 62525

K M8000 1%, 33i 3
178-1 hr.

33,i-30 min.
2 M N.S. d.c. d.c. I none

L M8010 178, 33:, 3
174-1 hr.

33.;-30 min.
2 M N.S. d.c. d.c. meter meters

M M8020 Variable 3% 60 min. 2 M N.S. d.c. d.c. I none

MARTEL, 2339 S. Cotner Ave , West Los Angeles, California 90064
N 1 201 1 Pi, 3'.;

1 5 1
N.S. 2 M N.S. N.S. N.S. meter meter

MAYFAIR -ARCTIC ' ,T ',
' Randolph St., Chicago, Illinois

0 1V-1 3 71,; 5
33-1 hr.

72-30 min. 2 M 200 Hz -7 kHz d.c. perm. mag. none none

P 600 3?il, 7;2 5
3];,-1 hr.

7 2--30 min.
2 M 200 Hz -7 kHz d.c. perm. mag. meter meters

El 1802 178, 333; 31,4
178-2 hrs.
3,i-1 hr. 2 M 200 Hz -6 kHz d.c. d.c. meter meters

MIRANDA-ALLIED IMPEX CORP., 300 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10010

MIRANDETTE I 1%, 33/ 3 1 1 hr. 2 M 200 Hz -6 kHz a.c. d.c. meter meters

 ,VMAGNA TECH ELECTRONIC CO. INC., 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036

NTPH 3%, 7!,, 15 7 N.S.
MFull30

track
Hz -18 kHz d.c. d.c. meter meters

Footnotes: a- remote control h -a.c. line cord c-splicer d carrying case c-also a.c. powered 1-telephone pickup g-spare reel h --earphone otce

operation tape counter k --automatic level I-neon light m -recharger n-motion picture/slide s)nc o-auxiliary input p --indicator light

(4-same as level meter N.S.--not specified
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than $1000. The prices shown are adver-
tised list or selling price. Check your
dealer for the latest prices. Machines
selling for less than S25 are not listed
as we consider them "toys" rather than
serious tape recorders.

The bulk of these devices are not re-
stricted to use with just a microphone.
Note that a considerable number of dif-
ferent types of "outboard" devices are
available to cover almost any recording
situation. These range from telephone
pickups to external power supplies.

A number of these machines are for-
eign -made. This should not deter the
purchaser since service for these rela-
tively high -quality devices is available
in almost every major city.

The photos illustrating the directory
are keyed to each model, where pictures
\vere made available to us.

II

A

MM

IIII

ulll

lu

11

E

Batteries:
number and

type

Size
(inches)

h. w. d.

Weight
(lbs)

Price
Accessories

(See footnotes)

6 "0"

6 "C"
6 "0"

3';
23,;

3

11!:,

8

101;

10

10

8l

8' ;

5?4

5

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

a,b,c,d,e,g

a,c,e,f,g

a,c,d,e,g,h

6 "0" 13' ; 11% 5% 16 N.S. e

4 "AA"
4 "C"

6 "0"

6 "D"

6';
7

3

4

41;
5

10

111;

2';
3

9

11

2

2

61,;

10

24.95

49.95

129.95

199.95

a,f,g,h,i

a,f,g,h,i

a,f,g,h,i

a,f,g,h,i

6 "C"

4 "AA"
4 "D"

3i
3%
41;

PA

1%

11%

93,

61;
91;

4' ;

2

10

39.95

79.95

59.95

a,e,f,g,h

a,d,e,f,g,h
a,e,f,g,h

4 "D"

4 "D"

4 "0"

8

8

9,.;

11116

111;6

8

3!ii

31,8

23,;

4'.;

4'4

N.S.

39.95

49.95

24.95

e,h

a,e,h

a,d,e,h

N.S. I N.S. I 7 1 100.00 f,j

3 "0"

6 "D"

4 "C"

43;

41

21;

12';

11

91

91;

8' ;

8%

11';

6

4

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

d,h,m

d,h,m

d,h,m

4 "0" 2'?; 9% 8516 71. 169.95 h,j,m

12 "D" 41; 14 91; 13.3 1186.00 h,m

B

44,

M111111111011

1111111111 *"

igliii,1111111111111111111111111111111111111'

'1;11110
I 111111

hill!
1111111100

11111111

111111111111111111

III " 111

I

"
0110%

I

11111
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Photo Model
Tape speed

(ips)

Reel
size

(inches)

Playing
time

Tracks:
number;
stereo or

mono

Frequency
response

Type

of

bias

Type

of

erase

Level
indicator

Battery
indicator

Y. 1');' :

A

B

101

150

17/8

17/8

4

Cartridge

2 hrs.

1 hr.

2 M

2 M

80 Hz -8 kHz

100 Hz -7 kHz

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

meter

meter

meterq

meterq

RQ-102

RQ-105

RQ-116

RQ-152

18, 3%

17/8, 38

17/8, 38

174, 3%

3

3

3

5

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

2 M

2 M

4 M

2 M

100 Hz -4 kHz -17'
100 Hz -7 kHz -3%8

100 Hz -4 kHz -17/8
100 Hz -7 kHz -3%

100 Hz -4 kHz -17/
100 Hz -7 kHz -34,
100 Hz -4 kHz -178
100 Hz -7 kHz -3%

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

meter

meter

meter

meter

meter

meter

meter

meter

C

D

YGS 11

YGS 21

17/8, 3%

17/8, 3%

3

3

174-1
3'430

hr.
min.

17/8-1 hr.
3%-30 min.

2 M

2 M

600 Hz -4 kHz

90 Hz -3.5 kHz

d.c.

a.c.

d.c.

a.c.

meter

P

meterq

none

E 6000
M and S

%, 18,
33/,, 71/2

5

15;6-6 hrs., 24 min.
17/8-3 hrs., 12 min.
3%-1 hr., 36 min.

714-48 min.

4 both 30 Hz -10 kHz a.c. a.c. meter(2) none

F

G G

800

900

17/8, 3?',, T ;

1 7/8, 3%

5

31,/,/,

4 hrs.

17/8-2 hrs.
3%-1 hr.

2 M

2 M

50 Hz -6 kHz -17/8
50 Hz -9 kHz -3%

50 Hz -12 kHz -7'

90 Hz -9.5 kHz

a.c.

a.c.

N.S.

perm. mag.

meter

k

meter

none

H

I

88B

216

18

2.20

21;

3.4

70 min.

70 min.

2 M

2 M

100 Hz -6 kHz

250 Hz -5 kHz

a.c.

a.c.

d.c.

d.c.

none

none

none

'

11
%, 17/8,
31, PA

7 N.S. N.S. M

40 Hz -16 kHz -71;
60 Hz -9 kHz -3%
80 Hz -5 kHz -17/8

100 Hz -2.5 kHz-%

a.c. a.c. meter none

K

MAGNET-
OPHON 300

MAGNET -

OPHON 301

,'"
33/

z4

5

5

3 hrs.

3 hrs.

2 M

4 M

40 Hz -14 kHz

40 Hz -14 kHz

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

a.c.

meter

meter

meter

meter

4000-L
%, 18,
33/,, 71/

5 N.S. 2 M
50 Hz -22 kHz -7' '
70 Hz -5 kHz-',,/'82

a.c. a.c. meter meter

L 760 18, 38 3% 38832 min.
hr.

N.S. M 200 Hz -6 kHz a.c. d.c. meter meter

.1, -
c HO i

M

N

0

27R1

28R1

29R1

32R1

Variable

Variable

Variable

17/8, 38

3

3

Cartridge

3818-80

20 min.

N.S.

35 min.
min.

3%-40 min.

2 M

2 M

2 M

2 M

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

d.c.

none

meter
meter

meter

none

meterq

meterq

meterq

B
C
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Batteries:
number and

type

Size
(inches)

h. w. d.

Weight
Webs)

Price
Accessories

(See footnotes)

5 "0"
5 "C"

8

7%

11

41;

3%
2%

7

3

79.50

89.50

h,m,o

h,m,o

6 "C"

4 "C"

12 "AA"

6 "D"

3

21;

2V2

31/3

9%

10%

7%

11?5

81/2

PZ,

7%

10%

4' ;

41,

4%

;

59.95

49.95

129.95

99.95

a,e,g,i,m

a,g,i,m

a,e,f,i,m

a,g,h,i,m

4 "C"

6 "0"

2%

3'

9%

10%

9%

131zi

4.9

6.5

49.95

N.S.

e,h,o

d,e.h.o

4 "D" 4 9% 10 11 M-299.95
S-359.95

j,m

8 "D"

4 "D"

4%

3%

12'.',

8%

10's

V-;

13

5.5

199.95

67.50

a,e,j,k

d,i

3 "C"
3 penlight

2 recharge.

174

314

4'.

7%

73.

13

2%

El,/,

69.95

179.95

a,d,f.h,o

a,f,h,i,o

10 N.S. 10 13 4 7 595.00 e.k.o

5 "D-

5 ''D"

3

3

10%

10%

10%

10%

7;

71;

139.95

169.95

e,d,m

e,d,m

N.S. 3% 1014 814 7 440.00 a,d,e,i,j,m,n

rechargeable 2% 10% 6 5 129.95 a,d,f,h,m

2C 4AA

3C 6AA

4 "M"

4 "D"

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

L
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Convergence Circuits of
Color Sets: RCA
By WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM

Special circuitry is necessary for shadow -mask color CRT's to
assure that the three electron beams will correctly converge at
the shadow -mask holes to strike their respective phosphor dots.

IN addition to the deflection coils, several other factors
determine the path of the three electron beams in a
conventional three -gun, shadow -mask color CRT. The

first of these factors is the purity adjustment, a constant mag-
netic field which affects all three electron beams. The sec-
ond adjustment, known as static convergence, controls the

GREEN BEAM
PM CONVERGENCE

ACTION OF
BLUE LATERAL MAGNET

BLUE BEAM

RED BEAM
PM CONVERGENCE

Fig. 1. Permanent magnet convergence and the blue lateral mag-
net adjustment is used to set purity of the color CRT screen.

Fig. 2. The electron beam convergence land focus) point de-
scribes an arc about the deflection center. As the shadow mask
is relatively flat, some form of correction signal is needed.

ELECTRON
GUNS

PHOSPHOR DOT SCREEN

SHADOW

ELECTRON
BEAM

UNCORRECTED LOCI OF CONVERGENCE-t

CONVERGENCE
POOR

CONVERGENCE
GOOD

CONVERGENCE
POOR

BEAMS SPREAD

coincidence of the three electron beams near the center
of the picture -tube active -screen area. This static convergence
is achieved by adjusting the fields of three permanent mag-
nets, each controlling one electron beam as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The final convergence of the three beams, however,
requires a fourth motion, and this is produced by the blue
lateral magnet which permits static adjustment of the blue
beam in the horizontal direction. This allows all three beams
to converge exactly.

The third, and by far the most complicated, convergence
requirement, is that the three electron beams converge at
the top, bottom, and sides of the screen area as the electron
beams scan across the face of the screen. The electron -beam
convergence, or focus point, moves through an arc as shown
in Fig. 2, and since it is intended to strike an almost flat
area, the phosphor dot screen, corrections must be made
for the focus point so that it changes as the three beams are
deflected across the screen. This is called dynamic con-
vergence.

Without proper static and dynamic convergence, good
black -and -white and color pictures are impossible. Poor con-
vergence is most easily visible on black -and -white reception
when the areas appear to overlap with red, green, and blue
borders, similar to misregistration on a color print. Many
service calls are due to poor convergence, and it is no wonder
that color -TV manufacturers pay special attention to the
design of reliable and stable convergence circuits which are
also easy to adjust. In the RCA CTC19 and CTC17 series of
color models, new and improved convergence circuits are
used, and adjustments are simplified by reference to spe-
cific areas of the screen which each adjustment is designed
to control. This article will not go into the details of the con-
vergence adjustment procedure but will concentrate instead
on the new features of the dynamic convergence circuitry
and on understanding the principles used in their operation.

Purity
The new RCA receivers use the same purity magnet as-

sembly that has been employed for the past few years. Two
permanent -magnet rings are rotated against each other, or
as an assembly. The purity magnet rings are adjusted until
a reasonably pure red screen is displayed. RCA points out
that the static convergence must be set before any purity
adjustments should be attempted. The company also ad-
vises that no purity or convergence adjustments should be
made until after the set has been operating for at least 15
to 25 minutes.

Each of the three convergence magnets in the purity
ring assembly contains a permanent magnet which is ad-
justed to converge the red, green, and blue electron beams
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CI 082

HOR1Z.
FLYBACK

XFMR.

.082

RETRACE
TRACETRACE

r -RETRACE

I

CURRENT AT POINT A

I I

RED

EFFECT OF R3

\
/L BLUE

3/E
150
IW

R2
150
IW

RI

DI

EFFECT OF TI

Fig. 3. The waveshapes show how the blue convergence current is affected by adjustment of certain controls. The
other two currents (red and green) are affected by adjustment of controls that determine only their particular current
flow. The circuit shown is a simplified schematic of the dynamic horizontal circuits used in the RCA CTC17 and -19.

at the center of the screen. The blue lateral magnet is set
separately to bring the blue beam into convergence. These
are mechanical adjustments, and since no circuitry is in-
volved, they will not be described any further.

Dynamic Horizontal Convergence
As the red, green, and blue electron beams are deflected

across the screen, the point at which they converge changes.
If the static convergence is adjusted correctly, the electron
beams will converge properly in an area around the center
of the screen but, as they move away from the center, some
correction is necessary at either side (see Fig. 2). As in all
shadow -mask picture tubes, this correction is provided by
a shaped current passing through a coil wound over the con-
vergence magnet. This changes the magnetic field as a func-
tion of current flow. In many early color sets, a single coil
carried both vertical and horizontal dynamic convergence
signals; however, new models use separate horizontal and
vertical convergence coils. To provide convergence correction,
a current which corresponds in frequency to the horizontal
deflection signal is passed through the horizontal coils. The
current waveshape is parabolic, as shown in the Fig. 3 wave-
forms, and provides the correction between the flat phosphor
dot screen and the radius which the convergence point would
describe without these corrections. The amplitude of this
correction current will determine the extent of correction
that will be present at both sides. As long as this current
waveshape is symmetrical as shown in the lefthand wave-
form of Fig. 3, it will provide equal correction at the left
and right. If more correction is required on one side than on
the other, tilting or unbalance is achieved, causing the cur-
rent to appear as shown in the other two waveforms.

One of the inherent problems in convergence circuitry
is the interaction among the three convergence signals, their
magnetic fields, and the three electron beams. It is difficult
to provide adjustment for the red electron beam without
also affecting the green and the blue. What makes this matter
even more complex is the problem of determining, in the
case of misconvergence, which of the three is really wrong.
In the RCA models, this has been solved to some extent by
using one set of circuitry and controls for the blue electron
beam and another set of controls for both red and green.

All horizontal convergence signals are obtained from the
same source, but to analyze the circuit functions in detail,
examine the blue horizontal convergence circuit as shown in
Fig. 3. A 235 -volt (approximately) peak positive pulse (the
same signal which is used for gating the burst amplifier, the
color killer, and the keyed a.g.c.) from the horizontal flyback
transformer is the source of the horizontal convergence sig-
nal. This pulse passes through capacitor Cl and the primary
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of Tl. Then the current is divided, at point "A," into the
coils of the blue convergence magnet assembly, the tuned
circuit of L1 and associated components, and the combina-
tion of RI and diode DI. This latter is a selenium diode,
part of a four -section selenium -diode assembly. It should
be remembered that the waveform shown as a series of
positive pulses is a voltage waveform and that this is dif-
ferent from the actual current passing through the coils
of the convergence magnet. It is the current, not the voltage,
that determines the convergence action because the elec-
tron beam is affected by magnetic flux. Diode DI limits
the peaks and prevents ringing. Also across the horizontal
convergence coils is an RLC circuit (R2, LI, and C2) which
acts as a broadly tuned resonant network. Inductor LI is
adjustable and its function is to shape the signal. In effect,
LI determines the load that the convergence circuits re-
flect back to the flyback transformer. The adjustment of
LI is not part of the convergence procedure but affects the
linearity and efficiency of the flyback section. It should be
changed only when major repairs have been made, and
the detailed procedure described in the service manual should
be followed. Both C3 and R3 determine the amount of
amplitude at the left side of the screen, while adjustment
of Ti determines the amplitude at the right side of the screen.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of these two adjustments. (We have
assumed here that the left side of the page facing the reader
corresponds to the left side of the picture -tube screen.)

The red/green horizontal convergence circuit shown in
Fig. 3 is recognizable as some kind of balanced arrangement.
It is this balanced circuit that makes adjustment of the red
and green horizontal (Continued on page 74)

Fig. 4. The vertical dynamic convergence circuit used by RCA.
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Looking for flaws in the corotron assembly used in a
copier This assembly gives tie selenium drum a positive
charge that prepaRes it to receive the electronic image.

The Xerox Corp. Tech Rep is

a trouble preventer, troubleshooter,

customer educator, goodwill ambassador,

and engineering consultant

whose reports and suggestions

lead to important design changes.

By GENE SMITH

The Technical Representative
STEPHEN Levit is a technical representative fOr Xerox

Corporation, and he is proud of being one. If he worked
for International Business Machines, he would be

known as a customer engineer. And if he and his IBM coun-
terpart had been working in the immediate post -World War
II years, they would have been called servicemen.

But Levit really is much more than that. His very appear-
ance points that up. He makes his calls in a business suit;
there are no coveralls for him with the company name em-
broidered on the back. He carries the tools that he needs in
two sleek -looking attache cases. He is clean-cut, neat, well-
spoken, for when he calls on a client he is the company.

The tech rep is actually a vital member of the company's
marketing team. The work he does, the service he renders,
the contacts he establishes, go hand in glove with the efforts

Using a pyrometer to check the temperature of the fuser heat
pressure roller. This roller fuses the toner into the paper.

of company salesmen. It is up to the TR to maintain customer
satisfaction and to help promote the other machines and
services offered by his company.

Levit is typical of this new breed that has sprung up to
service the complicated business machines that are today
leased all over the country in ever-increasing numbers. Corn-
pany revenues depend on all the Stephen Levits it employs,
since the leased machines are metered, with the customer pay-
ing only for the copy that is actually produced. Downtime,
when a machine is out of action, is thus an important item in
the balance sheets. How well the TR's do their work is re-
flected in the all-important earnings of the company.

So, an accurate description of what Levit does proves the
importance of his position. He is at one and the same time
a trouble preventer, a troubleshooter, a customer educator, a
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Steve Levit (center, front row) joins other tech reps in an
after-hours class in electronics conducted by the company.
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goodwill ambassador, and an engineering consultant, whose
reports and suggestions lead to design changes incorporated
in new machines or retrofitted into earlier models.

Background and Training
He joined the company five years ago upon his release

from the United States Navy, in which he had been an Elec-
tronics Technician Second Class. It was only natural that a
young veteran should seek work in a field in which he was
best qualified, so he tried to locate a job in the radar field.
There was little available. So he went to an agency and they
told him about Xerox.

His electronics training fitted him neatly for the job, and
he went to work as one of about 20 TR's whose territory then
covered the entire uptown area of New York's Borough of
Manhattan, above 42nd Street. Their responsibility: to main-
tain customer installations of copiers and equipment for pro-
ducing offset printing masters.

Levit spent his first two weeks in intensive training on the
fundamentals of xerography and the machines. He learned
all about corona discharge of positive ions and the corotron
units that produce it to put an electrostatic charge on a se-
lenium drum or plate. He learned about photoconductivity,
the property that enables a material like selenium to act as an
insulator and store an electrical charge in darkness and then
become a conductor, surrendering the charge in the pres-
ence of light. He was thoroughly indoctrinated in the electri-

Employing a v.o.m. to check programmer assembly on copier. This
assembly sets up a relay switching sequence in the copy cycle.

cal, mechanical, and optical complexities of the devices for
which he was to be responsible.

The next two weeks saw him in the field, actually working
with an experienced tech rep on machines at customer in-
stallations.

So well did he take to his job that he was subsequently the
first TR selected to attend a new company school at Garden
City, Long Island, for instruction in the then -new desk -top
copy machine. After two weeks there, he was placed in charge
of maintaining the first such machines that were installed in
New York City.

Today he is also qualified on a number of other machines.
These include the highly sophisticated electronic facsimile
communications system known as LDX (long-distance xe-
rography). Levit is as much at home troubleshooting the cir-
cuitry of an LDX scanner (transmitter) or an LDX printer
(receiver) as he is checking out the bias voltage adjustment
on a more conventional copier.
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Preparing to tune up a long-distance xerography scanner, Levit
traces a supervisory signal through the computer logic schematic.

Typical of many TR's, he has shown that he wants to ad-
vance himself. He is working hard to earn promotion and to
prepare himself for it now by acquiring extra skills. Twenty-
six -years old and married, he is an evening student at City
College of New York. His company foots half the bill for such
outside courses if they are job -related, and more than half the
company's TR's take advantage of the opportunity.

While Levit at first aimed at a major in engineering, he has
switched to psychology. "I changed because it fits in with the
possibilities of getting into management work," Stephen ex-
plains. "I have found that a great part of my job is really
customer relations. I feel that I have the proper technical
background, and this new field teaches me how to deal cor-
rectly with people problems:"

He points out that this was a personal decision. Other
tech reps might prefer to go ever deeper into the technical
side, perhaps with an engineering position as a goal.

Even to him, "the most important thing is to have a good
background in electronics."

This is truer than ever today for tech reps. The company
recently announced that it will (Continued on page 73)

Using an oscilloscope to check the width of video blanking
pulses that are employed in long-distance xerography unit.



Electromechanical Choppers
By SIDNEY L. SILVER/B. Eichwald & Co.

Widely used in industrial electronic instrumentation, these contact
modulators convert slowly varying signals or changes in d.c. levels
into a.c. square waves that can be handled more easily by amplifiers.

1
N the field of electronic instrumentation, it is frequently

necessary to convert low-level d.c. or very -low -frequency
signals to a.c. pulses that bear a definite relationship

to a driving sine wave. The driving signal serves as a carrier
which is modulated or "chopped" by the original d.c. or
slowly varying signal. This function is performed by a switch-
ing device, or chopper, which produces an output square
wave whose level corresponds to the d.c. signal. The result-
ant square wave may then be amplified by a conventional
a.c.-coupled amplifier, and reconverted to d.c. at a higher
level by means of a demodulator and filter.

The use of the chopping technique in the amplification
of low-level d.c. signals arises from the fact that d.c. am-
plifiers, while permitting response down to 0 Hz, introduce
drift. This undesirable characteristic is caused by random
fluctuations in tube and transistor parameters due to the
aging of components and also by the gradual shift of the
operating point due to temperature changes. As a result,
an output error signal is produced which cannot be distin-
guished from normal changes in the output caused by the
input signal. In control applications where zero reference
must be maintained, it is essential that the output of an am-
plifier be zero when no input signal is present.

Fig. 1. (A) Simple chopper circuit in which the switching action
performs function of modulation. (B) Resonant chopper mechanism.
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The d.c.-to-a.c. conversion process overcomes these lim-
itations by utilizing simple a.c. amplifiers (RC coupling be-
tween stages) which can easily be designed for high -gain
stability and freedom from drift. After synchronous recti-
fication and filtering, further amplification in d.c. form may
be provided by high-level d.c. amplifiers to obtain the de-
sired output voltage.

Modern choppers may be classified as electromechanical,
semiconductor, magnetic, or photoelectric-all of whisk
serve useful purposes for specific applications. This article
deals exclusively with the electromechanical type, also re-
ferred to as the contact modulator. The mechanical chopper
has been developed to a high degree of perfection which
enables it to perform efficiently under conditions of shock,
acceleration, and vibration. Its use is essential in low-level
circuitry where electrical noise must be minimized and posi-
tive switching action is required.

In industrial electronics, mechanical choppers have found
application in feedback control systems, analog computers
( differential analyzers), chopper -stabilized amplifiers, preci-
sion test equipment (level recording devices), data reduction
systems, and medical instrumentation (electrocardiographs).

Mode of Operation
The basic elements of a mechanical chopper consist of

a contact -bearing metal reed, positioned between fixed con-
tacts, and a polarized drive coil. In the simple chopper cir-
cuit shown in Fig. IA, an a.c. excitation signal is applied to
the drive coil (L) which gives rise to an alternating mag-
netic field, thus causing the reed to vibrate at the frequency
of the applied voltage. The vibrating reed alternately deflects
toward each fixed contact in synchronism with the drive
frequency, so that contact motion is determined by the
polarity of the coil.

When the d.c. control signal is applied to the contacts,
the switching action of the reed periodically interrupts or
chops the d.c. so that induction occurs in the transformer.
Thus a rectangular a.c. pulse is developed across the second -
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Fig. 2. Basic mechanism of a miniature non -resonant chopper.

ary, the amplitude of which is dependent upon the amplitude
of the d.c. input and the step-up ratio of the transformer.
The frequency of the output pulse is equal to the driving
sine -wave frequency and may be reversed in phase by chang-
ing the polarity of the d.c. input signal. Since the trans-
former cannot pass the d.c. component of the waveform,
the a.c. output is effectively isolated from the d.c. input.

Basic Types
In the mechanism of a mechanical chopper, a weight

and spring relationship exists in the moving structure of the
device to form a mass -compliant system If the natural fre-
quency of the metal reed is used to achieve contact motion,
the device is referred to as a "resonant chopper." To make
the chopper operate at the same fundamental frequency
as the excitation, a d.c. polarizing field is provided by a
permanent magnet.

Fig. 1B shows the basic elements of a resonant -type chop-
per in which the drive coil current polarizes the end of the
reed north or south, depending on the direction of the coil
current. When the end of the reed is polarized north, it is
deflected toward the south pole of the permanent magnet.
A reversal of coil current causes the reed to reverse polarity
and deflect toward the north pole. In this manner, the coil
excitation alternately increases and reduces the magnetic field
of the polarizing magnet so that the vibrating reed causes
the contacts to make and break once for each oscillation of
the drive voltage. The reed vibrates at the coil excitation if
this frequency is near the natural resonant frequency of
the reed.

Since the Q" of the mass -compliant system is high at
resonance, any variation in temperature, drive frequency, or
drive voltage may produce large phase shifts between the
reed oscillation and the reed drive. To stabilize these oper-
ating characteristics, the resonant chopper is designed to op-
erate with a drive frequency which is near, but not equal to,
the natural resonant frequency of the reed. In a typical 60 -Hz
chopper, for example, the reed frequency is frequently on
the order of 80 Hz.

Most resonant choppers are designed to operate at either
August, 1966

60 Hz or 400 Hz with a nominal drive coil rating of 6.3
volts r.m.s. High voltages, up to 100 volts, may be switched
intermittently across the contacts, since the resonant -reed
principle permits adjustment for large contact motion, When
adjusted for large contact motion, the resonant chopper
produces high contact pressures which contribute to positive
switching action.

A variation in chopper design is the non -resonant type or
"driven chopper." In this configuration, the mechanical res-
onance of the moving contact assembly is considerably higher
than the operating frequency range of the chopper. Switching
action is achieved by a stiff armature which is deflected solely
by the energy derived from the magnetic fields of the per-
manent magnet and the drive coil. The stiffness of the arma-
ture requires that a high driving force be exerted on the
moving contacts to obtain contact motion. This high -force -to -

mass ratio enables the chopper to operate efficiently under
extreme conditions of shock and vibration. Driving wave-
forms for non -resonant choppers may be sinusoidal, square,
step function, or even irregular pulses of a repetitive nature.
The use of drive voltages with steep wavefronts, however, is
generally undesirable since they contain high -frequency com-
ponents which may cause contact chatter.

Fig. 2 shows the internal construction of a commercial
chopper with a non -resonant driving system, which can ac-
commodate a span of drive frequencies above or below its
nominal frequency. In this design, the driving armature is
separated from the switching circuit by a center pivot reed
which permits extensive shielding between the driving system
and the low-level switching circuit. This mode of construc-
tion also balances the armature and minimizes the effects
of external mechanical forces. Since the frame mass is made
high in relation to the driving system, there is a low vibra-
tion transmission to adjacent components so that no shock
mounting is required.

To eliminate a possible source of noise generated by electro-
chemical action, all component parts are gold plated. The
contacts are made with a special gold alloy in order to avoid
erratic contact resistance when switching very -low-level sig-
nals. Adjustment is made by glass -tipped screws which fix
the position of the stationary contact arms.

Electrical Characteristics
An important factor which determines the useful life of a

chopper is its ability to function within specified limits. In
general, choppers remain within their ratings for at least
5000 hours of continuous operation. Since the circuitry used
has a considerable bearing on performance, it is difficult to
specify precisely the life of a chopper. In order to evaluate
electrical performance a measuring circuit, as shown in Fig.
3, may be used, in which the driving voltage is a perfect
sine wave and the output signal is developed across a re-
sistive load. Fig. 4 illustrates the important parameters which
can be determined by this method.

One of the operating characteristics of a chopper is the
time in electrical degrees that each contact is closed, in re-
lation to the sinusoidal reference wave. This factor is called

Fig. 3. Measuring circuit for determining contact action.
Phase -shift network provides optimum phase stability.
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the dwell time and it occurs twice each cycle. Any difference
in closure time of two contacts opposite each other results
in a different dwell time (asymmetry) of the two halves of
the square wave.

Dwell time changes when the chopper approaches the
end of its life so that the device fails to function within cer-
tain tolerances. For example, a decrease in dwell time caused
by changes in the time interval between the initial engage-
ment of the movable contact and the fixed contacts is equiva-
lent in many chopper circuits to an effective loss in gain.
This limitation may be overcome by using circuits with a
substantial margin of gain so that the chopper may deliver
useful performance for several times its rated life.

The interval of time during which neither contact of an
opposing pair is closed is referred to as the transit time, or
"off" time." This interval of no electrical contact occurs twice
each cycle and is a characteristic of a break -before -make
chopper. During transit time the presence of undesirable
pickup currents may permit inductive spikes to appear in
the output signal.

Another parameter of interest is the precise timing re-
lation between the opening and closing action of the con -
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PHASE LAG

41111:
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Fig. 4. Typical chopper wave-
forms showing nominal phase re-
lationship between driving sine
wave and output square wave.
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of chopper amplifier with s.p.d.t. chopper.
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tacts and the driving sine wave. This relation is called the
phase lag and is defined as the displacement in electrical
degrees between the peak of the sine wave and the midpoint
of the corresponding dwell time. Phase angle is measured be-
tween the 90° (or 270°) point of the sine wave and the
square -wave center. The inherent phase lag is caused by
the drive coil inductance and the mechanical mass of the
moving armature assembly: An increase in the driving fre-
quency increases the phase angle, while a rise in driving
voltage reduces the angle. Effective phase may be changed
by external circuitry. To adjust a chopper for a phase angle
of 0°, for example, a phase -shifting network may be con-
nected in series with the drive coil, which introduces a lead-
ing current and provides optimum phase stability.

An important chopper characteristic is the presence of
unwanted signal, or residual noise, which is generated within
the chopper. Chopper noise is the voltage appearing be-
tween each contact and ground which is measured across
a resistive load, with the driving signal applied to the coil
and no control signal at the contacts. The noise component
in phase with the drive voltage, termed "offset," is rectified
and appears as d.c. at the output of the synchronous recti-
fier. This noise element can be measured by applying a d.c.
input and chopping the signal both in the plus and minus
direction, the difference being the offset.

A major source of noise inherent to a mechanical chop-
per, especially in high -impedance circuits, is electrostatic
noise caused by capacitive coupling between the drive coil
and tlk, switching assembly. The value of the coupling im-
pedance is much higher than the load impedances employed
in chopper circuits, so that electrostatic noise is directly pro-
portional to the external load.

Another type of spurious signal is magnetic noise caused
by stray leakage currents originating in the drive coil and
induced into the switching circuit. Magnetic noise has a

im-
pedances generally used in chopper circuits, and is nearly
constant and independent of circuit loading. Noise can also
take the form of thermal e.m.f.'s produced at the junction of
dissimilar metals due to a temperature gradient. These bime-
tallic junctions exist in the switching circuit connections and
also at the chopper base terminals.

Low residual noise levels are obtained by electrostatic and
electromagnetic shielding between the drive coil and the
contact assembly. Further isolation is maintained by feed-
ing the drive coil leads out through the top of the chopper
enclosure and bringing the contact leads out through the
base. To resist the effects of moisture and dust contamina-
tion, most choppers are hermetically sealed in metal en-
closures (brass or Mumetal). Some choppers, however, are
designed with removable covers to permit cleaning and ad-
justment of the contacts in order to extend its useful life.

In modern chopper design, noise has been reduced to a
negligible value, with noise figures obtainable under one
microvolt when operating into a high -impedance load.

Chopper Applications
The primary function of a chopper in most circuits is to

modulate and demodulate a signal in conjunction with a
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Fig. 6. The waveforms that oc-
cur in the chopper amplifier.
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Fig. 7. Amplifier with d.p.d.t. chopper for full -wave demodulation.

high -gain a.c. amplifier. In the chopper amplifier shown in
Fig. 5, a single chopper acts as a s.p.d.t. switch to perform
the function of both the modulator and demodulator. The
operation of the circuit may be analyzed by assuming the
input control signal to be a very -low -frequency sine wave, as
shown in Fig. 6A. When the signal is applied to the input
contacts, the amplifier is modulated at the drive frequency by
being alternately shorted to ground to produce the waveform
shown in Fig. 6B. Assuming that the low -frequency signal
does not lie within the passband of the a.c. amplifier, the
amplified voltage output will have the form shown in Fig. 6C.
The output is half -wave rectified (Fig. 6D) and fed to the
low-pass filter during the interval of time that the output
contacts are open. Thus, either the input or the output of
the amplifier is always grounded. The filter serves to reduce
the chopper frequency ripple to a negligible value so that
the final output voltage in Fig. 6E is an amplified repro-
duction of the input. A 180 -degree phase reversal exists
between the input and output voltage due to the fact that
the chopper applies the input signal to the amplifier at the
same time that it shorts the output, and vice versa.

To obtain an output voltage free from harmonics intro-
duced by the modulator, the cut-off frequency of the filter
must be low compared to the modulation frequency. This
limits the frequency response of the system to a few cycles,
in the case of a 60 -Hz chopper, which is sufficient for small
bandwidth requirements. Where a wider bandwidth and
faster response time is required, a 400 -Hz chopper may be
employed.

The use of a single chopper to modulate and demodulate
a signal may introduce a source of undesirable feedback
since the input and output terminals are in close proximity.
To avoid oscillation, it is necessary to employ a make -before -
break type of chopper so that at least one end of the ampli-
fier is grounded at any instant. In this way, capacitive cou-
pling between input and output contacts is avoided.

For high gains, it may be feasible to employ a d.p.d.t. chop-
per with one section used for modulation and the other for
demodulation. Fig. 7 shows a chopper amplifier in which a
full -wave demodulator rectifies the output signal in syn-
chronism with the modulator contacts at the input. The split-
reed construction of this type of chopper isolates the two
sets of contacts from each other, thereby avoiding a possi-
ble source of feedback. Since both sets of contacts are in
the same case, any phase angle variations caused by changes
in temperature affect both sections alike, so that the two
sets of contacts remain closely synchronized with each other.
The tracking between the moving contacts and the fixed
contacts must be closely matched in order to hold the chop-
per dwell time and phase relationships precisely constant.
Any major differences in these operating characteristics will
affect the d.c. gain of the chopper amplifier.

To overcome the disadvantages of restricted upper fre-
quency limit of the chopper amplifier, a chopper -stabilized
system is used in circuits that require a very high gain over
a wide frequency range. As shown in Fig. 8, this technique
consists of a two -channel arrangement in which the low-
frequency components of the input signal are fed to a chop-
per amplifier through a low-pass filter (R1, C1) and appear
at one input of a d.c. differential amplifier. The high -fre-
quency components of the signal bypass the chopper sec-
tion through a high-pass filter (R2,C2) and are fed to the
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Fig. 8. Chopper -stabilized am-
plifier system described in text.
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other input of the d.c. amplifier, where they are reunited with
the low frequencies. By adjusting the crossover frequency of
the filter networks to a sufficiently low value, negligible energy
at the chopper frequency enters the modulator. Over-all
negative feedback is employed to stabilize the gain and
provide a fiat, uniform response ranging from d.c. to the upper
frequency limit of the d.c. amplifier.

The reduction of drift, which may be regarded as a very-
low -frequency noise component, is made possible by the
large amount of negative feedback used in the low -fre-
quency channel. Any drift component which is developed
across the output of the d.c. amplifier is fed back through the
feedback resistor (Rf) and passed through the chopper am-
plifier to the input of the d.c. amplifier. Since the drift is in-
versely proportional to the chopper amplifier gain, the effec-
tive drift level becomes exceedingly small compared to the
enormous amount of stable low -frequency amplification
available from the chopper amplifier. In effect, the chopper
amplifier serves as a high -gain, (Continued on page 56)
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Oscilloscope
I I I I I Probes

By WALTER H. BUCHSBAUM

While probes are only an accessory to the scope, they have a strong

influence on the accuracy of any measurements. Choosing the correct

probe, and knowing its characteristics, then becomes very important.

0NE of the basic principles in electronics is that every
measurement somehow always affects the measured
quantity. When a particular voltage is measured, for

example, some of the energy must be diverted to the volt-
meter itself, thereby lowering the actual voltage. In practical
testing and measurement, this amount is so small that it can
be neglected. There are many instances, however, where the
amount of energy drained off by the measuring device is great
enough to cause trouble. Voltmeter resistances are given as
1000 or 20,000 ohms per volt, which is the resistance repre-
sented by the meter circuit when it is shunted across the point
at which the voltage is measured. Knowing the circuit, we can
calculate the error due to meter loading, but for most practical
purposes, even a 3% loading effect can be neglected, especially
since it is always present and repeated measurements with
the same instrument will always produce the same results.

When an oscilloscope is used to measure a.c. signals, the
loading effects of capacitance, resistance, or inductance can
seriously distort the shape of the signal. This distortion can
be especially severe at the higher frequencies, with complex
waveshapes, or with very high voltages. For this reason,
practically all manufacturers of oscilloscopes provide special

Fig. 1. Oscilloscope probes enable convenient circuit testing.
The probe should be selected to fit the desired measurement.

test probes to assure that the measurement of the signal does
not cause any distortion in itself. This article deals with the
various types of oscilloscope probes, their circuitry, and their
proper use in making measurements.

Mechanical Probes
Probes provide convenient mechanical methods of reaching

various test points without danger of accidental shorts. Fig.
1 shows a typical probe in use and illustrates the convenience
of a particular type of tip. When tracing through a circuit,
where quick connections to one point after another must he
made, a simple needle -point probe is usually best. When the
oscilloscope probe is to be attached to a terminal or a piece
of wire, alligator clips, hooks, or springs are more convenient.
Fig. 2 shows some of the different tips which can be used with
a particular Tektronix probe. The popular "Klipzon" probe
tips combine a needle point with a spring -loaded hook for
clipping the probe to a terminal or bare wire lead. Another
probe tip consists of two parallel springs which come apart to
form a clip when the insulating sleeve is pulled back. Still
other inexpensive probes have tips over which a small alliga-
tor clip can be fitted to provide attachment to a terminal or
wire.

The coaxial cable that is connected to the probe is, of
course, grounded at the oscilloscope chassis, and it is usually
best to bring a short lead from the cable or probe ground
directly to the chassis ground nearest the point under test.
This grounding arrangement will prevent undesired pickup by
the probe cable but requires shifting the ground lead as the
probe is moved around. In testing lower frequency circuits, a
common ground between the oscilloscope and the chassis un-
der test may be sufficient. This makes it easier to move the
probe around but can cause pickup trouble.

D.C. Probes
If the shielded test cable were connected directly to the

point being measured, this would shunt the capacitance of the
cable and the scope input circuit directly across the circuit
under test. To avoid this, an isolating resistor can be con-
nected in series with the test cable. This is usually a one-
megohm, 3i -watt resistor mounted inside the probe case. Be-
cause most oscilloscope input circuits have a very high
impedance input, this isolating resistor has the effect of at-
tenuating the signal amplitude. The shunt capacitance of the
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cable and the scope input circuit increase the attenuation at
the higher frequencies. A simple isolation probe can only be
used on signals below 10 kHz and does not permit really
accurate measurements.

For accurate amplitude measurements, the probe attenua-
tion must be known precisely, and the effects of cable and
scope input capacitance should be at a minimum. The amount
of attenuation depends upon the circuit of the particular oscil-
loscope probe and will vary from 10 X to 1000 X . A typical
probe circuit, such as shown in Fig. 3, provides 100 X attenu-
ation as determined by the ratio of R1 to R2. The probe itself,
the cable, and the input to the oscilloscope all have capaci-
tance which means that at higher frequencies, R2 is shunted
by the capacitance of the coaxial cable, C2.

To appreciate the importance of this shunt capacitance, as-
sume that the combined capacitance of the probe handle, the
coaxial cable, and the scope input circuit all add up to 50 pF.
When a 10 -kHz square -wave signal is applied to the probe,
the reactance of C2 will be about 300,000 ohms at the 10 -kHz
fundamental. A rise time of 10 microseconds equals a fre-
quency of 100 kHz at which the reactance of C2 will be about
30,000 ohms. The wavefront of the square wave will therefore
be attenuated almost ten times as much as the 10 -kHz funda-
mental, resulting in a much -rounded -off square -wave display
on the oscilloscope screen. Neglecting the small resistance of
R3, the basic attenuator consists of R1 and R2. Since R2 is
shunted by C2, R1 can be shunted by a capacitor to compen-
sate for the effect of C2. Using the same ratio of capacitor
reactance to resistance, Cl turns out to be approximately
.5 pF. When a 100 -kHz signal appears at the probe input, Cl
will shunt 111 with a reactance of approximately 3 megohms,
while C2 will shunt R2 with 30,000 ohms. The attenuation
then remains a constant 100 X , regardless of frequency. Ca-
pacitor Cl is made adjustable because the capacitance of the
oscilloscope input and the length of the cable will vary
slightly.

During the calibration process ( of C1), the square wave
viewed on the oscilloscope should be capable of being ad-
justed from insufficient compensation as shown in Fig. 4
(left), to the over -compensation of Fig. 4 ( center), to the
correct adjustment of Fig. 4 (right).

As previously pointed out, it is important that the signal
power taken by the oscilloscope probe be relatively small Com-
pared to the power available in the circuit under test. This
means that the impedance presented by the oscilloscope
probe must be at least ten times greater than the impedance
level of the circuit. If the input impedance of a typical vac-
uum -tube circuit being tested is on the order of one megohm,
the oscilloscope probe, in order not to present appreciable
loading, should have an impedance of at least ten megohms.
Oscilloscope probes using special electrometer tubes or sub-
miniature triodes in cathode -follower circuits provide very
high impedances without having the great attenuation of
resistance probes. Separate power -supply subassemblies and
compensating boxes are usually furnished with these vacuum -
tube probes. They are intended for precision, laboratory -type
measurements, particularly at the higher frequencies, rather
than general test and troubleshooting work.

Fig. 2. Some probes come with a variety of interchangeable tips.

In transistor circuits, the impedance between stages is
batch lower, generally on the order of 100 to 10,000 ohms. It
is therefore possible for transistor circuits to use oscilloscope
probes which have only a one-megohm input impedance; in
many instances, no isolating probes are required because the
input impedance of the oscilloscope is so high. The capaci-
tance due to the coaxial cable and the scope input may,
however, be high enough to load certain high -frequency tran-
sistor circuits so that some isolation probe is still needed.

High -Voltage Probes
TV technicians have often observed the "caution" on sche-

CABLE

TEST
PRODS

Fig. 3. A typical 100 X attenuator probe uses a small variable
capacitor to compensate for coaxial cable capacitance present.

Fig. 4 (Left) Insufficient compensation of the probe. (Center) Overcompensation of the probe. !Right) Correct probe compensation.
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Fig. 5. IAI High -voltage 1100 X I probe. 181 Typical demodu-
lator probe. ICI One variation of the demodulator probe.

matic diagrams not to measure the pulse at the plate of the
horizontal output tube. The reason for this is that the high
voltage at that point would break down an ordinary probe or
else damage the oscilloscope input circuits. High -voltage
pulses are also found in radar, telemetry, and many other
fields so that a high -voltage probe, specially designed for
oscilloscopes, has become important. The circuit of a simple
high -voltage probe having an attenuation of 100 X appears in
Fig. 5A. This probe could be used with a v.t.v.m. as well.
Note that R1, the series resistor, does not contain a means
for compensating for the shunt capacitance. A compact and
adjustable capacitor, capable of withstanding the high volt-
age, would be difficult to construct. When this high -voltage
probe is used with an oscilloscope, a separate compensating
box connected at the cable end will contain the adjustable fea-
tures. High -voltage probes are available in attenuations of
100 X and 1000 X , and in operating voltages up to 40 kilo-
volts. With such probes, it is possible to make oscilloscope ob-
servations and measurements of high -voltage pulses at the
output tube of the horizontal output transformer in a tele-
vision set, or at the output modulator stage of a radar trans -

Fig. 6. An a.c. current probe senses current flow through
wire, enabling measurement without direct circuit contact.

SWITCH WIRE

PICKUP COIL

CABLE
PROBE

TERMINATION BOX

R2

L2

il67pHR3

180

CI
68

R4
4 7k

_1

TO
SCOPE

mitten If it is desired to observe the output of the transmitter
or look at the r.f. circuits of a receiver, it is necessary to rectify
the r.f. signal to observe the modulation envelope.

Demodulator -Type Probes
Wherever the signal to be observed is amplitude -modu-

lated on another (usually r.f.) signal, a special demodulator -
type probe must be used. Such probes are commonly used
with vacuum -tube voltmeters when it is desired to measure
r.f. voltages. In tracing audio or video signals through the r.f.
and i.f. stages of a receiver, it is particularly useful to use a de-
tector between the circuit under test and the oscilloscope be-
cause the modulated signal ( audio or video), can then be ob-
served directly. Demodulator probes are either part of the
oscilloscope probe package or can be obtained separately.

The circuit of the Eico demodulator probe, shown in Fig.
5B, appears similar to the detector circuit in a superhet AM
receiver. Because of the relative values of R1 and R2, some
attenuation of the detected signal occurs which must be com-
pensated by the scope amplifier. The circuit of Fig. 5C
shows another version of a demodulator probe that uses a
small r.f. choke ( LI ) to help filter the i.f. or r.f. while provid-
ing very little attenuation to the demodulated signal. This is
helpful when signal tracing i.f. sections where millivolt or
even microvolt signals must be demodulated. Almost any di-
ode can be used equally well in these circuits. The polarity of
the diode affects only the polarity of the demodulated signal.

The demodulator probe input impedance is determined
largely by a shunt resistor ( R1 in Figs. 5B and 5C) and the
forward impedance of the diode during conduction. In gen-
eral, detector probes are used in r.f. or i.f. circuits where the
circuit impedances are much lower than the probe impedance.
The capacitor at the output of the probe (C2) affects the fre-
quency response of the detected signal. To get sufficient filter-
ing and yet keep this capacitor small, the circuit of Fig. 5B
uses a series resistor (R2), while a small r.f. choke (L1) is
shown in Fig. 5C. Most demodulator probes are designed to
have an output impedance which is reasonably flat up to
frequencies of about 1 megacycle.

A.C. Current Probes
Many professional oscilloscopes make a.c. current probes

available to permit picking up signals without direct elec-
trical contact. A small ferrite -core coil is placed over the wire
that carries the signal and coupled to the oscilloscope. To
get maximum coupling, the ferrite core must enclose the wire,
and this is accomplished, as illustrated in Fig. 6, by making
a portion of the ferrite core movable so that the wire can be
enclosed. The probe contains only the pickup coil, Ll, and
the movable ferrite switch for closing the magnetic loop. Be-
tween the cable and the scope a termination box must be used
to get the required flat frequency response. The termination -
box circuit shown in Fig. 6 is designed for current of 10 mA
per millivolt of signal to the scope. A different termination
box is available for smaller currents and, for very weak signals,
a special transistor amplifier box can be used.

The great advantage of the a.c. current probe is that no
direct electrical connections are required and individual wires
can be monitored in situations where there is no access to the
signals inside the chassis. Because the size of the wire carry-
ing the signal and the position of the wire within the pickup
loop may vary, exact signal -amplitude calibration is usually
difficult with this method. The efficiency of the pickup coil
also depends upon the magnetic path within the over-all
ferrite core. If dirt gets into the gap between the U-shaped
piece and the movable piece, or for some reason the gap is not
entirely closed, the resistance in the magnetic path may be
increased sufficiently to reduce the picked -up signal below
usable strength. To assure correct measurements with the a.c.
current probe, some comparison measurements with a wire
carrying a signal of known amplitude can be used.
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NOW YOU CAN EASILY ADD
SOUND TO YOUR SLIDE
OR FILM SHOWS WITH

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY'S

EXCITING NEW

"SOUND FOR A
PICTURE EVENING"

RECORD ALBUM

!PH-
!GRAPHOTOY.

SOUND FOR
A PICTURE EVENING

BACKGROUND MUSIC

acd SOUND EFFECTS f

slide slow; and nones

"Sound For A Picture Evening"
Consists of selections from the musi,: masters

of the Capitol Record Hollywood Library
High Fidelity 12 -inch vinyl album -331/2 RPM

Playing time: 40 minutes
AVAILABLE IN MONAURAL OR STEREO

AT NO EXTRA COST

EXPRESSLY CREATED FOR FILM
AND SLIDE SHOWS

No matter how good your film and slide shows are, sound will
make them better... more entertaining and certainly more pro-
fessional. But, it has to be the right kind of sound. Although
any musical record can be used as a background for your film:
and slide shows, few, if any, can match the variety of actions,
situations, and scenes inherent in most shows. That's why
Popular Photography created this album. It's ideal for almost
every mood captured by your camera. Whether your show is.
simple, elaborate or somewhere in-between-"SOUND FOR A
PICTURE EVENING" provides a final, professional touch toi
make it a complete success.

A POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
EXCLUSIVE

The "Sound For A Picture Evening" album has been produce
by the editors of Popular Photography exclusively for our read
ers and is prepared by the Custom Services Division of Capitol
Records. This outstanding album cannot be purchased in an
store and is available by mail only to the readers of Pop
Photography and other Ziff -Davis magazines.

ALBUM CONTENTS:
17 SPECIFIC MOOD MUSIC

BACKGROUNDS
8 TRACKS FOR SPECIAL

SOUND EFFECTS

THEMES TO MATCH YOUR
SUBJECTS... PERFECTLY!

3 FILM OPENINGS: Grandiose, Sweet and Gentle and
Dramatic  3 FILM CLOSINGS: Epic Finale, Hollywood
Style and Gentle 11 THEMES: Happy -Go -Lucky  Gay
Party Vacation Tempo Traveling  Happy Birthday
Party  Pomp of a Parade  Sound of a Carousel Cir-
cus Time Sentimental Moments Children's Play-
time Christmas Time

DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS OUTSTANDING OFFER.
FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY

FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS,
THESE WONDERFULLY REALISTIC

SOUND EFFECTS
Ocean Waves  Train  Jet Planes  Baby Crying  Crowd
n Stadium  Traffic  Dog Barking  Thunder And Rain

FREE! WITH YOUR ALBUM'
PURCHASE - IF YOU ORDER NOW

Complete Instruction Booklet-Here, in one comprehensi
booklet,is all the information you need to make your film
slide show a resounding success. You will find helpful tips
how to build an effective sound track, choosing the right ba
ground selections and sound effects, synchronization, tapi
organizing your show, editing and much more.
,BAND POINTER-Fits on the top of your record and tells y
where to find the exact band you want. Eliminates guesswo
fumbling and wasted time. Lights...Projector...Action!

This wonderful 12" long-playing album
(a must for every slide and film show impresario)

can be yours for

ONLY$3.98 POSTPAID

MONAURAL OR STEREO

... a small price to pay for an album you will enjoy
and treasure for many ears. ORDER NOW.

"Sound For A Picture Evening"
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY-Dept. SD
One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me albums at $3.98 each. My check
(or money order) for $ is enclosed. I understand
that you will pay the postage. (Add 75C to partially defray
postage costs outside U.S.A.)
N.Y. State residents please add local sales tax.

CHECK ONE: MONO [1] STEREO 

Name

Address

City State Zip Code
Sorry-No charges or C.O.D. Orders
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First- or second -semester performance in college has proven
to be the best indicator of a student's final achievement.

PREDICTING ACADEMIC SUCCESS
BARNEY and Matilda were taking a Coke break with

Mac, their employer, on this hot and humid August
afternoon. The office girl traced a wavy line on the

frosty bottle with a finger tip and spoke above the whirring of
the air conditioner: "The boy next door is getting ready to
go to college. He's going to take up mechanical engineering,
and I'll bet he's a whiz at it. Every spare minute he has is
spent fooling around with lawn mowers, old cars, and other
mechanical things."

"I hate to disagree, especially with a lady on such a hot
day," Mac drawled; "but I doubt your neighbor's incessant
tinkering with things mechanical is a very reliable indication
of how he will do in college. About a month ago I read an
article in Backgrounder, a publication of Purdue University's
Schools of Engineering, that knocked a big hole in this hal-
lowed theory-which, incidentally, I had always held right
along with you, Matilda.

"The article discussed findings made by Professor William
K. LeBold, Professor of Engineering and Assistant to the
Dean of Engineering at Purdue. Prof. LeBold has a Ph.D. in
psychology, so he is well equipped to evaluate the ten-year
study he made of the characteristics of engineering and sci-
ence students and graduates. In a nutshell, Prof. LeBold
found the most reliable indicators of what a youth can be ex-
pected to do in college are not the grades he made in high
school, are not the scores he racked up on College Entrance
Examinations Board tests, and are not interests he may have
that are similar to those of people in the profession he intends
to take up. The fact that he likes math or fools around with
cars means little in forecasting how he will do in engineering."

"If none of these things are reliable indicators, what are?"
Barney demanded.

"What a boy does in his first year, or even his first semester
of college, is a far, far better sign of what you can expect of
him during the remainder of his college years. Let me quote
you some facts and figures from the article to back this up.
When combined high school grades and CEEB scores are
compared with actual college achievement, a correlation co-
efficient of .5 or lower turns up repeatedly, not only at Purdue
but at other universities and colleges. You square the corre-
lation coefficient to translate it into percentages; so that
means that high school rankings and CEEB scores have only
25% in common with actual college achievement. In other
words, if you used high school grades and College Entrance
Exam Board scores to guide you in 'guessing' how a young-
ster would do in his college career, you would be right only
one-fourth of the time.

"But when you compare what he does in his first semester
with his final cumulative index (final grades), you come up
with a correlation coefficient of .7. The percentage of right
guesses has increased to 49%. And when you compare the cor-
relation between second semester achievement and the final
index, the correlation coefficient goes to .9. This should en-
able you to predict success or failure with 81% accuracy.

"Several theories have been advanced to try to explain the
poor correlation between high -school -grades -plus -CEEB -

scores and actual achievement in which various 'non -cogni-
tive' factors-motivation, home influences, study habits,
personality, interests, etc.-are credited with causing the dis-
crepancy. In one Purdue study, students were assessed on the
basis of 150 of these non -cognitive variables to see if person-
ality, attitudes, interests, or some other factor could be used
as a key to future academic performance. All attempts to
measure and make use of such factors proved largely fruitless.
There was little relationship found between any of them and
actual performance.

"One rather bizarre result turned up in the testing. In the
well-known Strong Vocational Interest Test, a student's score
on the Mortician Scale portion was found to be the best indi-
cator of engineering performance-in reverse! The more the
student's interests approach those of a practicing mortician,
the more likely he is to be an engineering dropout. But his
performance on the Engineering Scale portion has no more
value. It has zero correlation with first -year academic per-
formance in engineering. Prof. LeBold carefully points out
that failure to find some reliable non -cognitive indicator does
not necessarily mean no such indicator exists. But if it does
exist, it has not yet been found.

"The professor is a positive thinker. He believes a student
who wants to go into engineering should not be too easily
discouraged because of mediocre high school grades or CEEB
scores. He says, 'It's clear that if you ... exclude from college
those who have less than a B average in high school and who
fall below 450 on the CEEB, you inevitably are going to ex-
clude many who might be able to perform satisfactorily if
given the chance.'

"If, because of increasing college enrollments, they cannot
get this chance in a four-year school, they should have it in a
junior college or some similar institution, according to Le -

Bold. Students starting there, he says, will not be handi-
capped when they transfer later. Repeated checks at Purdue
and other institutions show that students entering after two
years of junior college work usually require only one semester
of adjustment before it becomes difficult to tell they haven't
spent their whole careers in the university.

"He doesn't discount the stiff competition the youngster
will encounter in an engineering course in a university such as
Purdue. For example, one-half of all high school seniors score
below 430 on the CEEB quantitative examination, but only
two percent of Purdue freshmen engineers score below 430.
This is especially significant when you remember Purdue is a
state university open to most Hoosier students wishing to go
to college.

"On the other hand, he points out there is less attrition in
college than is generally believed. Many people believe more
than half the students who enter college never finish. A recent
University of Illinois study of male students shows that three
out of four eventually graduate, although not necessarily
from the institution where they began or even in the field in
which they started. At Purdue, 60% of beginning engineering
students go on to graduate from Purdue, and another 20%
graduate elsewhere.
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"One thing you must keep in mind is
that college education is no longer the
classical four-year process. An increas-
ing number of students take more than
four years to get that bachelor's degree.
In cities where there is opportunity for
part-time work, it is not unusual for half
of all students to take six years to gradu-
ate. Obviously, if you list all students
who have not graduated in four years
as dropouts, you get a misleading attri-
tion figure. Prof. LeBold thinks attrition
figures should be based on six, seven,
or even ten years instead of four."

"Well, you have certainly made some
quick changes in my thinking," Matilda
admitted. "As I get it, about the only
way to tell if a student can handle an en-
gineering course is to give him a chance
to try it. At the end of the first year,
you'll pretty well know if he can cut the
mustard."

"Yeah," Barney chimed in, "and it cer-
tainly will behoove him to give that first
year all he's got. But I hate to give up the
idea that I can't"' make a good guess
about who will make an engineer and
who will not, even before he completes
the first semester. I've always believed
that one type of radio amateur is a 'natu-
ral' to become a good electronics engi-
neer. This is not just a hunch. I've
watched many hams go through college
and on into good jobs in electronics."

"You speak of 'one type of ham' as
being good engineer material," Mac
observed. "I take it from this that a per-
son's having a ham ticket is not enough
to make your crystal ball light up opti-
mistically."

"You take it right. The rag -chewing,
traffic -handling, plug-in appliance oper-
ator-one who buys his equipment
ready -built and knows just enough about
it to plug it in-may or may not make an
engineer; but his ham activity is useless
as an indicator. By the same token, the
fanatic who eats, drinks, and sleeps
amateur radio is quite likely to flunk out.
His brain is too obsessed with hamming
to permit the entry of anything else. He
is the sort who takes a transmitter along
to college so that he can 'keep in touch'
with the folks at home-or so he says.
Actually he will be hamming when he
should be studying. Providing him with
a telephone credit card for 'keeping in
touch' would be an excellent investment
on the part of his parents who are paying
for his college education.

"The kind of ham I have in mind is
the one who is continually probing into
the 'why' and the 'how' of the apparatus
he uses. He is constantly experimenting
and building new equipment-not just
to use it, but to find out if it works and
how it works. He doesn't get his techni-
cal information by chatting on the air
with other hams-I don't know a better
way to become misinformed-instead, he
ferrets out the answers he wants by

studying technical journals, magazines,
and books. He takes pleasure in operat-
ing his gear, maintained in top-notch
condition, and in keeping records of its
performance, but hamming to him is not
an end in itself. Instead, it is just an early
stepping stone in his quest for knowl-
edge about the field of electricity and
electronics that is so fascinating to him.

"When this ham enters college and
finds himself surrounded by knowledg-
able instructors, excellent laboratory
equipment, a wonderful technical li-
brary, and bright stimulating fellow stu-
dents, he no longer needs ham radio any
more than a `swinger' at a party needs
the hostess after she has introduced him
around. He may continue amateur radio
as a fine relaxing hobby, but he doesn't
insist on making it a major part of his
life's work."

"Okay, but I doubt you've found a
non -cognitive indicator Prof. LeBold
overlooked," Mac said. "Actually your
non -typical ham is a self-taught budding
engineer before he ever enters college.
Already he is well-grounded in the ex-
perimental approach, in technical re-
search, and in record -keeping."

"Well, you guys and Prof. LeBold can
fool around with your variation coeffi-
cients and other mumbo -jumbo all you
want," Matilda said as she started col-
lecting the empty Coke bottles, "but I'm
still sure Tommy next door is going to
make a fine engineer. My woman's in-
tuition tells me so."

"And that is that!" Mac murmured
with a broad grin.

SOLDER INACCESSIBLE JOINTS
By A. A. MANGIER'

REPLACEMENT of components
deeply buried within a TV tuner

or compact assemblies can often be
handled without disconnecting interfer-
ing wires and parts which would other-
wise be burned or damaged by heat.
First, try bending the wire tip of the
soldering gun to one side or the other
in a radius to clear and avoid contact
with nearby wires and parts. Of course,
parts replaced in TV tuners must be
placed and dressed in the same position
as the part removed.

In some cases, the soldering gun tip
may be too short to reach the soldered
joint. In this case, fashion a longer tip
of #12 or #14 gauge solid copper wire.
Shape and bend it as required. Tin the
tip. Sufficient heat will be developed to
handle all but the heavier junctions.
Wire gauges as small as #18 were used
with success for delicate soldering oper-
ations although such wires lack the
rigidity of the heavier gauges.

All tips should be no shorter nor
heavier than the original. Many seem-
ingly impossible soldering jobs were
handled easily by these substitute tips,
thereby avoiding unnecessary disassem-
bly or complete replacement of an as-
sembly.

Earn Extra Income

117 -

in MOBILE -RADIO

MAINTENANCE!

CITIZENS BAND
AIRCRAFT . . . MARINE
... PUBLIC SAFETY ...

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL
RADIO

961,000 new transmitters added
last year, with the curve still

going upward!

MEASURE FREQUENCY with the LAMPKIN 105-B

 Just this ONE instrument . . . with no extra crys-
tals or factory adjustments . . . will measure ALL
channels from 100 KC to 175 MC. Only $295.00.

 Ample accuracy for all mobile transmitters except
for split -channels above 50 MC --for these use in-
expensive accessory PPM Meter.

 Pinpoint signal generator for receiver final align-
ment

 Internal quartz crystal standard . . . correctable
to WWV.

MEASURE FM DEVIATION with the LAMPKIN
205-A

 Just this ONE meter measures all mobile channels,
25 MC to 500 MC.

 Reads instantaneous true peak swing due to FM
modulation.

 Set selective -calling tone signals using 0-1.25 KC
or 0-2 5 KC ranges of 205-A Quad Scale,
$340 00. Dual Scale model, 12.5 KC and 25 KC
ranges, only $290.00.

 Oscilloscope jack for true wave form.
 3 inch meter indicates directly in peak KC.

105-B 205-A

FR EE BOO li. LET
Send for "MOW TO MAKE
MONEY IN .110HILE-IVIDIO
MAINTENANCE".

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

'1At no obligation to me, please send free
booklet and information on Lampkin meters. I

Name
Address

City State Zip

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
MFM Div., Bradenton, Fla. 13505

CIRCLE NO. 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD

zo ELECTRONICS
V.T.I. training leads to success
as technicians, field engineers,
specialists in communications,
guided missiles. computers,
radar and automation. Basic &
advanced courses in theory &
laboratory. Electronic Engi-
neering Technology and Elec-
tronic Technology curricula
both available. Assoc. degree in
29 mos. B. S. also obtainable.
G.I. approved. Graduates in all
branches of electronics with
major companies. Start Sep-
tember, February. Dorms.
campus. High school graduate
or equivalent. Write for catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
Dept. RD. Valparaiso, Indiana
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enter now!!!
SIMPSON 260' VOM
APPLICATIONS CONTEST
Grand Prize: One week at the famous Tropi-

cana in Las Vegas.
Other Prizes: A Goof -Proof VOM a month,

for six months. Diode Meter
Protectors for all entrants.

Send in your ORIGINAL test application for
Simpson's famous 260 VOM ... an applica-
tion NOT ALREADY described in our new
book, "1001 Uses for the 260 ..." Copies
available from your Electronic Distributor;
list price, $1.00. He also has entry rules.
Contest ends December 31, 1966.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5283 W. Kinzie, Chicago, III. 60644

MEND, SPLICE, SAVE

Your Hi-Fi tapes with

EDItabs®
The MEND+AID*Splicing
Method that works
like a "Band-Aid"

GET A QUICK DEMONSTRATION
AT YOUR HI-FI DEALER'S.

PACKAGE OF 50-ONLY $1.50

111111111111.

Try it!

CUT
Locate tape area to be
removed. Cut at 45.
angle. Remove excess
tape and butt ends.

AIL

APPLY
Apply the self -aligning
EDITab over both ends.
Press finger over ad.
hemve area.

DONE
Raise transparent end
and rest of protective
acetate and splice is
complete.

-n-

*A mark of Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc.
CIRCLE NO. 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Selecting Indicating Lights
(con/int/cc/ from page 32)

Underwriters Listing for 125 volts or
250 volts.

Lights for plug-in lamp cartridges,
%" mounting. The Group II lights ac-
cept plug-in lamp cartridges containing
T-1% lamps of the incandescent series,
rated from 1.35 volts to 28 volts, and
T-2 neon lamps with 110 to 125 volts a.c.
to the terminals of the light. The lights
illustrated accept #39 series with incan-
descent lamps. The lights for #45 series
with high -brightness neon lamps and
resistors enclosed are longer and the
lights have somewhat more back projec-
tion but identical front -of -panel features.
Nos. 5 and 6 are preferred types with
screw -on cap over the lens of the car-
tridge. No. 7 is an older type with the
lens of the cartridge displayed as it
projects through the knurled nut which
secures it. The newer lights with caps are
recommended for almost all applications.

The lens of #5 is always transparent
with lenticular inner surface to control
the light and to obscure bright filaments
or neon electrodes without light loss.
This cap makes low -powered incandes-
cent lamps and neon lamps very effec-
tive. For cases where the light needs
identification, the rotatable lens of #6 is
recommended. It is effective with amber
translucent lenses and black stamped
marking except with low -lumen incan-
descent ratings and neon with long -life
resistor. IdentifiCation should be on the
panel for those lamps and #5 should be
used.

All of these lights are shown with tur-
ret terminals for soldered wiring and
no other type connection is recom-
mended.

Attention is called to the fact that
these lights cover almost the com-
plete voltage range and permit closer
spacing than any of the other lights
shown or generally available.

Lights for midget flanged -base lamps,
mounting '%2". Group III lights ac-
commodate T-1% incandescent lamps
with midget -flanged bases. Some models,
with somewhat longer lenses and greater
front projection, employ the NE -2J neon
lamps. They are available with integral
resistors for application of 110 to 125
volts to the terminals of the light.

Lights of this group are ruggedly
made and have military and aeronautical
applications. No. 10 is waterproof and
oil -proof at the front of the panel. The
metal mechanical parts are of aluminum
and the usual finish is black anodized.
The exception is # 11 which has a
square plastic cap which is friction fitted
to the body so as to be rotatable. Nos. 9
and 10, dome shaped, provide wide vis-
ibility and good effectiveness. No. 8 has
rotatable lens and is the recommended

choice in the group for identification by
stamped marking. No. 11 may be sim-
ilarly used for non-military applications
on panels where the square style pre-
sents a more desirable appearance.
Round caps may also be chosen.

Large lights for S-6 lamps, I" mount-
ing. The lights for large lamps of the
6S6 series, with either candelabra screw
sockets (or double -contact bayonet) pro-
vide brightly lighted lenses of about 1 -
inch diameter. These are shown in Group
IV.

A selection may be made among three
types of terminals for combination with
any other option.

Nos. 12 and 13 lenses provide very
bright concentrated light with piano -
convex lens or for wide spread with the
domeIt is recommended that a diffusing
surface be specified for these lenses,
which are mounted in screw -on holders.

No. 14 is friction fitted to the body to
permit rotation for erection of the leg-
end. This light well is adapted to very
crisp display of bright legends presented
as negative or positive by the use of
photo -transparencies under the flat lens.

All members of this group have Un-
derwriters Listing.

Special -Purpose Features
No discussion would be complete

without mention of some lights with
special features, shown in Group V.

No. 15 is typical of mechanically op-
erated dimming devices that reduce the
emitted light by rotating the front part
of the cap. Some have shutter action
and some have superimposed polarizing
disks which display the full aperture in
changing intensity. Their use has been
almost exclusively aeronautical or mili-
tary and is declining.

No. 16 answers the question, "Will it
light if an emergency arises?" It is a
press -to -test light ( combined with a
dimmer) that contains two paths for
current to the lamp. The circuit, through
the actuating device to the supply, is
normally closed. Pressure on the lens
cap moves the whole lamp and socket
and cylinder to complete connection di-
rectly to the supply and the lighting of
the lamp gives the assurance.

No. 17 is a pilot light with transistor
drive. When available voltage or current,
or both, are very low and a source of
power is available for lamp operation,
this combination is useful. Indication is
possible on small "signals."

No. 18 answers the problem of how
to reduce emission of electrical and r.f.
interference. More and more tight limits
are being applied to reduce the "noise"
that is causing interference with com-
munications. The pilot light shown is
designed to house a plug-in cartridge.
The cap is equipped with fine mesh
screen, well grounded to the cap and
with provision for good contacts to a
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THE 1966
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHY
ANNUAL 1966

212 MAGNIFICENT
PAGES!

24 IN GLORIOUS
Val-COLOR!

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL - the favorite photogra-
phic showcase of camera enthusiasts the world
over! It's an issue you'll enjoy and learn from
...one you'll want to add to your collection of
valuable photographic editions! To receive your
copy by mail, thereby avoiding any chance of dis-
appointment, be sure to send your order today!

PARTIAL CONTENTS include these portfolios

lo Ralph Morse-"Biographer of the Space Age."
 Book Preview! John Rawlings' figure studies.
uo Gary Winogrand's amusing "Look at the

Animals."
 Story of the Year-dramatic Civil Rights photos,
 An extensive International Portfolio.
 Best News Pictures of the Year...and more!

PLUS...the full story behind each photo

Enjoy the convenience $1 25of having this year's edition
delivered directly only

to your home!

GET THE EXQUISITE
LEATHERFLEX-COVERED

EDITION
for just $3.00-POSTPAID!

FILL IN, DETACH & MAIL
- THIS FORM TODAY!

ZIFF DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION Dept. PA
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012

Please send my copy of the 1966 PHOTOGRAPHY
ANNUAL as I've indicated below:

0 Send me the regular edition. My $1.25, plus
150 for shipping and handling (250 outside
U.S.), is enclosed.

0 Send me the Deluxe Leatherflex-Covered edi-
tion, postpaid. My $3.00 is enclosed. (Or-
ders outside U.S. add 750 to partially defray
postage and handling costs.) Allow three
weeks additional for binding and mailing.

name please print
EW-86

address

city state zip -code

(Payment must be enclosed with order.) --I

knurled nut and, in turn, to the grounded
panel. Quite satisfactory attenuation is
obtained in this light and others operat-
ing on the same principle.

Military Specifications
The broadest specification affecting

applications of indicator lights is MIL-
L -3661A entitled: "Lampholders;
Lights, Indicator; Indicator -Light Hous-
ings; and Lenses, Indicator Light." This
specification treats the panel -mounting
base portion of the device separately
from the lens cap. It is in error in many
instances and is under revision. It is the
current spec but exceptions are neces-
sary to make parts operate together and
to permit use of more up-to-date com-
ponents.

Two other specs of the vintage of the
forties are applicable. They are MIL-
L -7961B entitled: "Light, Indicator,
Press -To -Test" and MIL -L -6723B:
"Lights, Aircraft." These are applicable.
There has been little need to change
these but usage has declined as new
aircraft replace older designs.

In general, the MIL Specs have lagged
behind modern practice and insistence
on following old specs can only lead to
obsolescence.

There have been a few cases where
specifications and MIL -Spec drawings
have been issued to cover light sources.
In general, these have described lamps
with A.S.A. status that are included in
the rather adequate and complete Fed-
eral Specifications used for purchases
by the General Services Administration.
There is much duplication and it is being
eliminated only gradually. Cooperative
action by lamp manufacturers through
the American Standards Association has
kept the situation in order as far as des-
ignations and descriptions of miniature
lamps is concerned. Military drawings
usually refer to these designations.

"Do you have a fourth -grade computer?"

buy Son Ian
lust to uet the
amazing new

"Easy Threader"

tab!
It is a fact that each reel of
Sony Professional Recording
Tape contains two "easy
threader" tabs which make
any tape reel instantly and
effortlessly self -threading. p
But Sony (maker of the
best-selling tape recorders
in the world) also makes
the world's finest recording
tape. And we'd rather have
you buy it for that reason!
Sony tape captures the
strength and delicacy of
any sound. Sony tape repro-
duces those sounds for per-
fect playback, over and over
again. Sony Professional
Recording Tape brings out
the best in a tape recorder.

And that's why we'd like you
to buy it.

SONIC SUPERSCOPE ,
AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS

CIRCLE NO. 95 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TEST
EQUIPMENT
PRODUCT REPORT

Eico Model 715 "Trans:Match" Ham -CB Tester
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 28 on Reader Service Card.

911 HE Model 715 is a flexible,
-11-

multi-
purpose instrument that can be used

to check CB transmitters and low -power
ham rigs. Requiring no batteries or other
power sources, the compact, portable
tester performs all its functions using the
transmitted signal only. ( See diagram.)

When inserted into a 50 -ohm coax
feeder between the transmitter output
and the antenna, the tester will check
the standing -wave ratio of the antenna
and transmission line. This is done by
comparing the incident power with the
reflected power using a simple r.f. di-
rectional coupler circuit. The s.w.r.
should be as close to 1 as possible for
maximum efficiency.

A

%KIER IN

4,

CE5
IN295

4 1- C5
on .005

.---1
R35
ison

1295

C6
.005

The second function the tester will
perform is measurement of the r.f.
power output. Two scales are provided:
10 watts and 50 watts. During this test,
a built-in resistor load is used which will
handle up to 50 watts intermittently and
25 watts continuously. The power out-
put is read directly on the three-inch
meter.

A third function provided is a mea-
sure of modulation percentage. This
also employs the built-in load and takes
advantage of the power increase that
occurs during modulation to produce a
direct meter indication of percent modu-
lation. A set of phones can be plugged
in to check the audible quality of the
modulation.

A fourth function, which is particu-
larly useful in comparing different an-
tennas or different rigs, is taking field -
strength measurements. Now the unit is
used a short distance from the trans-
mitting antenna and its collapsible,
23i -foot antenna is extended. A simple
crystal detector and meter (100 pcA)
circuit is used to show relative field
strengths. Antenna radiation patterns
along with the locations of lobes or nulls
can be readily checked.

The tester measures only about
5x8x3% inches. It sells for $34.95 in kit
form and for $44.95 factory -wit ed.
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Pace Communications
Model 5803 Power Supply

For copy of manufacturer's brochure,
circle No. 29 on Reader Service Card.

THIS power supply was developed
to fill the need for precisely regu-

lated d.c. power as required on the
service bench, in the radio or electrical
laboratory, or for any application where
excellent regulation is necessary at load
currents up to 2.5 amperes and voltages
from zero to 15 volts. The supply is im-
mune to damage from short circuit, over-
load, high temperature, or almost any
other abuse that may be encountered on
the service bench or in a school or in-
dustrial lab. Its compact size enables it
to be readily moved or placed anywhere
on a crowded bench. All silicon transis-
tors ensure long-term reliability.

The circuit ( see diagram) consists of
the familiar series or passing transistor
driven by amplifiers using a zener diode
reference. The six -volt zener diode is
connected between the regulated output
and the emitter of Q3. Therefore, the
emitter of Q3 will "follow" any change
in output with a constant difference of
six volts. Assume that a sudden increase
in load current causes the output voltage

to decrease. This decrease occurs both
at the base and emitter of Q3, but be-
cause of the six -volt zener diode, a much
greater change occurs at the emitter. As
a result, Q3 is turned on more and in-
creased current flows in both Q2 and Ql.
This reduces the resistance of Q1 and
increases the output voltage until the
difference between the base and emitter
of Q3 is restored to its original value.

Under short-circuit conditions, both
ends of the output -adjusting potenti-
ometer are effectively grounded. As the
voltage drops below the zener voltage,
the zener diode opens and the emitter
of Q3 is grounded through its emitter
resistor. Because its base and emitter are
grounded, Q3 does not conduct, with
the result that no base current flows in
Q2 and Ql, turning them off. This fea-
ture provides instant automatic short-
circuit protection.

A disadvantage of this basic regulator
is its inability to operate at output volt-
ages lower than the zener voltage. To
overcome this difficulty, Q3 emitter re-
sistor can be returned to a positive volt-
tage point. This voltage is supplied from
an auxiliary ten -volt zener-regulated
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supply. Because the auxiliary supply is
of opposite polarity to the main supply,
a change in its zener voltage due to tem-
perature effects tends to offset tempera-
ture effects in the main supply.

A #1820 lamp bulb is used as a bal-
last to supply relatively constant current
to the ten -volt zener diode over a wide
range of input voltages. This prevents
excessive dissipation in the diode and
provides a zener voltage that is more
stable.

Because the 5000-µF filter capacitor
is much larger than the 350-µF filter,
turning the supply off under low -current
load conditions could result in a momen-
tary increase in output voltage. To pre-
vent this, when the power switch is
turned to "Off" position, a 100 -ohm re-
sistor is switched in to discharge the
larger capacitor immediately.

4.7k

0-1.5A

A thermal protector is bolted to the
chassis next to Ql. This protector will
open at 100°C and protect the supply
from any possibility of thermal runaway
or other damage due to the effects of the
temperature.

This supply will be very useful to the
shop or lab working with such transis-
torized equipment as CB transceivers or
auto radios and is very useful for hi-fi
and general audio work. It will also
charge batteries, operate plating tanks,
and perform a multitude of other tasks
wherever it is necessary to use very
low ripple, precisely regulated d.c.
power.

The 5803 lab power supply measures
6112x8gx2% inches, weighs 4% pounds, and
rests on four plastic legs that provide
an attractive "tilt -up" appearance. The
price is $59.95.

Data Instruments SSVM-1 FET Voltmeter
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 156 on Reader Service Card.

THE industry's first broadband FET
voltmeter is the Model SSVM-1 by

Data Instruments. The new device has
extremely high input impedance and
can make measurements over a very
wide frequency range. Input impedance
on d.c. is greater than 100 megohms,
and on a.c. it is about 15 megohms
shunted by 2 pF.

Design of a solid-state a.c. probe was
a major factor in the development. The
probe has a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 700
MHz ±1 dB, and 50 Hz to 100 MHz at
±2%. Since the probe does not have a
sharp cut-off, usable indications can be

August, 1966

obtained that are much higher than 100
MHz. For example, useful comparative
readings have been obtained at 1200
MHz with the use of a special coax T
adapter.

The d.c. measuring circuit consists
of a pair of "n" -channel silicon field-
effect transistors arranged as a differen-
tial amplifier. The power supply is two
6.75 -volt mercury batteries. The drain
on these batteries is so small (750 µA)
that the operating life is essentially the
shelf life of the batteries. The accuracy
of the instrument is unaffected by bat-
tery aging up to the point where the
meter indication on the battery -check
position shows that replacement is
necessary. A single 1.35 -volt mercury
cell powers the ohmmeter circuits.

An important feature of the design
is that the circuit ground is insulated
from the case and brought out to a
"common" binding post. The metal case
and chassis are connected to a ground
terminal. Because of this and because
the instrument is not connected to the
a.c. power line, it is possible to take
measurements of voltages where neither
side is grounded.

Price of the meter is $215 including
probe.

Dynamic
Recorders by
TELEFUNKEN

the name for finer quality in tape recorders ...
Magnetophon 204, designed for the professional.
This full stereo tape recorder has two speeds,
40-18,000 frequency, mixing facility for studio
effects, takes up to 7" reels and plays up to 12
hours. Plays in either vertical or horizontal posi-
tion, with all controls conveniently up front. Hand-
some walnut cabinetry completes this TELEFUNKEN
masterpiece.

... and truly portable portables!

Magnetophon 301, the new favorite. Fully transistor.
ized compact portable, precision engineered. Only
71/2 lbs. without batteries -3" x 101/2" x 111/2",
with easy -access controls. 5" standard reels, 4
tracks, for up to 6 hours recording and playing.
Speed 33/4 ips. Radio, phono and mike inputs; X
speaker, preamp, earphone outlets. Operates on
flashlight, car or re -chargeable batteries or any
electrical outlet with optional AC adaptor -battery
charger. All purpose!

AMERICAN ELITE, INC,
48-50 34th St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101

relefunken Sales & Service Headquarters for over a decade
CIRCLE NO. 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A PUBLISHING FIRST

lEIL-ECT Ft 0 t4ICS

only $1.25

... THE ONLY COMPLETE GUIDE FOR
SERVICEMEN AND HOBBYISTS

TO EVERY MAJOR PHASE OF CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS SERVICING!

ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION &

SERVICING HANDBOOK  1966

For the progressive serviceman who
wants to service better and faster . . .

and expand his business by handling a
wider variety of equipment -
For the "do-it-yourself" hobbyist who
wants to save money by servicing his
own equipment -
The 1966 ELECTRONICS INSTALLA-
TION & SERVICING HANDBOOK has
arrived! The only comprehensive and
authoritative guide to consumer elec-
tronics servicing available anywhere!
A handy, on -the -bench reference volume
containing 128 pages-over 150 illustra-
tions, charts and tables-on how to spot,
analyze and correct trouble . . . quickly,
efficiently and economically!

Coverage includes: the basics of
servicing  servicing b/w & color TV
 AM -FM household radios  stereo/
hifi  CB equipment  intercoms and
PA systems  antennas  transistor-
ized ignition systems

Hundreds of money -saving techniques
and shortcuts. Every up-to-date method
and procedure.
You'd have to purchase several expensive
manuals to equal this kind of incisive,
all-inclusive coverage. But now you get
it all in the 1966 ELECTRONICS IN-
STALLATION & SERVICING HAND-
BOOK for just $1.25!

GET THE EXQUISITE LEATHERFLEX-
BOUND EDITION for Just $3 POSTPAID!

r--- fill in, clip & mail this form today!
Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. IS
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 ELECTRON-
ICS INSTALLATION & SERVICING HAND-
BOOK. as checked below:
0 $1.25 enclosed, plus 15 for shipping and

handling. Send me the regular edition.
($1.50 for orders outside the U.S.A.)

 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe Leather -
flex -bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for
orders outside the U.S.A.) Allow three
additional weeks for delivery.

NAME EW-86

ADDRESS
I

I I
I CITY STATE ZIP CODE I

I--- Payment must be enclosed with order. ---I

Choppers
(Continued from page 4.5)

drift -free preamplifier ahead of the main
d.c. amplifier which reduces the drift
arising in the d.c, amplifier to a negli-
gible value.

In a chopper-stablized amplifier, the
internal loop gain at d.c. and very -low
frequencies is equal to the product of
the chopper amplifier gain and the d.c.
amplifier gain. For high frequencies, the
internal loop gain is equal to that of
the d.c. amplifier alone. Since the d.c.
amplifier delivers very high gain, how-
ever, the over-all gain characteristic is
independent of the open -loop gain and
is determined by the ratio of the feed-
back resistance (R1) to the input im-
pedance (Zi).

Electromechanical choppers are fre-
quently used in precision measurement
where a difference is observed between
a standard and an unknown quantity.
Fig. 9 shows a typical comparison cir-
cuit of a d.c. voltmeter in which the
unknown voltage to be measured is
compared to a standard reference volt-
age. When the two signals are adjusted
for equal values, the input capacitor (C)
becomes charged to the common po-
tential so that the difference signal
applied to the input of the a.c. amplifier
is zero. The input signal and reference
voltage are alternately sampled by one
section of a d.p.d.t. chopper to produce
the characteristic chopper square wave.
In addition to its modulating function,
the chopper prevents interaction be-
tween input signal and reference circuit,
especially when they are at greatly dif-
ferent impedance levels.

The input capacitor should have a
high insulation resistance compared to
the input resistance ( R) in order to block
stray leakage currents in the amplifier
input, which may be modulated by the
chopper along with the desired signal.
To produce a reconstructed d.c. voltage
at the amplifier output, the second sec-
tion of the d.p.d.t. chopper acts as a
balanced demodulator to synchronously
rectify the signal.

Although a demodulator is necessary
to extract the information from the car-
rier, it need not have an electrical out-
put, but may be an a.c. servomotor
whose output is angular motion. This
principle is employed in the design of
electronic null -balance recorders to pro-
vide an accurate record of changing
temperature.

Fig. 10 shows a temperature recorder
which responds to tiny voltage changes
(less than Mo mV) produced by a ther-
mocouple. These d.c. voltage changes
are converted to a.c. by the chopper at
the chopper's driving frequency and at
a phase which indicates the polarity of
the d.c. signal. The amplified output

signal excites the control winding of a
two-phase servomotor, while the other
winding continuously draws power from
the a.c. line. Since the shaft of the motor
is mechanically linked to the slider arm
of a potentiometer in a bridge divider,
the balancing motor turns in a direction
that will balance the measuring circuit.
When the measuring circuit is in bal-
ance, no d.c. current is fed to the chop-
per and hence no a.c. current flows
through the control winding. Under
these conditions, the motor stops and the
system is at rest, so that the slider indi-
cates correct temperature.

Potential applications of electrome-
chanical choppers are so varied that
constructional designs call for special
choppers to fit specific applications.
There is a current trend for more and
more miniaturization of chopper units
in sophisticated instrumentation, in
which extremely low noise characteristic
and high stability are combined with
ruggedness and a resistance to extreme
environmental conditions.

Speaker Enclosures
(Continued from page 28)

flat position and switch out the loudness
control and any rumble filter. Place the
speaker system where it will normally
be used in the room. With 1 or 2 volts
at the terminals of the speaker system
at 400 Hz, gradually reduce the fre-
quency of the oscillator. The loudness of
the tone should remain reasonably con-
stant as the frequency decreases. Pay
particular attention when passing
through the vicinity of system reso-
nance. If the loudness suddenly in-
creases in this area, more fiberglass
should be added to the system. If the
loudness decreases noticeably before
reaching the resonant frequency, some
fiberglass should be removed from the
system. Some fiberglass should always
remain in the enclosure to absorb re-
flected waves at higher frequencies. The
tone should retain a constant loudness
down to or slightly below system reso-
nance.

If the low -frequency power handling
ability of the system is still considered
inadequate for the use intended, reduce
the volume of the enclosure. The volume
can be experimentally reduced by add-
ing a stack of books or magazines in the
enclosure and resealing the back. When
the power handling is satisfactory, the
volume of the enclosure should be per-
manently reduced by this amount. The
damping should be readjusted for best
low -frequency performance from the
speaker system.

Several different sealed speaker sys-
tems have been constructed using the
data in this article and their performance
has been excellent.
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IDENTIFYING
SURPLUS CRYSTALS

By IRWIN MATH

AT the present time, there are still a large number of surplus
military crystals available. While frequencies are occa-

sionally marked on these crystals, there is little other infor-
mation given. The table was compiled to provide a reference
for most crystals used by the military from 1940 to the pres-
ent. Electrical characteristics and basing are provided.

(0-101-0

2 3

INTERNAL
SHIELD

0 0

5

Type
(CR-/U)

Holder
(HC-/U)

Base Freq. Range Tol.
(%)

Load
Carl.
(pF)

Over-
tones

Drive
(mW)

15 5 1 80-200 kHz .01 32 1 2

16 5 1 80-200 kHz .01 b 1 2

18 6 2 .8-1.6 MHz .005 32 1 7

19 6 2 .8-20 MHz .005 7 1 7

23 6 2 10-70 MHz .005 b 3' 3
5d

24 10 3 15-50 MHz .005 b 3' 2

5c

25 6 2 200-500 kHz .01 b 1 2

26 6 2 200-500 kHz .002 b 1 2

27 6 2 .8-15 MHz .002 32 1 3

28 6 2 .8-20 MHz .002 b 1 3

29 5 1 80-200 kHz .002 32 1 2

30 5 1 80-200 kHz .002 b 1 2

32 6 2 10-75 MHz .002 b 3f 1

5g

33 6 2 10-25 MHz .005 3 3 2.5
35 6 2 .8-20 MHz .002 b 1 3

36 6 2 .8-15 MHz .002 32 1 3

37 13 2 90-250 kHz .02 20 1 2

38 13 2 16-100 kHz .012 20 1 .1

39 15 4 160-330 kHz .003 b 1 .1

40 15 4 160-330 kHz .003 b 1 .1

42 13 2 90-250 kHz .003 32 1 2

43 16 5 70-100 kHz .01 45 1 2

44 6 2 15-20 MHz .002 32 1 1

45 6 2 455 kHz .02 b 1 2

46 6 2 200-500 kHz .01 20 1 2

47 6 2 200-500 kHz .002 20 1 2

48 6 2 .8-3 MHz .0075 32 1 10

49 6 2 .8-3 MHz .0075 32 1 10

50 13 2 16-100 kHz .012 b 1 .1

51 6 2 10-61 MHz .005 b 3 20

52 6 2 10-61 MHz .005 b 3 3

53 6 2 50-87 MHz .005 b 5 20
54 6 2 50-87 MHz .005 b 5 2

55 6 2 17-61 MHz .005 b 3 2

Notes: aAn overtone of indica es a fundamental crystal. bseries reson nt operation. CTo
50 MHz. dTo 70 MHz. eT 25 MHz. rTo 52 MHz. gTo 75 MHz.

Sonalert
New high -reliability
solid-state tone signal
Produces distinctive 2800 or
4500 cps tone, draws only 3 to
14 milliamps.

No RF noise-no arcing con-
tacts. Explosion -proof.

High reliability - solid-state
oscillator drives piezoelectric
sound transducer.

High output - 68 to 80 db
sound level.

Standard models available for operation on 6 to 28
volts DC, 6 to 28 volts AC, 110 volts AC. Can be
supplied with pulsed output, 3 to 5 pulses per second.
For data, typical circuitry for over -voltage, under -
voltage, overheat, security, and many other signalling
applications, write Mallory Distributor Products Com-
pany, a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., P.O.
Box 1558, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

5
.

ANNIVERSARY
CIRCLE NO. 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MALLORY

What are you
doing about
car. stereo?

The 4 -Track Market Is Here!
C-503 CUSTOM CRAIG CAR -STEREO

dillIAN

Craig Car -Stereo is your answer. Lots of consumer electronics
people are picking up extra profits with the Craig line.

It's the best line on the market. Loaded with quality you can sell.
Quality electronics you and your customers can count on.

Along with the 4 -track, dual -head Car -Stereo line, you've got a
huge tape cartridge music library that keeps the profits coming in.

Craig Car -Stereo is your answer. Drop us a line for the name of
your nearest distributor.

The 4 -track market is here and it's yours for the selling!

0:11CRAIG PANORAMA, INC.
2302 East 15th Street  Los Ang.h, Cell. .0021 /1 ' 5/.3121 100 0.1116

August, 1966
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You can earn more money
if you have an FCC License

pCC FORM 756 A
-11111r),

" P1 -20-10400

NUMBER

/ 

milogovr.snimgowfilleVAIltagNOILINgWVI
FIRST CLASS

(General Radioie.lephone Certificate)

TOMMY WILLIS JUFFY

IS A LICENSED RADIO OPERATOR, AUTHORIZED, SUBJECT TO ANY SPECIAL ENOORSEME
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Employers are paying
holding FCC tickets. Re
When you hold a Commercial License issued by the FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) you have written proof that you
know and understand basic electronic theory and fundamentals. It's
worth plenty... particularly to companies on tita lookout for quali-
fied electronics technicians. Here's how one of the country's leading
office machine manufacturers rates men with FCC Licenses:

"An FCC License is an asset to any man looking to en-
hance his career in the field of electronics. At our Com-
pany, a licensed man is well -rewarded because an FCC
License attests to his knowledge of electronics theory..."

Thousands of employers will tell you the same thing. Licensed
men get the good jobs. They make more money... move ahead
faster... enjoy exciting, challenging work. What's more, they're
needed badly in every field of electronics. Industrial electronics.
Radio -TV Broadcasting. Aerospace. Electronics Servicing... includ-
ing mobile and marine radio plus CB.

Yes ...your opportunities are unlimited once you're carrying that

good money for men
ad how to get yours:

FCC Commercial Ticket. AND CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONICS CAN GET ONE FOR YOU! On the facing page,
read how four ambitious men just like you have cashed in on CIE's
sure-fire FCC Licensing Program. Read about CIE's exclusive
money -back offer. And then send in the postage paid reply card.
CIE will quickly send you complete FREE information. You will
soon be on your way to a Commercial FCC License and the many
rewards that go with it!

VETERANS
H you had active duty in any branch of the
Armed Forces after January 31, 1955, you
may be entitled to Government -paid tui-
tion for any CIE course.
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These CIE men have good jobs
(they have Commercial FCC Licenses)

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Transmitter Operator, Radio Station
WBOE. "I give Cleveland Institute credit for my First Class Com-
mercial FCC License. Even though I had only 6 weeks of high
school algebra, CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMING teaching method
makes electronics theory and fundamentals easy. After completing
the CIE course, I took and passed the 1st Class Exam. I now have
a good job in studio operation, transmitting, proof of performance,
equipment servicing. Believe me, CIE lives up to its promises!"

Chuck Hawkins, Chief Radio Technician, Division 12, Ohio Dept./
Highways. "Cleveland Institute Training enabled me to pass both
the 2nd and 1st Class License Exams on my first attempt . .  even
though I'd had no other electronics training. (Many of the others
who took the exam with me were trying to pass for the eighth or
ninth time!) I'm now in charge of Division Communications and
we service 119 mobile units and six base stations. It's an interesting,
challenging and extremely rewarding job. And incidentally, I got
it through CIE's Job Placement Service . . . a free lifetime service
for CIE graduates."
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A CIE FCC License Course will quickly prepare you
for a Commercial FCC License. If you don't pass the
FCC exam... on the first try... after completing your
course, CIE will refund all your tuition. You get an
FCC License ... or your money back!

Q

181

CIE

Ted Barger, Electronic Technician, Smith Electronics Co. "I've
been interested in electronics ever since I started operating my own
Ham rig (K8ANF). But now I've turned a hobby into a real inter-
esting career. Cleveland Institute of Electronics prepared me for
my Commercial FCC License exam . . . and I passed it on the
first try. I'm now designing, building and testing all kinds of elec-
tronic equipment ... do a lot of traveling, too. It's a great job ...
and thanks to CIE and my FCC License, I'm on my way up."

Glenn Horning, Local Equipment Supervisor, Western Reserve
Telephone Company (subsidiary of Mid -Continent Telephone Com-
pany). "There's no doubt about it. I owe my 2nd Class FCC License
to Cleveland Institute. Their FCC License Program really teaches
you theory and fundamentals and is particularly strong on tran-
sistors, mobile radio, troubleshooting and math. Do I use this
knowledge? You bet. We're installing more sophisticated electronic
gear all the time and what I learned from CIE sure helps. Our
Company has 10 other men enrolled with CIE and take my word
for it, it's going to help every one of them just like it helped me."

Two out of three men who took the 1st Class Commercial
FCC License exam in 1965, failed.
Nine out of ten CIE -TRAINED men who take this
exam, pass ... the very first try!
And that's why CIE can back their courses with the warranty you
see at the left. CIE -trained men know their stuff . . . because CIE
AUTO -PROGRAMMED Home Study works!
Get started now. Send postage -paid reply card for free information
about a plan that gets you an FCC License or costs you nothing!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Dept. EW-20, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
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CRYSTALS

POTENT NEW

PRE -AMPS

FROM WINEGARD
 First Pre -Amps That Have Same Gain on

Both TV Bands plus FM
 Will Take Highest Signal Input of Any Twin

Transistor Antenna Amplifiers Made
 Have Lowest Noise Figure Ever Obtained on

TV Antenna Pre -Amps
 Can Be Used on Any TV Antenna for Black

and White, Color or FM
AP75T SPECIFICATIONS: GAIN: flat 33DB
per band. SIGNAL OUTPUT: 2,000,000 MV.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm. DOWNLEAD
IMPEDANCE: 75 ohm. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
75 ohm, 117V 6OCPS, 1.8 watts. List price only
$79.95.
AP220T (300 ohm) and AP275T (75 ohm). SPE-
CIFICATIONS: GAIN flat 18DB per band.
BANOPASS: 54MC-108MC, 174MC-216MC.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm. OUTPUT IM-
PEDANCE: AP -220T-75 or 300 ohm, AP275T
-300 ohm input, 75 ohm output. 117V, 60 CPS,
1.8 watts. List prices: AP22OT only $44.95,
AP275T only $49.95. Ask your distributor or
write today for spec. sheets.

ANTENNAWinegard Coe SYSTEMS
3000 Kirkwood, Burlington, Iowa

CIRCLE NO. 90 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COMPLETE TUNER

OVERHAUL

ALL MAKES
ALL LABOR
AND PARTS
(ExCEPT TUBES
& TRANSISTORS"

Send r 11.14.1e luster 110W ... Or write for full infor-
mation and mailing labels. Exellanges on tuners
unfit for auerliaid from $12.95

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE
MAIN PLANT: 5717 N. Western Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois

EAST: 41-94 Vernon Blvd.. Long Island City 1, New York
Castle TV Services, Ltd.... Nation-wide service.
Far servi in Canada Rote to Chicago for details,

 Canadian
ce

address, and nrca!rng kit.
`Major parts are charged extra in Canada

CANADA

LARGEST SELECTION in United States
AT LOWEST PRICES -48 hr. delivery

Thousands of frequencies in
stock. Types include HC6/U,
HC18/U, FT -241, FT -243, FT -171,
etc. SEND 10C for catalog with
oscillator circuits. Refunded on
first order. 2400D Crystal Dr.
Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901

LEARN Engineering AT HOME
.an11notation ar r.tettss. learn transistors.rm, rote I.t 1,11 Cr-. College level Nome Study

,,111,CS taught so you van understand them. Earn
toore in the highly paid electronics Industry. Corns
hates. theory and prartl"al. lilts furnished.
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American Institute of Engineering & Technology
1141 West Fullerton Parkway Chicago, III. 60614

EW Lab Tested
(Continued from page 16)

firmed the impressive specifications of
the KG -415. Its record/playback fre-
quency response was ±0.5 dB between
200 and 18,000 Hz and over-all was
within ±4 dB from 27 to 19,000 Hz at
7% ips. Even at 3% ips, the frequency re-
sponse was ± 1 dB from 37 to 13,000 Hz.
The playback response at 7% ips, with
the Ampex 31321-04 alignment tape,
was -±1.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz.

The wow and flutter at 7% ips were,
respectively, 0.02% and 0.09%, well be-
low the rated 0.2%. The tape speeds were
slightly fast-by about 30 seconds in 30
minutes. In fast -forward, 1200 feet of
tape was handled in 55 seconds, while
rewind required 80 seconds. The signal-
to-noise ratio was 44 dB at both speeds.
The noise was all in the form of a soft
hiss-no hum was detectable.

The mechanical and electrical opera-
tion was flawless. At 7% ips, we were
unable to detect any audible differences
between the incoming and outgoing sig-
nals. At 3% ips, a 'slight increase in hiss
level could be heard, but the frequency
response was adequate for full -fidelity
recording of most FM broadcasts.

We did not have dynamic micro-
phones designed for a 3000 -ohm load
impedance on hand for our tests. How-
ever, we were pleasantly surprised to
find that a 50,000 -ohm high -impedance
dynamic microphone performed very
well with the unit. The echo and sound -
on -sound effects were obtained without
undue complexity and with excellent

quality (many recorders introduce ex-
cessive distortion when making sound -
on -sound recordings).

We do have two minor criticisms of
the operation of the recorder. The first
is the need for three operations when
going from playback to recording: set-
ting the function switch, the monitor
switch, and the record safety button.
This sequence becomes virtually auto-
matic when one has been using the re-
corder for a while, but we did, on occa-
sion, find ourselves forgetting to change
the monitor switch and wondering why
the meters did not indicate a recording
level.

The second difficulty was in placing
the tape in the correct path over the
heads. Even with the hinged head cover
lifted, the tape does not fall very easily
into place and requires a little dexterity
on the part of the operator.

Judged solely by its sonic perform-
ance, the "Knight -Kit" KG -415 is easily
the equal of most recorders selling for
$400 to $700. It is surpassed in a few
operating conveniences by only a few of
the most expensive recorders. We know
of nothing near its price which is com-
parable to it, from the standpoints of
flatness of frequency response, operat-
ing flexibility, or speed uniformity. At
$249.95, it offers a truly high-fidelity
tape recorder at a reasonable price.

The same unit is now available fac-
tory -wired and tested as the Model
KN-4450, for $299.50. Like the kit, it
is an excellent value for the price. A
portable carrying case ( $29.95) or a
handsome walnut enclosure ($19.95)
can be had for either model.

Electro-Voice Model 619 Microphone
For copy of manufacturer's brochure, circle No. 27 on Reader Service Card.

T HE Electro-Voice Model 619 dy-
namic microphone is an omnidirec-

z

B

a.

cc

tional type, with integral stand, intended
for a variety of communications and
paging applications. It is available in
either low- or high -impedance models,
having similar response characteristics.

The microphone has a non-metallic
"Acoustalloy" diaphragm, resistant to
the effects of humidity, salt air, and ex-
treme temperatures. It is housed in at-
tractive satin -finished case, permanently
fastened to a die-cast zinc desk stand.
The stand is contoured for comfortable
hand-held operation and, with a total
weight of about 2% pounds, the 619 is
easy to use in either hand-held or table -
mounted installations.

A plastic push -to -talk switch button
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is located on the base of the microphone.
It may be operated as a s.p.d.t. switch in
the "Hi -Z" model, or as a s.p.s.t. (nor-
mally open) switch in the "Lo -Z" model.
The switch may be locked in the "on"
position by sliding it to one side. The
microphone element is shorted in the
"off" position of the switch. For hand-
held operation, the switch may be relo-
cated in the handle of the base, which
is convenient for many push -to -talk ap-
plications.

The integral shielded cable is 16 feet
long in the low -impedance model and
63i feet long in the high -impedance
model.

We tested the Model 619 ("Lo -Z") by
direct comparison with a calibrated
wide -range capacitor microphone, using
a loudspeaker as the sound source. The
two microphones were located in the
same position relative to the speaker and
automatic response curves were made
with each microphone. The difference
between the two curves was plotted as
the response of the E -V 619, since the
other microphone was essentially flat in
the frequency range of interest.

Our measurements confirmed the
manufacturer's claim of 70 to 10,000 Hz
response. The response was very smooth
from about 110 to 10,000 Hz, within
±2.5 dB. It fell off gradually at lower
frequencies, being down 6.5 dB at 70 Hz
and 10 dB at 50 Hz. Above 10,000 Hz
the response also fell off, -10 dB at
11,500 Hz.

The sound produced by using the mi-
crophone was very smooth and natural.
The reduced bass response is highly de-
sirable for a voice microphone, prevent-
ing the boomy sound which often char-
acterizes close -talking microphones. We
used the microphone in our amateur
radio station, receiving uniformly com-
plimentary reports on the quality. With
the push -to -talk switch relocated to the
handle, we found the balance of the
microphone conducive to long hours of
comfortable operating.

The Electro-Voice 619 sells for less
than $30 and is admirably suited to any
of its designated uses in paging and com-
munications. A

vit W/7 -
"It's one of those spring -loaded jobs. I can't

get it together again."

August, 1966

Receiver Noise Measurements
(Continued from page 24)

speaker, and with the potentiometer
of the generator set to give some con-
venient reading on one of the lower
ranges. The r.f. and mixer tuned circuits
should then be "touched up" for lowest
reading on the v.t.v.m. A signal gener-
ator should also be used to make sure
that the circuits are not detuned to the
point where sensitivity suffers greatly.

Fig. 1B is a schematic of a similar type
of noise generator, but expressly de-
signed for use with balanced inputs. For
best results, both of these circuits should
be constructed with the shortest possible
leads and connected to the input of the
receiver or converter being tested with
short lengths of coaxial cable of the
proper impedance.

Tube -Type Generators

Fig. 2A is a schematic of a noise gen-
erator designed for more accurate meas-
urements of receiver noise. In this
circuit the current through the diode -
connected triode is measured and used
to determine the noise figure. To use
this generator, first turn on the receiver
and, with the generator connected but
turned off, adjust the receiver for some
convenient reading on an audio v.t.v.m.
connected to the audio output of the
receiver. Now turn on the noise genera-
tor and, using the reading just taken as
a reference, adjust the 100 -ohm filament
potentiometer until the v.t.v.m. indi-
cates a 3 dB rise (about 40%) in output
voltage. Do not touch any receiver con-
trols. The diode current can now be read
on the 0-10 mA meter. Once this read-
ing is obtained, substitute it into the
equation: F= 20 IR, for noise figure di-
rectly, or Fas=10 logio 20/R, for
noise figure in decibels. In both cases,
I is the diode current in amperes, and R
the value of the resistance used in the
generator output circuit (in ohms ).

Fig. 2B shows the circuit of a noise
generator that would be used for bal-
anced inputs. All is as in the previous
case except that the equations are now
F=5IR and Fds= 10 logio 5/R. R is
the total resistance across the output
terminals (R/2 + R/2) .

Hence, by careful measurement of the
noise figure and consequent adjustment
of receivers, optimum performance can
be obtained, and those weak signals
which were previously "in the noise" can
often be brought up to a readable level.
In fact, on a commercial communica-
tions receiver which had been factory -
aligned, an improvement of 2 dB was
noticed after re -aligning the front-end
with a diode noise generator like the
one shown in Fig. 1A. Signals which
could not previously be understood were
now clearly readable.

SELLING THAT I
RECORDER?

I BUYING A I
I RECEIVER? II
161111111MINIMMIIIII

ELECTRONICS WORLD runs a Hot
Line into the 197,524 electronics
professionals who buy the magazine
each month. And, for only 40G a
word, a personal classified ad will
help you make your connection.

ELECTRONICS WORLD has the
largest audience of its kind in the
world, and this creates an ideal
market place for you. Actually, when
you get together with your co -pro-
fessionals, you may find that many
are near neighbors. Yet your mutual
needs may be met only through the
medium of our classified columns.

Take advantage of our special per-
sonal rate of 400 a word (including
name and address)

NO MINIMUM REQUIRED

a saving of 304 a word
from our commercial

1 d rate of 700.

soimesimummimi
A small investment can bring quick
results, and complete data is
printed in the Classified Advertis-
ing Section. Write your ad and mail
it today, with your payment to:

HAL CYMES
Classified Advertising Manager

ELECTRONICS WORLD
One Park Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10016

OCTOBER ISSUE CLOSES AUGUST 1st.
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SCR AUTO
BURGLAR ALARM

By EDWIN R. DeLOACH

A transistor -SCR circuit that actuates horn for 30
seconds when car door, hood, or trunk are opened.

THIS circuit offers a new approach to a vehicle burglar
alarm. It uses to advantage the already installed "sen-
sors" found in most cars-the dome, trunk, and hood

lights. Only four connections are required to install the cir-
cuit. The horn is the alarm and no battery power is drawn ex-
cept when the circuit is triggered on. It is timed to cut off
after a half minute to prevent discharging the battery. Then
it will reset itself ready to be triggered on again if a second
attempt is made to break into the car.

Note that this unit uses the dome, hood, or trunk lights as
sensors. Your car must be equipped with these features or
Fomething to draw current from the battery otherwise the
alarm would be without sensors and, of course, be inoperative.
This was the author's problem at first-no hood light. Since
such an installation was contemplated, the author purchased
the type which operates off a mercury switch. Now, not
only is there a hood light but also a burglar alarm sensor un-
der the hood so if an attempt is made to tow the car away, this
would tilt the switch and trigger the alarm. To make the
alarm inoperative, the hood must be raised to get at the unit.
This, of course, would trigger the alarm so it is practically
impossible to disable it.

The operation is as follows. Asa door light is switched on,
current from the battery flows through the diode Dl to the
light (Fig. 1). The voltage dropped across the diode is
coupled through Cl into the base of the transistor. The tran-
sistor is switched on momentarily, applying current to the
gate of the SCR. The SCR turns on, applying power to the
horn relay and heater of the time -delay relay. When the time -
delay relay breaks the circuit, the SCR switches to the "off"
state as before. The circuit may be manually reset with the
"on -off" switch. D2 passes current back into the battery when

All components except the two diodes are mounted on a small
printed -circuit board which is then put in the circuit box.

the battery is charging. R2 shunts small leakage current
around Dl.

The alarm was built in a small aluminum box 3"x2'i"x2".
The photos show the approximate layout of parts. All parts
are insulated from the chassis and the unit was wired on a
printed -circuit board and potted. Of course the PC board and
potting are not necessary, but the same wiring plan and rigid
mounting are.

From the schematic you will notice the terminals are la-
beled "A" "B", "C" and "D." Mark the terminals on your unit
to correspond. The alarm terminals "A" and "B" must be in
series with the battery circuit to the ammeter and dome light.

TO AMMETER AND
DOOR SWITCHES)

9 - .- 0- 0
(4.)DOME
LIGHT

+6
0-

2 RI

2 N400,4 A

I2V BATTERY

RLI
CONTACT

ALARM
ON-OFFSWITCFI

.0 CSI-cr'ip

SCRI
+I2V
BATT.

RLIHEATERriHORN

TO STEERING WHEEL HORN BUTTONS-- RELAY

R1-1100 ohm, W res. ± 10%
R2-47 ohm, I I W. res. ± 10%
C1-0.1 /IF paper capacitor
Dl, D2-1N1184A silicon rectifier
RL1-Relay I Amperite 12C30T)
SCRI-Silicon controlled rectifier

(IR 2N1600 or Westinghouse 207B)
S1-S.p.s.t switch (lock type, if

preferredI

QI-2N404A transistor
Note: For 6 -volt automobile systems,

change RL1 to 6C30T.

Fig. 1. Current drawn by dome light produces voltage that
turns on transistor. This, in turn, switches on the SCR and
operates horn. After 30 seconds, time -delay relay contacts
open circuit and horn stops. Circuit can be retriggered.
Alarm switch is off at all times except when driver leaves car.

The component board is at left and the two diodes are insu-
lated from the small chassis box and are mounted at the right.
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Connect the battery side of the circuit
to the "B" terminal and the ammeter
side of the circuit to the "A" terminal. If
there is any doubt that you have found
the right conductor, turn on a light ( the
door or dome light will do), then break
or open the circuit. The light should
extinguish.

Now connect terminal "D" to the
horn -relay wire. This conductor runs
from the horn relay to the steering wheel
horn button switch. To check if you have
the correct wire, quickly touch it to
ground. The horn should blow. Next run
a wire from terminal "C" to an "on -off"
switch as shown. This may be a toggle
switch in a concealed place or a lock
switch on the fender or door.

If the unit doesn't trigger upon open-
ing the door but works fine upon closing
the door, then you have mislabeled ter-
minals "A" and "B." Reverse the wires

5 to these terminals and the unit will oper-
ate correctly. If the unit does not oper-
ate at all, chances are your car has un-
usually high leakage currents. First, he
sure that everything is off in the car-
ignition switch, radio, lights, etc.-
exactly the way you leave the car over-
night. Then check to see that the alarm
"on -off" switch is on and makes good
continuity from terminal "C" to ground.
Now, momentarily short a piece of wire
across terminals "A" and "B." If this
triggers the alarm, then you do have
high leakage currents. Resistor R2 (47
ohms) shunts these currents around the
diode so there is no voltage dropped
across the diode until, of course, the
light or something is switched on. If
this is the case, change the resistor to a
lower value, say, 22 ohms.

This circuit can be used with any 12 -

volt system. If you have a 6 -volt system,
just change the relay from 12C30T to
6C30T. If you have an electric clock, its
electric power must be supplied from
terminal "B" on the battery side of the
circuit. Failing to do so will result in the
alarm actuating each time the clock re-
winds.

Total cost of parts should be less than
$20.00. This, you will have to admit, is
a fair price for permanent insurance
against theft, burglary, or vandalism. In
addition, this device will warn of fire and
flood. Electrical shorts resulting in or
caused by fire and water would trigger
the unit. One of the most unusual uses
of all is that of acting as a "baby sitter."
The author often leaves his kids in the
car with instructions not to get out. With
the alarm set, if they should open a door
to get out or if someone attempted to
take them out, the alarm sounds.

Editor's Note: This device is available
in kit form for $18 or already assembled
for $23 from General Electronics Sales
& Service Co., Box 52362, New Orleans,
Louisiana 70150.

BOOK
REVIEWS

"RCA TRANSISTOR MANUAL" compiled
and published by Electronic Compo-
nents and Devices, Radio Corporation of
America, Harrison, N.J. 476 pages. Price
$1.50. Soft cover.

This is a completely revised edition
which will be useful to engineers, stu-
dents, hams, hobbyists, and others tech-
nically interested in transistors, silicon
rectifiers, silicon controlled rectifiers,
varactor diodes, and tunnel diodes.

It contains extensive text material on
semiconductor devices and, of special
interest to those who work with transis-
tors, an expanded data section with
more extensive information on active
transistors, up-to-date transistor selec-
tion charts, military -specification types,
and mounting hardware than ever be-
fore.

Of particular note is the expanded
circuit section with the operation of
each circuit explained in considerable
detail. Thus the builder not only con-
structs a piece of equipment but learns
how and why the circuit works. In this
section are more than 40 circuits with
complete schematic and parts listing for
each. A varied assortment of circuits is
covered.

* * *

"FUNDAMENTALS OF AUTOMATION AND
REMOTE CONTROLS" by S. A. Ginzburg,
I. Ya. Lekhtman, and V. S. Malov. Pub-
lished by Pergamon Press Inc., 44-01
21st Street, Long Island City, New York,
11101. 486 pages. Price $15.00.

This is the first English translation of
the second edition of a Russian text
which has been revised and up -dated to
reflect recent developments in the field.
The text now includes information on
semiconductor and radioactive compo-
nents and has been expanded with new
material on ferromagnetic and electronic
components.

The text has been slanted to the un-
dergraduate engineer. as a reference
source, and as a training aid in engineer-
ing firms. The treatment is somewhat
mathematical. The authors have dealt
only with the electrical components and
systems and have omitted mechanical,
hydraulic, and pneumatic systems used
in automation.

At first the reader may encounter a
little difficulty in converting the Russian

BASIC El1:;.11:(CilY
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method of designating various circuit
components and parameters into Ameri-
can terminology, but after that is mas-
tered, the text should offer no problems
to those with the requisite technical
background.

a a a

"THIN FILM MICROELECTRONICS" edited
by L. Holland. Published by John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., New York. 280 pages.
Price $9.00.

This volume represents contributions
by six experts ( four English and two
American) on thin-film technology-spe-
cifically as it applies to present-day elec-
tronics. The six chapters cover the
properties of passive circuit elements,
the properties of thin-film active ele-
ments, semiconductor integrated cir-
cuits, vacuum deposition apparatus and
techniques, thin-film monitoring tech-
niques, and the layout of microcircuits,
masking, and etching techniques.

The text is written at the engineering
level and the authors have assumed that
their readers will have the requisite tech-
nical background. The book is well illus-
trated by photographs, micrographs,
charts, graphs, line drawings, tables, and
perspective drawings. An extensive bib-
liography accompanies each chapter
making it easy for the engineering reader
to continue his investigation.

a a *

"ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF TRANSISTOR
CIRCUITS" by Laurence G. Cowles. Pub-
lished D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,
Princeton, N.J. 304 pages. Price $9.75.

This is a thoroughly practical text
written by and for electronics design
engineers. By assuming that his reader
is familiar with transistor electronics and
is actually working with transistor cir-
cuits, the author has been able to elimi-
nate much of the elementary material
normally included in such texts. By treat-
ing the transistor as a circuit element
with special emphasis on temperature
effects and feedback, the text offers a
new approach to circuit design.

The text is divided into 21 chapters
and 10 appendices of value in working
with the text. Diagrams, graphs, a list-
ing of symbols, and individual chapter
references for further reading are also
included, thus enhancing the self-con-
tained aspect of this excellent text.
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RADIO

TV NEWS

WITH the introduction of low-cost
integrated circuits ( see our June

issue) into consumer -type equipment,
more attention is now being focused on
them. Because these solid-state devices
have no moving parts to wear out, and
because they do not employ physical
phenomena that use up material, in the-
ory they should last forever.

Engineers at the Fairchild Semicon-
ductor labs have rigged up a set of 3626
digital IC's so that they can trigger each
other into operation. Every so often the
engineers "look in" on the pulsing circuit
to see how the devices are doing. At the
last count (Feb. 28, 1966), these IC's
had been operating for a total of some
60,252,144 device -hours without a sin-
gle failure. If this number looks large, it
is. A single device would have to operate
24 hours a day for 6878 years to reach
this figure.

One of the major roadblocks in the
path of using IC's has been the unit
price. Many companies are reducing the
cost of these tiny circuits, with some dig-
ital types being reduced (by Motorola)
as much as 70% in some cases to about
48% in others for an average price reduc-
tion of 57%. Although this price drop has
been for digital IC's, as the demand for
linear circuits goes up, the chances are
that prices of these units will drop.

Laser Recorder
A new type of photographic recorder

that uses a laser beam to generate im-
ages has produced its first pictures on
film, according to scientists at North
American Aviation Autonetics Division.

The light beam from a helium -neon
laser, focused to a spot 0.0004 inch in di-
ameter, "writes" lines on a fine-grained,
high -resolution photographic film. The
closely spaced lines form an image on
the film in a manner similar to a TV -type
picture. Only one ten -thousandth of a
watt of light power is necessary to form
the pictures. The device is capable of
recording all the image detail of a nor-
mal television picture on one -tenth
square inch of film.

Included in the device is a laser fly-
ing -spot scanner, believed to be the first
of its kind that "reads" previously devel-
oped photographs and generates elec-

trical signals as it scans the film line by
line.

These signals are fed into a light mod-
ulator which acts as a high-speed valve
to vary the intensity of the recording la-
ser beam.

Studies performed at Autonetics show
that, with modification, the device could
read out and record information from
20 TV stations simultaneously.

Educasting
A new approach to education by radio

called "Educasting" has been tested over
a pair of New York City FM stations and
is now FCC -approved as a subsidiary
communications service on two Pennsyl-
vania FM stations.

The source of the program is a four -
track teaching tape, supplying signals to
a four -channel subcarrier generator that,
in turn, multiplex -modulates the FM
transmitter.

The special receivers, manufactured
by Sylvania, are equipped with four
push -buttons that can select any of the
four subcarrier channels.

The program material is presented in
a step-by-step logical sequence. After
each step the student is asked to respond
to what he has heard. He can choose
from four possible responses, each hav-
ing a separate push-button. If the stu-
dent selects the correct answer, he re-
ceives reinforcement of the concept. If
he selects the wrong answer, he is given
an explanation of why he was incorrect.

Ceramic CRT
Outside of a momentary excursion

into the area of metal CRT's for use in
some TV sets of several years ago, CRT's
have always been made from glass. To
meet the problem of operating under
high stresses and severe vibration condi-
tions that may damage conventional
glass types, an English company is now
fabricating a CRT whose outer shell is
made from ceramic ( alumina). The
electron gun is brazed onto the ceramic
and a glass faceplate is used. If neces-
sary, the faceplate can be made from
sapphire, a translucent form of alumina.
At present, only 2 -inch tubes are in pro-
duction, but the company expects to
market a 5 -inch version soon.
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Calibration chart is taped to
side of the 3" x 4" x 5" case.
The output frequency of this
particular unit is about 750 Hz.

Audio Calibrator
for Transistor Amplifiers
By RYDER WILSON

Two -transistor circuit provides accurately calibrated
signal, from 0.5 to 100 mV at low impedance, for checking
gain and distortion of sensitive transistor amplifiers.

SENSITIVE transistor amplifiers are being used more
and more in every type of electronic equipment from
pocket radios to high-fidelity amplifiers, to portable

TV sets. Finding a suitable test signal for these circuits is
frequently a problem for the electronics technician. Few
commercially available audio oscillators can produce stable,
accurate, low-level signals that are completely free from
noise.

Here is a simple, easily constructed oscillator that can
be used to measure the gain and distortion of sensitive am-
plifiers and one which also provides a signal for checking
speakers, earphones, or anything that responds to an audio
signal.

Q1 is connected as a phase -shift oscillator. The RC net-
work consisting of R1 -C1, R2 -C2, and R3 -C3, determines
the frequency and provides the regenerative feedback neces-
sary to sustain oscillation. The frequency may be raised by
decreasing the size of C1, C2, and C3 or lowered by increas-
ing the value of these capacitors. R5 provides degenerative
feedback to improve the stability and waveform of the oscil-
lator. It should be adjusted with a scope across the output
terminals to make sure that a good sine wave is obtained;
otherwise the oscillator will be useless for distortion tests.
R4 controls the base bias of Q1 and may also be critical.
Select a value which insures oscillation every time the unit
is turned on.

The output of Q1 is transformer -coupled to the emitter-
follower stage, Q2, which provides a low output impedance.
R6 is a calibrating pot used to set the voltage level at the
output. R8 and R9 are precision 1% resistors, switch -selected
to give the two voltage ranges. R10, a' wirewound pot, is
used for fine adjustment of the output voltage.

The completed unit, shown in the photo, is housed in a
3" x 4" x 5" metal utility box, finished off with decals and
clear plastic spray. The 5 -way binding .posts used for the
output terminals can be seen on the right, with the "off -on -
toggle switch located on the left. The range selector slide
switch is placed just below the dial scale. The two small
batteries are mounted at the bottom of the case in a battery
holder. R6, the calibration pot, is available for adjustment
when the back cover is removed.

Most of the components were wired on a perforated cir-
cuit board using flea clips for terminals. The board was
then mounted on a pot mounting bracket so that the output
control, R10, holds the circuit board to the front panel.
Parts layout is not critical since there is plenty of room.

Calibration
To get the most out of this instrument, it should be cali-

brated as accurately as possible. For this purpose, a Bal-
lantine Model 300 a.c. v.t.v.m. was used. With the v.t.v.m.
connected to the output terminals of the audio calibrator,
the unit is turned on with the back cover removed so that

the calibration pot, R6, is accessible. With the v.t.v.m. set
on its 100 -mV scale, rotate R10 fully clockwise until it reads
exactly 100 on the dial scale. Then adjust R6 until a reading
of 100 mV is obtained with S2 set on 100 mV. Slowly rotate
R10 counterclockwise until a reading of 90 mV is obtained
on the v.t.v.m., going down in 10 -mV increments each time
until a 10 -mV output is obtained. The exact reading of the
dial scale should be noted for each setting. Repeat this
process for the 10 -mV scale. The result will be a calibration
chart like the one shown in the photo on the side of the cali-
brator. The frequency of the author's model was measured
and noted on the calibration chart; however, it is not neces-
sary to know the exact frequency to use the oscillator.

Once calibrated, the oscillator may be used as an audio
voltage standard to calibrate an oscilloscope or as a test
signal in checking low-level amplifiers of either the tube
or transistor type. If your scope has a built-in calibrating
voltage, the stage -by -stage gain of an amplifier can be
measured by injecting a known signal with the oscillator at
the input of the amplifier and looking at the output of each
stage. Since the oscillator produces a good sine wave, dis-
tortion and clipping can be observed with your scope while
making gain measurements.

The author has used his calibrator to measure the rela-
tive sensitivities of earphones, and to check speakers for
open voice coils. Any place where an accurately known audio
test signal is needed, this little device will find a use.

20Ka
4r.

R4

C2 C3 C4

01

2 N2712

2 R3RS

5

R7

R6

iF

R9

02
2NI308

IOOmV

10 mV

S2

C6

0

RI, R2, R3-2200 ohm, 1/4 W res.
±5%

R4-270,000 ohm, 1/4 W res.
R5-180 ohm, 1/4 W res.
R6-100,000 ohm subminiature 1/4 W

pot
R7-220,000 ohm, i i W res.
R8-900 ohm, V2 W res. ±1%
R9-100 ohm, V2 W res. -±-1%
R10--1000 ohm linear -taper, wire -

wound pot
Cl, C2, C3. C4-0.04 µF., 200 V paper

OUT

0

capacitor
C5-10 µF. 6 V elec. capacitor
C6--50 µF, 6 V elec. capacitor
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
S2-S.p.d.t. slide sw.
TI-Transistor interstage trans. 20,-

000/1000 ohms
B1- 3 V battery (two 1.5 -volt

"AAA" cells in series)
Q1 -2N2712 transistor
Q2 -2N1308 transistor
*See text
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I'd promote him
right now
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more
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Accredited Member

of The National Home Study Co

Could they
be talking
about you?

You'll miss a lot of opportunities
if you try to get along in the elec-
tronics industry without an ad-
vanced education. Many doors
will be closed to you, and no
amount of hard work will open
them.
But you can build a rewarding
career if you supplement your
experience with specialized
knowledge of one of the key
areas of electronics. As a spe-
cialist, you will enjoy security,
excellent pay, and the kind of
future you want for yourself and
your family.
Going back to school isn't easy
for a man with a full-time job
and family obligations. But CREI
Home Study Programs make it
possible for you to get the addi-
tional education you need with-
out attending classes. You study
at home, at your own pace, on
your own schedule. You study
with the assurance that what
you learn can be applied to the
job immediately.
CREI Programs cover all impor-
tant areas of electronics includ-
ing communications, servo-
mechanisms, even spacecraft
tracking and control. You're
sure to find a program that fits
your career objectives.
You're eligible for a CREI Pro-
gram if you work in electronics
and have a high school educa-
tion. Our FREE book gives com-
plete information. For your
copy, airmail postpaid card or
write: CREI, Dept. 1103-D.
3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20010.
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* Controlled Quality Crystals available
only from Texas Crystals dealers. Ex-
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Radiation Measurements
(Continued from page 21)

several other radiation -detection devices
which have been used or are in develop-
ment. One of these is the cadmium sul-
fide (CdS) cell, commonly employed as
an infrared light detector. The resistivity
of CdS changes with the rate at which
energy is received by the detector. The
CdS detector is quite sensitive and is
normally shielded to prevent saturation.

Photographic film and spark chambers
may be used to record the path of
charged particles. These techniques re-
quire viewing ( with a TV camera) or,
in the case of film, recovery of the ex-
periment package.

The spark chamber is a series of fine
wires, with high voltages maintained
between them, encased in a gas -filled
chamber. An incident particle ionizes
the gas Which, in turn, permits sparks
to bridge between adjacent wires. The
trail of sparks thus charts the track of
the charged particle.

In addition to the detector methods
described above, magnetic or electric
fields are sometimes employed to sepa-
rate charged particles. The principle is
similar to the magnetic or electrostatic
deflection schemes used in cathode-ray
tubes. Charged particles are deflected
by the field, the amount of deflection de-
pending upon the energy of the particles
and the strength of field the particles
pass through.

Amplifiers

While many of the amplifiers used
in radiation measurements may be of
rather conventional broadband design,
the charge amplifier deserves special
mention.

In solid-state p -n junction detectors,
the charge Q generated by a particle of
energy e is simply Q= Ee/K where e is
the charge on an electron (1.6 x 10-1°
coulombs) and K is a constant character-
istic of the material. For silicon, K is
3.6 electron -volts; for germanium, K is
2.9. Thus, the energy of the incident
particle is determined by measuring the
charge (Q) which is generated in the
detector. We know that V= Q/C, and
if C for the detector were constant, a
conventional voltage amplifier could be
used. However, the capacitance of a
junction is strongly dependent upon the
bias voltage, so for maximum precision,
only the charge signal is amplified. Such
an amplifier, shown in Fig. 4B, has a
very high open -loop gain, and the out-
put voltage V,-Q/Ct where C, is the
feedback capacitor. This capacitor can
be chosen for temperature and age sta-
bility (for example, a glass capacitor).
Hence, the output voltage of the ampli-
fier is proportional to the energy of the
incident particle. Very stable low -noise

amplifiers have been built using this
principle. The continued improvements
in field-effect transistors (FET's) also
point the way to even better low -noise
measurement circuits.

Calibration
Calibration of most radiation experi-

ments is performed by using a radioac-
tive source or "bug" of known radiation
spectrum. The use of such sources for
in-flight calibration is not always prac-
tical, however, so some other means is
often required. A burst of pulses of
known amplitude may be switched into
the input stages, simulating the pulses
generated by the detectors. Such cali-
bration pulses may be programmed into
the experiment or triggered by ground
command. A means of in-flight calibra-
tion is essential for precise radiation
measurements, particularly on spacecraft
missions of long duration.

Some experiments may require cali-
bration by particle -accelerating ma-
chines (accelerators) or nuclear reactors,
depending upon the kind of particle
spectrum needed.

Noise

As with most low-level electronic sys-
tems, the presence of noise makes the
designer's job more difficult. Beyond
the noise generated in electronic com-
ponents and cross -modulation noise from
other systems, background noise must be
reduced as much as possible. Back-
ground noise refers to the presence of
particles other than those being meas-
ured. Particles of sufficiently high energy
may strike spacecraft materials close to
the detectors and generate secondary
particles which could be falsely recorded
by the instruments. The use of shielding
or absorbing materials to act as a
"sponge" for unwanted particles is often
required. Combinations of shielded and
unshielded detectors can also be used.
The shielded detector measures only
background radiation, while the un-
shielded detector measures background
radiation plus the desired data. The true
radiation level may then be found by
subtraction.

In addition to background noise, there
is a lower limit of energy resolution im-
posed by the detector noise and circuit
noise. Counting -rate limits are set by
the response time of the system.

Systems

With reference to Fig. 3, a simple
radiation -measuring experiment may be
described. The detector output pulse is
proportional to the energy of an incom-
ing particle. The preamplifier and post -
amplifier raise the signal to a usable
level. The amplifiers may also shape the
pulse and should recover quickly when
swamped by pulses of large amplitude
and/or high count rate. The amplified
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signals are then supplied to differential
discriminator circuits. These circuits
propagate a pulse only when the pulse
amplitude is within set limits. For ex-
ample, a window may be set at 0.8 volt
and 1.3 volts. A pulse less than 0.8 volt
or greater than 1.3 volts will not pass
through the circuit. Only pulses having
an amplitude between the limits of 0.8
and 1.3 volts will be observed at the out-
put. This output then corresponds to a
section of the energy spectrum. The
space scientist must apply statistical
methods to complete the spectrum and
must know the physical and geometrical
properties of the detector. Pulses of a
particular energy range are then counted
in a series of flip-flops, or scalars, as they
are called in radiation work. The scalars
are read out by the telemetry at some
time interval and then are reset to zero
to start the next counting interval. Sort-
ing of pulses by amplitude (and there-
fore energy of the particles) as described
above is known as pulse -height analysis.

A great many varieties of radiation
experiments have been flown in rockets,
satellites, and deep -space probes. Photos
of several experiment packages which
make use of the detectors and circuits
previously described appear in this arti-
cle. The particular system is tailored to
meet the requirements of the experi-
ment, the region of space to be traversed,
the power and weight limitations of the
vehicle, the length of the mission, and
the availability of telemetry channels.
Other constraints may also limit the
scope of the experiment.

The Technical Representative
(Continued from page 41)

market and service a product designed
and produced by Magnavox to make
facsimile communications available to
anybody with a telephone. This is a self-
contained, desk -top transceiver that con-
nects to any telephone simply by resting
the handset in a special receptacle.

Farther into the future, tech reps can
probably look forward to new types of
output devices for electronic computers.

For this reason, employment standards
are high. The average TR competes with
about 50 other applicants for his job. He
must be highly qualified in electronics,
mechanics, and optics. Applicants are
usually young men who have an asso-
ciate's degree or diploma from a com-
munity college, training at a recognized
technical institute, or advanced training
and service in electronic -mechanical
fields of the Armed Forces.

A Typical Day
A typical day for Levit begins at 8:30

a.m. when he reports on the job. If he
has a service call to make, he goes di-
rectly to that. He then calls his office for
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his next assignment unless he has a full
schedule ahead of him. If there are no
real service calls, he drops in on the
office of a customer to do preventive
maintenance. This includes installation
of any new components or parts in order
to keep the machine up to date.

If he has no service calls and no
scheduled preventive maintenance, the
TR helps others, either on their calls or
back in the office by making sure that
all spare parts and equipment are in
proper order. In a normal day, Levit
averages between five and six service
calls.

In slack periods when there are no
service calls or when he has finished his
work on a machine, Levit finds it worth-
while to talk with users of the company's
equipment. He tells them of the latest
models and suggests how such equip-
ment could help in the user's own opera-
tion. The company has found that many
solid leads for its salesmen come from
such a casual approach.

The independence that the TR de-
velops also gives him a good chance to
make suggestions as to how to improve
equipment. One tech rep, for example,
developed a special switch that permits
the testing of a copier's corotron cur-
rent without actually turning the ma-
chine on. Another suggested a wiring
modification for the LDX printer that
materially reduced service calls. Levit
himself is responsible for two modifica-
tions that were adopted by the company.

Xerox maintains a committee to evalu-
ate new designs and ideas submitted
from the field by its TR's. One of its
goals is to lighten the load in the attache
case that the TR carries on the job. Part
of the TR's job is to serve as sort of ex
officio member of the committee. He
must always be on the alert for new
ways to improve his product and the
way in which he performs his duties.

While the workday ends at 5:00 p.m.
there are often in-house lectures and dis-
cussions on new developments, and
training periods whenever new products
are introduced. For many, there are also
their night classes in nearby colleges
and universities. Their goals are promo-
tions and personal development.

Levies office manager, Donald T. For-
lenza, who is Manager of Service and
Sales Administration, started as a TR
himself after graduating from Staten Is-
land Community College. He became a
supervisor, then a Marketing Team
Technical Manager, prior to his present
position. His career could lead him to
the position of Branch Manager, or "al-
most any position in any route you want
to take."

The rewards for Stephen Levit have
already been good and steady. An added
bonus in his case is his wife of three
years. He met her while working on one
of the machines in her office. A
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punches
Here's the simple speedy way to cut smooth,
accurate holes in metal, hard rubber, plas-
tics, epoxy, etc.
Save hours of hard work . . . punch clean, true
holes in seconds for sockets, controls, meters,
and other components. Easy to operate. Simply
insert punch in a small drilled hole and turn with
a wrench. For use in up to 16 -gauge metal. Avail-
able at leading radio and electronic parts dealers.
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Enjoy the "music -only" programs
now available on the FM broadcast

band from coast to coast.

 NO COMMERCIALS 
 NO INTERRUPTIONS 

It's easy! Just plug Music Associated's Sub
Carrier Detector into multiplex jack of your
FM tuner or easily wire into discriminator.
Tune through your FM dial and hear programs
of continuous, commercial -free music you are
now missing. The Detector, self -powered and
with electronic mute for quieting between
selections, permits reception of popular back-
ground music programs no longer sent by wire
but transmitted as hidden programs on the
FM broadcast band from coast to coast. Use
with any FM tuner. Size: 51/2" x 6". Shipping
weight approx. 7 lbs.

$4950KIT
(with pre -tuned coils, no alignment necessary)

WIRED $7500
COVER $4.95 EXTRA
Current List of FM Broadcast Stations With SCA
uthorisation 51.00

MUSIC ASSOCIATED
5 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Phone, (201)744-3387

Convergence Circuits
(Continued from page 39)

convergence relatively simple. Again,
the signal is taken from the flyback
transformer through C4 and series coil
L2. The signal is divided by center -
tapped coil L3, and one portion is ap-
plied to the red horizontal convergence
coils while the opposite polarity goes to
the green horizontal convergence coils.
Both convergence coils return to ground
through the center -tapped secondary
of Tl.

Because the magnetic fields generated
by the red and green convergence coils
must be "in step," the windings on one
of the two coils are reversed to compen-
sate for the opposite polarity of the
signals. One advantage of using currents
of opposite polarity in the convergence
circuits is that a minimum of interference
can be expected. As in the case of the
blue horizontal convergence signal, a
resistor and diode (R4 and D2 for red
and R5 and D3 for green) limit the posi-
tive peaks and the possibility of ringing
in each coil. Of the four controls in this
circuit, two control both the red and
green convergence. Variable inductor
L2 affects both the red and green cur-
rent and determines the convergence at
the right side of the screen, while R6,
which is part of the common return to
ground, determines the convergence at
the left side of the screen for both red
and green. Both L3 and R6 control the
current going to either set of coils, with
R7 determining the convergence be-
tween the red and green electron beams
at the left of the screen, and L3 control-
ling the convergence between red and
green at the right of the screen.

It is apparent from this description
that coils L2 and L3 have their greatest
effect at the right of the screen while
the resistors have their greatest effect
at the left of the screen. This was also
observed for the blue horizontal con-
vergence circuit in which the resistor
had its greatest effect at the left and
the coil at the right of the screen. The
reason for this is that in a circuit with
a series inductance and shunt RC, varia-
tion of the coil will have its greatest
effect on the phase shift in one direc-
tion, while the RC portion will have its
greatest effect on the phase shift in the
opposite direction. By distorting the
current waveforms of Fig. 3, the results
of this phase shift can be clearly seen.
Whether these directions are left or right
depends, of course, upon the polarity of
the winding and on the location of the
U-shaped pole pieces over the neck of
the picture tube. In the actual circuit,
center -tapped transformer T1 provides
a small amount of feedback, or bucking
signal, to the low end of the red and
green signals. Adjustment of T1 also af-

fects this bucking signal and therefore,
to a very small extent, the red and green
convergence. This electrical interaction,
however, helps to overcome some of the
magnetic interaction which is inevitable
among the three convergence fields in
the neck of the picture tube.

Vertical Convergence
As shown in Fig. 4, dynamic vertical

convergence signals are obtained from
the cathode of the vertical output am-
plifier through C1 and are applied to
the blue convergence circuit through Rl.
Components R2, Cl, and C2 determine
the correct current waveshape. The up-
per center -tapped secondary winding on
the vertical output transformer is the
ground return for the convergence sig-
nal, and the amount and polarity of any
feedback is determined by R3 which
controls the blue convergence at the top
of the picture. Potentiometer R4 con-
trols the blue convergence at the bottom
of the picture. Both R5 and diode D1
perform the same functions as the simi-
lar circuit in the horizontal convergence
sections; they limit peaks and prevent
ringing.

The red/green vertical convergence
has four controls. The red/green con-
vergence signal is obtained, as with the
blue convergence signal, through Cl
and R1 and is supplied to the red and
green convergence coils. Both R6 and R7
affect the convergence at the bottom of
the screen, while R6 and R8 both affect
the red/green convergence at the top
of the screen. Similar to the arrangement
of the horizontal red/green convergence,
R6 and R8 have their primary effect on
both red and green beams, while R1
and R7 tend to differentiate between
the two.

The vertical convergence circuits are
much simpler than the horizontal ones.
One reason for this is that the aspect
ratio of the screen means that there is
less vertical deflection than horizontal
and therefore less correction is needed.
Another reason is the lower frequency
of the vertical sweep signal which makes
it somewhat easier to shape and control.

Most 1966 color -TV models, includ-
ing Admiral, Philco, Motorola, Sylvania,
and Zenith, use a very similar approach
in their convergence systems. The few
existing differences are minor and do not
affect convergence circuit operation as
described in this article.

MARINER IV STILL ALIVE
THE Mariner IV, which took close-up

pictures of Mars last year, has been
contacted at a distance of 197.5 million
miles. Among the information gleaned
was that all systems are operating nor-
mally, the solar panel is at full strength,
and all temperatures and voltages are
normal. NASA hopes to command more
exercises in 1967. During its life, Mar-
iner has travelled 750 million miles. A
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NEW PRODUCTS
& LITERATURE

Additional information on the items
covered in this section is available
from the manufacturers. Each item
is identified by a code number. To
obtain further details, fill in cou-
pon on the Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS  TOOLS  TEST EQUIPMENT  HI-FI  AUDIO  CB  HAM  COMMUNICATIONS

TWO -CHANNEL SAMPLING RECORDER
A two -channel sampling recorder with a sam-

pling rate of 3 kHz per channel is now offered
as the Type 1520-A. The new unit achieves its
high speed through a bank of 101 fixed styli
which, when energized, produce plots on electro-
sensitive chart paper.

The maximum recordable frequency is deter-
mined by the sampling rate and the paper speed

which can be set as fast as 10 inches per second.
A vertical rise time as short as 300 ASCC can be
determined from the chart.

Calibrated voltage ranges are 1 V to 500 V
(linear) and 20 to 50 dB (log) full-scale. The
recorder prints its own coordinates as well as
voltage and time scales. Over-all accuracy of the
recorder is the same as its accuracy: :1-1%.
General Radio
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PRECISION DECADE BOXES
Two new "Resist-O-Stat" decade boxes are now

being marketed as the Models RDS 67A and RDS
67B. These units feature accuracies of 0.01% and
0.025%, respectively. Allowance for zero resist-
ance is not required. These six -decade units have
it decade -ohms -per -step range from 100 ohms to
10 megohms.

Utilizing positive in -line readout, these nu-
meric dial decade resistors permit rapid selection
of resistance settings accurate to 0.01%. They
are used in test, checkout, and ground -support
equipment.

Stability is 25 ppm per year, switch life is
better than 100,000 operations, temperature co-
efficient is ppm per C. redundant switch-
ing, and weight is 51/t lbs. General Resistance
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REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES
A new series of highly regulated, continuously

variable power Ntipplies, suitable for both labo-
ratory use or for lack mounting, is being offered
as the 11 Series.

All thirteen models in the new series are free
from overshoot; are short -circuit -proof; and are
supplied with large. accurate meters; front and
rear terminals: and coarse and fine consols. All
units include 0.111'; line and load regulation.

Ratings from 11-20 to 0-100 d.c. volts at limn
2 to 100 amperes ;ire included in the line. Bulletin

108A giving complete specifications is available
on request. Deltron
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WIREWOUND POWER RESISTORS
The development of a new dielectric material

has made possible a new series of power resistors
wound on a solid aluminum core. The new die-
lectric is a high -temperature, high -emissivity in-
sulation which withstands continuous operation
at 350°C, intermittent temperatures in excess of
500°C, and BCM high -voltage tests between leads
and core without flashover-under high tempera-
ture and high altitude conditions.

The new resistors require only a fifth the
volume of a resistor with beryllium oxide core
and 1/18th the volume of a resistor with alumi-
num oxide core-with the same power rating.

Complete specifications on this new series of
resistors are contained in Data Sheet R366 which
will be supplied on request. l'Itronix
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"N" -TYPE COAX CONNECTORS
A new Type "N" coaxial connector, electrically

identical in both field -serviceable and crimp ver-
sions, enables design engineers to use the field -
serviceable type for prototype equipment and
for field replacement and the crimp unit for
production.

Impedance of the connectors is 50 ohms; volt-

quency range extends up to 10 GHz. Maximum
v.s.w.r. is 1.12:1, exceeding the MIL -C-39012 "N"
specification. Cable retention exceeds the specifi-
cation requirement of 75 pounds. Operating tem-
perature is 200"C maximum.

The connectors are available in a number of

configuiations, details of which will he supplied
on reque,t..\mphenol
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FLAT -CONSTRUCTION FILTER
The FLH-600 flat-consnuction lost -pass filter

is especially suited for 100-11/ applications. De-
signed. manufactured, and tested to complete
MIL-F-I8327B specification. the new unit has a
source and load of 10.000 ohms. It is within I dB
from d.c. to 450 Hz. 3 tIR 4- 1 dB at 600 Hz. and
then sharply attenuates to at least 40 dB at fre-
quencies above 800 11/.

The filter is housed in a case measuring 2"
square by 1/2" high. It weighs 2.5 ounces. l'ET:
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DUAL -WAVEFORM GENERATOR
The new Model i13C) provides a complete source

of sine- and square -wave signals from 20 to 200,-
000 Hz for a wide range of audio and video
testing, servicing, and experimental work. The
instrument is designed with one scale -frequency
dial to simplify readings for both sine- and
square -wave outputs, and a dual -function control.

Other features include negligible distortion
and high stability of sine -was e output; a Schmitt

trigger multivibrator and buffer to provide iso-
lated optimum waveform square -wave output;
negligible square -wave tilt and fast risetime at
all square -wave frequencies; and extensive shield-
ing for minimum radiation pickup.

The instrument measures 8I/4" x 111/4" x
and weighs 15 pounds. Precise Electronics
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SOLID-STATE TIMER
A new solid-state timer which can be combined

with the firm's advanced -design line of wide
application relays has been announced. The time
range is from 100 msec to 300 seconds. with reset
time less than 20 msec. tepeatabilit of +2%,

and tempo:time ',Inge From -10 C to +85-C.
The units are mounted on standard 8- and

I I -pin octal plugs, enclosed in a hermetically
scaled rectangular dust cover, and offered as knob
adjustable, screwdriver adjustable, and fixed time
or remote resistor adjustable models. Cornell-
Ditbilier
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LOW-COST WIRE TIE
A new low -nisi plastic wire tic has been intro-

duced as the "Purse -Lock." Suited to the job of
bundling several loose wires in a wide variety of
applications where a number of electrical wires
run along the same path. the new unit consists
of a plastic tie which is looped around the wires
and the spherical ends then twisted to snap the
tic into a locking position.

The wire tie is being offered in a variety of
sizes to accommodate wire bundles from 0.200 to
0.499 inch in diameter. Other sums arc available
on custom order. l :isle\
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SERVO -CHART RECORDER
The Model EL W -20M servo -chart recorder fea-

tures 21 switch -selected chart speeds. In its inter-
nal mode of operation. the available chart speeds
range from 0.5 inch per hour to 12 inches per
minute with selection of any desired speed made
by means of a single knob. The 21 -position
switch is calibrated with five rate scales-seconds
per inch, minutes per inch. hours per inch. inches
per minute, and inches per hour. With the mode

fril"""rai-Norevis.
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switch in the external position, the unit may be -
operated from an external source of sine was es.
square waves, or pulses. The sine -wave frequency
or pulse repetition rate and the position of the
selector switch determines the chart speed in

this mode.
The recorder is offered with or without the 21 -

speed drive feature. The 21 -speed drive accessory
is available separately for installation in earlier
models. Full specifications on the EUIV-20N1 arc
available on request. Heath
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VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
A new video tape recorder featuring instant

play, case of operation, and a new long -life
recording head has been put on the market as
the Wollensak VTR -150. The unit has been de-
signed primarily for educational, industrial, and
military markets.

The unit will be offered in two package con-
cepts: as a recording and playback device or in-
stalled in a mobile console. Tape for the unit is
priced at $39.95 per 2400 -foot roll which will
yield one hour of recording time.

The unit contains all -transistor, solid-state cir-
cuitry which, coupled with a two -motor driver,
produces an almost instantaneous runup time of
8 seconds. Recording and playback speed is 71/2
ips. The VTR -150 uses 1/2" video tape and will
record and replay up to one hour on a 7" reel.
Maximum reel size is 8".

The VA 12-150 will not be :IN ilable on the coin-

mercial market until later in the rear but in-
formation regarding the recorder is available on
request. 3M
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PRECISION A.C. POTS
A new line of precision a.c. potentiometers is

now being marketed as the Series 7 "Vernistats."
These high -accuracy, 20 -turn units in size 11

offer very low output impedance. For example.
Model 7BI provides an output impedance of 20
ohms and an absolute linearity of 4-0.01 percent.
Extended slope is 180' at each end.

These new pots meet applicable requirements
of MIL -E-005272. MIL -R-12934. and others. They
are designed to be used in servo and control
systems such as missile guidance ss ems. auto-
matic checkout equipment, navigation systems,
simulators. computers, and specialized industrial
equipment.

Electrical and mechanical specifications on this
new Series -7 line will be supplied on request.
Perki n -El tiler
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ENCAPSULATED TRANSISTORS
A new line of microminiature, high -perform.

ance, plastic -encapsulated transistors is now avail-
able at what are believed to be the lowest prices
for their type. Included in this new silicon
"microtab" line is a high -gain, low -noise ampli-
fier which is designed for use in hearing aids,
instrumentation, hybrid circuits, linear and
analog circuits. miniature operational amplifiers,
and any other application where small size is

important.
These amplifiers, designated Types D26E-1

through E-7, are similar to conventional 2N930
or 2N2484 types. Betas range Irons 4(1 to 3(5). The
high -frequency amplifier, D26G-1, is similar to

the 2N918. It has a beta at 100 MHz of greater
than six.

The amplifiers are color coded for type number
and lead configuration. Package size is 0.07" x
0.07" x 0.085". General Electric
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MAGNETIC -REED ROTARY SWITCHES
A complete line of magnetic -reed rotary

switches, consisting of eight models, is currently
available. They are available with either Form
A or Form C contacts. or in combination of both.
and have isolated contacts, making it possible
for each stack to handle up to 12 individual
circuits.

The units are light in weight-as little as fc

ounces for a 12 -position switch-and have an im-
proved ball and sprocket detenting mechanism
and no sliding contacts, which greatly reduces
operating force and eliminates contact wear.
Rhodium contacts hermetically sealed in pure
nitrogen make these units suitable for use in
hazardous locations. dry -circuit applications, and
assures reliable operation with low contact re-
sistance under all environmental conditions. Hart
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METAL -FILM TRIMMERS
A new line of low-ohns, metal -film trimmers

which provide the temperature coefficients and
noise characteristics of wirewounds is now avail-
able. The new units are housed in humidits--
vibration-shock-proof cases while a silicon "0"
ring shuts out dust and humidity. A precious
metal contact assures low contact resistance. Re-
sistances available in the new line range from
50 to 100,000 ohms. Amphenol
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U.H.F./V.H.F./FM ANTENNA
A log -periodic antenna designed especially for

urban use has been introduced as the LPV-V175.
The new "Metro -Color" antenna is designed for
v.h.f./u.h.f. black -and -white or color and FM or
FM -stereo. This single-downlead log -periodic unit
is 45 inches long and has three driven V dipoles
to cover both v.h.f. bands. Three active dipoles
plus three directors provide the stepped up gain
needed for tt.h.f. Frequency response is flat within
4-1/2 dB on any channel. A sharp forward lobe
in the polar pattern assures unidirectional pickup
and high front -to -back ratio on all the desig-
nated channels. .IFT)
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NEW CABINET LINE
Designed to accommodate various sizes of elec-

tronics systems, the new "Classic" cabinet line
is being offered in 15 different sizes to house
standard 19" panels. The finish is vinyl textured
charcoal gray or sand. Doors are available as
auxiliary items. The cabinets have welded frames
of aluminum extrusions while patterned alumi-
num panels complete the enclosures. Bud
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EXACT -REPLACEMENT TV PEC's
Ten new exact -replacement PEC's for television

receivers are now available for use in retrace
suppression, sound i.f., and sync circuitry. Nos.
PC -491, PC -492. PC -493. and PC -494 are three -
terminal retrace suppression networks consisting
of two resistors and two capacitors of various
values and manner of combination.

PC -495 is a four -terminal sound i.f. network
consisting of three resistors and two capacitors.
PC -496 through PC -500 are two- to five -terminal
networks for sync coupling and take -off. Centralab
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DUAL -BEAM SCOPE
The high-performance. dual -beam oscilloscope,

D53, is a laboratory -type instrument designed
for wide -band. multiple -trace applications in-
cluding differential measurements and high-d.c.-
sensitivity applications.

The main frame contains the CRT, power
supplies. and the delays; the time base and
horizontal amplification are provided by a plug-in

module: vertical amplifiers arc available in six
models for use with the D53.

Full specifications on this 25 -MHz range scope
will he forwarded on request. Data Instruments
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BROADBAND MEASURING SET
A general-purpose voltmeter featuring rugged-

ness. compactness. and a frequency response of
50 Hz to 800 MHz is now being offered as the
Type 74832. This all -transistor level -measuring
set is a portable, general-purpose 75 -ohm -input
voltmeter. It is housed in a strong diccast metal
case, making the unit suitable for field use. It
combines small size, light weight, and long opera-
tion from its internal dry cells.

Three r.m.s. measuring ranges are provided:
0-60 and 0.600 millivolts and 0-3 volts. The scale
on the 60 -mV range is also graduated from -10
to 0 dB. The response is flat within 0.3 dB be-

tween I and 30 MHz and 0.6 dB between 30 and
500 Nf Hz.

The instrument measures Mc" x So/s" x 3" and
weighs 4 pounds. ITT Industrial
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PORCELAIN CAPACITOR LINE
A nnr. line of radial porcelain capacitors with

a 0 7- NMI"' C temperature coefficient as stand-
ard, 0.200" lead spacing. and voltage ratings up
to 200 V d.c. is now on the market. These new
monolithic capacitors have a high volumetric
efficiency in a small case size and incorporate
new electrode and terminal designs.

The new line is available in 13 standard values
within the capacitance range of 5.1 to 1000 pF.
They have low dissipation factors of 0.001
(ot 25'C) and 0.002 (eC 125-'C) and operate
within the temperature range of -55"C to

J

-'- 125 C without voltage elevating. Rased on ex-
tensive lit tests. they arc rated at 200 V d.c. from
-55°C to +85'C; 100 V d.c. from --55 C to
+121 C: and 50 V d.c. from -55'C to 150"C.
Vitranum
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SINGLE -SCALE CIRCULAR SLIDE RULE
A radical new slide rule, created by John Tyler,

professor emeritus of mathematics at the U.S.
Nasal Academy, uses only a single numbered
scale for calculations in trigonometry, geometry,
multiplication. division, and log functions.

One advantage of the new design is the elimi-
nation of multiple sets of numbered scales. The
new rule presents a clean and uncluttered face
with a single, easy -to -read, spiraled scale carrying
all numbers necessary to perform the computa-
tions of the older type rule.
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The new ripe has a transparent cursor arm and
a rotating disc mounting on a flat plastic base,
814" square. The spiral -shaped C scale is the only
working scale and is imprinted on the rotatable
disc. All other scales found on the conventional
rule are replaced by curved hairline indexes
which are inscribed on the base. Weems & Plath
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PRECISION ROTARY SWITCH
The Model SW200 precision rotary switch can

be supplied with various conducting angle switch
segments and tolerances held within +I'. Con-
ducting current is 100 mA and the conducting
material, nominal zero resistance, is precious
metal.

The case is machined anodized aluminum, with
a one-piece diallyl phthalate molded interior and
external terminal board. This technique provides
a complete insulating envelope inside the housing
and eliminates all possible leakage paths. The
unit is supplied as a sleeve -bearing panel mount,
ball -bearing servo mount, or with a coupling
device wherein it can be coupled to precision
pots. Samarius
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25" IMPLOSION -PROTECTED TUBE
A new 25 -inch, 110 -degree black -and -white TV

picture tube recently introduced features its own
integral implosion protection system. It features
a viewing area of over 327 square inches, has
special tinted glass that improves picture con-
trast, four integral mounting brackets, as well as
the implosion protection system. This latter is

composed of a metal rim band and a steel ten-
sion strap. The metal rim band, suitably curved
tro fit snugly around the periphery of the tube
face, is epoxy bonded to the glass. A steel tension
strap is then prestressed tightly over the rim
band and mechanically clinched in place to main-
tain a residual tension in the system. Westing-
house
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MULTI -PURPOSE PROBE
A multi -purpose probe, the Model MP -1, can

function as a d.c. probe, a.c.. ohms probe, r.f.
probe, and a low -capacitance probe. The new
four -in -one design saves the cost of four probes
and eliminates the need for switching probes
during servicing. The unit will extend the oper-
ating range of a v.t.v.m., scope, or signal tracer.

As a d.c. probe, the MP -1 provides isolation
for all d.c. measurements. As an a.c./ohms probe,
it can be used for all low -impedance, low -
frequency voltages and waveforms. As an r.f.
probe it is a demodulator for checking r.f. volt-
ages, waveforms, and signals in TV -radio r.f. and
i.f. stages. As a low -capacitance probe, it can be
used for high -impedance sync circuits where
regular probes would overload the circuit. Mer-
cury
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NEW TRIMMER CAPACITORS
A new series of miniaune t] immer capacitors,

to meet styles PC40 and PC41 of MIL -C-14409,
is now on the market. Ten models of these new
higher capacitance trimmers are available, five
each in panel -mount and printed -circuit styles.
Models are available with both H and J charac-
teristics and capacitance ranges meet values

specified in MIL -C-11409 for all values from 0.8
to 4.5 pF and 1.0 to 30 pF.

Quality factor is guaranteed at 650 maximum,
d.c. working voltage is 750 volts. LRC Electronics
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TERMINAL/WIRE-WRAPPING TOOL
A new terminal design and a new tiie wrap-

ping tool combine to reduce the wiring time on
the firm's line of low-cost connectors. A stripped
lead is quickly ready for soldering after being
fed into the terminal hole and wrapped around
the terminal with a single stroke of the tool.

The improved connector meets requirements
for 14-milliohm contact resistance, 50 -gram in-
dividual contact retention, 2000 -volt breakdown.
and 2 -ampere current -carrying capacity. North
Electric
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SUBMINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCH
The Model 7205 d.p.d.t. subminiature toggle

switch features minimum life of 100,000 cycles,
solid -coin -silver contacts and terminals, and
molded phenolic bases. Bat -handle operating
levers are standard, but color -coded plastic caps
in many color choices are available on request.

Contact rating is 5 amperes resistance load at
117 -volts a.c., insulation resistance is 1000
megohms minimum, dielectric strength is 1000
volts r.m.s. at sea level, and initial contact resist-
ance is 20 milliohms at 2-4 ",Its d.c., I amp.
Weight is 5.5 grams. CKK Components
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400 -Hz SINE -WAVE INVERTER
A 110 -volt, 400 -Hz sine -wave inverter rated at

100 watts is now on the market. The unit oper-
ates from an input voltage of from 24 to 30
volts d.c. and the output is 110 volts r.m.s.,
adjustable -±5%. Output frequency is 400 Hz,
with a tolerance of +0.5%. Output power is
rated at 100 VA at 50°C or 80 VA at 71°C. The
waveshape is sinusoidal with 4% maximum har-
monic distortion at full load. Input regulation
(from 24-30 V d.c.) for frequency is +0.3% and

for the output voltage it is +0.5%. Load regula-
tion for frequency is ±0.3% and for the output
voltage it is ±2%.

The unit measures 4" x 5" x 21/2" and weighs
approximately 56 ounces. Arnold Magnetics
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A.C. VOLTMETERS
Two new models have been added to the 400

Series of a.c. voltmeters as the 400F and 400FL.
Both have 100 -AV full-scale ranges and 10-
megohm input impedance. An a.c. output pro-
duces one volt r.m.s. for full-scale meter deflec-
tion, regardless of range and use; on the 100-ALV

range, the amplifier has 80 -dB gain with less than
5 AV noise. Frequency range is 20 Hz to 4 MHz.
Accuracy, in the range from 100 Hz to 1MHz, is
±0.5% of full scale ±0.5% of reading for the
400F and 1% of reading for the 400FL. The
Model 400F presents the linear voltage scale
uppermost, while the Model 400FL presents a
linear dB scale uppermost. Hewlett-Packard
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PLASTIC -PACKAGED INTEGRATEDS
A new line of resistor -transistor -logic circuits

is now being offered in a solid, void -free, pressure -
molded case providing a high degree of environ-
mental protection. The lead arrangement is a
dual in -line configuration with leads on 100 -mil
centers and with 300 -mil spacing between parallel
rows of leads. The circuits feature central power
supply connections; specifically, the ground con-
nection is on pin 4 and V c is on pin 11.

The new "tinibloc" packaged units are avail-
able in quad 2 -input, triple 3 -input, and dual

1 -input gates as well as dual buffers and dual J -K
flip-flops. The initial series has an operating tem-
perature range of -, C to +55°C. Motorola
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DRY -TRANSFER SYMBOLS
A line of dry -transfer alphabets and numerals

and electronic symbols is now being offered in
various sizes and in black or white type. Size
ranges are IA", 1/4", 3/6". t Y, 2V;:!". and 27]i:2". The
electronic symbol sheets. 7" x II". cover the en-
tire gamut of electronic components for drafting
of circuits. Russell Intl list FiCS
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HI-FI-AUDIO PRODUCTS

AUTO REVERS SYSTEM
A deluxe car "Vibrasonic" sound system, de-

signed to add reverberation to music for greater
depth and realism has been put on the market as
the Model KNI201R. The new unit employs
three transistors and can be added to any car
radio where the car has a 12 -volt negative igni-
tion system and the radio has either an 8-10 or
40 ohm speaker.

The unit has a die-cast control housing which
fits under and dash; one control knob with three
positions for reverberation, regular listening with-
out reverb, or front -speaker only; and a second
knob which acts as a balance or fader control
that permits speakers, front or back, to be ad-
justed to the listener's personal preference, with
or without reverberation. !Motorola
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SOLID-STATE TAPE/PHONO PREAMP
A new solid-state tape/phono preamplifier

featuring an extremely low noise figure of 6 dB
below inherent noise generated by unrecorded
tape is now available as the Model ATP -24.

The unit is designed for use with conven-
tional magnetic tape heads or phono cartridges.
Proper equalization is provided for playback
compensation of tapes recorded at 71/2. and 15
ips. Also, by simply strapping a terminal on
the board, proper equalization is obtained for
the playback compensation of discs recorded
using the RIAA curve.

In addition, the unit features compact size,
controls for gain and high -frequency tape re-
sponse, output impedance of less than 10%
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Get Your First Class Commercial

F. C. C. LICENSE
QUICKLY!

We specialize in communications -
electronics training. We prepare you
to PASS F.C.C. license exams-and
to succeed in the positions which re-
quire greater knowledge and ability.

Get your first class F.C.C. license
in 4 months of resident classes, or at
your own pace by correspondence.
Grantham training leads you step-by-
step to your third, second, and first
class license-and to success in your
electronics career.

Resident courses (day or evening)
are available in the cities listed be-
low. These courses include valuable
laboratory training for those who
need it, or may be taken without lab
by those who already have practical
experience.

Correspondence instruction is avail-
able for those who cannot or do not
wish to attend classes. The corre-
spondence course is especially de-
signed (programmed) for home study.

Grantham lessons are constantly re-
vised and updated to keep up with the
latest F.C.C. changes-and are writ-
ten so you can understand them. For
our free brochure which covers both
resident classes and home study in-
struction, write or phone any of the
schools listed below. Ask for "Bro-
chure 66-M."

Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Av., Hollywood, Cal. 90027

(Phone: 110 9-7878)
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104

(Phone: MA 2-7227)
818 -18th St., NW. Washington, D.C. 20006

(Phone: 298-74(W)
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TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL

196STAPEWORDER
nem. wen *fallow mt woo.

0

Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo
recorders.

1966 - $1.25 #30
1965 - $1.00 #31

Order by number from Ziff -Davis Service Division,
589 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012. Enclose an
additional 150 per copy for shipping and handling

(50tt for orders outside U.S.A.)

of nominal load. 21) to 20.000.Hz power band-
width. and high -sensitivity tape and phono input.
Meteor
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SOLID-STATE P.A. AMPLIFIERS
A new line of public-address amplifiers, the

NITA series, includes six units featuring solid-
state circuitry for ultra reliability yet at mod-
erate cost.

The series, with a complete accessory line
available, delivers 10 to 100 watts and features
silicon transistors, low -impedance microphone
inputs requiring no transformer, and built-in
protection against short-circuited or open speaker
lines.

Plug-in circuit boards provide high quality
control and servicing ease. Chimney -type heat
sinks and heat -sensing "thermoguards" permit
safe and continuous operation up to 158° F.

Available accessories include manual phono

tops, carrying cases, plug-in transformers and
magnetic cartridge module, rack panel kits,
control guard locking plate, standby controllers,
remote volume controllers, and a plug-in com-
ponent for microphone precedence. Bogen
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12" COMPONENT LOUDSPEAKERS
Two new twelve -inch component loudspeakers,

the MC12 and the NIT12, have recently been
added to the "Michigan" speaker line.

The MC12 features the "Radax" dual cone
while the MTI2 features the same dual cone
but adds a ring diaphragm tweeter and annular
horn for increased efficiency in the higher fre-
quencies. The NITI2 has a continuously variable
level control for adjusting brilliance to suit vary-
ing personal tastes and environmental acoustics.
Its frequency response is 40 to 14,000 Hz. The
MTI2 covers 40 to 18,000 Hz. Electro-Voice
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30 -WATT P.A. DRIVER
A built-in transformer and watts 'impedance

selector switch are features of the new 30 -watt
public-address driver unit being marketed as

the PD -30T. The weatherproof unit is designed
to be used as a replacement driver on any in-
dustry -standard horn having 13/k"-18 threads.
Special corrosion -proofing and melamine enamel
finish maintains weather protection.

The unit's screw -to -line terminals, cable strain -
relief clamp, watt/impedance switch. and built-in
transformer save installation time, costs of wir-
ing, and speeds balancing of power levels in
multiple speaker systems.

Power output is a continuous 30 watts, power
equalized to frequencies above horn cut-off is

40 watts, and frequency response is 120 to 14,-
000 Hz. The sound level is 126 dB measured 4
feet on -axis with a DR -42 horn at 30 watts input.
The unit is 43/4" in diameter and 47/8" deep. Atlas
Sound
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MICROPHONE MIXER
Four low -impedance microphones can be fed

into the new microphone mixer currently being
offered. Each channel has its own volume con-
trol and built-in preamplifier. A master output
volume control and "on -off" switch are pro-
vided.

The unit will operate on either batteries

(six 1.5 -volt penlight type) or on 110 -240 -volt

a.c., with automatic switching. Other features
include an output jack for connection to a rever-

beration unit, separate "on -off" switch, a.c. pow-
er -indicating light, and a scratch -resistant vinyl
case which measures 9" x 8" x 6". Weight is 51/2
lbs. American Geloso
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CB -HAM -COMMUNICATIONS

MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR KIT
The theory and behavior of microwaves can

be demonstrated by means of the new Andrews
microwave oscillator kit. Designed for use by
teams of four students, the apparatus employs
microwave frequencies to introduce students to
the basic laws of light waves. Standing wales,
interference in thin films, Young's experimeni.
Lloyd's mirror, polarization, and Doppler effects
can be explored and measured in laboratory
experiments.

A clean, polarized electromagnetic wave with
a frequency of 6.6 GHz and a 4.6 cm wavelength
is generated by a small 74811 triode. The tube's
metal cap is employed to form an inexpensive
grid -anode coaxial resonant cavity. This is po-
sitioned at the throat of a flared microwave an-
tenna horn attached to a small, specially de-
signed power supply.

The unit comes factory tuned and ready for
use. It operates from a three -wire 117 -volt, a.c.
outlet. A polarized grid, a plane reflector, and

a plastic rule for measuring wavelengths are
supplied, along with a copy of Dr. C. L. An-
drews' book "Optics of the Electromagnetic
Spectrum." Macalester Scientific
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FM ALERTING/MONITORING UNITS
Three new FM radio alerting and monitoring

receivers, especially designed for use by fire
departments, Civil Defense units, police depart-
ments, Industrial and Business Radio Services
licensees, emergence crews, etc., are now on the
market.

In use the alerting receiver remains on silent
standby until activated by a tone signal trans-
mitted from headquarters. The receiver, now
operating at full sensitivity, produces a voice
message advising the listener the exact nature
of the alert and the action to be taken.
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The three basic models are the "Polaris." a 24 -
transistor FM tune-soice alert ing unit; the
"Mercury." a 3I -transistor monitor receiver; and
the "Gemini" (photo). a 30-tt.ttisisior combina-
tion tone alerting and monitoring receiver.
They are available in the low (:',0-50 MHz) or
high (150-174 MID) bands with other frequen-
cies available on special order. Viking Instru-
ments
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450 -MHz MOBILE RADIO
To provide effect is e and economical com-

munications in the u.h.f. band, a new -150-

MHz two -1,-J, FM mobile radio has been in-
troduced as the "Dispatcher."

The unit features completely transistorized
exciter, receiver. and power supply. The only
tubes in the unit are three in the transmitter,
which provides 13 watts r.f. power output.

The new 450 -570 -MHz unit has ultra -stable
solid-state channel elements to maintain pre-
cise frequency control at wide operating tem-
peratures-without using crystal heaters or ovens.
A battery -saver circuit switches off the trans-
mitter filaments when the vehicle ignition is

turned off.
Five watts of audio output with less than 5

percent distortion is provided in the unit. This
permits hearing calls even when the operator is
away from his vehicle.

Complete technical specs on the "Dispatcher"
are contained in Bulletin F-7-16 which will he
forwarded on request. Motorola
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SSB/AM MOBILE UNIT
The CF125M has been specifically designed to

meet the growing demand for both land and
marine mobile SSII, has an output of 100 traits
SSB or compatible AM-all in a package weigh-
ing less than 22 pounds and measuring DP1" x

x , "

.1 he unit will mount under the dadih,ad of
most vehicles, eliminating the necessit, of a

separate control head and connecting cables.
Transistorization has reduced the current re-
quirement to less than 0.10 ampere on receive,
permitting constant monitoring without exces-
sive battery drain. Plug-in power 'nodules, either
a universal 12, 24, 32 volt d.c. or a 115/230 volt
a.c. unit, permit instant conversion from mobile
to base -station use.

The C31251\1 is a six -channel unit with plug-in
tuning coils to facilitate rapid change of op-
erating frequency in the field. A matching an-
tenna tuner, which may be installed on the back
of the set or remote controlled up to 100 feet
away. permits the unit to be used with a variety
of antenna types without epee -.site signal loss.
Kaar
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MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

A wide range of microphones and accessories
for professional sound applications is presented
in a new 34 -page fully illustrated catalogue
(No. 5661. Wide -range. hand-held, and lavalier
types of omnidirectional microphones are in-
cluded. as well as stand- and boom -mounted
cardioid and "Cardiline" de\ iccs.

Wall -mount and free-standing studio moni-
tors are also covered, and a 4 -page section on
selecting the proper professional microphone is
prov idecl . Elect ro-V o i cc
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INSULATION RESISTANCE
A nets' I2 -page pocket -site manual (P-16424)

which discusses the fundamentals of insulation
resistance testing is now available. The booklet
shows test hook -tips for performing insulation
resistance evaluations on wiring, meters, ap-
pliances, d.c. motors and generators, and a.c.
motors with the Model 2000 "Meg-Chek" instru-
ment. \ssociated Research
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BATTERY WALL CHART
Information on the chtIllisirs and physical

structure of ;1th:weed batteryslims is pre-
sented on a new illustrated wall chart. Suitable
for schools and colleges. the chart is printed in
four colors and contains data on the perform-
ance, power. and applications of primary bat-
teries. Mallon. Batters:
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EDUCATIONAL TV
The basic apes or educational TV systems,

including broadcasting stations, 2500 -MHz in-
structional 1 \' systems. inter -school -cable, and
conventional inicrowa,e link, are outlined and
evaluated in a new :10 -page reference: "1966
Schoolman's Guide to F I \' Communications."

Master antenna IV c At VTV) and closed-circuit
TV (CCTV) systems are also covered, along
with financing information and sources of ETV
advice and counsel. Jerrold
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COLOR -TV COMPACTRONS
A new l2 -page guide to the selection of multi-

function compactions for color and black -and -

ZENITH QUALITY
WIRE, CABLE r

AND ROTORS

Zenith's new
heavy-duty rotor

can turn a 150 -lb. antenna in a complete
circle in only 45 seconds! Rugged,

dependable Zenith quality throughout.
You can couple it quickly to a mast or

tower without using an adapter. Choose
from two control units; one stops rotor

automatically at preset position, the other
is directly controlled by the operator.

New Zenith
wire and cable

tr.-7
ar--"

Order all genuine Zenith replacement parts and accessories from your Zenith distributor.

BUILT TO THE, QUALITY STANDARDS OF ZENITH ORIGINAL PARTS

Aie NM/ The quality goes in before the name goes on®

assures exceptionally low loss
and longer life. Designed to
Zenith's exacting specifications
for UHF and VHF reception,
antenna rotors and other
electronic uses. You'll find
convenient lengths-from
50 -foot coils to 1000 -foot spools.
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TRANSISTOR / DIODE TESTER

BATTERY
OPERATED

CANNOT
DAMAG E

TRANSISTORS

Model No.

BZ8

TRANSITEST checks all types of
transistors and diodes by means
of a transistorized audible signal
and will identify basic type of
transistor as to PNP or NPN. It
can also be used as a continuity
tester and code practice oscillator.

AVAILABLE AT ALL ELECTRONIC
PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

MANUFACTURED BY
WORKMAN
SARASOTA. FLORIDA PRODUCTS. INC
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when it's time to think of college

you should read this

FREE CAREER BOOKLET

mSOE
about electronics at

MILWAUKEE NIS-235

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Dept. EW-866 1025 N. Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Tell me about an engineering career through
residence study in:
0 Electrical fields 0 Mechanical fields

Name Age

Address

City, State

J

white .1 V is now available. Approximately 150
devices are listed in the booklet, which con-
tains easy -to -use charts giving condensed speci-
fications.

Also included in bulletin ETD -4359 is a page
of basing diagrams. General Electric
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BROADBAND ANTENNAS
A new 20 -page illustrated booklet describ-

ing a complete line of stock and custom broad-
band antennas has been published. Included
are log -periodic types, cavity -backed devices,
conical spiral and helical units, horn antennas,
and a variety of special-purpose antennas.

Information on antenna characteristics and
terminology is also provided. American Elec-
tronic Laboratories
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SOUND COLUMNS
A new 10 -page manual which describes and

illustrates the advantages and applications of
sound columns in p.a. systems has recently been
published. Methods of installation and ar-
rangement of sound -column speakers arc fully
explained.

In addition, the booklet contains a table of
technical data and specifications. American
Geloso
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PILOT LIGHT/SWITCH
Information on the new "Slidelite" unit which

combines a pilot -light indicator with a switch
in one compact, snap -in installation is contained
in a new catalogue sheet (No. SL66).

The device is designed to operate with either
neon or inctodescent lamps, and a variety of
lens colors is available. Messages, trademarks, or
other legend. may be si.onped on the pilot -light
lens. Leecraft
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WIRE DESIGN BOOKLET
Information on ad:nitages and applications

or precision wire (onus and welded assemblies
of wire, strip, and tubing is contained in a new
20 -page handbook entitled "New Concepts in
\ Vire Design."

I he brochure includes a discussion of the
types of steel wire as well as a table of steel
wire sizes. In addition, a section on the ele-
ments of wire design lists design tips and de-
scribes various methods of forming and welding
wire. Titchener
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TEST EQUIPMENT
A new 16 -page brochure covering a complete

line of test equipment has been published. In-
cluded in booklet No. 2072 are v.o.m.'s, v.t.v.m.'s,
scopes, microtesters, and temperature indicators.

The company is also offering a catalogue which
gives full specifications and applications data
on its "Lab -Line" group of precision electrical
measuring instruments. Simpson
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R.F. POWER MEASUREMENT
Absorption wattmeters, coaxial load resistors.

directional wattmeters, and coaxial switches
are among the instruments for r.f. power measure-
ment that are listed in a new 4 -page illustrated
short -form catalog (SF -66).

In addition, the brochure describes related
custom-built accessories such as coaxial filters
and power monitors. Bird
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MEASURING EQUIPMENT
A comprehensive 50 -page 1966-1967 index of

electronic measuring instruments has been pub-
lished. Covering a wide range of devices, includ-
ing waveform and distortion analyzers, oscillo-
scopes, amplifiers, and attenuators, as well as
equipment for measuring voltage, current, re-
sistance, impedance, frequency, microwave noise
figure, and temperature, the index is illustrated

and contains complete specifications for all de-
vices listed. Hewlett-Packard
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FREQUENCY STANDARD
Complete technical specifications for the

Model JKTO-66 5 -MHz laboratory frequency
standard arc contained in a new illustrated cata-
logue sheet. CTS Knights
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CATV FINANCING
The National Community Television Asso-

ciation (NCTA) has announced publication of
the proceedings of its "CATV Financial Sem-
inar" which was held in New York City in
January, 1966.

Contained in the 172 -page volume are the
complete texts, charts, and illustrations of 16
papers on the financial aspects of CATS' which
were presented by prominent spokesmen from
the industry itself, government, broadcasting, and
allied fields.

Copies of the publication are available from
the National Community Television Association,
535 Transportation Building, Washington, D.C.
20006 at $15.00 per copy.

CABLE INSTALLATION
A new cable installation handbook which pro-

vides guidelines for the construction of CATV
transmission lines has been published. The
manual includes tips on selection of materials
and lists specifications for conforming to utility -
company practices and the National Electrical
Safety Code.

Two sections dealing with pole line and aerial
construction arc already contained in a soft-
cover, loose-leaf binder, and a third section on
buried cable construction is forthcoming.

The handbook is available from Ameco. 2949
West Osborn Road, Phoenix, Arizona 85017. List
price is. $5.00 including all future additions and
revisions.

USING THE V.O.M.
Simpson Electric Company, 5200 West Kinzie

Street, Chicago, Illinois 60644 is currently offer-
ing a 90 -page paperback entitled "1001 Uses

for the '260' Volt-Ohm-Nfilliammeter."
Fully illustrated, the book is a comprehen-

sive compilation of all known test applications
for the device and covers voltage, current, re-

sistance, and power measurements, as well as

receiver, transmitter, and industrial measure-
ments and automotive tests.

The manual is available from electronic ,

tributors for 750 or directly from the compai.,
for $1.00 (to cover postage and handling). A

Page

15

21

PHOTO CREDITS
Credit

Allied Radio Corporation
LND, Inc.

22 (top), 40, 41 Xerox Corporation

22 (center) Cutler -Hammer

22 (bottom) .. Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

23 (top) Sperry Gyroscope Co.

23 (center) IBM

23 (bottom left) Philco Corporation

23 (bottom right) BLH Electronics

25, 28 Sonotone Corp.

30, 31, 32 Dialight Corp.

33 Jerrold Electronics Corp.

43 James Electronics Inc.

54 (left) Eico Electronic Instrument Co.

54 (right) Pace Communications

55 Data Instruments

62 Electra -Voice Inc
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ELECTRONICS
MARKET PLACE

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offend, r .. . _ . : vying name and address). Minimum order $7.00. Payment
oust accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited adetTallig agenc ,1.,. !:edian:y discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.

READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell. 400 per word (including name and address). No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy.
GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be set in bold caps at 100 extra per word. All copy subject
to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st.) Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes
ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue. New York, New York 10016

FOR SALE

JUST starling in TV service? Write ror free 32 page
catalog of service order books, invoices, job tickets,
phone message books, statements and file systems.
Oelrich Publications, 6556 W. Higgins Rd. Chicago,
III. 60656.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop-
erscopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna,
Nahant, Mass. 09108.
INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMIA:
IATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE
ELECTRONICS, 115004 NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA.
33168.
CANADIANS -Giant Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs.
Electidnics. Hi-Fi, Shortwave. Amateur, Citizens Radio.
Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO. Dept. Z, Box 741,
Montreal. Canada.
RESISTORS precision carbon -deposit. Guaranteed 1%
accuracy, 1/2 watt 80. 1 watt 120. 2 watt 150. Rock
Distributing Co., 902 Corwin Road. Rochester 10, N.Y.
NEW supersensitive transistor locators detect buried
gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled models. $19.95 up.
Free catalog. Relco-A22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.
JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products,
components, supplies. 50 firms -just $1.00. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266. Spokane, Washington 99207.

& TRANSISTORS
Silicon Diodes

Amps 100 PIV 200 PIV 400 PIV 600 PIV.75. .07 .10 .14 .21
3 .14 .22 .28 .40

15 - .75 1.20 1.55
35 - 1.30 2.00 2.70

Amps 700 PIV 800 PIV 900 PIV 1000 PIV
.75* .25 .32 .40 .55

3 .49 .58 .67 .78
15 1.70 1.85 2.25 2.50
35 3.15 3.60 4.50 4.80

1100 PIV 706, 1200 PIV 856, .75 amp
*TopHat. or Flangeless

10 Watt Sil. Zener Stud 20%, 12-200V..950 ea.
1 Watt Zener, axial 20%, 8-200V 500 ea.
Sil. diode Stud, 1500 piv, 300 ma 500 ea.
Hoffman Sil. Epoxy diodes, 200 ma.

3000 PIV 980 6000 PIV $2.49
Thermistor bead, 900 or 1200 ohm, 600°F..2/$1.00

Silicon Power Transistors
4W, 2n498. TO -5 506

15W, 2n2989, TO -5 756
30W. 2n2151, TO -60 $1.25
40W. 2n1047. TO -57 $1.4050W. 2n1722. TO -54 $1.50
50W. 2n1724, TO -61 $1.50

2n1300 series, NPN or PNP 6/$1.00
Sil. Junction diodes, 91200 series 15/$1.00
70 amp. stud, 50 PIV-$2.50, 100 Ply $3.50
Amplifier, 6 Tubes, new, 3 lbs.
Nickel Cadmium Battery, 91/2 oz. 8 amp hr $2.50
10 Lbs. Power Resistors, 5.60W $1.98
10 Lbs. Paper Capacitors, assorted $1.98
Radio Knobs for 1/4" shafts 120/51.98
2 Watt Pots, assorted 15/$1.00
Mercury Batteries, 5.4V, 5/8"xl" 4/51.00
Precision Resistors, assorted 120/$1.98
200--I/2 w resistors, assorted $1.98
130-1 W resistors, assorted $1.98

Varicap-Voltage Variable Capacitor
27, 47, or 100 pf at 4v., 4:1 $1.25

150 W Germanium Power (Diamond Case)
2n1021...$1.00 2n1022...$1.25 2n511 $1.50

20 W Germanium Power (internal heat sink)
2n1038 4/$1.00 2n1039 3/$1.00 2n1040 2/$1.00
2n1041 600 Add 100 ea. for external heat sink

SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS
PRV .75A* 7A 16A. PRV .75A 7A 16A.

25 - - .48
50 - .45 .70

300 1.20 1.80 2.20

100 - .70 1.20 400 1.70 2.20 2.70
200 .80 1.15 1.70 500 1.95 3.00 3.30

*Too Hat, others Stud 600 2.30 3.20 3.90
Money back guarantee. $2.00 loin. order. Include
postage. Write For Free Catalog. C.O.D. 25%

Electronic Components Co.
Box 2902, Baton Rouge, La. 70821
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CANADIANS, transistors, all semiconductors and com-
ponents. Free catalogue contains reference data on
300 transistor types. 1.&J. Electronics (Dept. EW), P.O.
Box 1437 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

TRANSISTORS -Miniature Electronic Parts. Send for
Free Catalog. Electronic Control Design Company,
P.O. Box 1432M, Plainfield, N.J.

METERS -Surplus, new, used, panel and portable.
Send for list. Hanchett, Box 5577, Riverside, Calif.
92507.

TRANSISTORIZED Products Importers catalog. $1.00.
Intercontinental. CPO 1717, Tokyo, Japan.

MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT $5.00. Two
models converts car radio to receive 30-50 mc or
100-200 mc (one mc tuning). Meshna, Lynn, Mass.
01901.

R.F. CONVERTERS World's largest selection. Also CCTV
cameras, transmitters, etc. Lowest factory prices.
Catalog 100. Vanguard, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis,
N.Y. 11423.

CONVERT any television to sensitive big -screen oscil-
loscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic
experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco-
A22, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.

ELECTRONIC Ignition Kits, Components Free Diagrams.
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, New Hampshire 03239.

SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT -NEW HIGH PERFORMANCE
SUBMINIATURE MODELS. ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEAS-
URE DEVICES TO PROTECT PRIVACY. FREE DATA:
SECURITY ELECTRONICS-EW, 15 EAST 43RD STREET,
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017.

TV PICTURE TUBE Rebuild Equipment. Complete. One
Tube per Hour Capacity Write: G. J. Simas, 3900 Tel -
star Cir., Huntsville, Ala. 35805.

DEMONSTRATOR -RADAR SENTRY Burglar Alarm with
less than 10 hours operating time. $350.00. David Pip -
pen, 1820 Chilton Dr., Las Cruces, N.M. 88001.

ATOM Smashers. Simple construction plans for par-
ticle accelerators $3.00. Includes free booklets on
radiation hazards and experiments. Formula Research.
Box 147 -EA, Lafayette, Indiana 47902.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES -Kits or assembled. For CAR,
HOME and BOAT. Catalog Free. Electronic Products
Co., Dept. F, Box 8485, St. Louis, Mo. 63132.
ELECTRONIC Parts, Equipment, and Unusual Items.
Unbelievable Prices. Catalog 500. San Diego Elec-
tronics Center, Dept. W, 702 Market, San Diego, Calif.
FREE surplus bargain catalog. Capacitors to com-
puters. Downs. 3206 Greenmead, Baltimore, Maryland
21207.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
AND INSTRUCTION

FCC LICENSE in six weeks. First class radio telephone.
Results guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603C, In-
wood, Dallas, Texas.
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni-
cians, field engineers, specialists in communications,
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start Septem-
ber, February. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N,
Valparaiso, Indiana.
ELECTRONICS-F.C.C. License Training -correspond-
ence, or resident classes. Free details, Write: Dept. 6,
Grantham, 1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027.
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free.
Radio Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sara-
sota, Fla.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home. All
Makes including transistors. Experimental kit -
trouble -shooting. Accredited NHSC. Free Booklet.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A,
Sacramento 20, Calif.

HIGHLY -effective home study review for FCC com-
mercial phone exams. Free literature! COOK'S SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS, Craigmont, Idaho 83523.

LEARN AT HOME -College, High School and Noncredit
Courses. Write For Information to: University of Tennes-
see, Division of Extension, Correspondence Study,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916.
ENGINEERING and Electronics -send $1.00 for 100
page Career Opportunities. C.I.S.T., Suite 674, 263
Adelaide St., West, Toronto, Canada.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

TV Tuners Rebuilt and Aligned per manufacturers spe-
cification. Only $9.50. Any Make UHF or VHF. We ship
COD Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with
tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics. Box 51B. Bloomington, Indiana.
RECONING-COMPLETE SPEAKER RECONING SERVICE
ANY MAKE. ANY SIZE. MIDWEST SPEAKER SERVICE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46201.

TOOLS

TOOL CATALOG Send 250. Silva Hardware. 107 Ziff
Walnut, Phila., Penna. 19106.

BIGCATALOG
World's BEST BUYS-
alkin GOVT. SURPLUS

Electronic Equipment

BUY NOW...
WHILE THEY LAST!

BC -453 Receiver
BC -454 Receiver
BC -455 Receiver

BC -456 Modulator
BC -457/T-20
Transmitter

BC -458 Transmitter
BC -696 Transmitter

BC -603 Receiver
BC -348 Receiver

BC -221 Frequency Meter
And Many, Many Others!

WRITE TODAY FOR NEW LIST
WITH OUR LOW, LOW PRICES

Big Variety of NEW ITEMS To
Select From, So,cl Fo: CATALOG!

FOR BIG CATALOG -SEND 250 (stamps or coin)
and receive 500 CREDIT on your order!

ADDRESS DEPT. EW

FAIR RADIO SALES
1016 E. EUREKA  Box 1105  LIMA, OHIO  45802
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AN/APR-4Y FM & AM RECEIVER
"FB" FOR SATELLITE TRACKING!

High precision lab instru-
--77:...- ment. suitable for moot -

toeing and measuring fre-
quency.3 4,---.--. " quency and relative signal

...... strength of signals from
_ 4 38 to 4000 Mc in 5 tun-

. . log ranges. For 110 volt
lb ' 60 cycle AC operation,

. built-in power supply,
Original circuit diagram- included. Checked out.
Nperfect, LIKE $88.50

EW
TN -19 TUNING UNIT for above, continuous tuning
975 to 2200 Mc., just right for 1296 Mc. Satellite
Frequency and other current Ham activity. Checked
out. perfect $69.50
Other tuning units for above, TN -16, 'TN -17 TN -I8.
TN -34 in stock P U. R.
BC -929 3 -inch Scope, with all tubes,

LIKE NEW $18.95
Conversion instructions. with diagram for 110 V
AC operation S .65

SCR -522 2 METER TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER
VHF Transmitter.Receiver. 100-156 Mc. 4 -channels.
Xtal-controlled. Amplitude modulated voice. Complete
with all 18 tubes, top rack and metal case. Exc.
Cond. $44.50

LORAN R-65/APN-9 RECEIVER
& INDICATOR r4=-3-7,---

Used In ships and aircraft. Determm. . ,
position by radio signals from know,. - --`
emitters. Accurate to within I% of
distance. Complete with tubes and $89.50crystal. IN LIKE NEW Condition

with all parts, less tubes, g.,,,z1:1 $29.50and
Shock Mount for above. .... ..... ...$2.95
Circuit diagram and connecting plugs available.

BC -221 FREQUENCY METER
Equipped with original calibration charts. 125Kc. to
20,000 Ile with crystal check points In all ranges.
Excel. Usedtables. with

CHECK
original Calibration Book. Crystal.

and all ED OUT
linmodulated $79.50

BC -221 1000 Kc Crystal Brand New. ....... .. 5.95
BC221 FREQ. METER CASE. aluminum with volt.
reg. supply. Shock mounted. BRAND NEW....S3.95
LM Freq. Meter. Modulated. 125 Kc to 20,000 Kc.
With Calibration Book. Like New $79.50
As above. less Calib. Book. exc. used $34.50

me
o.3

Determine exact
plane. Indicator
and crystal.
INDICATOR
APN-4, complete

_or
LORAN APN-4

FINE QUALITY
to NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT

geographic position of hour boat or
and receiver complete with all tubes

ID-6B/APN.4, and RECEIVER R -9B/
with tubes. Exc. Used 588.50

Shock Mount for above $2.95
ARR-15 Collins Receiver, 1.5 to 18.5 Me. Tunable.
with Collins PTO and calibrator (written up in "73''
mag1 Complete with tubes,
Like New $79.50
BC1206-C BEACON RECEIVER 195 to 420 Kc, made
by Setchel-Carlson. Works on 24-28 volts lit'. 1:15
Kc. IF. Complete with 5 tubes. Size 4" x 4" x 6".
Wt. 4 lbs. NEW $12.95
USED less tubes S 7.95

EE -8 FIELD PHONES
Checked out, perfect working order. Complete with
all parts. Excellent Condition. LIKE NEW!
Each $16.50

SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT
ALL COMPLETE WITH TUBES Like BRAND
Type Description Used New NEW

BC -453 Receiver
190.550 Ke. $14.95 $18.95 P.U.R.

BC -454 Receiver 3.6 Mc. 515.95 $24.50
ITC455 Receiver 6-9 Mc. $13.95 $19.50 $24.50
BC946 Receiver, 550.1500 Kc. Complete with all
tubes. Brand New, In original packing $48.50
1.5 to 3 MC. Receiver Brand New $24.50

110 Volt AC Power Supply for all 274 N and
ARC -5 Receivers. Complete with metal case, in-
structions. Factory wired, tested, ready to oper-
ate $12.50
SPLINED TUNING KNOB for 274-N and ARC -5
RECEIVERS. Fits BC -453. BC -454 and 490others. Only

2.1 to 3 Mc. Transmitter. Brand New $12.95
BC -458 TRANSMITTER -5.3 to 7 Mc. Complete with
all tubes and crystal $13.95BRAND NEW
Like New $8.95
BC -459 TRANSMITTER -7 to 9 Mc. Complete wiiii
tubes & crystal $19.50Like New
BC -696 TRANSMITTER 3-4 Mc Complete with $16.95
All Tubes & Crystal. Brand New
Like New . .... . ...... _ - .$12.95
BC -458 Modulator iiskix i.,ig NEW $5.95

ALL ACCESSORIES AVATLABT.E FOR AlloVE
SCR -625 MINE DETECTOR

Complete portnile outfit Iii original packing, with all
accessories. Excellent, Used $32.50
AN/ARR-2 Receiver, 234-258 Mc. Complete with 11
tubes. Brand New . . .511.95
Exc. Used $ 7.95

2 VOLT BATTERY "PACKAGE"
1-2V. 20 Amp. He. Willard Storage Battery.Model =2,2, 3" Ix 4" z 3, g" high . .. .$2.79
1-2V. 7 prong Synchronous Plog-in Vibrator 1.49
1 -Quart Bottle Electrolyte ,for 2 cells) . . 1.45
ALL BRAND NEW! Combination Price $5.45

WILLARD 6-V MIDGET STORAGE BATTERY
3 Amp, Hour. BRAND NEW. 3,-s" x 1-13 /16"
24X" Uses Standard Electrolyte. $2 95

Please include 25% Deposit with order -Balance
C.O.D., or Remittance in Full. 50c Handling Charges
on all orders under $5.00. All shipments F.O.B. Our
Warehouse, N.Y.C. All Merchandise subject to Prior
Sale and Price Change. For NEW COMPLETE CATA-
LOG, send 250. refunded with first order!

G & G RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Telephone: (212) CO 7-4605

77 Leonard St. New York, N.Y. 1 0 0 1 3

CIRCLE NO. 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TUBES

BEFORE you buy receiving tubes, Transistors, Diodes,
Electronic Components and Accessories ... send for
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Stand-
ard Brand Tubes; RCA, GE, etc. -all Brand new pre-
mium quality individually boxed. One year guarantee
-all at biggest discounts in America! We serve pro-
fessional servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engi-
neers, technicians. Why pay more? Zalytron Tube Corp.,
469-W Jericho Turnpike. Mineola, N.Y. 11502.
FREE Catalog. Electronic parts, tubes, Wholesale.
Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus Elec-
tronics ZD, 502-22 St., Union City, N. J. 07087.

TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT &
COMPONENTS. Quality merchandise only! Serving engi-
neers, purchasing agents TV/HiFi servicemen and hams
for 16 years. Write for catalog or call WA 5-7000,
BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10012.

TUBES -330 each, Year guarantee. Tuner Cleaner
$1.09. Free catalog. Cornell, 4213-W University, San
Diego, Calif. 92105.
300 NEW Tubes 75C Ea. By the Lot. J. Mandike, 2123
Sedgwick, Chicago, III. 60614.

HYPNOTISM

FREE Hypnotism, Self -Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cat-
alog! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.

AUTHORS' SERVICES

AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published,
promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage,
120 West 31 St., New York 1.
SONGWRITERS WANTED. Send songs for recordings -
royalty contract. Tin Pan Alley, 1650-H Broadway, New
York 10019.
WANTED WRITERS! Short stories, articles, books, plays,
poetry. Will help place, sell your work. Write today,
free particulars! Literary Agent Mead, Dept. C-45, 915
Broadway, New York 10, N.Y.

HIGH FIDELITY

LOW, LOW quotes: all components and recorders. Hi-Fi,
Roslyn 9, Penna

HI-FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed
"We Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back
guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations
Free. Hi -Fidelity Center, 239 (L) East 149th Street,
New York 10451.

UNUSUAL BARGAINS
MANY U. S. GOVT SURPLUS

"Balls of Fun" for Kids
Traffic Stoppers for Stores...

Terrific for Amateur Meteorologists...
SURPLUS GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS

At last . . available again in big
S-11. diameter. Create a neighbor-
imod sensation. Great backyard
fun. Exciting beach attraction.
Blow up with vacuum cleaners or
auto air hose. Sturdy enough for
hard play: all other uses. Filled
with helium (available locally)
use balloons high in the sky to
attract crowds, advertise store
sales. annOtinee fair openings, etc.
Amateur meteorologists use hal-
oans to Measure cloud heights.

wind speeds, temperature. pressure, humidity at various
heights. Photographers con utilize for low-cost aerial
photos. Recent Gov't. surplus of heavy, black, neoprene
obber.

Stock No. 60.568 -AK $2.00 Ppd.
Brand New, Quick -Charge, Industrial Surplus

NICKEL -CADMIUM BATTERY
Unparalleled Value

For the first time a 6 -volt light -weight
nickel -cadmium battery in stainless steel,
strap type -casing. 4.amp hour capacity.
Almost unlimited life -thousands of Ms -
charge -charge cycles with minute deterio-
ration -charges fully in approx. 1 hr. with
Edmund charger kit. Just a few drops of
water per year provide full maintenance.
Hundreds of uses for hobbyists. amateur

photographers, campers. model builders, etc. Un-
equalled for rechargeable lanterns, cycle scooters, and
boat lights; portable fluorescent, and ultraviolet lights.:
electronic flash units. Battery requires minimum of
electrolyte; is sealed to prevent loss: delivers nearly
100% of output at below freezing temperatures com-
pared to 50% by lead -arid batteries. No corrosive
fumes under any stage of recharge. Stud type terminals
on top 11/2" apart, marked for polarity; 6-32 thread,
nuts and lock washers. 6" x 2" x 4", Wt. 2 lbs. 12
ounces.
Stock No. 70,776 -AK $15.00 Ppd.
CHARGER KIT FOR 6 -VOLT BATTERY. Charges in
approx. 1 hr. Shuts off automatically, attaches to Stock
No. 70-776 battery case. Includes transformer. ballast
resistors charger circuit board, mounting hardware, 8 -ft.
cord plug. vhiltell.
Stock No. 70807 -AK $8.00 Ppd.
ONE 1.2 VOLT NICKEL -CADMIUM CELL
Stock No. 40,798 -AK $3.95 Ppd.

Send Check or M.O.-Money-Back Guarantee
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., Barrington, N. J. 08007

SEND FOR NEW 148 -PAGE FREE CATALOG -"AK"
Completely new 1986 edition. New items. eategOries. il-
lustrations, 148 easy -to -read pages packed with nearly
4000 unusual items. Dozens of electrical and etectro.
magnetic parts. assories. Enormous selection Of Astra-
nmical Telescopes.cce Microscopes, Binoculars,
Maognets. Lenses. Pri-ns. Many war surplus items: for
1101thyiStS, experimenters, workshop. factory. Write
catalog AK."
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO., BAREINGEON,, NEW ARMY 01001

CIRCLE NO. 117 ON READER SERVICE CARD
FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog ;E8W
and lowest quotations on your individual component,
tape recorder or system requirements. Electronic
Values Inc 200 West 20th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10011.
FREE -$1.00 Value "Miracle" Record cleaning cloth
with every quotation on HIFI EQUIPMENT. Our "ROCK
BOTTOM" prices on NAME BRAND amplifiers-tuners-
taperecoraers-speakers-FRANCHISED-59 YEARS IN
BUSINESS. Write for this month's specials -NOW!
Rabsons 57th St., Inc.. Dept. 569, 119 W. 57th St.,
New York, New York 10019.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms,
frequency discounts, closing dates, etc.

1 2

6

11

16

12

3

8

13

21

26

31

Insert

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

17 18

22

27

32

23

28

33

4 5

9 10

14

19

24

29

34

( @ .40 Reader Rate
Words = $@ .70 Commercial Rate

time(s) Total Enclosed $

ZONE STATE

15

20

25

30

35

SIGNATURE _ _

WORD COUNT: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines, or of state (New York) counts as one
word each. Zone or Zip Code numbers not counted. (Publisher reserves right to omit Zip Code if space does
not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as a word. Symbols
such as 35mm. COD. P0, AC, etc., count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words. EW-866
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1966 POLAROID LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY

If you own a Polaroid Land camera, or are
in the market for one, sign up now for the
most important "excursion" of your picture -
taking career. An exciting tour through the
miraculous world of "instant" pictures.

Your guide is the all -new 1966 edition of
POLAROID LAND PHOTOGRAPHY - the
only comprehensive and up-to-date hand-
book on the subject. The one knowledge-
able guide that delivers the skill and know-
how for the most rewarding Polaroid Land
photographs you've ever taken!

Your tour begins the moment you open your
copy ... with a detailed inspection of every
Polaroid Land camera in existence, includ-
ing the swingin' "Swinger" and the fabulous,
new Model 180, plus the complete line of
accessories and film . . . next, a valuoble
course in photography basics and technique
. . . on important discussion on amazing
Polacolor . . . followed by 77 fascinating
uses for Polaroid Land photography.

PLUS-gallery after gallery of mas-
terful, enchanting Polaroid Land
photographs - including 16 eye-
openIng pages in glorious color.

All in all, 116 fact -and -photo -packed pages
of the most extensive, authoritative, impor-
tant -to -you information available. Sign up
today. Just clip the coupon below and re-
turn it with your remittance. $1.25

Also Available -AN EXQUISITE LEATHER FLEX -

BOUND EDITION ... for just $3 POSTPAID!

r
Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. PLP
589 Broadway  New York, N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 POLAROID
LAND PHOTOGRAPHY, as checked below:
 $1.25 enclosed, plus 150 for shipping and
handling. Send me the regular edition. ($1.50
for orders outside the U.S.A.)
 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe Leather
flex -bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders
outside the U.S.A.) Allow three additional
weeks for delivery.

EW-86

name please print

address

city zip code

L. PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER. -.I

Awgust, 1966

WANTED

QUICKSILVER. Platinum. Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular, Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.
CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic TUBES. (Want
UNUSED, clean Radio/TV Receiving, Transmitting, Spe-
cial Purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons. Broadcast Types.
Want military and commercial Lab/Test Equipment.
Want commercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For
a Fair Deal Write: BARRY Electronics, 512 Broadway.
New York, N.Y. 10012 (WA 5-7000.)
GOLD, Silver, Platinum (Any Form) Diamonds Bought,
Information Free. Wilmot's. 1057V Bridge. Grand Rap-
ids. Mich. 49503.

TAPE AND RECORDERS

RENT Stereo lapes-over 2,500 Different-all major
labels-free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 1616-E. W. Ter-
race Way. Santa Rosa. California.
BEFORE renting Stereo Tapes, try us. Postpaid both
ways-no deposit-immediate delivery. Quality-De-
pendability-Service-Satisfaction-prevail here. If
you've been dissatisfied in the past, your initial order
will prove this is no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station,
Hialeah, Fla. 33012.
TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest models.
$10.00 above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028-B Common-
wealth Ave., Boston. Mass. 02215.
TAPE -MATES now offers ALL TAPES-ALL LABELS at
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS plus FREE Tape -Mates member-
ship. For FREE brochure write TAPE -MATES, 5280-EW
W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 90019.
STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees,
postpaid anywhere USA). Free 60 -page catalog. We dis-
count batteries, recorders, tape accessories. Beware of
slogans "not undersold," as the discount information
you supply our competitor is usually reported to the
factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Rd., Washington,
D. C. 20009.
111-F1 components, tape recorders, sleep learn equip-
ment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner,
1523 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 10, N.Y.

PERMANENT PROTECTION !

Electronics
World
Deluxe Magazine Files

that hold a full
year's copies!

Designed to keep your
periodicals orderly and easy to refer to. These
durable files guard against soiling, tearing, wear
or misplacement of issues. They look, feel like
leather and are washable! 23kt. gold lettering and
exquisite 2 -color binding make them highly -deco-
rative additions to your bookshelves.

Shipped POSTPAID! FULLY GUARANTEED!

Only $3.50 each -3 for $10, 6 for $19
Order several today-for ELECTRONICS WORLD

and all your other favorite magazines.
r
1 Jesse Jones Box Corp., Box 5120, Dept. EW

Philadelphia 41, Pa.

Enclosed is $_ Please send me
Electronics World Magazine Files in the colors checked
below:

E] Black backing/maroon sides

E] Maroon backing/black sides

NAME

ADDRESS_

CITY STATE ZIP CODE

Orders outside U.S.A. please add $1 additional for
each file ordered.

L--- (Payment must accompany order) ----I

GREGORY ELECTRONICS

Reconditioned &
2 -WAY RADIO SAVINGS

Partial list-Send for New

Voice Commander
132 to 172
x 5.3"
price including
New Rechargeable

Used FM

'66 catalog

MC, 1W 9.5"
x 1.7" Reduced

brand
Nickel

Battery Pack

Price Ever!

& tuning is de-

$45.00
charger for these

PRICES

Cadmium

Lowest
.... - .4.-

.....
. 148

If crystal
sired add
Battery
units $16.00

WRITE FOR QUANTITY

MOTOROLA 30-50mc
T -51G SERIES VIBRATOR

6/12v 50.60 watts. Complete with all acces-
sories, less crystals and antenna.
Transmitter & Receiver Fully

'228Narrow Banded
(Less accessories, deduct $30)
Same unit tuned to desired frequency, including
new antenna, add $45.00

MOTOROLA P 11

less batteries & crystals
Dry Battery Operated Pack Sets,

40-50 MC

DUMONT 101A 30-50MC
12 Volt 30 Watts complete ac-
cessories ideal for Monitor Re-
ceiver
Less crystals & antenna

GE 4ES14A1 450-470MC
Less crystals & tuning 6/12 Volts $58
12 to 15 Watts
With accessories, add $30

We Buy Late Model Equipment
-Write. Wire at Phone!

a. GFlEGOFIV ._ GREGORY
ELECTRONICS

for Cash

N.J., 07662

GE-
---0,-... CORPORATION

249 RT. 46, Saddle Brook,
Phone: (201) 489-9000

CIRCLE NO. 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD
TAPES, TAPE RECORDERS --sold, exchanged. Free cata-
log. Tower, Lafayette Hill. Pa. 19444.
CUSTOM COVERS for 7" reel TAPE boxes. Make your
tape library "Bookcase Neat." Order 1 color or assort.
Beige-Gray-Ochre-Salmon-Olive. Varnished heavy-
duty leather -textured stock. 8 $1.00. 30 or more 100
ea -Postpaid --Money Back Guarantee. CUSTOM COVERS,
Dept. B. Windsor. Calif. 95492.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS-$1.00 up.
Catalog 25C, refundable. PARKS, Box 25565, Seattle,
Wash. 98125.

COINS

500 CALIFORNIA Gold Pieces: 1849-1858; 75C Each.
Seven Different $4.00; 25 Assorted $12.00; Plastic
Holders. Metropolitan Coin Exchange, 1380-Z Penobscot
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 48226.
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EVERYTHING UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!

PROFESSIONAL HI-FI CONDENSER MICROPHONE
Brand new SI 14.85 capsule only. but we inelmie
dwg of Paramount Picture's cathode -follower preamp
using only 3 batteries, 3 resistors. 3 capacitors, 1

W-5718 tube. Mnfr's specs: "i 1 db from Dl' to 121-
km usable beyond 25 ke; 25 p1: -75 db across Ill
meg load for 10 bar signal at 180 v polarizing; will
work past 170 aim: will stand 200 G shock." Unlril
rectIonal. Size: Will fit In 2-1/16" circle; 7/8" thick
0A. WHILE THEY LAST. postpaid, only 27.50

KEEP LINE VOLTS CONSTANT AUTOMATICALLY
These Regulators. ALL AT LOW SURPLUS BARGAIN
PRICES, hold output at 115/120 v despite line
changes 95.130 v and load changes 0 to full load.
CV: Tuned saturating isolating transformers hold to
I /1 . have 14 '/ harmonies. EM: Servo. hold to
I r; . ZERO harmon. S/El: Electronic, hold to 0.1%.
3'; man. harm. Sofa. Sorensen. Superior Electric.

CV: 250 VA $ 22.50 500 VA .... $ 37.50
1 KVA 69.50 2 KVA (230v) 99.50

S/EI: 500 VA 99.50 5 KVA (230v) 350.00
2 KVA "129.50 1 KVA .... 129.50

21/2 KVA *199.50 2 KVA .... 199.50
'Items are special values 3 KVA ... 279.50

10KVA 595.00

EM: 6 KVA, $279.50 (Incl. Gen. Radio 1570AL)
EMT (transistorized) 28 KVA 230V 350.00

ALL -BAND SSB RCVR BARGAIN: Hallicrafters R-45,
Alt117. 551) kc to 43 me continuous. Voice, CW,
MM. aligned. grtel. w / book: 2-11F, 2-Irs.
S -meter: noise lmtr; 3 xtl, 3 non..xt1 selectivity

hoices. 149.50Less pwr sply .. .. .. ... .. ...... ..
60 cy pwr spiv: 1230. 8611 productdetector: 520

TIME PAY PLAN: Any purchase totaling 10%5I60.0i. or 010re. down payment only .

R-23/ARC-5 Command rcvr 190-550 kc. 14.95
A.R.C. 12 #22 Command rcvr 540-1600 kc 17.95
ARR-5 rcvr, 60 cy, am/fm, 27-140 mc. 149.50
APR -4Y AM/FM Rcvr mod. to 115 v 50/60 cy, with
pwr plug, book, tuners 38.1000 mc. 250.00
P.U.R. for tuners 975-2200 and 2175-4000 mc.
RA -62-6 is AC pwr sply for SCR -522, only 17.95
LM -14 freq. meter, .01% 125 kc-20 mc. 57.50
TS-323/UR freq. meter 20-480 mc., .001% 169.50

OTHER MATERIAL: liewl-Pack 8.: Trkt. Scopes. 30
typ... of Sltf11:11 Generator's. 6ertschaterial. Bridges.
VIA, Iterci,.is. Noise Field.strengthm 'Meters, DVNIu
etc. etc. WRITE! WE ALSO BUY!

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-A, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213

Phones: Area 213, office 272-5707, messages 275.5342

CIRCLE NO. 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PHOTOGRAPHS

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to $500.00
each. Valuable information free -Write lntraphoto-EW,
Box 74607, Hollywood 90004.

RUBBER STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.00. Signature $2.88. Free
catalog. Jackson Products, 1433 Winnemac, Chicago,
III. 60640.

EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog
free! Sleep -Learning Association, Box 24-ZD, Olympia,
Washington.
LEARN while asleep. Remarkable, scientific. 92% ef-
fective. Details free. ASR Foundation, Box 721, Dept.
e.g., Lexington, Kentucky.
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses
Bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS -IDEAS developed: Cash/Royalty Sales.
Member: United States Chamber Commerce. Raymond
Lee. 130-G West 42nd, New York City 10036.
INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your idea or
invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manu-
facturer clients are urgently seeking new items for
outright cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance
available. 10 years proven performance. For free
information, write Dept. 42, Wall Street Invention
Brokerage, 79 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FREE BOOK "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -945H, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400 monthly.
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business ex-
penses paid. No selling. No college education neces-
sary. Pick own job location. Investigate full time. Or
earn $6.44 hour spare time. Write for Free Literature.
No obligation. Universal, CZ -8, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas,
Texas 75205.

I MADE $40,000.00 YEAR by mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free proof. Torrey,
Box 63566-N, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106.

CITIZENS BAND Radio Dealerships Available. Sell Full
or Part Time. Knox Electronic, Dept. 274, Galesburg,
III. 61401.

IT'S FUN to sell by Mailorder! Free catalogue. Meth-
ods, 1404 -FD, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

MAKE Money Clipping Items from your local newspaper.
Some worth $10.00 each. Details free. Harvey, Box
692-N, Elkton, Md. 21921.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work proj-
ects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel
expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. D,
Bradenton Beach, Florida.

FOREIGN Employment: South America, Africa, Europe,
Australia, USA. Earnings to $2,000.00 monthly. Con-
struction, all trades, professions, occupations. Many
companies pay fare, housing, benefits, bonuses. Write:
Universal, Dept. B-8, Woodbridge, Conn. 06525.

EMPLOYMENT Resumes. Get a better job & earn more!
Send only $2.00 for expert, complete Resume Writing
Instructions. J. Ross, 80-34 Kent St., Jamaica 32, N.Y.
Dept. EW.

REAL ESTATE

FREE SUMMER CATALOG! Selected Best thruout the
U.S. Thousands of properties described, pictured -
Land, Farms, Homes, Businesses -Waterfront, Recrea-
tion, Retirement. 66 Years' service, 490 Offices, 36
states Coast to Coast, Mailed FREE from the World's
Largest! STROUT REALTY, 60-ZD E. 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y.
10017. OX 7-5710.

IMGC424f
With every $10 Order

(No Limit) from this list,
6AG5 6SN7
6AQ5 6CB6 6S4
6AU6 6J6 6W4
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omatav we T. -labia
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CONNATE R NO Single. 061
st. MASK DECTRONICS COU.SE 060 0004,

NEW PRACTICAL TV TINNING COURSE
081.15150

Both above
courses $6°°

CORNELL

PER

TUBE

100 TUBES OR MORE.

30C PER TUBE

Air TUBE
CARTONS

NEW' Easy TO USE'
RADIO- TVITUBE TESTER ip

TEST and REPAIR

AMITACIS
Ts RADIO SETS

SIGN 51055
CLAY COATED
FiLD C DI..
xl111 BUILT 1..

DIAGONAL
PAN faloNs

8.9 ma
3,, CE:IIKIIM

p_wA vq4 sm,ssE CIC:3111/111E1111 r 25
814, 015A 10 11=Ininall

fr Oral tel osaj ElcommlIKEI

TUBES
1 YR .(iIJARAW1111)

Mutual Conductance Lab -testa , Individually
Boxed, Branded and Code Dated. Tubes

are new, or used and so marked.

0Z4
1B3
113/1K3
1 HS
11.4
114
1114
I X2
31126
3DG4
S114
SUR
SV4
5Y3
6A6
6A8
6AB4
6AC7
6AG5
6AK5
6AL5 6BZ6

6C46ANS
1 66W4 12BD66C 6 463

6AQ5 6CB6 6J6
6W6 126E6 7044

ether tubps at low cord tsr trot. Get

6C 06
6CF6
6CG7
6CG8
6CM7

6K6
6K7
607
6S4
6SA7

6X4
6X8
7A7
7A8
78

II not slIppeci fit 24 INS
YOUR ORDERFREE!

6AS5
6AT6
6AT8
6AU4
6AUS
6AU6
6AU6
6AW8
6AX4
6BA6
6BCS
6BD6
6BG6
615.16

611L7

6BN4
613N6
6606
66Q7

6CZ5
606
6DA4
60E6
6006
6EA7
6EmS 6SR7

6t1/6F6 6118
6GH8 6V66H6

6SH7
6S)7
6SK7
6SL7
6SN7
6SQ7

12BF6
12BH7

12BY7
12E116

12CS
l2CAS
12587
125Q7
2SL6

3
25Z6

35Z3
5016

24

12AF6 77
12AT7 78

27

I2AU7 84/6Z412AX7
12BA6 5687

7C5
7N7
7Y4
12AD6
12AE6

NO SUBSTITUTIONS WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION

11,110

IC

NR 11
COINS

Net
PER IN
CANON
w

E

11511111115

CORNELL ELECTRONICS CO.
Dept EW 8 4217 University Ave., San Diego , Calif. 9 2 1 0 5

lit P901111
All MERE IN

COLOR

TY SPAIN

3$100
El AHEAD OF THE FIELD

21 PICTURE

`1195MEn
 Aluminized

No COI's.
Picture Tubes

11t17:

ST O.,

CHEATER
ORDS

NOM FRIAR

STO
T010

Tv T.

...."rte

ius
51,054,1

XPANDNIlt
"" "" "" e e

TERMS: Add 3c per tube
shipping. Orders under $5 00
add 3c per tube shipping
plus 50c handling. Canadian
orders add approximate

irl 11
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all purpose
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postage. Send 25% deposit
on C 0 orders. No C.00
orders under $5.00 or to
Canada. No 24 hr free offer
on personal check orders
5 -DAY MONEY BACK OFFER'
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011111% ass 10 011101.0
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COMPLETE LIST OF TUBES USED IN ALL BRANDS
OF COLOR T.V. SETS

List Our
Type Price Price

List Our
Type PriCe Price

1AD2
IB3

..2.85. .1.192 75....1.06 6GH8A .3.20. 1.12
66J7 3.10 1.37

1G3
1V2

2 7
2.20. . .86

6G65
6666

1.95
1.24

1X2
2AF4B

2 90....1.05 6GL7
GCMG

2.39
1.19

2HQ5
3A2 5 50....2.39 6007

6GU7
3.75. 2.05..3.20 1.36

383
3ALS

3 20....1.36 6GX6
6GX7

1.10
1.53

3472
313166

6010
6HA5

. 2.60 1.10

..3.85 1.65
3816
3BZ6

6HB6
6HB7

1.89
..3.35 1.42

3CA3
3C56

6HES
6HF5

1.58
7.30 3.17

3004
31316

6HF8
6H68

1.71
1.76

3065
3HQS

GHL8
6HM5

..3.05 1.30
1.65

48L8
4BN6

6HOS
6HS8

1.85
1.51

4BQ7A
41316

6HZ6
646

1.17
2 65. .84

4E147
4EJ7

6410
6JC6

2.17
1.60

4HA5
4HA7

6JD6
6JE6

1.41
3.73

SAME
5AN8

6JH6
6JH8

1.05
1.75

5AQ5
5AT8

6.156
6.478

3.18
1.71

5657
5466

6JU8A
6JW8

1.42
3.10.. 1.31

5U4
5V3

2 10. .743 50....1.50 6648
6608

4.25.. 1.83
1.18

5V6
51307

3 40....1.16 66E8
66M6

5.35.. 2.30
3.50

6AC1O
6A010 3.70....I.646.90....3.04

6678
66Z8

1.74
3.40. 1.33

6AF4
6AG7 6.20 .2.40

6L6GC
GLE8

1.52
2.41

6AH4
65146

..3.25.. 1.38
4.40.. 1.00

6LF8
61M8

1.51
1.79

6ALS
6AL11

1.75. .654.15 .1.76
6LU8
GLIB

.4.75. 1.75
1.58

6CL6
6CL8A

3.80 .1.613.75.. 1.59
6M11
654

1.97
2 35. .92

GCMG
6CN7

3.35 . 1.44
..4.00.. 1.69

6567
61-4

2.70. 1.205 15.. 2.00
6C08 3.30. ..1.17 678 3 35. 1.19
6CS6
6CW4 4.60....2.03

6T10
6U8

4.25.. 1.90
3 10 1.25

6CW5
6C25

3.10....I.444.10....I.77
6U10
6V6GT

.3.65 . 1.63
2.40.. 1.06

6DC6
6DE6

6W6
6X8

2 95. 1.32
3 00. 1.10

6066
6005

61(9
679

2 90. 1.31
3 10. 1.65

60Q6
6054

7AU7
8CG7

2.45.. .87
2.35.. 1.00

61376
6DV4

8FQ7
948

2.35.. 1.00
3 40. 1.60

60W4B
61358

91106
10JT8

4.35 . 1.93
4.05.. 1.79

6DZ4
6EA8

11108
I2AT7

5.90 2.59
2.85.. .72

6EH7
6EJ7

12AU7
12AV6

2.35.. .86
1.60.. .57

6EM7
6ER5

12AV7
12AX7

3.40 .90..2.40.....906EW6
6E25

12AZ7
12BH7

2.85 .98
2.90.. .96

6FG7
6FHS

15CW5
I5H86

2.65 1.10
3.85.. 1.63

6FJ7
6FM7

15LE8
19AU4

7.65 3.3.
3.55.. 1.62

6FQ7 21LR8 6.00 . 2.63
6GC5
66F711

31JS6

500 HANDL. CHARGES FOR ALL ORDERS UNDER 55.00
TERMS: Minimum order 35.00 exclusive of postage.111:1,111:1:1::!:]. po.1.1,4,, No C.4,1,. The ahoso II,
fl o,... not rullect out onti, ...to.I, ... ,.. hove one of tin,largest ..elertior, of ..,l'o I \ I ot 1:1,,-.1,.. 131tOADCAS'l& TV TUBES In th. I. '-. , , ., 1. , ootatIon.

UNITED RADIO CO.
BOX 1000, 56 FERRY ST., NEWARK, N.J.

ESTABLISHED 1920
Above Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

SEND FOR COMPLETE PARTS CATALOG
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PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

MEDICAL FILM --Adults only -"Childbirth" one reel,
8mm $7.50; 16mm $14.95. International W, Greenvale,
Long Island, New York.
SCIENCE Bargains -Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts, War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

STAMPS

WOW! 110 ALL DIFFERENT GERMANY 100 Commemora-
tives, Airmails, High Values, Big catalog, bargain lists
plus selections of fine stamps from our approval serv-
ice, returnable without obligation. Jamestown Stamp,
Dept. A86EG, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701.

FREE! BIG BARGAIN CATALOG -NEW EDITION listing
thousands of bargains including U.S. & B.N.A. stamps,
packets, albums, accessories and supplies. Plus selec-
tions of fine stamps from our approval service, return-
able without obligation. Jamestown Stamp, Dept.
E86EG, Jamestown, N.Y. 14701.

MISCELLANEOUS

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts,
equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn.
55412.

FREE Wine Recipes and Home Brewing Supplies cata-
log. County Winemaker, Box 243EG, Lexington, Mass.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

EIGHT HUNDRED Bendix Engineers, Technicians, Oper-
ations and Support Personnel were involved directly -
and in real time -in tracking the recent successful
SURVEYOR LUNAR LANDING. Many similar opportuni-
ties are immediately available in support of GEMINI,
APOLLO, MARINER, LUNAR ORBITER, The Orbiting of
Observatory Series, and other space exploration
programs for... ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, PROGRAM-
MERS, TECHNICAL WRITERS, INSTRUCTORS with expe-
rience or training in: DIGITAL SYSTEMS, TELEMETRY,
COMMUNICATIONS, RADAR, TEST EQUIPMENT, VIDEO,
TECHNIQUES, RECORDERS, RFI/EMC, SERVOS, DIESEL,
HYDRAULICS. Among the many locations available -
both family and isolated -are: CALIFORNIA, TEXAS,
FLORIDA, MARYLAND, MEXICO, ECUADOR, MADAGAS-
CAR, SPAIN, ENGLAND, GUAM, ASCENSION and many
others. Pre -assignment training with full pay is pro-
vided for many assignments. If interested please send
complete resume -or a postcard requesting an appli-
cation -to Mr. Warren Schaffer, Dept. 792E, The
BENDIX FIELD ENGINEERING CORPORATION, Subsidiary
of THE BENDIX CORPORATION, OWINGS MILLS, MARY-
LAND 21117. All candidates will be considered without
regard to race, creed, color, national origin or sex.

tr,PHOTOGRAPHY
IODIREITORYLIZA

World's most complete photographic buying guide.

Order by number from
Ziff -Davis Service Division,

589 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012
Enclose an additional 15g per copy for shipping

and handling (500 for orders outside U.S.A.

BACK ISSUES

AVAILABLE
Use this coupon to order back issues of

ELECTRONICS WORLD

We have a limited supply of back issues that
can be ordered on a first -come, first -served
basis. Just fill in the coupon below, enclose
your remittance in the amount of 750 for
each copy ordered.

ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION
Dept. BCEW, 589 Broadway

New York, New York 10012

Please send the following back issues of

ELECTRONICS WORLD

I am enclosing to cover cost of
the magazine, shipping and handling.

Month

Month

Month

Name

Address

City

State

Year ...

Year

Year

Zip

Payment must be enclosed with order

750 MIL TOP HAT AND EPDXIES
PIV Sale PIV Sale PIV

Sole50 111 50 600 CI 190 1400 0 95t
100 n 70 800 FA 29t 1600 n 1.10
200 [1 9t 1000 III 51t 1800 D 1.35
400 11 13t 1200 !_ ; 690 2000 0 1.50

FIELD-EFFECT
C610

-N-channel
spec

Tube
AubeEqUive-

TRANSISTORS lent

LOW NOISE
WORTH E24 $ 9 5

sheet. for use: .n.

a- 1--- 4"
, IGNITIONin,)), \

01.7 0"...,1Mom040,----.0 TRANSISTOR
'

,40'1,
,.5°

9 5
2N1100

-------....cdr--
V. -n:'

100Ex:6,61., BVolta

HAT 04/3 EP9
I)(

1ES

1513 MIL.---I MP

8P0R0\i"-'

4FF:cli;j4;10:-sint-s.":11:,,,,,,-.11.?9°,
-3000 Po 2°0 ma RECTIFIEREPDXY" _6000 piV 200

0 "EPDXY"

LJ DOUBLE
BONUS

 TRANSISTORS
 RECTIFIERS$ 2

WORTH OF

a RESISTORS
is CONDENSERS
 DIODES  ETC
Add 25, for ha

BOTH FREE WITH ANY $10 ORDER

PLUS

CHOOSE

ANY

$100
I
ITEM

FREE
n o71.7,

Nw
MOST POPULAR $1 PARTS PAKS
$25 SURPRISE PAK: transistors, reel, diodes, etc.$1
40 PRECISION RESISTORS, I '..:, 1, 2W; 1 ',.',- values $1
60 CERAMIC CONDENSERS, .Ilse., typo's, to .05 $1

I. -; 40 "TINY" RESISTORS, 1/10W. 5 !:, too! ..51..
10 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS for ono -non transistors $1
30 MOLDED COND'S, mylar, pore, black beauty

$1
. 60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .5mf, to 1Kv, asst 51

40 DISC CONDENSERS, 27:nolf to .05mf to 1KV $1
60 TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles, plugs, audio, etc. 51

1 30 POWER RESISTORS, 5 to 50W. to 24 Kohms. $1
[ -I 50 MICA CONDENSERS, to .1111f, silvers too!

. .$1
10 VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg., switch too! .$1

T _1 10 ELECTROLYTICS, to 500mf, asst FY & tubular.$1
LI 50 RADIO & TV KNOBS, instil. colors & styles .$1

1 10 TRANSISTOR ELECTROLYTICS: lOmf to 500mI51
[ J 50 COILS & CHOKES, if, rf, ant, use, & more .. $1

j 35 TWO WAITERS, ,k,,t incl. A.13., 5!i, too! . . .$175 HALF WAITERS, .. incl. A.B., 5''o too! .'.51
60 HI -O RESISTORS,

. 1, 2\V, 1', & 5 '. values $1

00--.

Imagine
price!

L.1

PRV
11
LI
0 100

si0 FIRST TIME IN U.S.A.!
"ONE PRICE" SCRS!'

7 -amp, 16 -amp and 25 -amp at one
Just check the proper amp and PRV blocks.

7 -Amps 116 -Amps 0 25 -Amps
Sale PRV Sale [] 300 1.7525 .25 Ej 150 .80 [-I 400 2.25

50 .45 r 200 1.15 0 500 2.50.70 r 250 1.35 0 600 2.95

1 ON:CATALOG00 FOR OUR GIANTd 881158147y

order, Ineld postage -vg. wt.
per Oak I ID. Rated, net 30 dss.p 0 LY COD 258/k

AKS °TERMS:

end cheek, money

P.O. BOX 942 W
SO. LYNFIELD, MASS.

"PAK-KING" OF THE WORLD
S.
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What most camera

owners don't know about

picture -taking could

fill a 116 page

volume ... and

INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY, by the
editors of Popular Photography, is a

unique 116 page guide to better picture
taking filled with basic, down-to-earth
advice that helps you eliminate costly
trial and error, time-consuming guess-
work.
Plagued by fuzzy pictures? Poorly ex-

posed film? Drab color shots? Invitation
To Photography is your answer. Whether
you are a beginner, a hobbyist, or some-
one who just likes to take pictures-no
matter what kind of camera you use-
everything you need to know about get-
ting the best out of your camera is now
clearly defined in one concise, easy -to -
understand guidebook.
Including: How to choose the right equip-
ment . . . suiting the film to the occa-
sion . . . using the correct exposure ...
artificial vs. natural lighting . .. getting
the most from color .. . creative compo-
sition . . . darkroom work.
20 complete, fact -and -photo -packed ar-
ticles in all! Each written by an expert
for people who want to take better pic-
tures. You'll progress quickly, easily and
confidently-with pros like Rothschild,
Pierce and Hattersley looking over your
shoulder on every shot.
So take the first important step towards
those perfect quality photos you're shoot-
ing for ... by ordering your INVITATION
TO PHOTOGRAPHY! Use the coupon be-
low and R.S.V.P. today! Only $125

GET THE HANDSOME LEATHERFLEX-
BOUND EDITION for just $3 POSTPAID!

INVITATION TO PHOTOGRAPHY
is also available in a splendid
deluxe edition. Rugged Leather -
flex cover provides lasting pro-
tection yet is softly textured and
gold -embossed for the look of
elegance. A collector's item-a
superb addition to your perma
nent photo reference library.
And it's yours, for just $3
postpaid, when you check the
appropriate box on the order form.

Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. IP

589 Broadway New York, N. Y. 10012
YES! Please send my copy of Invitation To
Photography as checked below:

$1.25 enclosed, plus 15y for shipping and
handling. Send me the regular edition.
($1.75 for orders outside the U.S.A.)

0 $3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe
Leatherflex-bound edition, postpaid. ($3.75
for orders outside the U.S.A.) Allow three
additional weeks for delivery.

NAME please print

ADDRESS EW-86

CITY

imSTATE ZIP CODE
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER =111
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amazing new
6 engineering

82

achievement from
JERROLD I

-CHANNEL
Coloraxial Cable

0

Delivers unheard-of low loss and

top 82 -channel color performance

At last, a TV transmission line that gives you
the right answer to all -channel and color
reception problems. Lets you install TV studio
quality reception in homes, TV shops, appli-
ance stores and MATV systems.

This remarkable, low -loss cable comes in
ready -to -install, 50 and 75 -foot sweep -tested
coils with factory attached connectors. Saves
you time and effort! In many areas you can
use a smaller antenna because loss is so
low. And 82 -Channel Coloraxial Cable is actu-
ally less expensive than some twinlead.

If the bugaboo of coax loss has held you
back-look for a new excuse. 82 -Channel
Coloraxial Cable causes /ess/ossthan shielded
twinlead, and it's comparable to new twin -
lead in a typical home installation. What's
more, twinlead losses increase with age-
coax losses remain constant! And Coloraxial
cable lasts 10 times longer than twinlead.

JiR1101,0
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Distributor Sales Division
401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19106
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ALL -NEW COLOR TV
PICTURE TUBE

RCA Hi-Lite color picture tubes

bring OEM quality to

your replacement tube customers
Odds are that when you're called to replace a customer's color picture tube and you
replace it with an RCA Hi-Lite, you're giving him a better product than he had when
his set was new.

That's because RCA Hi-Lite picture tubes are RCA's best ... the same quality... the
same tubes ... that go into today's original equipment sets. RCA Hi-Lites are all -new ...
glass, gun, the works! And incorporate the continued advancements in picture tube tech-
nology achieved by the world's leading color picture tube manufacturer. So you literally
"up -date" your customer's color set when you install one.

Here's picture brightness and color fidelity at its finest, available for the service trade
in 19 -inch and 25 -inch rectangular and 21 -inch round tube types.

How about you? Are you offering your customers today's color?
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics


